ABSTRACT
Carl Nicholas Reeves
STUDIES IN THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE VALLEY OF THE KINGS,
with particular reference to tomb robbery
and the caching of the royal mummies
This study considers the physical evidence for
tomb robbery on the Theban west bank, and its resultant
effects, during the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate
Period. Each tomb and deposit known from the Valley
of the Kings is examined in detail, with the aims of
establishing the archaeological context of each find
and, wherever possible, isolating and comparing the
evidence for post-interment activity. The archaeological
and documentary evidence pertaining to the royal caches
from Deir el-Bahri, the tomb of Amenophis II and
elsewhere is drawn together, and from an analysis of
this material it is possible to suggest the routes by
which the mummies arrived at their final destinations.
Large-scale tomb robbery is shown to have been a
relatively uncommon phenomenon, confined to periods of
political and economic instability. The caching of the
royal mummies may be seen as a direct consequence of
the tomb robberies of the late New Kingdom and the
subsequent abandonment of the necropolis by Ramesses XI.
Associated with the evacuation of the Valley tombs may
be discerned an official dismantling of the burials
and a re-absorption into the economy of the precious
commodities there interred.
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ADDENDA

Chapter 11, p.239. On the proposed misidentification
of the royal mummies, cf. Wente, in Oriental
Institute, Chicago, 1981-82 Annual Report, 86;
also Harris, in University of Michigan News Release 37
(20 December 1971), 2.
Chapter 11, p. 242 ff. Doubts about the attribution
of mummy CG 61065 to Tuthmosis I, based upon an
estimate of the age at death and also upon the
extended position of the arms - which perhaps
suggests a date pre-Amenophis I (cf. Gray, JEA 58
(1970), 202 f.) - were noted in University of
Michigan News Release 37 (20 December 1971), 1 ff.
Appendix A, p. 313. Add:
Site 12a
Between KV4 and KV28.
Finds/results.
Discovery of KV44 (26 January 1901). For the
finds cf. Carter, ASAE 2 (1901), 144 f.

PREFACE

As Maspero once remarked, 'Nothing is rarer now
in the Theban necropolis than virgin tombs' 1) and indeed, to the one substantial intact burial
he was then able to cite (the family vault of
Sennudjem) 2) there can be added only that of the
architect Kha and his wife Meryt, 3) discovered by
Schiaparelli in 1906. Although this situation may,
to some extent, be attributable to the awakened
interest in and mad scramble for things Egyptian
which followed in the wake of Napoleon's expedition, 4) it is clear that the vast majority of
Egypt's tombs had in fact been ransacked very much
earlier. The salient national characteristic of the
Egyptian people singled out for comment by Plato 5)
in the fourth century BC was a greed for wealth
(To TiAoxpripatov) ,

and one of the ways in which this

manifested itself was through robbery of the dead.
Practised to our certain knowledge since predynastic
times, 6) robbery of this kind was to grow in
attraction and extent in parallel with the development of funerary beliefs and the ever more lavish
provisions made for the next life.
As a phenomenon, tomb robbery and its effects
may be studied with most profit in the necropolis
of New Kingdom Thebes. For the purposes of this
thesis, research has been concentrated upon one
specific area of the Theban west bank: Wadi Biban
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el-Muluk, better known as the Valley of the Kings.
Not only is post-interment activity better attested
here in terms of both the archaeological and
textual record than in any other part of Egypt,
but the fact that the mortal remains of several of
the tomb owners were later removed to be cached
elsewhere provides a unique opportunity to study in
some detail the changing responses to the apparent
increase in tomb robbery during the late New Kingdom
and early years of the Third Intermediate Period.
The thesis itself is divided into two main
sections, preceded by an introduction. The first
of these sections deals in turn with each tomb and
deposit known from the Valley of the Kings. The aim
has been not so much to draw up an exhaustive
catalogue of the contents of every tomb, but to
establish for later analysis the basic archaeological
context of each find and, wherever possible, to
isolate and compare the evidence for post-interment
activity. The second part of the thesis draws
together the archaeological and documentary evidence
relating to the royal caches from Deir el-Bahri,
the tomb of Amenophis II and elsewhere, from an
analysis of which it has been possible to suggest
the routes by which the royal mummies arrived at
their final destinations. The overall conclusions
are set out in a separate section at the end of the
study, which is brought to a close with four
appendices which chart the history of excavation in
the Valley of the Kings between 1898 and 1922.
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A number of the topics considered in this thesis
have been treated previously by the writer in the
following articles and reviews:
'The tomb of Tuthmosis IV: two questionable
attributions', GM 44 (1981), 49 ff.
'A state chariot from the tomb of Ay?', GM 46
(1981), 11 ff.
'A reappraisal of Tomb 55 in the Valley of the
Kings', JEA 67 (1981), 48 ff.
Review of Perepelkin, Gold Coffin, BiOr 38/3-4
(1981) 293 ff.
'The discovery and clearance of KV58 1 , GM 53
(1982), 33 ff.
'Akhenaten after all?', GM 54 (1982), 61 ff.
Review of Harris & Wente, Atlas, BiOr 39/3-4
(1982), 264 ff.
'On the miniature mask from the Tutcankhamlin
embalming cache', BSEG 8 (1983), 81 ff.
'Excavations in the Valley of the Kings, 1905/6:
a photographic record', MDAIK 40 (1984) (forthcoming)
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the Kings', CdE 60 (1985) (forthcoming)
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INTRODUCTION
THE BURIAL OF AMENOPHIS I

Amenophis I is the first king of the New Kingdom
about whose funerary arrangements we know anything
at all, and a consideration of his burial will be
as appropriate a way as any to introduce this
study.
The investigating commission of Year 16 of
Ramesses IX 1) records the location of the king's
tomb in the following way:
The horizon of eternity of King Djeserka(re)
1.p.h., Son of Re Amenophis 1.p.h., nty ir
mh-120 mdt m p3y.st c eY
c k3 , so called,
north of the house (EE) of Amenophis 1.p,h.
of the garden (n p k3mw).2)
Owing to our as yet imperfect knowledge of Egyptian
lexicography and of Theban topography during the
New Kingdom, this text has been employed to support
the claims of two quite different tombs. 3)
An association with the first of these tombs,
KV39 (fig. 66), was proposed by Weigall in 1911. 4)
He suggested that the immediate situation of the
tomb might satisfactorily be reconciled with the
P. Abbott description quoted above by identifying
the b c Y (of) p .
or 'the high track' 5) with
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the remains of huts located upon the ridge above
6)
KV39.
The candidates so far put forward for a
'house of Amenophis 1.p.h. of the garden' in the
southern part of the Theban necropolis remain
unconvincing, however, 7) whilst the available plan
and section of the tomb (though admittedly in
large part conjectura1) 8)
are reminiscent more of
a private tomb of the mid-18th dynasty - such as
KV21 9) - than of a royal sepulchre from the
beginning of that epoch. 10)

Fig. 1: AN B

More likely to be the tomb described in P. Abbott
is AN 13 11) (fig. 1), worked by the Arabs as early
as 1907 12) and fully cleared by Carter in 1913/14.13)
Carter describes it thus at the time of his first
entry:
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An immense boulder that had fallen from above
blocked the greater part of the doorway
opening into the first corridor (B),
at the bottom of the entrance shaft (A), 'leaving
but a small space at the side to squeeze through'.
Corridor (B) was 'partially filled with rubble, and
half-way along it were two small chambers (Ba, Bb),
one on each side, also filled with rubble'. At the
end of the corridor had been excavated a well (E),
'choked almost to the brim with desert-silt', in
the centre of which 'a deep hole bore evidence of
the activities of' modern plunderers. Across from
the well stretched another corridor (G), leading
into 'a low spacious pillared hall (J) ... empty
save for rubbish and shrivelled members of mummies
buried in the rubbish strewn over the floor'. 14)
These were the remains of intrusive burials of the
22nd dynasty ('reign of Osorkon I,15) or later) 16)
which had clearly been burnt during some later
plundering. 17)
Beneath these layers Carter discovered traces of
the original interment(s). Apart from some
anonymous coffin debris, 18) the most important
pieces were a series of stone vessel fragments
bearing inscriptions of the Hyksos king Apophis I
and the king's daughter Heret (1), 19) of Amosis I
20) of Ahmose-Nofretiri (8), 21) and of
( 3 ),
Amenophis I (9). 22) On the basis of name frequency,
Carter inclined towards ascribing these fragments
to a double burial of Amenophis I and Ahmose-
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Nofretiri, the patron saints of the Theban
. 23)
necropolis.
Although scholarly opinion has tended to doubt
the connection of Amenophis I with AN B and
preferred to attribute the tomb to Ahmose-Nofretiri
alone,,
the results of a recent study by Romer
suggest that Carter's original interpretation was
in fact substantially correct. Romer has recalled
Carter's observation 26) that AN B had been adapted
during the 18th dynasty by the extension of the
burial chamber (J) (as if to accommodate a second
burial) and by the addition of a well (E). 27) In
the light of subsequent practice, the latter feature
strongly suggests that the secondary working of the
tomb had been carried out for a king. 28) This
king, to judge from the bulk of the inscriptions
and what are perhaps to be recognised as ex voto
offerings in the form of later private statuary, 29)
can have been none other than Amenophis 1. 30)
Romer dates the adaptation of AN B to the reign of
Tuthmosis III or thereabouts, on the grounds (a)
that Hatshepsut's tomb in the Wadi Sikkat Taqa
el-Zeide (WA D) was apparently influenced by the
original plan of AN B, 31) and (b) that the proportions
of the enlarged burial chamber are very similar to
those of KV34 (Tuthmosis III), KV35 (Amenophis II)
and KV43 (Tuthmosis IV). 32) It is not inconceivable,
however, that AN B, the tomb of Ahmose-Nofretiri,
was enlarged for the burial of Amenophis . I during
the latter's lifetime.33)
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The weakness of Carter's identification has
always been his explanation of the measurements
cited in P. Abbott. 34) The relevant section of
this text, ntx ir m_4-120 mdt m p3y.st c bcv 21 k3
347) transhr.tw rf, Carter 36) (following Breasted)
lated: 'which is 120 cubits deep from its superstructure, which is called: "The-High-Ascent".
This Carter takes to imply that the investigating
commission had access to the interior of the tomb,
and he manipulates his measurements accordingly. 37)
If, however, we connect the P. Abbott cbcy (the
writing of which is otherwise unattested) with the
word chc , 'heap' or 'pile' ,38) a rather different
translation becomes possible: 'which is 120 cubits
down from its heap (of) the high track, so called'.
This 'heap', I would suggest, is to be identified
with the 'cairn' marked upon Carter's sketch map of
the area some 60 m (= approx. 120 cu) to the
{magnetic) north of AN B. 39) Cf. fig. 2.
If AN B is indeed the tomb employed by both
Ahmose-Nofretiri and Amenophis I, the 'house of
Amenophis 1.p.h. of the garden' is clearly to be
recognised as the mortuary temple Meniset, to the
(local) north of which the tomb is situated. This
temple, dedicated (significantly enough) to the
worship of both mother and son, 40) is located on
the very edge of the cultivation; the designation
'of the garden' will thus have been singularly
appropriate. 4i.)
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Introduction
According to P. Abbott, the tomb of Amenophis I
was found to be intact at the time of its inspection
42) From a
in Year 16 of Ramesses IX, 3 3ht 18.
docket 43) on the renewed coffin 44) found containing
the body 45) within DB320, however, where AhmoseNofretiri was also cached, 46) it is clear that
within three decades the burial had required
restoration. A second docket 47) records a further
restoration ten years later. The scribe Penamun,
whom the docket records as having been involved in
this restoration, had perhaps earlier been connected
with an investigation into the burial of Ramesses IV
within KV2. 48)
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PART 1
BURIALS IN THE VALLEY OF THE KINGS

It would be unjust to
condemn the old archaeologists
for not having conducted their
excavations with the same
exactness and method that we
have the right to expect from
our modern explorers. We must
take into account the circumstances under which they had to
work, and try to extract from
their publications as much
useful information as possible
without wasting time in lamenting
the lack of precision there
displayed.
- Jean Capart, JEA 6 (1920), 225

8

CHAPTER 1
THE BURIALS OF TUTHMOSIS I-II, HATSHEPSUT,
TUTHMOSIS III AND HATSHEPSUT-MERYETRE

Tuthmosis I; Hatshepsut (KV20) 1)
The earliest recognisable royal tomb in the
Valley of the Kings (fig. 3) is KV20 (fig. 4), the
position of which was known both to Belzoni 2) and
to the French Expedition before him. 3) The tomb was
first made accessible as far as chamber (C) by
James Burton in 1824. 4) No progress, however, in
clearing the tomb fully was made until the spring of
1903, when Carter began to excavate the rock-hard
fill of the extremely long and winding corridor,
5)
work which was only completed the following year.
With the exception of a

foundation deposit

of

Hatshepsut discovered at the entrance to the tomb, 6)
the first fragments of funerary furniture were
found in the sloping passageway (G) which leads off
from the north-west corner of chamber (F): 'broken
fragments of stone vases bearing the cartouches of
Aahmes Nofritari, 7) ThoutmOsis I, and Hatshopsita
... These showed clearly that the tomb had been
robbed'. 8)
The burial chamber itself (J) was choked with
rubble, and the ceiling had collapsed. Clearance of
this chamber revealed two yellow quartzite sarcophagi, inscribed respectively for Tuthmosis I 9) and

9
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Fig. 3: the Valley of the Kings
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for Hatshepsut as pharaoh, 10) a canopic chest
similarly inscribed for Hatshepsut, 11) fifteen slabs
inscribed in red and black ink with chapters from
the Amduat (intended to line the burial chamber), 12)
and several fragments of the usual furnishings stone vases, pottery, 'burnt pieces of wooden
coffins and boxes' and 'a part of the face and foot
of a large wooden statue covered with bitumen',
fragments of faience, and 'some pieces of small inlay
work 13)
Carter's opinion, as that of most commentators
after him, was that KV20 had been excavated by
Hatshepsut regnant as a double tomb for herself and
her father, Tuthmosis I, whom she had transferred
from his original tomb, KV38. 14) Romer's recent
study of the Tuthmosid group of Valley tombs, 15)
however, though questioned by some, 16) has shown that
neither the surviving contents nor the design of KV38
permit it to have been excavated before the reign of
Tuthmosis III. Moreover, the proportions of the
ultimate chamber in KV20 differ from those employed
in the rest of the tomb, and display a direct link
with the architecture of Hatshepsut's temple at
Deir el-Bahri. The possibility thus presents itself
that KV20 rather than 1(1138 was the tomb excavated
for Tuthmosis I by Ineni, 17) and that this former
tomb was only later adapted to accommodate Hatshepsut
18) The
by the excavation of an additional chamber.
Hatshepsut foundation deposit recovered by Carter
need not contradict this interpretation, since it
might well have been placed at the time Hatshepsut
began her adaptation of the tomb. 19)
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Assuming that Romer's reconstruction of the
sequence of owners is correct, there can be no doubt
that Tuthmosis I was at one stage buried within KV20
- first of all in chamber (F), and secondly, perhaps,
in a new sarcophagus in Hatshepsut's pillared hall
20)
0) .
That Tuthmosis I did not remain long in KV20 is
indicated by the new tomb prepared for him by
Tuthmosis III, KV38. 21) Hatshepsut's burial, however,
seems to have been left to its fate: eventual sacking, evidenced by the roughly displaced sarcophagus
22)
and by the smashed and burnt condition of the
1id
23) The mummy of
material recovered by Carter.
24) but a box inscribed with
Hatshepsut is not known,
the queen regnant's cartouches and containing a
mummified liver or spleen was recovered from DB320. 25)
This may well represent all that it had been possible
to salvage of the queen's person, either from her
destroyed tomb 26) or, less likely, from a subsequent
27)
cache.
Other items belonging to the burial of Hatshepsut
- including fragments from one or more of her coffins
- were recovered from KV4 (Ramesses XI) by Romer;
they are considered further be1ow. 28) The 'chair'
or 'throne' (actually the legs and foot-board of a
couch or bed) and draughtboard 29) with associated
pieces 30) presented to the British Museum after 1887
by Jesse Haworth have often been connected with the
burial of this queen, on the basis of a wooden cartouche
31)
The find-spot
said to have been found with them.
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of this group is usually stated to have been 'Deir
el Bahari', 32) and, according to Budge, the DB320
cache. 33) Greville Chester, however, who procured
the pieces for Haworth, had been informed by the
local Egyptians that the objects 'were all found
hidden away in one of the side chambers of the tomb
of Ramessu IX., under the loose stones which encumber
the place. The spot was pointed out to Mr. Chester
by the Arab dealer who went with him , . 34 ) Perhaps ,
as Petrie suggests, 35) these were objects plundered
from KV20 in antiquity and temporarily hidden; but
the question as to precisely where they were hidden
is probably better left open. 36)
Tuthmosis I (KV38)

37)

KV38 (fig. 5) was stumbled upon by Loret in March
1899; 38) nothing is known of the circumstances
surrounding the discovery, and the tomb yielded few
finds. 39) Amongst these, however, two classes of

Fig. 5: KV38
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object - the sarcophagus 40) and the glassware fragments 41) - clearly cannot be dated earlier than the
reign of Tuthmosis 111; 42) and indeed Romer has
pointed out how much the architecture of the tomb
owes to the design of Tuthmosis III's own sepulchre,
KV34. 43) It would appear, therefore, that KV38 was
not the original burial place of Tuthmosis I, as is
usually maintained, 44) but a tomb prepared and
stocked with new items of funerary equipment for
this long-dead monarch by Tuthmosis III. The tomb
prepared for Tuthmosis I by Ineni is evidently to be
sought elsewhere - presumably in the guise of the
45)
tomb traditionally ascribed to Hatshepsut, KV20.
At some indeterminate date, KV38 was plundered,
as witness the paucity and smashed condition of the
tomb's remaining funerary items (including the
sarcophagus 1id). 46) An official re-opening of the
tomb, perhaps prompted by (or connected with?) this
destruction, is recorded in a recently discovered
graffito:
1 3ht 13. Coming (?by) Meniunufer (?to) open
(the tomb of) Aakheperkare. Userhet; Pa...;
Amenhotpe; Iuef(...?)amun. 47)
The year and the reign are unfortunately omitted, but,
from the personnel involved, the inscription is
clearly to be dated to the late 20th/early 21st
dynasty. 48)
)
The two outermost coffins 49prepared
by Tuthmosis
III for the reburial of Tuthmosis 1 50) eventually
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found their way to the DB320 cache, having been
usurped by and redecorated for 'King' Pinudjem I. 51)
It has not yet been demonstrated to my satisfaction,
however, that the body found within this nest of
coffins is that of Tuthmosis I himse1f.52)
Tuthmosis II (DB358?) 53)

Neither of the two candidates to date put forward
- KV42 54) and WN A (Bab e1-Mua11aq) 55) - can be
considered particularly convincing in their claims to
be the tomb of Tuthmosis II. The potential of a
third tomb, however, DB358, seems hitherto to have
escaped notice. Although strictly outside the scope
of this thesis, the merits of this claim might briefly
be considered.
DB358 (figs. 6-7) was discovered on 23 February
1929 by Winlock, by whom the circumstances of the
find have been fully pub1ished. 56) All of the material

Fi
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could be attributed to a Queen Meryetamun of the
early 18th dynasty, 57) to whom Winlock wished to
ascribe the tomb, or to a later, intrusive burial
of the 21st dynasty, that of the king's daughter
Nany. 58) If, however, the presence of a well
within AN B can be taken as good evidence that this
tomb had been adapted for the burial of a king, 59)
then the assumption that DB358 had been excavated
for Meryetamun is perhaps open to question. Despite
Romer's dating of the excavation of this tomb to a
period after the construction of the Hatshepsut
colonnade which it under1ies, 60) the sum total of
the evidence appears to favour the opposite sequence. 61)
Given Romer's comments on the similarity (apart from
the well) of DB358 and WC A (the tomb of Hatshepsut's
daughter, Nofrure), 62) it is conceivable that the
former constitutes the hitherto unrecognised tomb of
Tuthmosis II, cleared out at the end of the New
Kingdom following the transfer of his mummy, and
re-used for the caching of Meryetamun and (latterly)
for the burial of Nany.
The mummy of Tuthmosis II 63) was discovered in DB320
contained in a replacement coffin of later date. 64)
Tuthmosis III (KV34)6 5)

KV34 (fig. 8) was discovered by Loret on 12 February
66) and further work in
1898,
the immediate vicinity
of the tomb entrance was carried out by Carter in the
spring of 1921. 67) The tomb itself was cleared with
care over a number of days. According to Loret:
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J'en dressai le plan, je notai la place de
tous les objets, meme les plus miniscules,
grace e un quadrillage dessine sur le plan
et reproduit sur la poussiere de la tombe. 68)
Each object was marked with its find-spot and, for
the objects from the burial chamber, the particular
square in which it had been found; these latter were
evidently referred to as 'tas' or 'heaps', owing to
the numerous limestone chippings which covered the
burial chamber floor. 69) The majority of such
markings have been published in Daressy's inventory
of the tomb contents; 70) and this, in the absence
of Loret's full report, will serve as a convenient
starting point for a consideration of the tomb's
layout at the time of the discovery. 71)
From the statement by Loret reproduced in the
preceding paragraph, it would appear that the
'quadrillage' or grid was first established upon his
sketch plan of the tomb, and only subsequently
transferred to the burial chamber floor. It might
be suspected, therefore, that this grid was rather
abstract in its divisions, and not unduly influenced
by, for example, the positions of the two pillars
and the sarcophagus. The highest numbered I tas' of
which we possess any published record is 'tas 24';72)
and 24 is, in fact, the number of sections into
which the burial chamber can most evenly be divided.
Cf. fig. 9.
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The way in which these squares were numbered is
less easy to discern. Within the burial chamber (J)
of KV35, 73) Loret evidently numbered the sections
commencing from the entrance doorway and numbering
across from right to left. This system, however,
seems to have been adopted in KV35 in an attempt to
maintain some sort of consistency with the method
Loret had employed in the gridding of the antechamber
(F) of that tomb, where the numbering had been
influenced by the position of the entrance doorway
at the right-hand side of the room. Loret ought,
therefore, to have numbered the squares of the KV34
burial chamber (the antechamber of this tomb was
apparently not gridded) from left to right, since
the entrance doorway was located in the left-hand
corner of the room. That this was, in fact, the
system adopted would seem to be borne out by the Itas'
designation of the only numbered object which it is
possible to recognise with any certainty from Loret's
brief preliminary report: 'un cygne en bois bitume',
found 'pres d'une co1onne', 74) its component parts
having been published as CG 24914 from I tas 5, 6 &
91• 75)Cf. fig. 10.

Fig s. 9-10: the burial-chamber grids (KV34)
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The distribution of material from the four side
rooms off the burial chamber (J) was as follows.
In 'la premiere piece a droite' (Jb), Loret notes
1
neuf statues entassees, en bois bitume', 76) and some
bones of a baboon, 77) none of which can be recognised
among the attributable pieces published by Daressy.
I suspect, however, that CG 24935, a fragmentary
wooden mace from a statuette, perhaps originated in
this room - Daressy assigns it to 'piece 41;78) cf.
further the wooden mummiform statue CG 24902 and the
1
panther& CG 24913 recovered from I tas 7' and 'tas
8' respectively. 79) 'Dans la seconde piece droite'
(Ja), Loret found 'un grand nombre de jarres brisees,
videes, au col de quelques-unes desquelles adherent
encore des bouchons de terre glaise, retenus par des
cordes', as well as 'le squelette entier d'un
taureau'. 80) Amongst the former group are doubtless
to be recognised CG 24957-8, various mud sealings,
some mounted on string; these are to be attributed
to 'piece 3'. 81) Several terracotta vessels recovered
from I tas 23' and 'tas 24' (CG 24946-7, 24951, 24953)
are evidently to be located just outside the entrance
to this side room.
As for the two side rooms to the left of the burial
chamber, the first (Jc) was empty apart from a fragment
of a brush and the remains of a rush torch. 82) The
second room (Jd) contained 'deux cercueils qui ont
83
&be ouverts autrefois, et refermes s . Assuming that
Loret numbered these rooms in a clockwise manner as in KV35 - it is reasonable to infer that the former
was designated 'piece 1' and the latter 'piece 2'.
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From his recent study of the tomb, Romer has been
able to establish not only that Tuthmosis III had
actually been interred within KV34, but also the
sequence of events surrounding the burials. 84) The
operations may be summarised as follows:
1. Cutting of the tomb.
2. Plastering.
3. Painting of ceiling and friezes.
4. Enlargement of doorways (C-D), (D-E) and
1E-F), presumably to allow the introduction
of larger items of funerary furniture.
5. Sealing of the side rooms off the burial
chamber.
6. Funeral.
7. Painting of the burial chamber texts.
8. Repainting of the well frieze (after 4).
9. Final closing of the tomb. 85)
This latter operation clearly involved the erection
of plastered blockings at both the entrance to and
exit from the well, traces of which were noted though
apparently without seal impressions. 86) Romer further
suggests the possibility that the entrance to the
burial chamber (J) had been closed off with a dry
stone wall. 87)
The condition of the material recovered by Loret
would suggest that KV34 had, at some stage, been
heavily plundered: the sarcophagus had been damaged
in an attempt (presumably successful) to remove the
lid, 88) whilst the extant wooden funerary furniture
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had been smashed against the walls 89) and had had
its metal fittings and inlays ripped off or prised
out. 90) Moreover, the larger pieces of wood including the hulls from the tomb's model boats, 91)
and the doors and lintels of the four side rooms off
the burial chamber 92) - had been bodily removed.
Official activity within the tomb, perhaps in
connection with one or other phase of the tomb's
plundering, is attested by a series of graffiti, two
of which make mention of the late 20th dynasty scribe
Amenhotpe. 93) Apart from the evident date of these
texts, they are singularly uninstructive.
The disposition of the tomb's contents is perhaps
rather more informative. We have already noted that
Loret had found the two side rooms on the left of
the burial chamber to be empty: their contents were
presumably not carried off in toto by the tomb's
plunderers, but merely swept out onto the floor of
the burial chamber as in KV35. The reason for this
action in the tomb of Amenophis II was to accommodate
a number of mummies which, had been removed from their
original places of burial at the end of the New
Kingdom or later. It is thus possible, if no more,
that KV34 had served a similar purpose before the
tomb was finally abandoned. 94)
At some date subsequent to the removal of Tuthmosis
III from KV34 the tomb was employed for two intrusive
burials of the 'late dynastic or early Ptolemaic
period'. 95) As found by Loret, these coffined bodies
had themselves been disturbed (see above), and their
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covering of bat droppings 96) presumably indicates
that the tomb had remained open for some time after
this. Without excluding the possibility that the
disturbance of these intrusive burials occurred at
some other, as yet unascertainable date, it is perhaps
significant that the only late activity which can
be discerned (albeit indirectly) within KV34 was
during the 26th dynasty or later, 97) when a duplicate
of Tuthmosis III's sarcophagus was prepared for the
high official Hapmen 98) - who may well have been
responsible for the removal of the king's canopic
chest for his own use. 99)
The mummy of Tuthmosis III 100) - identified by
remnants of its original wrappings 101) and still
contained in its original outer coffin from which
most of the gilded gesso had been stripped 102)
was recovered from the DB320 cache.
Hatshepsut-Meryetre;Sennufer (KV42) 103)

KV42 (fig. 11) was first cleared by Carter in late
November-early December 1900. 104) The area in front
of the tomb Carter excavated in January 1921, locating
the tomb's foundation deposits and several pieces
thrown out from the burial. 105) The four deposits,
all 'undisturbed excepting certain decay from
torrential waters', 106) were inscribed for HatshepsutMeryetre, principal wife of Tuthmosis III. 107)
Since such deposits were normally positioned at the
time work on a tomb commenced, 108) and certainly
before any interment had been made (witness, in
particular, the deposits of Tuthmosis IV from
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109) it is clear that KV42 had not been
excavated before the reign of Tuthmosis III. This
dating, confirm ed by Romer on the basis of the tomb's
clearly renders impossible the still
design, 110)
common attribution of KV42 to Tuthmosis II, 111)
22)1
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Fig. 11: KV42
That KV42 was not employed for the burial of
Hatshepsut-Meryetre is, however, evident from the
fact that the sarcophagus chamber had not been
decorated with the intended scenes and texts from
112) - which, as Romer has shown from his
the Amduat
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study of KV34, were at this period accomplished only
after the fune r al. 113) Moreover, apart from the
sarcophagus, w hich is unfinished and seems not to
have been used, 114) 'not a vestige of royal
antiquities was found' in the tomb. 115) Since
Hatshepsut-Mer Yetre evidently lived on into the reign
of her son, Amenophis II 16) it may well be that he
wished to bury her el sewhere - perhaps in his own
tomb (KV35), to judge from the remains recovered from
there by Loret in 1898. 117)
Be this as it may, there can be no doubt that KV42
had been employed for a burial of some sort in
antiquity, and this burial appears to have been
official rather than intrusive. Not only were there
remains of 'the lower part of the original sealing
of the door' at the tomb entrance, 118) but Carter
recovered several items of private funerary equipment
belonging to the tomb's occupants. These included
'some gold leaf and an exquisite gold inlaid rosette,
probably the bottom part of a menat s , found 'a short
distance along the passage (B) ..., under the
rubbish'; 119) and 'some twenty or thirty, whole and
broken, rough earthen jars, some with their sealings
still intact', in the small room leading off from
the burial chamber (Ja). 120) Other pieces, unplaced
but including canopic jars, 121) several 'dummy vases'
of painted limestone, 122) an offering table 123) and
the remains of wooden 'sledges and coffins' 1 124)
reveal
that the owners of these items were the mayor of
Thebes, Sennufer, 125) his wife, Sentnay, and a certain
126)
'king's adornment' Baktre.
That Sennufer was
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permitted burial in this tomb is a clear indication
of the esteem in w hich he, like his brother the
vizier Amenemo pe t . 127) was held by the king. 128)
It was evident to Carter that the tomb had been
plundered. 'The funereal furniture, vases and canopic
jars were smashed and lying about on the ground of
the passages and chambers, evidently just as the
former robbers had thrown them ..., some being partly
buried in the fine yellow mud ..., now dry, which
was carried in by the water which had covered the
floors of the lower chambers'. 129) The tomb had been
entered subsequent to this period of destruction and
flooding, as Carter notes, since 'many vases were
found on the steps outside, and ... some of the
antiquities were actually lying on the surface of
the dry mud' .130)
At what date the plundering of KV42 took place is
not at all clear. No human remains were noted by
Carter, and the subsequent fate of the Sennufer
family is equally obscure.
Amenophis II (KV35)

See below, chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BURIALS OF TUTHMOSIS IV, AMENOPHIS III,
TIYE AND AKHENATEN

Tuthmosis IV (KV43) 1)
Its immediate position signalled by the discovery
2)
of two intact foundation deposits,
the tomb of
Tuthmosis IV (fig. 12) was first entered by Carter
on 18 January 1903. 3) The entrance (A-B) 'had been
closed with roughly cut stones', 4) still in position,
and the corridor beyond (B) was 'filled with rubbish
and strewn with broken antiquities. 5) At the far
end of this corridor was the well (E), the doorway
to which (D-E), according to Carter, 'shows evidence
of having once been blocked and plastered over ?for two consecutive times as there are remains of
plaster and also mud. Part of an impression of the
seal used - upon (the) plaster sealing - gives the
common type of seal, i.e. the jackal over nine
prisoners , . 6) This blocking had been destroyed in
antiquity, and the well negotiated by means of a palmfibre rope, knotted at intervals, which Carter found
7)
tied to a column within the first chamber (F).
This chamber, the doorway to which had been 'blocked,
plastered over and painted', 8) was 'practically clean
and contained few antiquities, save some unimportant
•).9 Through
pieces and an inscribed paddle of a boat
a further corridor (G), it gave access to a small
antechamber (I), where, 'in the far corner of the
left hand side we found a doorway, partially blocked
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up with stones, which had been covered with plaster
10)
Immediately behind this was found
and sea1ed'.
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Fig. 12: KV43
evidence for the original presence of a wooden door,
11) Carter's original description of the
now missing.
masonry blocking at this point (I-J) is as follows:
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Here there were evidences of double sealing,
there being two distinct seal impressions:
one, the original, showing a jackal over
nine prisoners, the other evidently later,
because on a different plaster and giving the
cartouches of the king Horemheb. 12)
This quite specific testimony is undermined, however,
(a) by Newberry, who describes the blocking as
'stamped all over (my italics) by a large stamp
bearing the design of a jackal over nine prisoners,
arranged in three rows', 13) and (b) by Carter himself
in a later publication, where he states: 'When the
tomb of Tut.ankh.Amen was reclosed after the
depredations of the tomb thieves, ... the seals then
used were those of the royal necropolis which bore
no royal names (i.e. the plain jackal and nine
captives type); 14) and this was the case when king
Hor.em.heb ordered the tomb of Thothmes IV to be
restored after its violation by robbers ,15) (my italics
again). It would appear, therefore, that Carter's
original testimony is to be treated with caution:
two builds there may possibly have been (as in the
blocking to (D-E)), but only one type of seal - that
of the jackal and nine captives - can be attested with
certainty today, and that occurs upon the original
build. 16)
The burial chamber (J) was in chaos When discovered,
the floor 'covered with rubbish and strewn with
antiquities , . 17) Some impression as to the original
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distribution of the contents may, nevertheless, be
discerned from the positions in which Carter found
them. Thus, the south end of the burial chamber
seems to have been intended for the king's chariot
equipment 18) - hence the term 'chariot hall' encountered
in later documents; 19) whilst the northern end of
the burial chamber - the 'crypt' - appears to have
held the mummy and embalmed viscera not only of
Tuthmosis IV himself, but of other members of his
family also, to judge from the three sets of canopic
equipment recovered from this spot. 20) The material
in question consisted of two limestone jars and lids,
with texts but no name; 21) four limestone jars and
lids, inscribed for the king's son Amenemhet;22)
and fragments of an alabaster jar and more than one
lid belonging to the king's daughter Tentamun.23)
Doubtless the corpse recovered from side room (Jb)
(below) represents the mummy of one of these individuals.
The king's sarcophagus lay in the usual position
within the crypt, its lid prised off 24) and upside
down on the floor beside it. 25) Three of its corners
were supported by roughly stacked piles of limestone,
the wooden head of the Mehytweret cow 26) having been
utilised for the fourth. The box itself was found
empty, 'save for two wooden figures, cast in by the
ancient plunderers ' 27)
Adjoining either side of the burial chamber were
two pairs of side rooms, much of the original contents
of which appear to have been discharged into (J). 28)
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Of the rooms on the left hand side of the burial
chamber, the first (Jc = Davis A) contained little
more than a shabti 29) and a mass of mummy bandages, 30)
the second (Jd = Davis B) a collection of mummified
joints and geese. 31) Of the rooms on the right, the
first (Jb = Davis D) contained the unwrapped and
rifled mummy of the child referred to above, 32)
propped up against the wall, 33) and the debris of
several hundred faience vessels and ritual objects; 34)
the second (Ja = Davis C) held the remains of more
provisions in the form of broken jars, their sealings,
and the wheat which had originally filled them. 35)
As in the earlier tombs of the dynasty, these chambers
had originally been closed with wooden doors, the
36) However,
edges of which had then been plastered over.
'these (doors) have all been stolen by the ancient
plunderers, and no evidence remains of them except
their socket holes and a wooden lintel' to the doorway
of (Jc). 37)
It is thus apparent that the tomb of Tuthmosis IV
had been subjected to intensive criminal activity in
antiquity. The earliest phase which we are able to
discern occurred before Year 8 of Horemheb, presumably
during the troubled period following the Amarna
interlude. 38) Two graffiti inscribed upon the south
wall of chamber (I) record the subsequent restoration
of the tomb: 39)
Year 8, 3 3ht 1, under the person (hm) of
the dual king (nsw-bity) Djeserkhepruresetepenre, son of Re Horemheb-merenamun. His
person 1.p.h. commanded that the
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fanbearer on the king's right hand, the royal
scribe, overseer of the treasury, overseer of
works in the Place of Eternity (st nhh) and
leader of the festival of Amun in Karnak,
Maya, son of the noble Iawy, born of the lady
of the house Weret, be charged to renew the
burial (whm krs) of king (nsw) Menkheprure, true of
voice, in the noble house (hwt 51Dsst) upon the
40)
west of Thebes.
His assistant, the steward of the Southern City,
Djehutymose, whose mother is Iniuhe of the
41)
City.
From the context, it is certain that the expression
whm krs (lit.: to repeat the burial (of)) alludes
to a restoration of the burial of Tuthmosis IV
within KV43, and not to the removal of the king's
42)
body for reburial elsewhere.
Evidence of the
criminal activity which necessitated this
43)
restoration
is naturally difficult to isolate.
Indications of the whm krs within KV43 are, however,
easier to discern. In the absence of any evidence
for a subsequent restoration of the tomb on the
scale evidently undertaken by Horemheb, it seems
likely that the repairs - carried out with 'blue
,44) or 'yellow p1aster' 45) - noted on several
paste
46)
faience pieces from the buria1
are to be attributed
to this period. A further reaction to the 18th dynasty
robbery of the tomb might well be the erection of the
plastered blocking in front of the burial chamber's
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original wooden door: since private tombs of the
period appear to have possessed either a wooden door
47)
or a stone blocking,
a certain redundancy could
be argued here, evidence of both methods of closure
within this one doorway perhaps indicating that the

door had been damaged by the robbers' intrusion and
48)
Certainly, on the analogy
had had to be rep1aced.
of Tutankhamun's burial, the possible presence of
the jackal and nine captives seal upon this blocking
might well be taken to suggest that it had been
erected after the original closure of the tomb.
What appears to be

more certain is that the
contemporaneous with that

49)

masonry

blocking at (D-E) is
erected at (I-J): it too employs the jackal and nine
captives motif on its original construction, 50) whilst
the fact that it had been breached and apparently
reblocked with mud plaster recalls Carter's description
of the (I-J) blocking discussed above. 51) At least
two intrusions within KV43 might, therefore, be
postulated: the first evidently detected and the
damage made good by closing off the doorways at (D-E)
and (I-J) with mud-plastered blockings (the work of
Maya?); the second intrusion resulting in the destruction
of these secondary blockings, and perhaps prompting
or associated with the transfer of the king's body
elsewhere.
The results of this latter period of plundering
were evident at the time of the tomb's discovery.
The contents of the burial as found had been smashed 52)
and spread around the tomb, with a particular
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concentration of

objects in the burial chamber

itself, where those involved had clearly sorted
and divided their spoil by the light of the 'oil
wicks' of which Carter found 'traces on stones'. 53)
Everything of conceivable value had been carried
54)
off, including every scrap of metal
and large,
re-usable pieces of wood such as doors, lintels, and
55) More than this:
the king's funerary barques.
the lid of the king's sarcophagus had evidently been
removed, and the body dragged out from within the
coffins to be stripped of any remaining jewel1ery.

56)

This was apparently one of the first acts of the
latest band of plunderers, since the sarcophagus was
already open and empty when the systematic and
thorough removal of the eye inlays of the king's
57)
two of which,
wooden funerary statuettes began,
after treatment, had been casually thrown into the
58)
sarcophagus box.
The state of the burial as found was clearly the
state in which it had been finally abandoned by
those removing the king's body for restoration and
reburial elsewhere: the rough wall they erected on
leaving was still intact in 1903. 59)
The body of Tuthmosis IV 60) was discovered in the
KV35 cache in 1898, contained in a well preserved
61) The fact that the
wooden coffin of later date.
mummy in the side room of KV43 had not been removed
with that of the king is odd, and may suggest that
those responsible for assembling the Valley caches
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were practising a policy of deliberate selectivity
in the bodies they restored and reburied; 62)
alternatively, and perhaps nearer the truth of the
matter, the intention may have been to remove the
child's body at some later date - an intention
which, for some unknown reason, was never realised.
Whatever the true explanation may be, the fate of
the second and third occupants of the tomb remains
a mystery: no trace of either individual was
recovered from the KV35 cache, nor, apparently, from
KV43 itse1f. 63)
Finally, a number of fragments from the burial of
Tuthmosis IV were recovered by Loret from the
anonymous KV37. 64)
Amenophis III (WV22)65)
WV22 (fig. 14), the tomb of Amenophis III, was
officially discovered by Jollois and Devilliers in
the West Valley (fig. 13) in 1799, 66) though there

13: the West Valley
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is some evidence to suggest that the sepulchre may
have been known to Browne some years earlier. 67)
Several items are known from the tomb; 68) the only
record of excavation we possess, however, relates to
work carried out by Carter in 1915. 69) This work,
at 'the mouth of the water-course beneath (the)
entrance of (the) tomb', and in the tomb's
'protective well' (E) and the chamber leading off
70)
it,
uncovered a series of foundation deposits of
Tuthmosis IV 71) - for whom the tomb had evidently
been begun 72) - and a mass of funerary furniture
belonging to Amenophis III, hopelessly smashed, as
well as several items intended for the burial of
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Fig. 14: WV22
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Tiye. 73) Taken in conjunction with the evidence of
sealing at doorways (E-F) and (I-3), 74) there can be
no doubt that the burial of the king took place
within the tomb. Whether Tiye and Sitamun were ever
75)
buried in WV22, however, as is sometimes suggested,
76)
must be considered doubtful.
Evidence of post-interment activity within the
burial was extensive, from the damage caused in
77)
to the
prising off the lid of the sarcophagus
scattered and mutilated state of the tomb's contents.
Carter's discovery (in the well) of a fragmentary
faience ring-bezel bearing the prenomen of Ramesses II
(wsr-m3 ct_rc_stio_n_rc)78) is suggestive of
interference of some sort during the Ramessid period,
which may or may not be connected with the apparent
79)
Ramessid activity in the vicinity of WV23 (Ay).
Remains of two intrusive burials were also found by
Carter in the we1l. 80) By the names on the coffins
('the ... of the house of Amun, Pedihor l , and 'the
lady of the house Ta(b)es, whose mother is
Tabesheribet'), 81) these interments were clearly of
Third Intermediate Period date; their presence will
presumably post-date the evacuation of the king's
82)
- as indeed
body sometime after Year 13 of Smendes
83)
will the removal of the king's sarcophagus box.
The body of Amenophis III was finally interred in the
KV35 cache, where it was discovered by Loret in
84)
1898.
(WV A)85)
WV A (fig. 15), situated at one end of the West
Valley close to the tomb of Amenophis III ( fig - 85)
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and 'entierement masqu g par la masse des deblais'
86)
thrown out from WV22,
was explored by Chassinat
during the season 1905/6; 87) it may, however, have
been known to Lepsius some years earlier. 88) The
entrance to the tomb had been blocked by i un mur
construit en moellons lit6s
sec ..., ne laissant
89) Within,
dans le haut qu'un 6troit espace'.
Chassinat recovered 'des poteries brisees et six
bouchons de jarres en argile seche au soleil ... de
ou allongee u , carrying an inscription
'imprimee en relief'. 90) As Thomas notes, a
91)
duplicate of this seal type was found at Malqata,
forme ronde

and thus its attribution to the late 18th dynasty
seems assured.

Fig. 15: WV A
No details are available as to the results of Harry
Burton's clearance of the tomb. 92) The 'fragments
of harness and a portion of a large scarab' noted by
93) seem not to have been recovered from WV A
Carter
but from the 'rubbish heaps covering the rocks to
94)
They
the south and the water course below' WV22.
are evidently to be connected with the leather
fragments found by Chassinat amongst the 'eclats de
calcaire provenant ... du creusement de 1'hypog6e
d 1 AmenOthes 1111.95)
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It is tempting to see the identifiable

contents

of WV A as debris washed down from the heap of
plunderers' spoil outside WV22. 96) The presence and
state of the blocking (apparently original) 97)
would
nevertheless suggest that the tomb had been employed
for some specific purpose in antiquity - perhaps as
a storeroom for those commodities supplied for the
burial of Amenophis III which the projected
interments of Tiye and perhaps Sitamun(?) within
(Jd) and (Je) had perforce displaced. 98)
Akhenaten (WV25) 99)
Amongst those objects inscribed for Akhenaten
recovered by Carter during his clearance of the tomb
of Tutankhamun (KV62) 100) were several pieces with
specific funerary connotations: e.g. the gilded
wooden divinities wrapped in linen dated to Years 3-7
of Akhenaten. 101) The most logical suggestion put
forward to date is that objects of this class had
originally been intended for Akhenaten's projected
Theban tomb, 102) plans for which - together with the
objects which had thus far been prepared - were
abandoned following the transfer to Amarna. If
work on the tomb proper was ever initiated - which
is not unlikely, given the advances which had evidently
been made in the preparation of the burial equipment
itself -, then it is tempting to identify this
commencement as WV25 (fig. 16), a tomb of royal
103)
pretensions and of evident late-18th dynasty date,
which had been abandoned before work had progressed
beyond the second corridor. 104)
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Fig. 16: WV25
WV25 was discovered by Belzoni in 1817, 105) blocked
off at the foot of the steps with 'a w ell-built wall
of stones of various sizes 1 . 106) The tomb was found
to contain eight coffined mummies, arranged 'with
their heads toward the outside' in two rows of four,

107)

'imbedded four inches deep in mortar, which must have
been soft when they were put into it; for when I had
them removed, the impression of them remained perfect'.

108)

All the coffins were painted, one being covered with
a painted pall, 109) the design of which is said to
have 'consisted of various devices and f1owers': 110)
this, together with the fact that most of the coffins
were varnished, 111) suggests strongly a Third Intermediate
Period date for the assemb1age 112) - a dating w hich the
finds from Schaden's recent clearance (below) only
serve to confirm.
Thomas appears to have been the first to note113)
Belzoni's comment that one of the mummies 'had new
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wV23 which had been deposited, presumably by floodwater,
before the Third Intermediate Period mummies were
interred. 125)
(Kv55)126)
This controversial deposit was discovered by Ayrton
in early January 1907; 127) further fragments relating
to the tomb were recovered by Carter from a 'crack in
(the) rock' above the entrance in the spring of 1921. 128)

MUNN

Fig. 17: KV55
The tomb itself (fig. 17) was unfinished. 129)

It

had been sealed off at the top end of the corridor
with 'rough blocks of limestone cemented Howe
and
130i
)
coated on the outside with cement'.ver,
'with the exception of a wall about three feet high,
, 131)
these had been pulled down ,
and the entrance had
been 'closed by a loosely-built wall of limestone
fragments, resting not on the rock beneath, but on
the loose rubbish which had filled the stairway'. 132)
According to Weigall, this second wall had itself 'been
partly pulled down, and had not been built up again 1 . 133)
No photographs were taken of this b1ocking, 134) though
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it is recorded that upon 'fragments of cement1135)
from the original plastered surface was found 'the
oval seal of ... a jackal crouching over nine
captives , . 136) The veracity of Weigall's statement
that 'the entrance ... was sealed with the seal of
Tutankhamon, a fragment of which was found , , 137)
cannot now be checked.
The corridor beyond the successive blockings of
the outer doorway (A-B) had been filled with rubble,
to judge from the position of the blocking's secondary
build, at the time of the original interment. This
rubble had once filled the corridor to the roof, but
by the time of the discovery had spread down the
passage beyond any second blocking which may have
existed at (B-J) and into the tomb's single chamber. 138)
The relative positions of the contents of KV55
are set out in a schematic manner in fig. 18, based
upon the photographic record and text published by
Davis 139) and upon descriptions given by Ayrton and
others. 140) This plan clearly illustrates the
disturbed state in which the contents lay at the time
of the discovery. Yet amidst this chaos can be
discerned a definite division into (a) objects which,
by their function and by the inscriptions which they
carry, can be connected with the burial of Tiye notably the shrine, 141) but also other small items 142)
including seal impressions inscribed with the
prenomen of Amenophis III; 143) and (b) items similarly
pertaining to the funerary equipment of Akhenaten altered coffin, 144) canoPic jars 145) and 'magical
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bricks'. 146) This dichotomy is, moreover, reflected
in the positioning of the main items from each group,
namely the shrine and the coffin, which, when found,
bore no obvious relationship one to another. Indeed,
the impression gained is that the shrine, though
dismantled, had at one stage occupied the main area
of the chamber, whilst the coffin and canopic jars
had been consigned to the edge of the chamber, close
to the entrance, as if having been introduced after
the erection of the shrine. Taking into consideration
both the implicitly personal nature of the objects
involved (which would have been of little value in
the funerary ritual of one - I here refer to Smenkhkare
for whom they were not inscribed), and the mixed nature
of the material, it is thus evident that the deposit
represents the remains of not one but two quite
separate and distinct burials contained within the
same tomb. This interpretation finds ready support
in what we have already noted concerning the successive
closings of the outer doorway, which suggest that
the KV55 'cache' had been deposited on at least two
separate occasions and partially cleared on a third.
It would appear, from certain items of funerary
furniture recovered from WV22 by Carter, 147) that Tiye
had originally been intended for burial with her
husband, Amenophis III. 148) The fact that she outlived
him by as much as 12 years, 149) however, may have
disrupted such plans, since it is perhaps unlikely
that the burial of a pharaoh would have been re-opened,
in the normal course of events, to allow secondary
interments to be made. 150) Alternatively, Akhenaten
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may have had his own plans for Tiye's buria1151)
as Amenophis II evidently had for his mother,
Hatshepsut-Meryetre. 152) For whatever reason, the
consort of Amenophis III was eventually laid to rest
in the unfinished and previously unused KV55.
Akhenaten, on the other hand, was probably buried
in the vast tomb he quarried for himself in the
eastern mountain at e1-Amarna. 153) This tomb had
clearly never been finished, as its attenuated plan
shows. 154) The fact that the king's sarcophagus
chamber had been hastily fashioned from what, in a
finished tomb, would have been the room beyond the
well, can only imply that active preparations were
made for the king's burial within following his
death. 155) Historical considerations, moreover,
would seem to demand an Amarna burial for this king.
Given (a) his stated wish to be buried at e1-Amarna, 156)
and (b) the likelihood that Amarna remained the nominal
capital of Egypt until the return to orthodoxy early
in the reign of Tutankhamun, 157) it would perhaps be
perverse logic to postulate an original interment
elsewhere. Akhenaten's presence within KV55 must,
therefore, be the result of a reburial following the
court's abandonment of Akhetaten and return to Thebes.
That there was activity of some sort within KV55 under
Tutankhamun is shown by the presence of several small
seal impressions carrying this king's prenomen (fig. 19). 158)
Since Tutankhamun is unlikely to have been involved
with the preparation of Tiye's original burial (her
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death having occurred, it would seem, several years
before he ascended the throne), or, for that matter,
the original burial of Akhenaten (whose obsequies
will presumably have been carried out by his coregent
and probable successor), these impressions must
relate to the reburial of one or other of these
individuals within KV55. 159)
The situation within the tomb immediately following
the introduction of the second burial must have been
very different from that obtaining when the deposit
was discovered in 1907. As found by Davis, the tomb
was in a state of disarray: the shrine had been
dismantled, as if to allow the removal of Tiye's
coffined body from within, and one of the larger
panels and a door had been dragged up the partially
cleared rubble fill of the corridor and abandoned. 160)
This strongly suggests the planned removal from the
tomb of Tiye's body and immediate effects, which,
owing to the unwieldy nature of the component parts
of the shrine, was never completed. Happily, the
recent identification of Tiye's mummy as being amongst
those recovered from side room (Jc) in the tomb of
Amenophis II (KV35) 161)
indicates her ultimate
destination, presumably via an intermediate restingplace. 162) The date of this removal cannot be
determined with any precision, but it undoubtedly took
place before the end of the 20th dynasty, by which
date accumulated debris from the excavations of KV16
(Ramesses I), KV17 (Sethos I), KV7 (Ramesses II), KV11
(Ramesses III) and KV6 (Ramesses IX) covered the tomb
area. 163) It is at least possible that the presence
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of the tomb had been detected by those workmen
employed upon the excavation of KV6, since the small
side room (Bd) which lies immediately above the KV55
burial chamber has, unlike its fellows, been left
unfinished; 164) cf. fig. 20. Perhaps the workmen
were anxious not to ruin the security of the tomb
upon which they were working by colliding with this
'lost' tomb below. 165)
Whether the remaining coffin was abandoned wilfully
or of necessity owing to the shrine panel blocking
the corridor is not clear. It seems likely, however,
that the erasures and defacement of the coffin and
the shrine also occurred at this time, and
consequently that the abandonment of the second body
- to all outward appearances that of Akhenaten
himself - was a deliberate act. 166)
The identity of the KV55 corpse has been hotly
debated. 167) At the time of its discovery, two
doctors visiting the tomb (a Dr Pollock and 'a
prominent American obstetrician 1 ) 168) informed Davis
that the badly preserved mummy was 'without doubt'-69)
that of a woman - an identification which would accord
well with the manner in which the mummy had been laid
out (right arm straight down by the side, the left
arm bent with the hand on the breast 170) - a typical
woman's pose). 171) Nevertheless, the results of
more recent examinations 172) are unanimous in seeing
the skeletal remains as being those of a man, the
estimated age of whom at death has been reduced over
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has not yet been located, although certain items
of surplus funerary equipment (all with variants of
7
the nfr-nfrw-itn nomen) were recovered from the
tomb of 'his' successor, Tutankhamun (KV62). 181)
It may be significant that the part of the Valley
in which one might expect to find the burial of
this king apparently has not yet been fully cleared. 182)

54

CHAPTER 3
THE BURIALS OF TUTANKHAMUN, AY AND HOREMHEB

Tutankhamun (KV62) 1)
The tomb of Tutankhamun (fig. 21) was discovered
by Carter on 4 November 1922, 2) and patiently cleared
over the following decade. Thanks to Carter's
3)
painstaking and accurate record,
it represents by
far the best documented tomb in the Valley. The
burial is, nevertheless, atypical in many respects, 4)
crammed uncomfortably as its contents were into an
5)
enlarged and adapted private sepulchre
of the same
6)
Tutankhamun's projected
general pattern as KV55.
tomb, work on which had presumably proceeded but a
little way at the time of his unexpected death, may
7)
well have been WV23,
a tomb which was subsequently
employed by his successor, Ay. 8)

Fig. 21: KV62
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The entrance to KV62 was situated 13 feet below
the 20th dynasty ground level, beneath a series of
huts employed by those working upon the excavation
of KV9 during the reigns of Ramesses V and VI. 9)
The existence of the tomb below had clearly been
forgotten by this date, and the erection of these
structures effectively secured its protection for a
further three millennia.
A rubble filled, debris strewn flight of steps at
the entrance to the tomb 10) led down from the ancient
ground level to a plastered wall 11) which showed
'trace(s) of two successive openings and rec1osings „12)
the former evidently of an illicit nature. Carter
describes the blocking as follows:
Upon the plaster of the original unharmed part
of the blocking fifty-seven seal impressions
were visible at the time of the discovery. They
proved to be 13 impressions of seal (A), 17 of
seal (B), 8 of seal (C), 9 of seal (D), and 10
of seal (E). Upon the remaining portion of the
second closing - originally a breach about one
third in size of the doorway and occupying the
whole of the upper southern corner - only seven
seal impressions remained, and they were with
fair certainty of type (H). Stamped upon the
surface of the third closing - covering a hole
similarly situated as the first breach, but not
quite so large - were twenty-eight impressions
of one kind and of type (H). 13)
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Beyond this wall lay a passage, filled to the
ceiling with rubble 14) interspersed with broken
remnants of funerary furniture, 15) which led to a
second doorway:
My notes after examining ... both the original
and subsequent closings at the time of the
discovery record: 'No appreciable difference
from the several sealings in the first doorway'.
Since, from fragments preserved, I find no
reason for changing that conclusion. 16)
This second blocking gave access to the so-called
'Antechamber' (I), crammed full of funerary materia1.17)
Opposite was a second chamber, the 'Annexe' (Ia), also
full of objects, generally of a smaller scale and much
less carefully arranged than in the first chamber. 18)
The blocking of the Annexe doorway Carter describes
as follows:
Only the upper part of the blocking ...
remained, the thieves having broken through
the lower portion. 19)
This breach had not been reblocked. The remains of
the original blocking bore 33 seal impressions: eight
of type (C); six of type (D); five of type (E); and
14 of type (G). 20) Breasted 21) apparently noted in
addition seal type (H), to which Carter's response
was: 'I have been unable to discover any trace of
that seal among the thirty-three impressions, all of
which can be identified'. 22) The explanation for this
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apparent contradiction, if not a simple misreading,
may lie with the transposition at some stage of the
reference letters for seal types (E) and (H). 23)
Alternatively, if less probably, the apparent (H) seal
noted by Breasted may have come from a reblocking
of the Annexe, the plaster of which will then have
been broken up and pushed through into the Annexe at
24)
the time of the last period of robbery.
The wall at the northern end of the Antechamber
was of limestone construction skimmed with gypsum
plaster. 25) The central portion of this partition
consisted of a third plastered blocking. Carter's
documentation of this blocking is rather vague. From
notes appended to his drawings of the large seal
impressions, 26) however, it may be inferred that seal
types (A), (E) and (F) were amongst those employed
in the original closure; to which an annotated Burton
27)
photograph
enables us to add types (B) and (C).
Evidence for the state of the robbers' breach in the
bottom right-hand corner of the blocking is rather
more elusive. That Carter, Carnarvon and Lady Evelyn
28)
Herbert had access beyond this blocking
is well
29)
as is their clumsy method of concealing
documented,
their means of access behind a basketwork tray and
30)
a handful of rushes.
A photograph in the first
volume of Carter's publication 31) nevertheless depicts
the hole closed and with the ovals of the seals
clearly visible. This, in Lucas's view, was a sham,
'since the hole unlike that in the outermost doorway,
had not been closed by the cemetery officials, but
by Mr. Carter'. 32) Some doubt is cast on Lucas'
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conclusion, however, by reference to the relative
positions of the 'Painted Box' in vol. I, pl. 42 and,
for example, vol. I, pl. 16. In the former photograph,
the knob end of this box faces towards the sealed
doorway; whereas in pl. 16 - a photograph clearly
taken after the illicit entry into the Burial Chamber (J),
with Carter's 'camouflage' in position - the knob end
of the box faces away from the b1ocking. 33) Clearly
the box had been dragged clear of the doorway after
the first photograph had been taken, in order to
allow Carter to remove the ancient reblocking of the
robbers' hole and thereby gain access to the chambers
beyond. 34) Carter's doctoring of the evidence will
thus have been minimal, and motivated, as Lucas suggests
in his first article, by a desire not to be 'pestered
35)
The type
constantly by people wanting to go in'.
of the sealings employed on the (single?) reblocking
are unfortunately not recorded. From the original
print of the photograph in Tut.ankh.Amen I, pl. 42,
however,they seem to have been of the jackal and nine
captives variety - presumably (H). 36)
Carter's penetration beyond this blocking revealed
37)
a further chamber
containing four (of an intended
38)
five)
huge gessoed and gilt shrines, 39) the
outermost of which had, in addition, been inlaid with
blue faience. These shrines, nested one within
another, enclosed a quartzite sarcophagus with
mis-matched (granite) lid 40) containing three anthropoid
coffins, the two outermost of wood covered with gold
foil and inlaid with glass and semi-precious stones,
the innermost of solid gold, similarly adorned. 4U
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Within this latter coffin lay the mummy of the king,
its head covered with a gold mask and the body encircled
by inlaid 'shroud bands' of gold; 42) the mummy itself
had been freely decked with amulets, jewellery and
royal regalia, as well as two fine daggers. 43) The
body of the king had not been touched since the day
of the interment: to judge from the state of the
seals, the thieves (see below) had penetrated no
44)
further than the outermost shrine.
Leading off from the Burial Chamber was the 'Treasury'
(Ja), containing the king's canopic and other mortuary
45)
equipment.
Two miniature coffins found in this
46)
room contained the mummies of two foetuses.
The
entrance to the Treasury had not been walled up, and
thus those having access to the Burial Chamber had
free range to plunder in this section of the tomb also.
Such illicit activity was indeed to be detected - as
47)
elsewhere in the tomb - in the broken seals
and in
the jumbled contents (which frequently bore little
relation to the contents specified in the hieratic
48 )
labels) of hastily repacked boxes and caskets.
In attempting to establish the chronology and
activities of the tomb robbers and the necropolis
officials who followed them, the evidence of the tomb's
seal impressions is of vital importance. The
descriptions given above indicate, from the overall
distribution of the seal types (A)-(G) . (fig. 22), that
none of the blockings post-dates the original closing
of the tomb; 49) whilst the varying combinations of
seals employed to close the four doorways, as well as

(A)

(C)

(B)

(G)

(E)

(D)

(F)

Fig. 22: large seal impressions (KV62)
71.134
Fatalf

Ifklv
(K)

(I)

(0)

(P)

(L)

(4)

(N)

(A)

(R)

Fig. 23: small seal impressions (KV62)
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logistic considerations, suggest that these blockings
were erected on separate occasions over an indeterminate
50)
period of time,
and perhaps in the presence of
different officials. 51)
It is to be noted that the
use of seal type (H) is restricted to those portions
of the blockings which had been restored following
the incursions by thieves, and that nowhere on the
restored portions of the blockings does the name of
the king under whom the restoration was carried out
52)
occur.
Closely associated with the large seals are the
smaller impressions employed to seal individual items
within the tomb. These are of 11 types, lettered
(I)-(S) (fig. 23).
That seal type (I) was in use at the same time as
type (J) is established with certainty by the fact
that both were employed to close obj. nos. 237-8,
the intact second and third (innermost) shrines
53)
surrounding the sarcophagus.
The cartouched
prenomen of Tutankhamun which type (I) incorporates
would indicate that both impressions are contemporary
with the original interment. By extension, all items
sealed with types (I) or (J) are to be similarly
construed - including the alabaster canopic chest
(obj. no. 266b) and the two coffined foetuses (nos.
317a-b).
It is similarly to be assumed - for want of evidence
to the contrary - that all the sealings which
incorporate a version of the king's prenomen - types
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(M), (0), (P) - pre-date the original closing of the
tomb, since the seal rings so employed will have been
superseded following the king's death. 54) And since
type (N) was used in conjunction with seal type (M)
on obj. nos. 271-2, its date ought to be similar.
The single example of Carter's type (R) I would
likewise suggest is to be dated to a period before
Tutankhamun's death, since it appears to contain a
cryptogram of the prenomen of Akhenaten, nfr-hprw-r c . 55)
A large variant of Carter's seal type (K) occurs
on the original blocking of the Burial Chamber, where
it is referred to as type (F); without much doubt,
therefore, type (K) is contemporary with the original
sealing of the tomb. The same conclusion might be
reached for the series of resin-coated shrines from
the Treasury, containing the figures of various
deities, which were sealed with type (L). These
sealings were, for the most part, found intact: once
the thieves (who seem to have spent very little time
in the Treasury in any case) had established the
general nature of the shrines' contents, they
evidently abandoned them for richer pickings elsewhere
in the tomb. 56)
One fragment of a large impression found upon the
floor of the Antechamber (Carter's type (S)), when
intact incorporated the cartouched prenomen and nomen
of Ay; but since Ay was already king when the funeral
ceremony took place, and since the form of the
cartouche is not closely datable, its occurrence in
the tomb is of equivocal significance.
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Another impression, Carter's (Q), was found sealing
the 'black shrine-like chest' no. 304. 57) The
impression is double struck and lacks the lower part;
nevertheless, Carter's drawing suggested the possible
restoration hr(-m-hb), 'Horemheb', in which case the
sealing might well provide evidence of a restoration
of the burial under that king. 58) However, on what
appears to be a second occurrence of the type (on
obj. no. 193), Carter's original transcription of the
bottom sign was nbw and not m hb. 59) Further doubts
arise when one considers the position within the tomb
of the two pieces which bear this motif. Obj. no. 193
is a ps-kf mounted on a board and flanked by two
miniature shrine-shaped pylons (of which only the
door on the left-hand shrine had its seal present), 60)
and was found in the north-west corner of the Burial
Chamber between the first outermost shrine and the
chamber wall. 61) Carter's obj. no. 304 was in an
equally inaccessible position in the Treasury: 'the
fourth of the fourth row of chests stacked in the
south east corner'. 62) If (Q) was the seal of
Horemheb, we are faced with the problem as to why he
should have chosen these two objects alone for resealing,
when others were clearly left with their original
seals broken. The conclusion must be that seal type
(Q) is not inscribed with the nomen of Horemheb (one
might, in any case, have expected the prenomen), and
that at no time subsequent to the original stocking
of the tomb were any of the contents resealed.
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To judge from the double resealing to be seen in
the outer and inner corridor blockings, at least two
phases of robbery are to be distinguished within
KV62. That the corridor beyond the outer doorway
was not filled with rubble at the time of the first
illicit entry is suggested by a number of features.
First, the earlier breach in the blocking of the
outer doorway is at a lower level than the later
thieves' ho1e; 63) no experienced tomb robber would
attempt to burrow a hole through the middle of loose
chip. Secondly, the plaster on the original blockings
was not as damaged as that on the secondary resealings,
clearly because the earlier impressions had hardened
and the later were still soft when the rubble was
introduced. 64) Thirdly, several fragments were
discovered by Carter beneath the fill, which seem to
indicate 65) that at the time of the original closure
the corridor had been employed to store, amongst other
items, the refuse embalming materials later reburied
in KV54. 66)
Other objects found within and below the rubble
fill of the entrance corridor, 67) rather than having
been dropped at a time when the passage was only
partially filled (i.e. at the time of the second robbery)
(Carter's view), 68) seem more likely to represent
the remains of booty dropped outside the tomb at the
time of the first robbery, debris which had subsequently
been gathered up with the rubble employed to fill
the corridor. 69) None of this material can with
confidence be associated with any of the rooms beyond
the Burial Chamber blocking. 70) Indeed, those pieces
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which can be located with any confidence come
exclusively from the Antechamber. 71) This leads me
to suspect, contrary to Carter's expressed opinion, 72)
that those involved in the first robbery did not
penetrate beyond the Burial Chamber (or even the
Annexe) blocking(s), and that the more extensive period
of theft within the tomb occurred only later.
Precisely how much was lost from the tomb as a
result of the robberies is impossible to assess. 73)
Certain classes of object, such as those of metal and
glass, 74) are lacking or only sparsely represented, to
be sure, but it is usually only when we possess some
indication such as a docket, scribbled at or before
the funeral and specifying the contents of a particular
box at that particular time that we can isolate
specific pieces once present and now missing. 75) The
fragmentary box 11, for example, which Carter found
upon the steps before the first doorway, had originally
contained '1 silver chain with seal and 3 silver jugs
for milk' 76) - none of which was recovered by Carter;
similarly the gold vessel mentioned in a docket on box
268 from the Treasury, 77) and the gold vessels,
'grasshoppers' and other pieces once contained in
box 575 + 594 from the Annexe. 78) Note further the
empty gold-plated shrine found in the Antechamber,
which seems to have contained originally a gold(?)
statuette of the king. 79) Besides metal, linen too
seems to have been sought after: cf. the docket on
another fragmentary box, no. lk, 80) found upon the
steps of the tomb, and the general lack of such
material in the burial. The robbers' predilection for
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ointments and cosmetics is well attested by the empty,
fingerprint-covered alabaster jars from the Annexe. 81)
The material recovered from the fill of the entrance
corridor 82) certainly seems to support Carter's
opinion that the first gang of robbers had as their
prime objective the recovery of metal. This apparent
selectivity, however, may merely be a reflection of
the short time they were able to devote to their
nefarious activities. The second period of theft
was evidently more wide-ranging than the first, if
equally brief, 83) but it is not at all easy to
distinguish between material stolen during the first
robbery and items removed during the second. If, as
I believe, access to the Annexe was restricted to
the second phase of thefts, then clearly oils and
unguents were among the commodities stolen at this
time - though such commodities had clearly been robbed
also during the first robbery, as the broken lids
from vessels in the Antechamber, found in the
corridor, 84) clearly show. 85)
As Carter notes, those who restored the burial
following the thefts 'seem to have been in almost as
great a hurry as the thieves, and their work of
reparation was sadly scamped'. 86) In fact, the
officials seem to have been more anxious to restore
a superficial order to the burial than to sort the
disturbed material and replace it correctly in its
original position; 87) the Annexe appears to have been
left much as it had been found by the later investigating
party, with no attempt at sorting. 88) As we have seen
above, the restorers resealed none of the boxes.
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The precise dates at which the robberies occurred
remain unclear. The similarity in style between the
type (H) restoration seals and the type (E) impressions
employed at the time of the burial is noticeable, 89)
and would suggest that the robberies and subsequent
restorations took place within a short time of the
original closing of the tomb. 90) Significant also
is the fact that the thieves had been attracted by
oils and unguents, the life-span of which was presumably
limited. 91) The possibility that the seal type (Q)
is to be attributed to a restoration by Horemheb after
the (first) robbery has, however, been considered
above and dismissed.
To conclude: KV62 appears to have been subjected
to two distinct periods of theft within a short time
of the interment, perhaps under Ay though conceivably
under Horemheb. The first robbers appear to have
had access to the Antechamber only, and then
for a comparatively short period of time; following
the discovery of the thefts, the entrance corridor
was filled with rubble and the robbers' breaches
made up and sealed. The second phase of theft may
perhaps have extended over a longer period than the
first, and the robbers seem to have had access beyond
the Burial Chamber and Annexe blockings. As Carter
92)
suggests, they were possibly caught in f1agrante.
(KV54) 93)
The shallow pit numbered KV54 (fig. 24) was first
opened on 21 December 1907, and the contents examined
on and before 17 January 1908. 94) The excavators
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themselves published few details of the find, 95) and
it was left to Winlock to assemble what evidence he
could as to the context of those objects from the
deposit which he had been able to secure for the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. 96) The nature of the
material Winlock early recognised as a cache of
refuse from the embalming of Tutankhamun, as well as
remnants of the king's funerary meal. 97) The
association of such disparate groups of material
seems not to have caused Winlock any great concern.
In fact, as we saw in the previous section, 98) there
is reason to suspect that KV54 was not their original
place of deposition. The facts (a) that fragments
of the mud 'trays' and other pieces found by Winlock
amongst the KV54 debris 99) occur also amongst the
material recovered by Carter from the corridor of
KV62, 100) and (b) that at least one of the KV54 seals
may possibly be paralleled in the Tutankhamun burial, 101)
suggest a far close association of the two tombs'
contents than has hitherto been suspected. The
conclusion would seem to be that the embalming refuse
and remains of the funerary meal were removed from
the corridor of KV62 and reburied in KV54 following
the former tomb's first period of theft, in order that
the entrance passage might be completely filled with
rubble. 102)

0
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Fig. 24: KV54
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WV23 (fig. 25) was discovered in the winter of
1816 by Belzoni, who noted no finds with the exception
of 'part of a sarcophagus remaining in the centre
of a large chamber , . 104) The tomb seems thereafter
to have attracted little archaeological interest, 105)
until it was fully cleared by Schaden in the summer
of 1972.106)

k

Fig. 25: WV23
Schaden's search for foundation deposits, in an
attempt to settle the debate over the identity of
WV23's original owner, was unsuccesful, although it
should be noted that the area cleared did not include
ground to the south of the tomb entrance owing to the
danger of overhanging rocks. 107)
Work within the tomb proved rather more productive.
A 'test pit' sunk in corridor (B) revealed 'a uniform
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108) with one or
layer of limestone chips and dust',
109) this
two intrusive items of recent date;
unstratified fill continued over the stairway (C)
and ramp (D). 'Only in the bottom chambers were
,110) Finds
there any distinct levels recognisable.
from (D) included 'a wooden hand (from a statuette)
and an object of copper and gold foil', which 'turned
out to be five discs with rosette and star patterns', 111)
presumably pall sequins. 112)
The doorway at the end of corridor (D), through
which access is gained to chamber (E), seems at one
stage to have been blocked off and plastered: 'rocks,
some with plaster still adhering to them, were found
in the doorway and more rocks and plaster fragments
were found in the debris in E chamber. Unfortunately,
none of the plaster fragments bore any remains of
a seal'. 113) Since the floor of corridor (D)
immediately before this doorway displayed a,thin
layer of what was later recognised to be the dark
pharaonic level of the lower chambers, Schaden
concluded that 'the tomb had been sealed and later
opened during the New Kingdom , . 114)
Several layers of stratification were visible in
chamber (E), which was encumbered to a depth of 1.19 m
immediately in front of the eastern doorway leading
into (D). 115) From the 'floor debris', Schaden
recovered 'a wooden shawabty(?) beard and. .a leg fragment
from a wooden statuette'; from 'the upper (mixed)
fill', 'a thin gilt copper rosette'; and 'an interesting
cluster of items ... found wedged between several
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large rocks ... on top of the floor level fill':
'half of a human pelvis', perhaps female; 'a small,
poorly preserved cup (late Roman most probably) and
the base of a jar (Roman), .116 )
Chamber (F) had been utilised as the sarcophagus
hall. At the time of Schaden's clearance in 1972,
'there was a depression in the center of the
chamber resulting from the removal of the sarcophagus
...', with 'debris thrown up against the east and
west wal1s'. 117) There was thus a distinct possibility
118)
that these areas ... would be undisturbed
Excavation, however, revealed that 'only the floor
level was relatively free from Roman and post-Roman
material'. 119)
Schaden's report thus distinguishes
two main levels only: 'the pharaonic floor level
and the mixed debris above it'. 120)
The king's sarcophagus lid was found overturned,
resting head north, upon the floor of (F), within
Schaden's pharaonic layer 4• 121)
Several fragments
of the box proper were found also, the largest 'a
corner fragment bearing the name of Isis (from atop
the head of the image of the goddess) ... Other
fragments from the right side of the box were found
on the floor (Schaden's italics) to the west of the
original position of the box , . 122) This tends to
suggest not only that the sarcophagus had suffered
extensive damage in the pharaonic period, but that
the head of the sarcophagus had been orientated towards
the south - contrary to the head-north orientation
of the lid.123)
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Chamber (G) was only lightly encumbered: 'the
levels therein were the same as those in F chamber,
124)
only much thinner'.
Finds included more pieces
of the sarcophagus box and a fragment from a human
skull. 125)
It would, at this stage, perhaps be unwise to
attempt anything but the most tentative reconstruction
of the tomb's history, bearing in mind that Schaden's
definitive report has yet to appear. Nevertheless,
certain conclusions might be drawn here on the
available evidence.
The most significant conclusion would seem to be
that WV23 did contain a dynastic interment, presumably
that of Ay himself: 126) witness the presence of
pall rosettes and the evidence of a blocked and
plastered doorway at {D-E). The burial chamber,
moreover, has been fashioned from what had originally
been intended as the room beyond the (unexcavated)
12 7)
well (E) (as in the Amarna royal tomb), 128) which
in itself points to a hasty completion of the tomb
brought on by Ay's death. Other items pertaining to
this original interment probably include the sherds
from two jars (one with a docket) recovered from 'the
floor level of the lower chambers', and the numerous
129)
scraps of wooden funerary furniture.
At some later date the burial appears.to have been
the scene of intensive official activity, resulting
in the destruction of Ay's names and figure in each
tomb scene. 130) My suspicion is that this activity
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was prompted by one or more periods of theft within
WV23, to which may be attributed the removal of the
lid and damage to one of the four sides of the
sarcophagus box 'afin d'en retirer la momie. 131)
The evident damnatio memoriae was perhaps carried out
only incidentally in the course of investigations
into this illicit activity, in the same way that the
Akhenaten coffin within KV55 appears to have been
effaced only when Tiye came to be removed from the
tomb. 132) Otherwise, if the post mortem execration
of the Amarna pharaohs was so thorough as to have
included the opening of tombs and censoring of tomb
scenes, one would be forced to ask why KV62, the tomb
of Tutankhamun, had not been similarly treated.133)
Perhaps significant in the case of WV23 is the lack
of thoroughness with which the erasures have been
carried out, which one would not expect had the official
intruders had damnatio memoriae as their first priority.
Witness (a) the intact state of the king's ka on the
north-east wall of the burial chamber, 134) and (b) several
intact cartouches on the sarcophagus box 135) and on
the lid: 136) being of rose granite, this would have
taken more time and effort to efface than an
investigating party would have been prepared to expend.137)
This suggested phase of activity presumably post-dates
the reign of Horemheb, and indeed, what evidence we
possess does tend to imply that the organised reaction
to the Amarna pharaohs did not occur until later in
the 19th dynasty. 138) It is thus reasonable to infer
that the effacements within WV23, and the thefts which
prompted the action (not necessarily the first thefts
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within the tomb), are to be similarly dated.139)
Ay's subsequent fate is not at all clear. Thomas
has proposed that the nearby WV25 may have served
as a cache for the occupant(s) of WV23; 140) this,
however, as considered above, 141) is improbable.
Nor is Schaden's suggestion, that the bone fragments
recovered from chambers (E) and (G) of WV23 perhaps
constitute all that remains of Ay's body 142) (assuming,
of course, that the sex of this skeletal material
be male), susceptible of real proof. Perhaps more
likely to shed light on the fate of Ay's mummy is
the material recovered by Harold Jones from KV58,
considered in the following section.
(KV58) 143)
This small, single-chambered pit tomb 144) (fig. 26)
was discovered by E. Harold Jones in early January
1909. 145) The circumstances of the discovery have
been considered in detail elsewhere; 146) here we need
state only that the finds were recovered from both
the fill of the shaft and the fill of the chamber,
with a particular concentration occurring at a depth
of just over six feet within the shaft (fig. 27). 147)
The likelihood is that this concentration represents
the original point of deposition, from which smaller
and predominantly lighter pieces washed down into the
chamber and lower part of the shaft. 148)
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Fig. 26: KV58

The contents of the tomb are
The fragments of gold foil were
detail by Daressy, and sketches
complete examples. 149) Several
150)
inscribed, and from amongst
drawn up.

set out in table 1.
described in some
published of the more
of the pieces are
these table 2 has been

The terminus ante quem non furnished by the
cartouches of Ay renders it highly improbable that
the fragments of foil are to be connected with KV62
(Tutankhamun) alone. 152) An ultimate provenance
amongst Ay's funerary furnishings can, however, be
demonstrated fairly convincingly in the case of at
least one of the fragments 153) - whilst this
identification may, in its turn, be used to support
a similar origin for the remaining fragments bearing
Ay's name and/or titulary. On inscriptional evidence,
therefore, the foil from KV58 might be attributed
solely to WV23 (Ay's und oubted place of burial), 154)
or to both WV23 and KV62.155)
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KV58: CONSPECTUS OF MAIN FINDS

Abbreviations employed:
D
H
HT
S
T

No.

Description

Daressy no. (in HT)
Murray & Nuttall, Handlist
Davis, Harmhabi
Fox, Schatz
Carter, Tut.ankh.Amen

Proposed identification

Comparisons

Shabti

DI
D2

Gold foil

From the chariot body?

T II, pl. 18

D3

Gold foil

Harness decoration

H

D4

Gold foil

Harness decoration

H 122aa for the
shape

D5

Gold foil

From the chariot body?

T II, pls. 37-8

D6

Gold foil

Harness decoration?

D7

Gold foil

Harness decoration

H 122ii

D8

Gold foil

Harness decoration

H 122ww

D9

Gold foil

Harness decoration

H 122aaaa*

D10

Gold foil

Axle decoration??

T II, pl. 39

Dll

Gold foil

Axle decoration??

T II, pl. 39

D12

Gold foil

Harness decoration

H 122aaaa*

D13

Gold foil

Harness decoration

D14

Gold foil

Harness decoration

D15/1

Gold foil

Harness decoration?

D15/2

Gold foil

Uncertain

D15/3

Gold foil

Uncertain

D15/4

Gold foil

Uncertain

12hh

T II, pl. 17, a for
the design
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No.

Description

Proposed identification

Comparisons

D16

Uraei

From shabtis or similar?

S pl. 62

D17

Calcite knobs

Yoke saddle finials

T II, pl. 42

D18

Faience knobs

From a box

Cf. HT 3

D19

Faience knob

Finial from a goad or whip

T I, pl. 72

*Note that two separate items appear to carry this number.
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TABLE 2
KV58: THE NAMES

Abbreviation employed:

Daressy no. (HT):

Tutankhamun
Ay (private)
Ay (royal)
*With Ankhesenamun 151)

HT

Davis, Harmhabi

3

4

x*

5

8

x*

9

15/1

15/2

15/3

15/4
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4
5

1. No finds (4 ft.) (Jones-Burton, Tombs, entry for
10 January 1909).
2. Three yoke-saddle finials, faience knob with
cartouche of Ay, fragments of gold foil, faience
inlays, uraei (6 ft.+) (11 January); faience
inlays, fragments of copper, (fourth?) yokesaddle finial, second faience knob with cartouche
of Ay (12 January).
3. Fragments of gold foil (inc. Daressy nos. 3, 4,
8, 9, 13; cf. Davis, Harmhabi) (13 January).
4. Fragments of gold foil (unstratified within
chamber) (15, 17, 22 January).
5. Alabaster shabti (on floor of chamber under 3 ft.
of debris) (20 January).
Fig. 27: distribution of finds (KV58)
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A consideration of the functional nature of the
pieces suggests, however, that the deposit represents
an assemblage from a single burial, despite the
divergence of names. 156) This view is based
primarily upon the fact that the majority of the
fragments can be shown to comprise elements from
the equipment of one or more 157) chariots: 158) cf.
table 1. The dating evidence furnished by the
occurrence of Ay's royal titulary, together with the
demonstrably funerary nature of at least one of the
fragments, will indicate with whose burial they were
associated originally.
The finds from KV58, together with the scraps
recovered by Schaden from WV23 itself/ 159) indicate
clearly that Ay's funerary arrangements were
substantially in line with those of his royal
predecessors. The presence of this material in a
pit tomb so far from WV23 remains a mystery, however.
Quite possibly KV58 represents the remains of a robbers'
hoard, or workshop debris like that from KV4
(Ramesses XI) 160) associated with a reburial of the
king. 161) The proximity to the tomb of Horemheb (KV57),
wherein several unidentified skeletons were found, 162)
might, therefore, be significant. The possibility will
be considered further in the following section. 163)
Horemheb (KV57)164)

The tomb of Horemheb as king (fig. 28) was discovered
by Ayrton for Davis on 22 February 1908, 165) No details
of any blocking of the outer doorways s urvive, though
Weigall does state that corridor (B) be yond 'was quite
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choked with ... rubbish ,166) according to Davis
almost to the top' .167) This scree continued as far
as the well (E), which was 'partly filled with
rubbish'. 168) The d ecorated north wall of the wel1169)
had, as usual, been b reached, plunderers having 'pulled
away the blocks, and ... climbed through' 170) into
chamber (F). The staircase 'descending (down from (F))
to the third corridor (G) had once been concealed by
being filled up with stone chippings and cemented
over flush with the floor'. 171) A further staircase
(H) led to the antechamber (I), the entrance to which
172)
had originally been closed off with a wooden door.
The entrance to the burial chamber (J) had also
173) The chamber
been closed with a wooden door.
itself was chaotic, strewn with builders' debris 174)
'In all directions broken
and funerary material. 175)
figures of the gods were lying, and two defaced
statues of the king 176) were overthrown beside the
sarcophagus , . 177) In the sarcophagus itself was 'a
skull and a few bones of more than one person')- 78)
The lid, broken in antiquity and repaired by means
of butterfly cramps, 179) had been removed and lay on
the ground. 180) Beneath the sarcophagus were found
'six ... hollows in the rock' 181) all but one
containing wooden figures of deities)- 82)
In 'a little side chamber on the right' of the
sarcophagus (Jb), Weigall noted 'two skulls and some
broken bones lying in the corner. These appeared to
,l83)
be female
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The north-west side chamber (Jaa) contained 'a
fine painting of Osiris on the back wall; and,
crouching at the foot of this, a statuette of a
god with upraised hands had been placed ... , . 184)
In the floor of side chamber (Jd), 'a square hole was
cut, leading down to a small room' (Jdd) containing
'a skull and a few bones again of more than one
person ' l85)
Several graffiti are known from the tomb, all
essentially unpublished. The following translations
of the more pertinent of these are based upon
transcriptions made by Gardiner and preserved in the
Griffith Institute, Oxford (fig. 29). 186)
(a)

(Presumably 'on one of the door posts' at the
entrance): 187)
Written (ir) in Year 4, 4 3ht 22, by the scribe
of the army Butehamun, after he came to cause
the command to be carried out in the House of
Eternity of king Djeserkhepr(u)re-setepenre
1.p.h. 188)

(b) ('Entrance door, on left thickness of wall' ):189)
Written by the scribe of the general Kysen.
(c) (Ibid., 'lower down'): 190 )
The scribe Butehamun; the king's scribe
Djehutymose.
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191)
(d) ('on right thickness of entrancel):
Year 6, 2? 3bt 12. Day of removing(?)/
investigating into(?) the burial(?) of king
Djeserkhepr(u)re-setepenre, by the vizier,
general and chief of the ••• 192)
The 'command' referred to in docket (a) (if indeed
this is the co rrect transcription of the original
hieratic grou P) 193) is impossible to establish with
any certainty from the available evidence. It
clearly took Place in the Er dt 194) (in this instance
'burial chamber'?) of KV57, and probably at a time
when the burials of Sethos I and Ramesses II were
being restored; 195) the obvious inference to make,
therefore, is that we have here a circumspect record
of burial restoration within the tomb of Horemheb.
Another possibility, however, - and one for which
only the most circumstantial evidence can be put
forward - is that the generalised wording of the
graffito conceals more than a simple record of burial
restoration. We have already noted 196) that the
items recovered from KV58 seem to have originated in
the West Valley tomb of Ay, and the possibility was
there raised that this material might be associated
with a reburial of Ay in the main Valley following
the plundering of WV23. Since the remains of some
four bodies were recovered from KV57, none of which
seems to have been subjected to proper anatomical
examination, it is perhaps the case that graffito (a)
•
constitutes a record of transfer of Ay's body from
his original tomb to that of Horemheb, the few funerary
furnishings which it was possible to salvage from the
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former tomb being temporarily stored, perhaps, in
the nearby KV58 and for some reason not recovered.
Graffiti (b) and (c) were perhaps written during
the same phase of activity as graffito (a).
The correct interpretation of the fourth wall
docket is difficult to establish with any certainty,
owing to Gardiner's doubts as to the correct reading
of the verb, whether f31 or ni. 197) The reading
f3i 198) would perhaps imply that the burial of Horemheb
had been removed from KV57 in antiquity, presumably
for reburial elsewhere - in which case the bodies
recovered by the Davis expedition will have comprised
minor members of the king's family not removed at this
time, remnants from the postulated Year 4 cache, or
even the remains of intrusive burials of Third
Intermediate Period date. Curiously enough, one of
the few objects known to have been recovered from
KV14 (Tawosret; Sethnakhte) was a I bouton de meuble,
... avec cartouche d'Hor m heb t ; 199) whilst the
earlier of the two graffiti noted by Caminos in this
latter tomb is dated to a Year 6, 2 3bt 18 200) conceivably a mere six days later than graffito Id)
from KV57. Given the analogous delay of three days
in the transfer of (Ramesses I), Sethos I and
Ramesses II from KV17 to the tomb of Inhapi, 201) it
could be argued that docket (d) records the removal
of Horemheb for repair and reburial in KV14. The
greatest difficulty with this hypothesis, however,
is that the body of Horemheb disappears from view
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202) - whereas
following the supposed transfer to KV14
the remaining occupants of the KV14 cache, as we shall
see, eventually surface in the tomb of Amenophis II
(KV35).203)
Gardiner's alternative reading of the questionable
sign in graffito (d) was 5/11 - in which case the
complete word is probably to be recognised as the
Wb. 'fragen, sagen'. 204) The implications of this
rendering are rather less spectacular, but probably
nearer the truth of the matter: that the docket
records no more than an investigation into thefts,
presumably, a matter of two years after the earlier
phase of official activity within the tomb. Traces of
this investigation and what I presume to have been a
(further) restoration of the burial(s) within the
tomb are perhaps to be recognised in the 'dead flowers
... found here and there amidst the d6bris 1205) of
the burial chamber, abundant floral remains being
typical of interments and reinterments at this period. 206)
The state in which Davis found the tomb contents is
unlikely to have been the state in which the investigating
party left the tomb. It had evidently been subjected
to a further period of theft and wanton destruction,
since the bodies of the occupants had been ripped to
shreds. This phase of illicit activity seems not to
have been detected by the necropolis administration
(or else the damage done was not restored), as the state
in which the tomb was discovered in 1908 clearly shows.
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CHAPTER 4
THE BURIALS OF RAMESSES I, SETHOS I,
RAMESSES II AND MERENPTAH

Ramesses I (KV16)

1)

The discovery of KV16 (fig. 30) on 10/11 October
1817 was described by Be1zoni,
sarcophagus of granite
mummies,

4)

l3)

2)

who noted 'a

containing two intrusive

and remnants of the burial's original

funerary furnishings. These latter included two
life-size guardian statues, one found 'in a corner'
of the burial chamber (J), the other in side room
(Ja), 5) and 'a number of little images of wood, well
carved, representing symbolical figures', 6) probably
also within the sarcophagus chamber. Burton

7)

and

8)

who visited the tomb independently some
Lane,
years later, note further the remains of a .plastered
blocking at (B-C) - though whether or not impressed
with seals they do not state.
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The tomb clearly reflects the short interval (less
than two full years) between Ramesses I's accession
and his death: the proportions and form of the tomb
are severely curtailed, the

paintings

hastily
executed (but cf. above, chapter 1, s.v. Tuthmosis III),
and the sarcophagus left unfinished. -9-This latter
displays the distinctive damage caused in levering
off the lid and rolling it over onto the chamber
floor. 10)
Precisely when the plundering of the tomb, evidenced
by the

condition of

the sarcophagus and the surviving

funerary material, occurred is impossible to establish
with any certainty. However, it may well have been
this discernible activity which prompted the removal
of the mummy of Ramesses I for reburial elsewhere
several years prior to Year 10 of Siamun, 4 prt 17. 11)
The body of Ramesses I has not been identified.
A fragmentary, replacement coffin which had contained
the mummy at the time of its transfer from KV17 to
the tomb of Inhapi was recovered from DB320 in 1881,12)
where, it is perhaps reasonable to assume, the royal
13)
mummy itself had once been interred.
Sethos I (KV17)14)
Belzoni made his most famous discovery in the
Valley of the Kings on 16 October 1817: this was the
tomb of Sethos I, now numbered KV17 (fig. 31). 15)
No indications of any sort of blocking at the mouth
of the tomb may be discerned from Belzoni's account,
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though it is noted that the wall on the far side of
the well (E-F) had been 'closely shut ... up, plastered
... over, and painted' in the usual fashion at the
time of the interment. 16) Through this blocking had
been forced 'a little aperture', the sides of the
well having been negotiated by means of two ropes
which Belzoni found still in situ. 17)
Belzoni noted the position of but few finds within
KV17: 'the carcass of a bull ..., embalmed with
asphaltum', in the four-columned 'Bull's, or Apisl
Room' (Je); 18) , and also, scattered in various places
(within (Je)?), an immense quantity of small wooden
figures of mummies six or eight inches long, and
covered with asphaltum to preserve them. There were
some other figures of fine earth baked, coloured blue,
and strongly varnished. On each side of the two little
rooms ((Jc) and (Jd)?) were some wooden statues
standing erect, four feet high, with a circular
hollow inside, as if to contain a roll of papyrus, 19)
which I have no doubt they did. We found likewise
fragments of other statues of wood and of composition , . 20)
Further miscellaneous pieces were recovered from the
entrance to the tomb by James Burton, 21) including
'a painting brush with a paint pot or jar'; 'a considerable number of broken jars
thrown together in
the midst of the shaly earth ... excavated from the
lowest part of the tomb' may have represented the
remains of the pharaoh's embalming refuse. Several other
pieces relating to the burial have been found in the
course of work in various parts of the necropo1is.22)
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The most important object recovered, however, was
the fine outer coffin of ca1cite. 23) This Belzoni
discovered 'over a staircase in the centre of the
saloon (i.e. the crypt of (3)), which communicated
with a subterranean passage, leading downwards, three
, The cover was not there:
hundred feet in length'. 24)
it had been taken out, and broken into several pieces,
which we found in digging before the first entrance , . 25)
Despite Budge's assertion to the contrary, 26) the lid
does not appear to have been fastened onto the box: 27)
the copper-alloy traces still extant seem originally
to have formed a sheathing designed to protect the
rims of both box and lid. The weight of the lid,
when in position, would perhaps have been considered
sufficient to deter most would-be thieves, as it
certainly was in the case of the later gigantic stone
sarcophagi employed by the pharaohs of the 20th
dynasty. It had, nevertheless, suffered 'some little
violence e*e, because the edge of the chest is
broken in several places, particularly near the left
shoulder and left ankle and right foot. It would seem
as if an iron tool had been applied to the left
shoulder to wrench off the lid, and that the weight
of the lid, when lifted from that spot by the lever,
had broken the edge of the chest on the opposite side,
near the right elbow, and also at the right foot'. 28)
The present shattered condition of the lid probably
resulted from its fall to the ground below.
The mummy of Sethos I 29) was discovered in DB320 in
1881, contained in a restored version of the original
outer wooden coffin. 30) From the hieratic texts on
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both the coffin and bandages of the king, we may
fair a form impression as to when the intrusions
detectable in the archaeological record took place. 31)
According to a docket on the king's coffin - which
had evidently but recently been restored to its
present form - the high priest Herihor 'commanded
r whm krs n king Menmaatre 1.p.h., son of Re Setymer(en)ptah l in Year 6 of whm mswt, 2 31t 7. 32) A
second restoration seems to have been required at an
unspecified date subsequent to Year 10 of Smendes I,
according to a notation on the mummy, when the king's
33)
body was rewrapped with dated linen of Pinudjem I;
conceivably, this rewrapping dates to Year 15 of
6, when Ramesses II was introduced
Smendes, 3
into KV17. 34f— Finally, in Year 7, 2 prt 16, Psusennes I,
presumably by command of 'king' Pinudjem I, the
35) employing
mummy of Sethos I was rewrapped yet again
linen of Year 6 made by the high priest of Amon-Re,
Menkheperre. 36)
A further docket on the coffin records that the
removal of Sethos I from KV17 was effected in Year 10
of Siamun, 4 prt 17. 37)
Ramesses II (KV7) 38)

The tomb prepared for Ramesses II is that now
numbered KV7 (fig. 32). 39) Although it was accessible
at least in part as early as the classical period, 40)
the only extensive clearance of which we possess any
record is that undertaken by Burton during the
41) Burton describes the tomb as
season 1913/14.
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practically full of debris, stones etc. carried in
by water , ; 42) nevertheless, both he and his reis
were able to penetrate 'on all fours about 200 ft.
down, to (the) first chamber' (F). 43) Although
Burton's work in the burial chamber was not completed, 44)
and the sarcophagus not recovered, the fragments
found are sufficient to indicate that the king had
most probably been buried there. 45)
According to the 'Strike Papyrus', an attempt had
been made to enter the tomb of Ramesses II in Year 29
of Ramesses III by stripping stones from above the
entrance. 46) In the absence of further details, we
may perhaps assume that the entry was foiled. An
inspection of the tomb is probably recorded in
P. Wien 30 1 II, dated to Year 6 of whm mswt, 47) in
which year (on 3 Erg 15) a docket was inscribed
upon the king's coffin recording a 'renewal of the
burial'. 48)
A second docket on this coffin, dated to Year 15
of Smendes I, 3 3ht 6, records the removal of
Ramesses II from his previous place of interment for
reburial in the tomb of Sethos I (KV17). 49) There
is no evidence that the scribe Butehamun was involved
in this work, as is sometimes implied: the two
graffiti which mention this individual and which are
attributed to KV7 by Spiegelberg 50) are, in fact, to
be found in the tomb of Ramesses III (KV11). 51)
The king's body 52) was recovered from the DB320
cache in 1881, contained in a restored royal coffin of
New Kingdom date. 53)
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Merenptah (KV8)54)
Although accessible at least in part since antiquity,55)
KV8 (fig. 33) was only cleared fully in 1903/4 by
Carter, 56) the debris yielding 'many fragments of the
alabaster canopic box and shawabti figures ... Their
technique is not good'. 57) A limestone ostracon from
the tomb incorporates 'a sketch of the recumbent
figure of the King on the Sarcophagus, with
dimensions' 58)
Several stone sarcophagi have been attributed to KV8:
(a) in chamber (H), 'the complete upper part of a
large sarcophagus box ... beautifully hewn out of a
solid block of rose granite ... The top is rounded
and covered, as well as the sides, with incised
religious inscriptions l ; 59) (b) upside down in (J),
'the lid of the actual sarcophagus ... hewn and
sculptured out of a block of rose granite in the form
of a cartouche', displaying 'a recumbent figure of the
60) In addition, (c) a granite sarcophagus with
king'.
a representation of Merenptah in relief on the lid
was found at Tanis, where it had been re-used for
Psusennes I; 61) whilst (d) an unprovenanced fragment
from a calcite 'coffin' of the king was acquired by
the British Museum in 1911. 62) The precise relationship
of the elements from these sarcophagi is at present
obscure; the confusion is indeed increased by the fact
that other fragments with the cartouches of Merenptah,
perhaps from the same anthropoid sarcophagus as (d),
appear to have been recovered from KV47 - Siptah's
tomb. 63)
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Merenptah's employment of KV8 is suggested not
merely by the tomb's archaeological finds, but by
an important ostracon recording the introduction of
various items of funerary furniture, including the
coffins (wtw). 64) This text dates to Merenptah's Year 7,
and appears to provide unequivocal proof (if such
were needed) that tombs could be stocked several
years in advance of the owner's death.
Other materials relating to a burial within KV8
were discovered by Carter on and after 21 February
1920 whilst digging 'on S. side of entrance of tomb
..., in centre of water course'. 65) Amongst the finds
was a cache of 13 calcite vesse1s, 66) 'placed
side by side in a group, a few stones laid on the top
and covered with rubbish - as if carefully buried'. 67)
The dockets on these jars, 68) together with analyses
of the contents, 69) suggest that the cache was connected,
if not with the actual embalming of Merenptah, at
least with the anointing of the body with the 'seven
sacred oils' in the 211 nfr or funerary workshop. 70)
The fact that several of the vessels in the cache had
been damaged or were incomplete when deposited 71) is
perhaps an indication that they were old and discarded,
selected specifically for their funerary role. No
precise parallel to the burial of such materials
outside the royal tomb is known to me; the analogous
ointment vessels of Tutankhamun were found in the
passageway and in the Antechamber of KV62. 72)
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The King's Valley tomb of Isinofret, the probable
73)
wife of Merenptah,
is alluded to in Cairo ostracon
J 72460, recently published by Thomas. 74) The verso
of this ostracon reads as follows:
(From?) the work (23 r- c b3k) of Isinofret to
(the tomb of?) my (p3y.1) greatest of seers,
Meryatum, 200 cubits. From the end (a) of
the water of the sky (i.e. waterfall) to the
work (pl b3k) of Isinofret, 445 cubits.
The obscurity of this text has been remedied somewhat
by Miss Thomas's study; nevertheless, she fails to
take her discussion to its logical conclusion. The
location of the 'water of the sky' is not certain. 75)
Nevertheless, as we shall consider further below, 76)
the tomb of the 'greatest of seers, Meryatum' is
almost certainly that now numbered KV5. An arc of
200 cubits described around the position of KV5
intersects the entrance of only one tomb: that of
Merenptah. Given Isinofret's evident relationship to
this king, there can be little doubt that she too was
buried within KV8.
The body of Merenptah was discovered in KV35; 77)
that of Isinofret has not yet been positively identified.78)
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CHAPTER 5
THE BURIALS OF AMENMESSE, SETHOS II,
SIPTAH, TAWOSRET AND SETHNAKHTE

Amenmesse (KV10) 1)
The tomb of the shadowy Amenmesse 2) (fig. 34) is
barely known from an archaeological point of view,
since it has never been fully cleared. The only
finds known to me originate from a minor excavation
of the outer corridor (B?), undertaken by Ayrton in
December 1907; 3) these pieces, a calcite shabti
fragment of Ramesses VI and a fragment from a calcite
'box?' of Sethos If evidently owed their presence
to flood deposition. 4) Nothing related to the
burial of Amenmesse himself has been found, except
for what may be a fragment of a limestone sarcophagus(?)
inscribed with his prenomen, which was recovered from
the entrance of KV15 (Sethos II) by Lef6bure. 5)

/".
a
A

Fig. 34: KV10
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KV10 appears to have been intended also as a place
of burial for Takhat and Baktwerel, Amenmesse's
mother and wife respectively. 6) A fragment from the
burial furniture of the former was found by Carter
near KV55 in the spring of 1921.7)
It has been suggested that the erasures within
KV10 constitute good evidence for damnatio memoriae. 8)
The subjects of the erasures within the tomb appear
to have been rather arbitrarily chosen, however, and
include the figures of deities; the erasure of
Amenmesse's cartouches, in particular, has not been
systematically carried out. 9) At least some of the
damage within KV10 might, therefore, be attributable
to other agencies - such as flood damage (as in KV7) 10)
or Coptic habitation. 11) A final decision on this
point is hardly possible, however, until the tomb
has been fully cleared and the scenes subjected to
close study.
The whereabouts of Amenmesse's corpse is unknown;
there is, in fact, no certainty that he was ever
accorded burial within KV10. 12) Takhat and Baktwerel
are similarly unlocated - though, as implied above,
the burial of the former within KV10 is at least a
possibility.
Sethos II (KV15)

13)

The tomb commenced for Sethos II is that numbered
KV15 (fig. 35), for which we possess several ostraca
relating to the construction14) (including a preparatory
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sketch, with dimensions, of the tomb's single
chamber). 15) As Thomas has observed, 16) the tomb
was never completed: no well had been excavated,
and the corridor (G) beyond the four-columned chamber
(F) had been adapted for use as the sarcophagus hall.
It would appear, moreover, that the discernible
change in decorative technique from relief carving
to paint and 1ine 17) occurred only after an interval, 18)
during which the tomb was, to all intents and
purposes, abandoned. It has been suggested (by
)
A1tenmaller) 19
that
this lapse was due to Tawosret's
interment of the king within her own tomb, KV14 (see
below). However, following the accession of
Sethnakhte, who endeavoured to expunge all traces
of the preceding reigns, 20) the burial(s) within KV14
will have been dismantled, Sethos II himself reburied
within KV15, and the decoration of this tomb hastily
completed. According to Altenmtiller's thesis, the
excision and restoration of the king's cartouches in
the earlier sections of the tomb was undertaken as
part of the refurbishment carried out for Sethos II's
reburial 21) - against other scholars, such as Aldred, 22)
Krauss 23) and Spalinger, 24) who have seen these
cartouche alterations as offering an accurate
reflection of the contemporary political scene.
The only potential pieces of Sethos II's funerary
equipment known to me are two faience shabti fragments
now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 25). That
Sethos II was furnished with a reasonably full array
of actual and not merely representational 26) funerary
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Fig. 35: KV15
material is evidenced nevertheless by P. Salt 124,27)
which contains a reference to the theft of a number
of such items at the time of the king's burial. 28)
The body of Sethos II evidently survived the
putative transfer from KV14 to KV15, only to be
plundered at some later date. The king's tomb was
inspected (presumably) in Year 6, probably of wbm
mswt, 2 3bt 7, 29) evidently resulting in the transfer
of the king's mummy. This eventually turns up in
the KV35 cache, contained in a replacement coffin of
31)
later date. 30) The mummy remains noted by Thomas
within KV15 itself are presumably of Third Intermediate
Period date.
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Siptah (KV47)32)
KV47 (fig. 36) was discovered by Ayrton in November
1905, and penetrated at that time as far as chamber
(I). 33) Work was then abandoned owing to the precarious
state of the ceiling and the general improbability
of worthwhile finds. 34) Davis later decided to
complete his clearance of the tomb, however, and on
7 February 1912 Harry Burton commenced work in room
(F), completing this final clearance the following
spring. 35) Finally, in the spring of 1922; Carter
cleared the 'east side of (the) foothill' in which the
tomb of Siptah was situated, turning up several items
(mainly ostraca) of associated interest. 36)
Ayrton published few clear details of the
archaeological context. Nevertheless, it would appear
that the entrance and outer corridors had been filled
almost to the roof with mixed debris. This fill
contained several late 19th/early 20th dynasty
ostraca. 37) Moreover, the rubbish covered and therefore post-dated the restored cartouches of Siptah 38)
(see below), and included a fragmentary faience shabti
inscribed with 'the cartouche of Men-mat-Rai. 39)
Through this fill, along the east side of the
corridor, had been cleared a passage (later silted up),
the spoil from which had been heaped up against the
west wal1. 40) On top of this rubbish, in corridor (B),
,41)
Ayrton found fragments of 'an alabaster sarcophagus
and a shabti of Siptah, 42) which had presumably been
disturbed from the main fill when the later access
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surface

Post-Siptah debris, including pottery and ostraca.
Passage cleared through debris and later silted-up.
Retaining wall associated with passage.
Ostracon CG 25575, 'in door foot below entrance'.
Mound of debris from tombs of Sethos II, Tawosret
and Siptah silted down to cover entrance.

Fig. 37: section at entrance (KV47)
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passage was dug. The material excavated from this
passage had evidently been held back by a 'rough
chip-wall built on top of the mound' before the
entrance doorway 43) - a foot below which was found
an ostracon of the late 20th/early 21st dynasty. 44)
Cf. fig. 37.
From the finds recovered it seems reasonably clear
that KV47 had been prepared and employed for the
burials of Siptah and his mother, Tiaa. 45) Furthermore, the tomb appears to have been disturbed within
a short time of the king's death, since his
cartouches have been erased and later restored in
paint. According to Spa1inger, 46) this activity must
have been contained within the 19th dynasty, since
the 20th dynasty ruling line evidently questioned
Siptah's legitimacy. Thus, he argues, the erasures
are most likely to have been carried out by Tawosret,
and the subsequent restorations by Bay.
Altenmtiller, however, would prefer to see the
excision and restoration of the cartouches within the
late 19th dynasty royal tombs as having been motivated
by religious rather than political considerations. 47)
He has suggested that the sarcophagus of Siptah had
previously been usurped by Tawosret for her regal
burial equipment, and that its return to KV47 was
accomplished by Sethnakhte or his successor when the
burial within KV14 (below) was dismantled. During
this reburial of the king, the opportunity was taken
to refurbish and up-date the tomb by replacing the
old-style cartouches.
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The ostracon found 'in the door a foot below the
entrance' 48) may be translated as follows:
Year 7, 2 3t 1. Going up to complete the
work in this place by the gang: (list of
35 workmen). 49)
According to ternal, 50) the palaeography of this piece
51)
is suggestive of the late 20th/early 21st dynasty.
Its apparent association with the passageway dug
through the corridor fill suggests a connection
with the evacuation of the king's mummy for
reburial elsewhere, and provides us with a
probable date for this activity.

The body of Siptah was discovered in the Amenophis II
cache (KV35) in 1898; 52) that of his mother has not
been positively identified. 53) The 'scattered' bones
found in the KV47 sarcophagus 54) are presumably
intrusive and of Third Intermediate Period date.
55)
Tawosret; Sethnakhte (KV14)
Work on the excavation of KV14 (fig. 38) seems to
have begun when Tawosret was queen (a fact reflected
56)
in the princely width of the tomb's outer corridors),
in Year 2 of Sethos II, 1 prt 8. 57) It was continued,
following the intervening reign of Siptah, by
Tawosret regnant, and extended, according to
Altenmaller, to receive the double burial of this
queen and her dead husband Sethos II. 58) This double
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burial was subsequently dismantled by Sethnakhte (or
his successor), and the tomb prepared for this king's
own interment. Each of these phases in the tomb's
history was accompanied by major and minor alterations
to the cartouches and to the tomb scenes, the
ramifications of which are only now becoming apparent
through close study. 59)
The tomb has long been known, and probably for
this reason has not attracted a great deal Of archaeological (as opposed to epigraphic) interest. Nevertheless, explorations of some sort appear to have
taken place in or before the year 1909, when the
following object was registered in the Journal d'entree:
J 41637. Bouton de meuble, forme papyrus
evas, avec cartouche d'Hor m heb. Terre
emaillee bleue. Diam. (not stated). Biban
el Molouk, decombres de Tausert.
This piece, which is perhaps unlikely to owe its
presence to flood deposition, is the only object known
to me from KV14. 60)
Two graffiti noted by Caminos in the two side rooms
(Ka) and (Kb) read as follows:
(a)
(b)

Year 6, 2 3ht 18.
Year 7, 2 ... 61)

It is generally assumed that both dates refer to, and
provide a chronological peg for, the second of the
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tomb's three discernible building phases under
Tawosret. 62) This need not necessarily be so.
Dockets on the coffins of Sethos I and Ramesses II 63)
attest to a spate of 'restoration' activity in the
Valley of the Kings during Year 6 of whm mswt, whilst
a graffito in the tomb of Horemheb records what is
probably to be recognised as an official inspection
of KV57 - perhaps more - in Year 6 of whm mswt (or
Smendes), 2? 3bt 12. 64) It is possible, therefore,
that the first KV14 graffito is to be connected with
the round of official activity which took in KV17,
KV7 and KV57 - in which case the Horemheb box-knob
(above) may well be a stray carried up at this time.
The possibility of some connection with the whm
mswt restorations is strengthened by the date of the
second graffito (b). As we saw in the previous
section of this chapter, the mummy of Siptah seems
to have been removed from KV47 in a late Year 7, 2 31t 1;
whilst the tomb of Sethos II (KV15) appears to have
been inspected or otherwise investigated in a Year 7,
2 3bt 7 65) - dates which are potentially so close to
(b) above that they cannot fail to arouse suspicion.
As we shall see be1ow, 66) the occupants of the side
room (Jb) cache within KV35 appear to have been
introduced en masse, at least a proportion of the
mummies - including those of Siptah and Sethos II having evidently been associated at an earlier stage in
their travels. This association, I would suggest,
began within KV14 - in which case the (Ka) and (Kb)
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graffiti are to be recognised as recording the two
main dates upon which the KV14 cache was perhaps
established and enlarged.
Altenmaller suggests that the removal of Tawosret
from KV14 by Sethnakhte occurred at the same time as
the latter's reburial of Sethos II within KV15. 67)
If so, no trace of Tawosret's subsequent interment
has as yet come to light - unless the improbable
connection with KV56 68) is to be maintained. Remains
of Sethnakhte s s burial - his cartonnage coffin 69)
and perhaps the king's body also 70) - were recovered
from KV35, where the occupants of the postulated KV14
cache were eventually transferred. The remains of a
body in the sarcophagus of the KV14 burial chamber 71)
- if not a stray from the earlier occupation of the
tomb - is probably intrusive and of Third Intermediate
Period date.
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CHAPTER 6
THE BURIALS OF RAMESSES III-XI

Ramesses III (KV11) 1)

KV11 (fig. 39) was commenced by Sethnakhte, but
abandoned - perhaps owing to its unforeseen collision
with KV10 (Amenmesse) 2) - in favour of KV14. 3) It
was subsequently taken over by Ramesses III, and
continued on a re-aligned axis. 4) To my knowledge,
the tomb has never been fully cleared, and attributable
finds are few. 5) The documentary evidence (below)
nevertheless leaves little doubt that Ramesses III
was interred here.
Champollion recorded three graffiti from the tomb, 6)
all undated, one of which seems to refer to an
inspection by a party which included a 'god's father
Hori'. 7) This text, however, is only partially
legible in Champollion's copies, and its value is
consequently restricted. Two graffiti from the burial
chamber of KV11 8) list, among other names, those of
the scribe Butehamun and his son Pakhyneter. The
association of these individuals indicates a date in
the reign of Smendes I, 9) and it is conceivable that
their presence in the tomb is to be seen in connection
with the 'osirification ,10) of Ramesses III - a record
of which, dated to Smendes' Year 13, 2 gmw 27, is
117-preserved upon the mummy's wrappings.
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The mummy of Ramesses III himself 12) was discovered
in DB320 in 1881, contained in a rough cartonnage
case 13) which had itself been deposited with the
mummy of Ahmose-Nofretiri in the latter's large
coffin. 14) The king's badly effaced coffin box was
recovered from KV35, 15) covered with the lid from
the coffin of Sethos II and containing the mummy of
Amenophis III. 16)
The human remains noted by the French Expedition
within the 'storerooms' of KV11 17) are presumably
intrusive and of Third Intermediate Period date.
18)
Ramesses IV (KV2)
•
KV2 (fig.
40) has never been systematically cleared,
and the only discoveries known to me from within the
tomb are 'bodies ... in the recesses behind' the
burial chamber. 19) Coptic activity within the tomb
appears to have been restricted to the entrance
corridor, 20) and these bodies, therefore, may have
been dynastic in date - presumably of the Third
Intermediate Period. 21)
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Fig. 40: KV2
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Excavations in the immediate vicinity of the
tomb entrance were carried out by Ayrton 22) and
Carter 23) during the 1905/6 and 1920 seasons
respectively. Both clearances yielded sufficient
material to indicate that KV4 had been prepared for
a royal buria1. 24) There can, moreover, be little
doubt that the famous Turin papyrus 25) represents
KV2 completed and with Ramesses IV's burial in
position, since the attenuated plan of the tomb as
completed is evidently not as originally conceived. 26)
The tomb's bolted doors, depicted both on the Turin
plan and upon a sketch of the entrance to KV2
preserved on an ostracon in Cairo, 27) may also be
significant.
Robbery within the tomb is suggested by the damage
sustained by the sarcophagus, the box having been
broken through at one end and the lid displaced. 28)

The subsequent removal of the king's mummy - which,
recoffined, eventually turns up in KV35 29) - is perhaps
attested by a graffito left by the scribe Penamun. 30)
Ramesses V-VI (KV9)31)

KV9 (fig. 41) was fully cleared by Daressy in 1888,32)
both this and later work yielding results sufficient
to show that a burial within the tomb had been
contemplated and doubtless carried out; 33) cf. the
check-lists, presumably of funerary material introduced
34)
into the tomb, recovered by Carter in 1917/18.
With the exception of a wooden box fragment inscribed
in ink for Ramesses V, 35) everything that can with
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certainty be attributed to this tomb appears to have
been inscribed for Ramesses VI, as is the tomb
decoration itself after room (E). The earlier parts
of the corridor are inscribed, like the box, for
Ramesses V, from whom Ramesses VI is thus held to
have usurped the tomb. There is, however, no trace
of cartouche usurpation or damnatio memoriae in these
earlier texts, and it seems probable that KV9 was
a double tomb shared by both kings. 36) The date of
Ramesses V's burial is recorded on an ostracon (Year 2,
2 3ht 2, Ramesses VI), but without any intimation
as to the place of interment. 37)
Some account of an investigation into thefts from
the tomb of Ramesses VI is preserved in the fragmentary
P. Mayer B, 38) the thieves perhaps having gained
access to KV9 via KV12. 39) The papyrus in question
is undated, and cannot be directly tied in with the
other tomb robbery documents. 40) On the assumption
that this is the robbery which prompted the visit
recorded in the tomb's only published graffito, 41)
however, Aldred has suggested that this illicit activity
is to be dated to before Year 9 of Ramesses IX. 42)
The bodies of both Ramesses V 43) and Ramesses VI44)
were discovered in the KV35 cache in 1898.
Ramesses VII (KV1)45)
Although KV1 (fig. 42) has lain open . since antiquity, 46)
no record of the tomb's clearance in more recent times
has been published; the caption to one of Harry Burton's
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photographs of this part of the Valley has, however,
been thought to imply that work of some kind was
done here during the season 1905/6. 47) Several
shabtis of Ramesses VII are attested, 48) possibly
from this clearance, whilst a fragmentary specimen
was recently found in the modern floor fill of KV4
(Ramesses XI). 49) Otherwise, no funerary material
of this king is known to me.
The broken condition of the crudely finished
sarcophagus 1id 50) is usually taken as good evidence
that the tomb had at one stage contained a burial
and was later plundered, 51) whilst Hayes has suggested
that four faience cups of Ramesses VII found in the
vicinity of DB320 52) might indicate the ultimate
destination of the corpse. 53) If so, the body of
the king remains unidentified.
A

Fig. 42: KV1
Ramesses VIII

No tomb or fragments of funerary material
definitely associated with this king have yet been
discovered in the Valley of the Kings, 54) and neither
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the DB320 nor KV35 caches have revealed any trace
of the royal mummy.

Ramesses IX (KV6)55)
KV6 (fig. 43) was cleared by Daressy in 1888,
revealing a large quantity of ostraca 56) and some
evidence to suggest that the king was interred there. 57)
No sarcophagus lid was found to cover the pit in the
floor of the burial chamber, 58) but the 'runners' of
a large sledge 59) may represent the base of a large
wooden sarcophagus shrine. 60)

Fig. 43: KV6
The mummy of Ramesses IX was discovered in DB320
in a coffin belonging to Neskhons. 61) DB320 also
yielded a small wooden box, inlaid with ivory and
inscribed with the cartouches of this king. 62) A
fragment from a similar (?the same) box was collected
in Egypt in 1895/6 by Budge for Lady Meux;63)
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unprovenanced, it may have originated in the DB320
cache, or possibly be a stray from Daressy s s work
within KV6.
Ramesses X (KV18) 64)

The tomb of Ramesses X (fig. 44) has not, to my
knowledge, been cleared beyond the first corridor,
and it is consequently little known. 65) No
funerary objects relating to the tomb's (intended)
occupant have been found. An alabaster shabti of
this king, of 'lost contour' or 'peg' type, is
mentioned by Aubert and Aubert, but dismissed as sun
faux manifeste'. 66)

A

Fig. 44: KV18
Ramesses XI (KV4)67)

The tomb i nitiated for Ramesses XI, KV4 (fig. 45),
has stood open since antiquity, 68) and attracted little
attention until its recent clearance between 1977-9
by Romer for the Brooklyn Museum. 69)
As in a number of Valley tombs, 70) the upper
sections of the corridor yielded evidence of Coptic
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activity, with remains of a beaten mud floor at (C-D),
a rough stone wall at (E-F) (perhaps an animal
byre) dated by 'a small heavily corroded Byzantine
copper mite ,71) (sic; presumably AE 4 module), and
'some decorated sherds'. 72)
The lower sections of the corridor and the burial
chamber itself were covered with a layer of chippings
20-25 cm in depth, amongst which 'small pieces of
faience in1ay, 73) gold gesso 74) and tiny fragments
of cedar wood were found'. 75) Three of an original
four foundation deposits found at the mouth of the
shaft in the burial chamber, 76) inscribed for
Ramesses XI, suggested that this shaft (unless a
vertical extension of the original sarcophagus pit)
was contemporary with the rest of the tomb
architecture and was conceived of as the mythical
'Lake of Fire' from the Book of the Dead. 77)
Clearance of the shaft resulted in a number of
interesting finds. 'The uppermost level in the
shaft consisted largely of limestone fragments that
had fallen from the ceiling and quantities of animals
that had also fallen into the pit'. 78) Beneath
were found the remains of a 22nd dynasty burial, 79)
consisting of bones, fragments of painted cartonnage, 80)
and the lower part of 'an uninscribed resin covered
sarcophagus ,81) (i.e. coffin). This material showed
clear signs of burning; 'scanty Coptic material
found in this level may indicate the date of this
desecration' 82)
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'Beneath this layer of burnt intrusive burials (sic)
was another of clean limestone chippings and mud brick
dust and fragments which were lying on the irregular
floor of the shaft and which bore no signs of
having been disturbed since late New Kingdom times ...
Mixed in with this debris were broken pieces of burial
equipment of several New Kingdom pharaohs': 83) three
calcite 'peg' shabtis of Ramesses IV; 84) two fragments of an extremely large blue faience vessel that
bore the Horus name shared by Tuthmosis I and
Ramesses II I ; 85) fragments of gilded gesso; 86) and
numerous pieces of wood from the funeral furniture
of some of the kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty', most
of which 'had been rendered into small slivers that
resembled kindling , . 87) These latter included
fragmentary , resin-coated statue bases with yellow
hieroglyphs which, in two cases, 88) incorporated the
prenomen of Tuthmosis III; fragments of a foot 89)
which joins a wooden goose from KV34; 90) fragmentary
wooden panels decorated with a distinctive runningspiral design 91) found on similar pieces from KV20 92)
and KV35; 93) and fragments from an anthropoid
coffin 94) which, from the feminine grammatical
forms in the text 95) and from the overall style,
appears to have been prepared for a female ruler of
the mid-18th dynasty - presumably Hatshepsut. 96)
Until the material from this tomb has been studied
fully, no definitive conclusions can be drawn. Nevertheless, the basic outline of KV4's history seems
clear. It would appear that the tomb had been
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abandoned by Ramesses XI unused; 97) and that Pinudjem I
had, at the beginning of his 'kingship', 98) restored
and re-inscribed a portion of the decoration, adding
his own cartouche, possibly with a view to usurpation99)
- an idea subsequently abandoned, perhaps, in favour
of interment within the tomb of Inhapi. 100)
The presence of royal funerary fragments within the
burial chamber and the shaft 101) seems to indicate
that the role of KV4 changed once again following
Pinudjem I's decision not to continue with his plans
for usurpation. In fact, the tomb appears to have
been employed as an ad hoc workshop for processing
material from a number of royal burials, notably KV20
(Hatshepsut) and KV34 (Tuthmosis III). 102) Amongst
the fragments of gilded gesso recovered from KV4 are
a number which clearly come from a royal coffin; and
since the coffin of Tuthmosis III, 103) found in the
DB320 cache in 1881, had been c arefully adzed over
in antiquity to remove the major portions of its
gilded-gesso surface, it is tempting to identify the
site of this stripping with KV4. 104) The important
point would seem to be that those engaged upon this
work went to great lengths to ensure that the coffin's
basic role as a container for the king's body was not
impaired. 105) Scraping off the surface was a timeconsuming procedure, which perhaps lessens the odds
of this being the work of a common robber 106) - who
would, in any case, be unlikely to sort out his loot
so close to the scene of the crime and in such an
easily accessible tomb. 107) In short, it would appear
that the stripping was official in character, and
that the material recovered from KV4 provides evidence
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of a remarkable change of policy towards the royal
mummies: that the work of stripping the dead of any
negotiable commodities was part of a concerted effort
to make the tombs less attractive to the robber,
whilst at the same time refilling the dynasty's farfrom-overflowing coffers - a change which, with
hindsight, may perhaps be traced back to the
final abandonment of the Valley of the Kings as a
royal necropolis during whm mswt. 108)
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CHAPTER 7
BURIALS OF LESSER ROYALTY

Meryatum (KV5)1)
KV5 has lain inaccessible for several years, and
has never been scientifically examined. James
Burton, to whom we owe the only known plan of the
tomb (fig. 46) / 2) discovered traces of the prenomen
wsr-m3 ct_rc_ stp-n-r c both inside the tomb and on the
doorway 3) - hence its frequent (albeit mistaken)
attribution to Ramesses II. 4) A fragment 'of the
breccia verd'antico' suggested to Burton the original
presence of a sarcophagus; 5) otherwise no finds are
known to me from here. 6)

Fig. 46: KV5
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An ostracon published by Thomas 7) locates the
tomb of the wr m33w Meryatum, a son of Ramesses II, 8)
as follows:
(1) From tr(t)yt 9) to the general-in-chief (21
imy-r m gc wr), (2) 30 cubits; (and to) the work
(21 r- c b3k) of the greatest of seers Meryatum,
(3) 25 cubits. From tr(t)yt (and? to?) (4) the
work(-place?) of the oils (22 r- c b3k n n3
sgnn) 10) to my (p3y.1) greatest of seers, 40
cubits. (5) Downstream on the northern path
where the old work (21 r- c b3k is) is, (6) 30
cubits to the general-in-chief.
None of the topographical features mentioned in this
text can be identified with any certainty. Nevertheless, as Thomas suggests, 22 imy-r m§ c wr is perhaps
a euphemism for Ramesses II, 11) in this instance
concealing a reference to his tomb (KV7). If this
latter identification is correct, it is apparent that
the tomb of Meryatum cannot be far distant. Since
the likelihood of another undiscovered tomb in the
same area seems slight, 12) it would seem probable
that the tomb in question is KV5 itself - despite the
apparent conflict between the measurements specified
on the ostracon and those measured on the ground. 13)
The subsequent fate of Meryatum, if he was ever
buried here, is unknown.
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Chapter 7
(KV12) 14)
This undecorated, multi-chambered tomb (fig. 47)
was explored by James Burton, and to him we owe
mention of 'remains of a body'; 15) his record of a
graffito ('writing on wa11') 16) on the east wall of
room (Ga) has not been verifi ed. 17) The Burton

Fig. 47: KV12
corpse may represent the remains of the tomb's
original occupant (or occupants, since KV12 appears
to have been designed for a multiple burial). If
so, it was probably interred in the end chamber (G),
which Romer discovered to have been 'anciently sealed
with mud plaster , . 18)
The fact that KV12 had been broken into by the
workmen excavating the later KV9 (Ramesses V/VI)19 )
suggests that the former burial may have been
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disturbed at this time. Certainly KV12 must have
been robbed at the time KV9 itself was despoiled if, indeed, the robbers of KV9 did not find their
way into the latter tomb via KV12, as the Ramesses VI
shabtis recovered from the entrance by Jones might
suggest. 20)
The occupants of this tomb, intended or actual,
are not known. 21) It is not impossible, however,
that KV12 is to be recognised as a tomb prepared for
the children of Ramesses II, which documentary
evidence would seem to suggest existed in the
Valley proper. 22)
(KV56)

23)

KV56 (fig. 48), the 'Gold Tomb', was discovered

by Ayrton on 5 January 1908. 24) The shaft was
'entirely filled with washed-in debris, and we found
on removing this that the chamber was more or less

N

Fig. 48: KV56

filled with the same material to a dep€h of forty-one
inches against the west wall'. 25) Two distinct
strata could be detected in the chamber's fill: 'the
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upper rubbish', consisting 'of limestone chippings
and mud, evidently washed in by water'; and 'the lower
level on which the objects rested (six to twelve
inches above floor level)', composed of 'lighter dust
consolidated by water , . 26)
The finds recovered from within KV56 included a
circlet, earrings, several finger-rings, bracelets,
a series of necklace ornaments and amulets, a pair
of silver 'gloves' and a silver sandal. In addition,
Ayrton was able to reconstruct from amongst a mass
of fragments three vases of calcite and one of faience. 27)
The general layout of this material within the chamber
is presented in fig. 49. 28)
Since the names of both Sethos II and Tawosret
occur on the objects from this tomb, 29) Maspero was
led to suggest that Davis had found a cache of material
salvaged from the funerary equipment of Tawosret
30) The
when her own tomb was usurped by Sethnakhte.
Tawosret connection, however, despite its recent
revival, 31) is far from convincing. Indeed, the
results of a re-examination of the evidence by
A1dred 32) point strongly towards seeing the KV56
cache' as the remains of an essentially intact burial.
The 'stratum about a half inch thick of broken gold
leaf and stucco covering an area of some four square
feet, and the numerous scattered small curls in blue
glazed composition and some large plaques of the same
material with modelled undulating 1ineS' 33) Aldred
interprets as 'most probably all that remained of a
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coffin rotted and flattened by the weight of mud and
water washed into the tomb'. 34) The pair of silver
'gloves' containing eight finger-rings, moreover,
probably covered the hands of the mummy, perhaps
originally having been wrapped into the bandages. 35)
The area covered by the decayed coffin debris was
a mere four square feet, 36) and this, taken in
conjunction with the tiny scale of several of the
items recovered from the tomb (including finger-rings
and the single surviving silver sandal) suggests that
the occupant of the tomb was a child - to judge from
the predominance of the cartouches of Sethos II and
Tawosret, perhaps an offspring of the royal couple. 37)
KV56 would thus appear to have been employed for
the burial of a child of Sethos II and Tawosret,
probably during the reign of the former. The tomb
was evidently not watertight, since one or more flash
floods in the Valley resulted in the deposition of
a fine, water-borne silt which covered (and
eventually decayed) the tomb's occupant and much of
the funerary furniture. The location of the tomb was
detected, perhaps as a result of subsidence in the
shaft fill brought on by water movement, and the
chamber entered and robbed of those pieces whichwere
visible above the silt in-fill. The open tomb will
then have been abandoned and subsequently filled with
chippings and larger debris washed into the chamber
in the course of further floods. 38)
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Bay (KV13)39)
The princely 40) KV13 (fig. 50) has never been
fully cleared, and is consequently little known. Its
is based solely
attribution to Bay (doubted by some) 41)
upon the presence of the title 'chancellor of the
entire land' which precedes the obliterated name of
the owner; 42) whether the tomb was constructed
specifically for Bay, or usurped by him, is unknown.
No finds are known to me, but, as Thomas points out,43)
the two sets of sarcophagus holds and the evident
widening of the doorway to receive the sarcophagus
suggest that preparations for burial had proceeded

A

Fig. 50: KV13
to the stage whereby an interment could have been and
most probably was made. The post mortem execration
of Bay's memory implied by the mutilated state of his
statue in Munich 44) might, however, suggest that a
similar fate befell his interment, the walls of the
tomb being badly damaged. Bay's body has not been
found.
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(KV3) 45)
KV3 (fig. 51) was entered by James Burton, who
noted traces of Ramesses III's cartouches in the
entrance passageway. 46) The tomb was first
cleared in 1912 by his namesake, Harry Burton, 47)
though both Quibell and Ayrton had made sundry
clearances in the vicinity during the seasons
1904/5 48) and 1905/6. 49) Harry Burton's work
yielded no dynastic finds, which may suggest that
KV3 had never contained a burial; though it is
conceivable that the later Coptic re-use of the tomb
as a chapel 50) had been exceedingly thorough in its
disposal of any funerary material which may
originally have been present.51)
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Fig. 51: KV3
The probable owner of this tomb is suggested by
the recto of 0. Berlin P 1006 3 , which is inscribed
with the following text:
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(1) Year 28, 1 313t 17. On this day the gang
went up (2) to the Great Place to found the
(tomb) of a prince of his person, 1.p.h. 52)
(3) On this day the guardian of the tomb,
Khaemwast, came, saying: (4) 'Hand over the
three ..., so says the vizier To, your
superior'. And they sought (5) the sculptor
Iyerniutef and the sculptor Qenymin in order
to hew ... 53)
The precise find-spot of this ostracon is not
known. Nevertheless, the fact that the gang 'went
up' (ts) to 'the Great Place' (t3 st c 3t) makes it
certain that the reference here is to activity in
the Valley of the Kings. 54) The date of the text
is supplied by the mention of the vizier To, who
is first attested in Year 16 of Ramesses III. 55)
The prince around whom all this activity was
centred will thus have been a son of Ramesses III.
Although no tomb in the Valley can immediately be
identified as having been intended for a son of this
king, Wente points out 56) that the dedicatory
formula (diw ...) discernible in Ramesses III's
'discarded' 57) tomb KV3 is of the type which 'customarily heads the donation formula in tombs of other
sons of Ramesses III'. This adds weight to Thomas's
view that KV3 can never have been intended for a
kingly burial, 58) and suggests the possibility that
this is the tomb alluded to in the Berlin ostracon.
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Mentuherkhepshef (KV19)59)
KV19 (fig. 52) was discovered by Be1zoni, 60) who
is said to have found a number of mummies within. 61)
That these burials were intrusive is suggested (a) by
the description of one of the coffins as a Icercueil
en carton peint', 62) and (b) by the evidently late
date of the 'fragments of bead work' which Ayrton
recovered from the tomb during his clearance of
1905/6. 63)
C

A
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Fig. 52: KV19
That Mentuherkhepshef himself, a son of Ramesses IX,64)
was interred within KV19, probably during the reign
of Ramesses X, 65) is indicated by the truncated form
of the tomb: excavation had barely progressed into
the first corridor before a pit was 'sunk in the floor
in which the mummy was placed, and ... then covered
66) Fragments of the
with flat limestone s1abs'.
prince's coffin are perhaps to be recognised in the
faience wig inlays(?) found by Ayrton. 67)

Chapter 7
No trace of Mentuherkhepshef's corpse has been
discovered in either of the main caches. That the
tomb was nevertheless accessible during the Third
Intermediate Period is suggested by the decision to
employ it for a series of secondary interments no
earlier than the 22nd dynasty. 68)
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PRIVATE BURIALS

In (KV60) 1)
KV60 (fig. 53) was discovered by Carter for Davis
in the spring of 1903, situated immediately in the
entrance of the later KV19 (Mentuherkhepshef). 2)
The contents were 'much destroyed and rifled': all
that remained were 'two much denuded mummies of women',
one of which lay in the lower half of an anthropoid
coffin whilst the other was 'on the floor beside
it'. 3) The half coffin 'had been stripped of its
outer moulding, possibly on account of its being
gilded, and the only inscription of value that could
be made out was the following names and titles':
g dt nfrw nsw in m3 c t brw. 4) Following Newberry, who
was present at the tomb opening, Carter suggested
that the burial was that of two nurses of Tuthmosis IV.
Thomas, however, has suggested that In is to be
recognised as the wetnurse of Hatshepsut, Sitre called
In 6) - which is possible, given the tomb's
proximity to KV20.

Fig. 53: KV60
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Apart from the two mummies and the half coffin,
the only pieces of burial furniture found appear to

have been 'some mummified geese' ) - presumably embalmed
provisions of the usual sort. As Carter suggests,
'the burial had probably been robbed by the workmen
when making the tomb of Ment-hi-khopesh-ef , . 8)
Sennufer (KV42)
See above, chapter 1.
Amenemopet (KV48) 9)
The large, single-chambered pit tomb now numbered
KV48 (fig. 54) was discovered by Ayrton for Davis in
January 1906. 10)
Details of the layout of the
deposit are unfortunately few. Ayrton does note,
however, that 'a rough wall had been re-constructed
to close' the doorway, 11) which would imply that the
original build of the blocking had been previously
demolished, presumably by thieves, and rebuilt
following the discovery of thefts within the tomb.
Unfortunately, Ayrton does not specify the condition
of the wall at the time of the discovery, and so it is
not possible to establish with certainty whether the
burial had been violated following this reblocking.

Fig. 54: KV48
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The tomb had certainly been extensively plundered
at some stage: 'the mummy ... had been unwrapped
and thrown on one side', and the coffin, 'of wood
coated with pitch and then painted with yellow
hieroglyphs', was represented only by fragments,
which 'lay scattered about the floor' together with

'fragments of a rough wooden chair and pieces of
This material seems to have
white pottery jars'. 12)
been found on top of a six-inch layer of 'rubbish',
, 13)
with only a few smaller items - four 'magical bricks ,
14) and 'some wooden ushabtis' 15)
a clay seal
subsequently being recovered from the rubble into
which they had evidently strayed from above.
From the bricks and shabtis, the owner of the
tomb furniture - presumably represented by the 'well,16)
preserved body
- has been identified as Amenemopet
called Pairy, brother to Sennufer and mayor of Thebes
17)
and vizier under Amenophis II.
The fact that the
contents of the chamber were deposited substantially
above floor level suggests, perhaps, that the tomb
had lain open for some time before the burial was
introduced. Despite this, and the 'very poor' nature
of the burial furniture, difficult to reconcile 'with
18) the probability must be that
the rank of the man',
this is a primary burial, another mark of favour by
19)
Amenophis II towards the Sennufer fami1y.
Maiherpri (KV36)

20)

la'

and
The burial of Maiherpri, 'child of th e
, 21) within KV36
'fanbearer on the king's right hand I
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(fig. 55) was discovered by Loret in March 1899.22)
The relatively intact state of the assemblage places
it amongst the more important of the Valley's tombs.
Be this as it may, the circumstances of the find
have never been properly published, and only one of
23)
the handful of unofficial accounts we possess
would seem to be based upon an examination of the

burial in situ. The account in question, by
Schweinfurth, was originally prepared for popular
consumption, 24) and is thus rather general. Nevertheless,
on the basis of Schweinfurth's description it has
been possible to draw up a tentative reconstruction
of the original layout of the major items within the
chamber (fig. 56), which will serve as a convenient
starting point for a consideration of the deposit.

0:2

Fig. 55: KV36
From Schweinfurth's description, we learn nothing
of the entrance blocking(s). For the layout, only
the following details are certain: that the boxed
25)
and the remains of garlands and other
provisions
26) were located 'in der nbrdlichen
vegetable matter
27)
Ecke l behind the gaming board and related pieces;
28) was situated in der
and that one of the coffins
Mitte der Grabkammer', inverted, empty and without
29)
From these fixed points, and from the
its 1id.
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4

1
5

2

6

1. The rectangular sarcophagus (CG 24001) containing
two anthropoid coffins (CG 24002, 24004), the
smaller holding the mummy of Maiherpri (CG 24100).
2. The unused coffin (CG 24003), inverted, empty and
without its lid; on this rested 'em n prachtvoller
Todtenpapyrus' (CG 24095).
3. 'Zwischen dem Sarkophag und der Wand der Grabkammer',
the gaming board and related pieces (CG 24069-70).
4. 'In der nbrdlichen Ecke dahinter', the boxed
provisions (CG 24047-56) and remains of garlands,
etc. (inc. CG 24093-4).
5. 'An der dem Sarkophag gegenaberliegenden Wand', 13
large amphorae containing refuse embalming materials
(inc. CG 24037-46).
6. 'Merkwtirdige Waffen und verschiedenes Kunstgerath
sind aus dieser Grabkammer ans Tageslicht gebracht
worden' (here?), inc. quivers (CG 24071-2), arrows
(CG 24077-88) and wrist-guards (CG 24073-4).
Fig. 56: reconstructed layout (KV36)
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given relative positions, it is possible to suggest
the probable layout of the chamber. The wooden
sarcophagus 30) and related coffins 31) were presumably
orientated north-south in the regular manner (note
that the wd3t-eye is present on what would technically
be the sarcophagus' west side), and in consequence
the original position is likely to have been lengthwise
against either the east or the west wall of the
chamber. Opposite the sarcophagus, lying against the
wall of the chamber, Schweinfurth notes 13
large amphorae 32) containing refuse embalming material. 33)
In the burial of Yuya and Tjuyu (KV46), both amphorae
and boxed meat joints were piled together, 34) and,
despite the cramped nature of KV46 in comparison with
the present tomb, it is possible that the arrangement
here was similar. If so, the position of these jars
against the west wall would imply that the body of
Maiherpri lay against the east. As for the gaming
box, Schweinfurth notes merely that it lay 'zwischen
dem Sarkophag und der Wand der Grabkammer , . 35) Since
the meat joints and vegetable matter of the north
corner are specified as being located 'dahinter l , the
box was perhaps at the head of the coffin. For the
and contents 37) and the Osiris bed,
canopic box
no positions are given; the former may have been
situated at the foot of the coffin, 39) whilst the
latter perhaps lay against the south wall.
The body itself lay within two anthropoid coffins 40)
inside a rectangular wooden sarcophagus . 41) Much
speculation has surrounded the apparent fact that
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42)
found
Maiherpri possessed a 'spare' coffin,
43)
According
unused in the centre of the chamber.
to Quibell, this coffin was the smallest of the
three, 'though too large to go inside the second
, 44) Maspero's colourful explanation was that,
one .
'fatigue de reposer dans l'une, il se transporterait
, 45)
this view is hardly credible.
dans une autre ;
The size of the coffin suggests rather that it had
originally been intended to fit within what was
46
eventually employed as the innermost coffin.
That
it was found to be too large to be so employed
suggests that the measurements made by the coffin
designers were not as accurate as they might have
been. Such errors were apparently not infrequent:
similar problems faced the workmen employed at the
47) But whereas with the burial
burial of Tutankhamun.
of the latter the discrepancies in size could be
remedied by a little judicious shaving, this course
of action seems not to have been practicable in the
case of Maiherpri's inner coffin: the workmen were
content to abandon it unused in the centre of the
room.
Maiherpri's mummy was unwrapped on 22 March 19011 48)
as a result of which we are comparatively well-informed
as to the disposition of the body's several remaining
ornaments (fig. 57); the position of those pieces
which Loret had evidently removed at the time of the
discovery 49) is unfortunately not recorded. Within
50)
the outer anthropoid coffin,
Daressy' notes 'dix
cOtes de veau, enveloppees de bandelettes de toi1e'.

51)
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n
--_--CG 24004
CG 24002

Fig. 57:
mummy and
coffins (KV36)
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Key to fig. 57
1. 'Sous la tete ont ete trouv6s les bracelets
nos. 24062 bis et ter et no. 24063 bis.'
2. 'Sous le cou etait le collier no. 24065 bis.'
3. 'Deux perles longues en verre
trouvees dans
les linges sur la poitrine' (CG 25068 bis d).
4. 'Sous l'aisselle gauche etait un paquet d'orge
germe, semblable a celui qui dessine l'Osiris

no. 24061.'
5. 'Entre ce bras (sc. gauche) et la poitrine, on
A

recueilli l'anneau d'or no. 24067 d.'

6. 'Une moitie de bracelet no. 24065 etait sous les
reins' (CG 24068 bis a).

7. 'La plaque no. 24067 c etait entree dans
l'ouverture pratiquee dans la flanc gauche.'
8. (This general area) 'dans le fond du cercueil, le
scarabee no. 24098'.
9. 'Au poignet droit des perles passees anciennement
dans un fil de cuir formaient un bracelet
incomplet no. 24068 bis c.'
10. I L'objet no. 24067 b avait sa partie plate sur le
cou de pied droit.'
11. 'Sous chaque pied, un petit chiffon contenait
de la peau humaine avec de la resine et, semble-t-il,
des debris v6g6taux'; 'le tube no. 24067 d
entre les deux pieds'.
In addition, the coffin CG 24002 contained 'des linges
enleves a la momie', 'trois perles' (CG 24068 bis h)
and 'des cates de boeuf enveloppees de linge'
(CG 24056
Unplaced on the mummy/in the (inner?) coffin:
CG 24068 bis b, e, f, g,
Note that the broken line in this figure represents the
approximate size of the coffin CG 24004 in relation to
the other pieces, based upon Quibell's observation that
it was only slightly larger than CG 24003. It is clear
that a further, innermost coffin (i.e. CG 24003) had
been allowed for in the original design.
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The burial of Maiherpri had clearly been plundered
in antiquity, though rather more selectively than
most. According to Daressy, the innermost coffin

52)

containing Maiherpri's mummy l avait dej et g ouvert,
les chevilles etaient enlev ges ou les tenons brises
53)
The mummy lay
et le couvercle n'adh grait p1us'.
within, 'la tete et le haut de la poitrine pris dans
le masque n° 24O97'.
had been extensively
robbed, since 'ses bandes exterieures etaient dej
enlev g es et de grandes sections pratiquees avec un
instrument tranchant entame les bandelettes, surtout
aux jambes , . 55) This state of affairs was clearly
reflected in both the range of goods still present
within the tomb and in the condition of these items.

56)

As with all the robbed burials in the Valley of the
Kings, no portable metalware was apparent, with the
exception of a few scraps on the mummy (fig. 57) and
57)
elsewhere
which appear to have been overlooked.
Similarly absent were non-funerary linen and clothing;
the canopic jars had also been disturbed. 59) The ink

58)

dockets on several handled pottery jars from the
60) indicate that they had contained b3k-oil,
tomb
the ben oil made from moringa nuts. 61) Though two
of the jars had been damaged, the contents seem not to
have been touched - which, in view of Helck's assertion
62)
that the commodity was of some value,
is surprising.
It is perhaps the case that b3k-oil did not keep
indefinitely, and had turned rancid by the time the
tomb was plundered. This would explain the apparent
lack of interest shown by the thieves, And might suggest
that KV36 had not been despoiled until some years
after Maiherpri's interment - and then, perhaps, only
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incidentally in the course of other activity in
the area, evidenced by the 'many ostraca and broken
fragments some of the XIX-XXth dynasty' found by
Carter in the vicinity in 1902. 63)
Engelbach's opinion was that the burial had been
subjected to 'an inspection during the XXIst Dynasty'. 64)
Whilst the principle of an official, or perhaps semiofficial tidying-up within the burial is certain from
the relatively organised state of the chamber when
found, the proposed 21st dynasty date for this action
is based rather more on tacit assumption than on hard
fact. Since the tomb had been plundered only of
its more portable valuables, the gold on the coffins
being untouched and the mummy still preserving one or
two pieces of its jewellery, this might argue that
the burial had been accessible for a relatively short
time only. If, therefore, the thefts that we are
able to recognise took place in the Ramessid period,
as Carter's ostraca might imply, then we should not
expect any reorganisation of the burial to have
occurred much after.
The date of Maiherpri's burial might here briefly
be considered. Steindorff was probably widest of the
mark when he suggested (though, in fairness, on
topographical grounds alone) that Maiherpri 'was a
special friend of Thutmosis I'. 65) Since we possess
a reasonably firm terminus ante quem non for the
burial in the occurrence of the prenomeri m3 c t-k3-r c
66)
(Hatshepsut) on a linen winding-sheet from the tomb,
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and since Maiherpri has been estimated as being
about twenty years of age at the time of his death, 67)
a floruit spanning the reigns of Tuthmosis I and
Hatshepsut is hardly probable. Quibell more reasonably
suggested that Maiherpri was 'probably one of the
companions of Thothmes III. in his childhood' , 68)
basing himself, no doubt, upon the above-mentioned
Hatshepsut linen mark and what he believed to be the
'typical Thothmes III. type' of the pottery. 69)
Daressy echoed this general dating ('contemporain de
la reine Hatchepsu') two years later, 70) and, although
confessing some feelings of unease ('le style des
divers objets, la forme des cercueils anthropoIdes
aurait plutOt indique une gpoque plus rapprochee, celle
des Amenophis II et III'), maintained the view in his
CG description that Maiherpri had been interred Ivers
le temps de Thoutmes III'• 71)
Maspero, however, felt that Maiherpri 'must have
lived during the reign of AmenOthes II, to judge from
another discovery made in 1902, ... the son of ...
perhaps ThutmOsisIII, by a negro princess'. 72) The
nature of this 'other discovery' is difficult to
establish with certainty, but was presumably connected
with Carter's work in the KV36 area at this time,
which resulted in the discovery of a box 73) from the
tomb of Maiherpri containing two leather loinc1oths, 74)
and other scraps including 'some fragments of a wooden
box or coffin bearing the cartouches of Amenophis III'. 75)
That this latter was the evidence Masperb had in mind
is strongly suggested by his revised dating of 1915,
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when Maiherpri is identified as 'un prince ... qui
vivait probablement encore sous AmenOthes III. Ce
personage ... etait le fils d'une negresse et d'un
76)
Pharaon, peut-etre ThoutmOsis IV,
Despite Maspero, Daressy's dating, on the basis
of the Hatshepsut linen mark, has remained the
generally accepted view, 77) with only sporadic
instances of dissent. 78) No argued criticism of the
temp.-Hatshepsut dating appeared in print until 1968,
when Nolte, basing herself primarily upon data
supplied by Aldred and Harris, noted the following
discrepancies: 79)
(a) the leather loincloths recovered by Carter,
whilst they can occur as early as the reign of
Hatshepsut (on the Deir el-Bahri Punt reliefs) 80)
and as late as Tutankhamun (cf. the 'Painted
Box' of Tutankhamun 81) and the Memphite tomb
of Horemheb), 82) date principally to the period
Amenophis II-Tuthmosis IV;
(b) the style of Maiherpri's funerary papyrus cannot
pre-date Tuthmosis III, and is, in fact, very
similar to that of Kha (temp. Amenophis III);83)
(c)

excluding Maiherpri, the first occurrence of
the title 'fanbearer on the king's right hand'
is in the reign of Amenophis II; 84)

(d) the piercing of ears is not attested in men
before the reign of Amenophis II, and piercings
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equal in size to those of Maiherpri first
occur on the mummy of Tuthmosis IV. 85)
From these features, it can be seen that Maiherpri's
20 or so years in life are unlikely to have pre-dated
the reign of Amenophis II, and are in fact more
likely to have fallen in (and perhaps just after)
the reign of Tuthmosis IV. 86)
To conclude: what evidence we possess seems to
indicate (a) that Maiherpri was buried perhaps as
late as the reign of Amenophis III, but more
probably under Tuthmosis IV; (b) that the tomb was
plundered of its more portable valuables as a result
of its accidental discovery during the Ramessid
period; and (c) that the burial was hastily tidied-up
and the entrance reburied only a short time after
these thefts.
Userhet (KV45)87)

KV45 (fig. 58) was opened by Carter on 25
February 1902. 88) The single chamber proved to be
'a third full of rubbish', on top of which rested the
remains of two 22nd dynasty 89) mummies, each contained
in a double coffin. 'Rain water' had decayed these
to such an extent 'that it was impossible to remove
anything excepting the face of the man's mummy case'
and 'a small black limestone heart scarab' inscribed
for the doorkeeper of the house Merenkhons. 90)
'On
the woman nothing was found.' Associated with the
two mummies were two wooden shabti boxes and the
scattered remains of wreaths'. 91)
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Fig. 58: KV45
In clearing out the floor debris of the chamber,
Carter recovered fragments of canopic jars inscribed
for the 18th dynasty overseer of the fields of Amun,
Userhet, evidently the original owner of the tomb. 92)
No trace of Userhet's corpse was found; it had perhaps
been destroyed by thieves, or thrown out at the time
of the 22nd dynasty usurpation of the tomb.
Yuya and Tjuyu (KV46)93 )

The tomb of Yuya and Tjuyu (fig. 59), the parents
of Tiye, was discovered on 5 February 1905, situated
between KV3 (temp. Ramesses III) 94) and KV4 (Ramesses XI),
the entrance concealed beneath a mass of chippings
95)
from the construction of these later tombs.
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Fig. 59: KV46
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The state of the blockings indicated from the
start that the tomb had not survived unscathed. The
accounts are in general agreement with Davis: the
first doorway, at the bottom of the first flight of
steps, 'was closed within eighteen inches of the top
with flat stones, about twelve inches by four, laid
in Nile mud plaster ... The opening was chin high1.96)
Weigall adds that the wall had been 'plastered over
with mud and stamped in many places with the seal of
97)
the priests of Amon'
(i.e. the jackal and nine
captives); he specifies that the blocking had been
breached 'in the top right-hand corner' 98) and,
elsewhere, that it had been roughly reb1ocked.99)
Behind this outer wall, within the corridor (which
was empty save for a few stray pieces) ,100) 'a little
pile of debris' was found, 101) presumably rubble from
the early resealing postulated below.
The doorway at the bottom of the second stairway
was similarly 'closed with stones set in Nile mud plaster,
with an opening at the top of about the same size as
was found in the first doorway ... The face of the
wall was plastered with mud and stamped from top to
,102)
bottom with seals
- according to Quibell, of the
jackal and nine captives variety. 103) Several courses
of the stones had been removed. 104) At the foot of
this wall, on either side of the corridor, were found
two pottery bowls containing dried mud, and the sticks
which had evidently been used to apply it to the
wall. 105)
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When the inner doorway was breached on 13
106)
the single, unfinished 107) chamber was
February,
found to contain a burial of some quality. 108)
Closer inspection, however, showed it to have been
109) To the
disturbed in antiquity: cf. fig. 60.
excavators, the evidence suggested that the burial
110) ,within
had been plundered on one occasion on1y,
the lifetime of a person who had exact knowledge of
111) Furthermore, it was
the location of the tomb'.
generally agreed that the thefts had been carried
112) and that the contents
out 'with discretion',
113)
remained substantially intact.
A re-examination of the available evidence (which,
for this burial, is quite extensive) suggests, however,
that the traditional interpretation of the KV46 burial
might be challenged on a number of

significant

points.
In particular, it is probable that the deposit had

been plundered far more extensively than was
originally recognised, and that more than one phase
of activity can be isolated in the history of the
tomb's violation.
To judge from the differing methods of embalming
114)
apparent in the mummies of Yuya and Tjuyu,
they
died at separate times and were not, for example,
the victims of some virulent disease resulting in
their simultaneous decease. This view is perhaps
strengthened by the apparent differences in style
between certain items of the couple's personal funerary
equipment, in particular the . canopic jars. 115) As
the evidence stands, it is not possible to determine
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with any certainty which partner predeceased the other.
116) based upon the disposition
Maspero's suggestion,
of the large wooden sarcophagus within the burial
chamber, 117) that Yuya was the first to be buried is
a possibility, in view of the comparative longevity
of women, but not susceptible of real proof.
The blockings of KV46 are evidently to be dated
to the

introduction

of the last of the mummies to be

interred within, since this entry will have involved
the complete destruction of both closures. I
personally doubt that these walls had been erected
118) since
to replace blockings breached by thieves,
illicit entry did not normally involve the removal of
119)
the top few courses.
Both mummies had, nevertheless, been thoroughly
ransacked at some stage, 120) and the tomb is demonstrably lacking in many of the smaller items that one
might expect to find in a substantially intact burial
of a favoured noble and his wife. A comparison with
121)
the intact burial of the architect Kha,
for
example, indicates that there is a distinct lack of
re-usable or recyclable commodities such as metal 122)
(to the extent that a sistrum lacks its loop and
3
124)
shakers) 12)
Noteworthy, too, is the
and g1ass.
125)
almost total absence of garments and 1inen.
There are, moreover, no ointment containers in the
127) any originals
buria1, 126) only dummy examples,
presumably having been removed for the sake of their
128)
Of the three calcite vessels that do
contents.
remain - two jugs and a large jar 129) - two have had
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their sealed linen coverings ripped off in antiquity
to establish what they held,130) whilst the removable
lid of the third had p resumably been thrown to the
floor and broken.131)
Lucas' analyses
es
suggested
133)
that one of these vessels
contained rancid
134)
castor oi1,
whilst for the content's of the
135)
- , a d ark red substance' - no
other pitcher
analysis is available; the jar 136) was found to be
filled with crude natron. To the thieves, these
commodities were clearly of little va1ue, 137) and
hence were rejected.
It is thus reasonable to assume that anything with
any commercial value that was easily portable had
been stolen in antiquity. As found in 1905, all that
the tomb of Yuya and Tjuyu contained was of superficial
value - literally so, since the only precious
materials in evidence were gold and silver leaf. As
138)
the tomb robbery papyri suggest,
the removal of
such thin coatings was a difficult and time consuming
process, often involving the burning of gilded items
to separate the leaf from its base. This was
evidently action to be resorted to only in the final
count, when everything else of value that was to hand
had been removed.
The early period of theft postulated by Quibell
is supported by two features:
(a) the negative evidence of the absence of perfumes
and ointments, which, from their composition,
must have had a limited life span: 139)
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(b) the small-scale plastering work evidenced by
the two bowls of mud plaster found at the
entrance to the burial chamber 140) - presumably
indicating the presence of a plastered
reblocking of the plunderers' hole not extant
in 1905.
Since the tomb had not been plundered fully, this
early phase of criminal activity cannot have been of
very long duration.

Lindon Smith's plan of the deposit in situ (fig. 60),
however, clearly indicates that the contents of the
tomb had been ransacked after this restoration: the
mummies had been disturbed within their coffins and
robbed of those ornaments of value that remained,
whilst promising looking boxes had had their sealings
broken and their lids ripped off in the search for
valuables. 141) Several items found in the corridor
142)
in modern times
were either in the process of
being carried off when the thieves were apprehended,
or else had been rejected by them when it was found
that they were of little actual value. There seems
to have been at least some attempt at putting the

contents of

the chamber in order after this sacking,
since Tjuyu's mummy had been covered with a sheet, 143)
144)
some boxes roughly refilled with a jumble of items,
and the hole made by the robbers to gain access to
145)
the burial roughly blocked again with stones.
The date of this later

ransacking can

be narrowed

down with some probability. Since the tomb had been
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A. Canopy of Yuan, n" 5 1 oo .
B. Its lid. n° 51001.
C. Second coffin of Yuan, n° 5i 002.
D. Its lid.
E. Third coffin of Yuaa, n" 51003.
F. Its lid.
G. Fourth collin of Yuan, n" 51004.
H. Its lid.
I. Mummy of Yuan, n° Si 190.
.1. Outermost coffin of Thuin, n" Sioo5.
K. Its lid.
L. Second (gilt) coffin of Thin, n° 51006.
M. Its lid.
N. Third coffin of Thuiu n" 51007.
0. Its lid.
P. Mummy of Thin, n° 51191.
Q. Cartonnage rage, n"
Canopic box of Yuan. n° 5101 2.
S. Canopic box of Thniu. n° 5 t 013.
T. Ibex chair, n" 51111.

U. Gilt chair, if Si i 12.
V. Largest chair, if 51113.
W. Gilt bedstead, n° 51 1 0.
• X. Painted bedstead, n° 511 o8.
Y. Silvered bedstead, n • 51109.
Z. Chariot, if 5 t 188.
s. Side of coffin, n° 5joo5.
Mat, n° 51187.
1 . Here the t 8 boxes of provisions.
;. Wig-basket, n° 51119.
e. Ushalnis in their shrines.
C. Jewel box of Yuan, if 51117.
n. Alabaster vase. n° 5i t oG.
0. Jewel-case of Thuiu, n° Sili 8.
t. Limestone vases on stand, n° 51102.
x. Model coffin, n° 51o54.
Osiris bed.
te. Box, n° 5 t 115.
v. Osiris bed.
E. Box, II' 511 16.

Fig. 60: layout of burial (KV46)
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sealed by debris from KV3 and KV4, the period of
theft cannot, logically, post-date Ramesses XI. The
only 'section' we possess from Davis' excavations
146)
at this site (fig. 61)
might lead one to infer,
from the mixed Ramesses III/Ramesses XI nature of
the stratum above the tomb entrance, that there was
sufficient activity in the immediate vicinity of
KV46 for the burial to have been discovered and looted

at the time a site was being selected for KV4. 147)
Whilst definite proof is lacking, there is nevertheless
a strong possibility that the latest disturbance of
the Yuya-Tjuyu burial is to be attributed to the
workmen of Ramesses XI.
The construction of KV3 some years earlier will
have provided a similar opportunity for the discovery
of KV46. Quibell does, in fact, publish two seal
impressions of Ramesses III in his catalogue of
objects from KV46, 148) but these received no attention
at the time and have more recently been discarded by
Thomas as intrusive. 149) Since KV3, evidently prepared
for a son of Ramesses III, 150) is in such close
proximity to KV46, this treatment might appear to be
justified. 151) There are difficulties, however.
Why, for instance, should Quibell, an archaeologist
of wide experience, have included in a catalogue of
the tomb's contents material which he knew to be
unconnected with the buria1? 152) But equally, if he
was satisfied that the sealings did come from the
tomb of Yuya and Tjuyu, why does he totally ignore
their significance in his reconstruction of the burial's
history? The answer might be that Quibell was uncertain
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'Rubbish of Ramses III.'
'Rounded pebble and gravel deposit. Ramses III
and Ramses XII' (sc. XI).

Fig. 61: section at entrance (KV46)
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as to the origin of the Ramesses III sealings (he
was not present when the tomb was first entered),
and included them in the catalogue merely in the
event that they should later prove meaningful. If
these sealings are to be connected with the tomb,
and there is some evidence to be mustered in favour
of the attribution, 153) they are obviously of
importance in fixing the chronology of the tomb's
robberies. Their presence would imply that, during
the reign of Ramesses III - and before the final
period of theft 154) - KV46 had required official
attention. However, neither the details of the
discovery nor the items themselves are sufficiently
well published to attribute any specific feature to
155)
a period of activity under this king.
In conclusion, the history of the burial might,
on present evidence, be reconstructed as follows:
(a) the respective interments of Yuya and Tjuyu,
Yuya perhaps predeceasing his wife; (b) a possible
robbery of the tomb's cosmetics and other items
within a few years of the last interment, followed
by an official reclosing of the tomb; (c) a probable
further period of robbers' activity temp. Ramesses III,
resulting in an official tidying-up and resealing
within the tomb; and finally (d) a subsequent period
of theft, possibly temp. Ramesses XI, followed by a
rapid re-ordering of the burial and the rough reblocking
of the robbers' hole in the outer doorway.
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(KV21) 156)
KV21 (fig. 62) was opened on 9 October 1817 by
) found it blocked 'at the end of the
Belzoni, 157
who
first passage' by 'a brick wall, which ... had been
forced through'. This breach led, via a further
corridor, into 'a pretty large chamber, with a single
pillar in the centre'. In one corner of this chamber
we found two mummies on the ground quite naked,
without cloth or case. They were females, and their
hair pretty long and well preserved ... I . A room
off the burial chamber contained 'fragments of several
earthen vessels, and also pieces of vases of
alabaster ...', the former perhaps having held the
mummies' embalming refuse as in KV36 and KV46. 158)
What appears to have been a similar, intact vessel
of this sort, 'with a few hieroglyphics on it, and
large enough to contain two buckets of water', was
found on the top of the staircase, 159)

A

a

Fig. 62: KV21
What little evidence we possess seems to indicate
that the burials within KV21 were of 18th dynasty
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date. The tomb had evidently been despoiled in
antiquity, and the gilded/silver-plated coffins and
other items of furniture carried off bodily to be
stripped of their metal coverings at leisure
elsewhere. The mummies themselves had been completely
divested of their bandages in the search for jewellery,
and simply abandoned. The date of these thefts was
perhaps late: note that the alabaster cosmetic pots
had simply been smashed in situ, and not carried off
160)
for the sake of their contents.
The activity
seems, moreover, to have gone undetected by the
necropolis administration, since the entrance blocking
had not been made up.
(WV24) 161)
This tomb (fig. 63) was first noted by Wilkinson. 162)
According to Thomas, 'the floor of the shaft and room,
now covered with turab, yield on partial examination
fragments of cloth, bones, wood, and pots', which may
or may not be contemporaneous with the 18th dynasty
jar sherd noted in the debris. 163)

Fig. 63: WV24
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(WV25)
See above, chapter 2.
(KV27)164)
Apparently known to Wilkinson and marked on his
165) KV27 (fig. 64) was examined by
sketch map,
Lefebure, who noted 'quelques d gbris de momies' of
166)
uncertain date.

tinni
Fig. 64: KV27
167)
(KV28)
KV28 (fig. 65) was evidently known to Wilkinson,
and appears on his sketch map of the Va11ey. 168)
Lef gbure describes the tomb as l enfouie presque
enti4rement; ii y a dedans des os et des linges de
169)
momies',
again of uncertain date.

Fig. 65: KV28
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(KV39) 170)
This tomb (fig. 66) was briefly considered above.171)
Weigall describes it as containing 'several fragments
,172)
as well as some
of pottery and alabaster
bones and other fragments of the burial' in a room
173)
off the burial chamber.
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Fig. 66: Rv39
(KV44) 174)
This single-chambered pit tomb (fig. 67) was opened
by Carter on 26 January 1901. 175) The blocking of
the chamber was intact, though 'very roughly done',
and within Carter discovered 'three wooden coffins,
placed beside one another at one side of the chamber,
covered with wreaths of flowers'. These burials were
clearly secondary, since 'there was rubbish in the
tomb, occupying about one fifth of the space, amongst
which were remains of earlier mummies without either
176)
coffins or funereal furniture'.
These mummies
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presumably represented all that remained of the
original interment; certainly the fact that 'on the
,177)
ceiling of the tomb were numerous bees' nests
suggests that the chamber had lain open for some
time prior to the secondary interment. This would
perhaps explain the well plundered state of the
earlier burial.

Fig. 67: KV44
Unfortunately, no trace was found to suggest
either the date or the identities of the occupants
of the earlier burial. For the secondary interments,
a general date is provided by the red leather 'braces'
from the third mummy, the lady of the house
Tentkerersherit, which carry the cartouches of
178)
Osorkon II of the 22nd dynasty.
The remaining
two mummies of the secondary burial, Hesiufaa (no
tit1e) 179) and a songstress of Amun whose name is
180)
bore no specific indication of date, but
1ost,
are presumably of the same era.
(KV58)
See above, chapter 3.
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MISCELLANEOUS TOMBS AND PITS

(KV26)
No
(fig.
known

1)
details of an interment within this tomb
68), which was noted by Loret in 1898, 2) are
to me.

(KV29) 3)
This tomb (fig. 69) is inaccessible, and no
details of surviving contents (if any) are known to
me.

Fig. 68:
68: KV26

Fig. 69: KV29

(KV30)4)
KV30, a large, multi-chambered pit tomb (fig. 70),
is little known. The only recorded find is a potsherd, which Thomas would date to the 18th dynasty. 5)
James Burton records a quarry mark(?), in 'red
characters in chamber of pit'. 6) The tomb was noted
by Loret in 1898. 7)
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Fig. 70: KV30
(KV31) 8)
No information is available as to this tomb's
form (cf. fig. 71) or any surviving contents. It
was noted by Loret in 1898. 9)
1)
(KV32)0
This tomb (fig. 72), a Loret discovery in 1898,11)
is apparently unfinished, and was perhaps never employed
for a burial. No finds are known.

Fig. 72: KV32
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(KV33) 12)

13) is , a small
tomb with two empty rooms, reached by a flight of
steps'. 14) No evidence for an interment within is
known to me.
KV33, discovered by Loret in 1898,

(KV37) 15)

16)

KV37 (fig. 73) was cleared by Loret in 1899,
his recorded finds consisting of a wooden mummiform

statuette and fragmentary i socle' of Tuthmosis IV, 17)
a fire-board, 18) 33 ostraca 19) and a 'vase fragment'
of Sethos I. 20) Thomas notes 'a number of pieces
of large pots, B(ig) W(hitened) in part, ... as well
as a few bones of undetermined origin' which she
takes as evidence of an interment. 21) Perhaps,
however, this tomb served as a plunderers' 'workshop'
for material looted from the royal tombs: cf. KV58
above. 22)

Fig. 73: KV37
(KV40)23)
KV40 (fig. 74) was evidently a Loret discovery

(season 1899). 24) No details are known of either
its clearance or contents.
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Fig. 71: KV31

Fig. 74: KV40

(KV41) 25)
This tomb (fig. 75), the last of several noted by
Loret in 1899. 26) is virtually unknown. Steindorff
in 1902 described it as 'an open shaft, ... not yet
examined'.27)

B

A
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Fig. 75: KV41

Fig. 76: KV49

(KV49) 28)
KV49 (fig. 76) was discovered by Ayrton in
January 1906. 29) It had evidently been employed at
some stage, since the doorway into the single
chamber still preserves the remains of 'a dry stone
wall covered with gritty white p1aster , . 30) That
the tomb was accessible and in use during the late
New Kingdom is shown not only by the presence of an
ostracon, 31) mummy cloth, sherds and several gaming
slabs with incised grids, 32) but more particularly
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by two graffiti written over the entrance doorway.
These read as follows:
(a)

1 prt 25. Coming and bringing the byssus,
20 (cloths?). Mixed byrr, 5; shaw1s, 33) 15:
total, 20. The scribe Butehamun; Pakharu;
Pennesttawy, son of Nessuimenopet; Hori;
Takany; Amenhotpe; Kaka; Nakhtimenwast;
Amennesttawy.

(b)

Completion on the second occasion: bringing
clothing, 3 prt 5. The men who brought (it):
Pait; the scribe Butehamun; Iyimennuef;
Pakharu; Tjauemdi...; Hori, son of Kadjadja;
Takairnayu; Nessuimenopet. Byssus, shawls,
45; long shaw1s, 34) 5: total, 50. 35)

These texts have been variously construed.
evidently took them as evidence for the provisioning
of KV49 for a burial, and hence seems to have dated
the excavation of the tomb to the late 20th dynasty. 36)
Thomas, on the other hand, has seen the graffiti as
indicating that KV49 was in use in the later New
Kingdom as a storeroom for rags for making into
candles. 37) A rather different interpretation is
proposed be1ow. 38)
(KV50) 39)
KV50 (fig. 77) was discovered by Ayrton in January
1906. 40) The tomb 'had been almost completely
plundered, only a few fragments of wood remaining from
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the coffin. Propped up against the eastern wall was
a large dog, quite perfect though stripped of its
wrappings, and a monkey, still partially wrapped , . 41)
The publication of this assemblage is rather vague,
and it is impossible to decide whether KV50 had ever
contained a human interment. The presence of 'a few
fragments of wood remaining from the coffin' 42) is
indecisive, since these may have been fragments from
the animals' coffins.

Figs. 77 - 79: KV50-52
(KV51) 43)
Discovered slightly to the south-west of KV50,
this single-chambered tomb (fig. 78) was 'completely
filled with animals, all of which had been 4originally
mummified and done up in cloth wrappings'. ) The
45) A
animals included baboons, ducks and an ibis.
stucco mask, probably from a packet of intestines,
is described as 'certainly of the XVIIIth Dynasty'. 46)
The plundering and subsequent closure of this tomb
are evidenced by the unwrapped state of the occupants
and by the fact that the original entrance (Carter
notes 'evidence of sea1ing') 47) had been reblocked
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'with bits of stone, and part of the disused lid
of a mummy coffin , . 48)
(KV52)49)
Another Ayrton discovery, 50) KV52 (fig. 79) was
found to contain two boxes: one serving as a coffin
for the body and bandages of an unwrapped monkey,
the other evidently a canopic chest, found empty. 51)
The remarks made in respect of KV50 (above) apply
here also, and it is impossible to decide whether
this despoiled tomb ever had a human occupant.

(KV53)52)
KV53 (fig. 80) was discovered by Ayrton during
the season 1905/6, 'slightly to the north of Tomb 29'.53)
The chamber's only find was 'an ostrakon of one "Hora,
chief scribe in the Place of Truth": 54) other
ostraca/stelae/trial-pieces were found in the shaft. 55)
If the tomb had ever been employed for a burial, its
robbery presumably coincided with the erection of the
rough workmen's huts ... built over the mouth of the
56)
tomb'.

Fig. 80: KV53

Fig. 81: KV59

(KV59)57)
This small pit (fig. 81) has been known for many
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years, but no reference to its clearance or to its
contents is known to me.
(KV61) 58)
KV61 (fig. 82) was discovered by Jones in January
1910. 59)
It showed every possibility of (being) a find,
the filling of the pit appearing undisturbed and
the door had been (sic) completely built up
with stones to the top. However, after two days
work we cleared to the top of (the) door of the
chamber, and on peering inside saw that there
was but a small, ill-hewn chamber half filled
with debris. Hopeful of finding some evidence
of the owner of the tomb in this water sodden
debris, work was carefully proceeded with till
every corner of the tomb was bare and bare were
the results - for never even a potsherd was
found. Ahmed 60) thinks it isn't a 'robbed'
tomb - but one which had been cleared of its
contents thoroughly to hide them in some safe
place. His argument proceeded that plundering
usually left fragments of vases etc. broken
ruthlessly in their (sic) vandalism whereas the
contents appeared to be reverentially removed
by some person or persons who cared for their
preservation. But was the tomb ever occupied?
Is it a finished tomb? 61)
Since it is perhaps unlikely that those transferring
a burial from the chamber would have cleared it so
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thoroughly 62) or have taken the trouble to reblock
the entrance, 63) logic would tend to support Jones's
feeling that the tomb had never been used. If the
chamber had been quarried in anticipation of a
burial (which for some reason did not materialise),
one could well imagine the quarrymen blocking the
entrance so that it did not fill with sand and require
clearing before it could be employed. The presence
of a substantial layer of 'water sodden debris',
however, is hardly conducive to this argument unless it should prove to have been water-laid mud
(rather than chippings), which might well have washed
between the (dry stone?) walling of the entrance. 64)

Fig. 82: KV61
(KV B)65)
KV B (cf. fig. 83) is 'the unfinished entrance to
a tomb which had barely been begun'. 66)
(KV C-E)67 )
KV C-E were included in the sequence of unnumbered
tombs by Thomas, on the basis of a vague statement
by Davis to the effect that he had found 'two or
three instances of commencements of tombs in the
water courses which, after some progress had been
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68) The location and even
made, had been abandoned'.
the precise number of these commencements is not
known.
Thomas 69) suggests that a reference to one of
these tombs is contained in the Andrews Journal,
entries for 4-5 January 1907. The 'tomb' in
question is little more than a pit, and was discovered
on the 'western face (of the mound) to the south of'
KV9 in early January of that year. This 'recess in
the rock' contained 'several large jars of the XXth
dynasty type lying together. On digging deeper we
came to a cut face with squared corners on either
side, showing that a tomb had at least been begun at
this spot'. 70) This 'commencement', which I shall
term KV C (cf. fig. 83), would seem to be analogous
to the KV54 embalming cache discovered later that
same year; 71) whether this comparison is justified,
however, is impossible to say, since the jars'
contents are not recorded. 72) Below this cutting,
on 5 January 1907, Ayrton discovered the entrance to
KV55. 73)
(KV F)74)
KV F (fig. 84) is another 'commencement for a
tomb 1 , 75) first noted by Carter in January 1921 and
which he was inclined to see as having originally
been intended for Tuthmosis 111. 76) However, the
connection which Carter made between the four
foundation deposits of Tuthmosis III 77) and the
excavation of KV F is far from proven; indeed, it is
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Fig. 83: unnumbered tombs and pits (main Valley)
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more likely that these are the deposits for KV34. 78)
E3

N

Fig. 84: KV F
(KV G)79 )
The start of a 'potential corridor tomb', KV G
(cf. fig. 83), is noted by Thomas. No other details
are available.
(KV H)80 )
KV H (cf. fig. 83) is a possible pit noted by
Thomas.
(WV I-J) 81)
The presence of two of three (the third being
WV K) unnumbered pit tombs in the West Valley has
beein inferred by Thomas from a reference by L'HOte
to two excavations 'non acheves ou combl6s'
cOte
82)
de' WV23.
The existence of at least one pit she
thinks 'rather likely' from a personal inspection
of the site. Cf. fig. 85.
(WV K)83)
'A filled pit' which 'may be a tomb'. Cf. fig. 85.
(KV L-M)
The existence of pits KV L-T was not known to
Thomas at the time of her 1966 survey of the Valley
tombs. The two here distinguished as KV L-M (cf.
fig. 83) were noted by Jones as having been first
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discovered in 1898. 84) They appear to have contained
intrusive fragments from the debris of the burials
within KV35 (Amenophis II): 'broken large bl: gl:
bead and fragment of decorated g1ass , . 85)

Fig. 85: unnumbered tombs and pits (West Valley)
(KV N)
KV N (cf. fig. 83) is an 'unfinished pit 1 metre
square which descended to 5 feet and then stopped'. 86)
Perhaps the unfinished entrance to a pit tomb, it was
discovered by Jones on 21 December 1908, south of the
path leading to KV35 (Amenophis II). 87)
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(KV 0)
KV 0 is an 'unfinished pit with (a) stone wall
88)
built around', possibly a 'workman's house';
cf.
89)
owner of TT34,
fig. 83. A cone of Mentemhet,
was found in the immediate vicinity.
(KV P)
KV P (cf. fig. 83) was discovered by Jones on 12
December 1909. 90) Undisturbed, it was filled with
'ashes, broken fragments of pottery, flint flakes,
fragments of broken wood (twigs), straw and burnt
bones'. 91) According to Jones' reis, similar pits
were found outside KV55 (cf. KV C above), KV47 (cf.
KV S) and KV36 (cf. KV T). 92) Its true nature is
93) opinion ... is
not immediately apparent; 'Ahmed's
that after building a tomb the materials used in
building by (the) workmen were swept up and burnt to
clear (the) ground and disguise (the) fact of a tomb
94) It may, alternatively,
having been built'.
represent the remains of an embalming cache similar
to KV54. 95) For a third possibility, cf. below,
conclusions.
(KV Q)
KV Q (cf. fig. 83) was discovered by Jones the day
after KV p , 96) and was filled with an undisturbed and
essentially similar deposit of burnt fragments.
(KV R)
KV R is little more than a pit filled with 'burnt
rubbish ' . 9 7 ) Cf. fig. 83.
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(KV S)
This is possibly one of the 'two or three' pits
mentioned by Davis in 1908, 98) stumbled upon before
the discovery of KV47 (Siptah) and classified by
Thomas 99) as KV D or KV E; cf. fig. 83. For its
fill, cf. KV P above.
(KV T)
No details are known of this pit, which was perhaps
discovered by Loret (cf. KV L-M). 100) Cf. fig. 83.

PART 2
THE ROYAL CACHES

part quelques documents
preciee pour l'histoire de
la XXI dynastie et quelques
priares sur toile qu'on a
chance de trouver avec les
ii n'y a
momies de la XVIII
peut-etre la matiere ni a de
longues recherches ni a de
grands rgsultats
- E. Lefebure, 'Le puits de
Deir el Bahari l , Annales du
Muse Guimet 4 (1882), 17
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CHAPTER 10
THE ROYAL CACHES

The 21st dynasty witnessed a dramatic change in
the official attitude to the preservation of the
royal dead. Instead of the interminable and for the
most part ineffectual effort of guarding numerous
individual tombs scattered over a wide area, the
decision was taken to transfer the royal mummies
and the bodies of other individuals with which
these had become associated after death to a
handful of easily guarded or little known tombs.
A number of these so-called 'caches' have been
considered in the first part of this study: KV57,
the tomb of Horemheb; KV17, the tomb of Sethos I;
and KV14, the tomb appropriated by Sethnakhte. The
Theban necropolis's most famous mass reburials,
however, are DB320 and KV35 (the tomb of Amenophis II),
the former containing the corpses of at least 40
individuals and debris from a further 14 burials,
the latter preserving the remains of 16 mummies and
material from an additional three or four interments. 1) The evidence from these two deposits is
considered here in some detail, as a preliminary to
establishing more precisely the history of the mummies
following the evacuation of their original tombs.
(DB320) 2)
D8320 (fig. 86), the larger of the two main caches,
was discovered by a member of the Abd er-Rassul
family in or about 1871 1 3) and over the next ten years
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or so was entered illicitly on some three or more
occasions - 'pour quelques heures seulement l4) - and
plundered of its more portable grave goods: shabtis,
papyri and other items. 5) The appearance of such
pieces on the Egyptian antiquities market soon led
Maspero to suspect that a discovery of importance
had been made on the Theban west bank. When,
however, in July 1881, the source of the antiquities

N4-

Fig. 86: DB320
was eventually revealed to tmile Brugsch," it came
as a distinct shock to discover a single tomb which
had served not only for the bodies of certain 21st
dynasty persons of rank but also for members of the
17th, 18th, 19th and 20th dynasty royal 1ines. 7)
See table 3.
Brugsch's clearance of the tomb, carried out with
the assistance of Kamal, Moutafian and 200 workmen,
lasted a matter of two days. Needless to say, the
clearance was far from 'scientific' in its
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execution, and no full, first-hand account of the
discovery was ever published. There is reason to
suppose, however, that a report of some kind was
prepared for the Museum, upon which Maspero (who had
not seen the cache in situ) was to draw heavily in
his discussions of the find: 8) that Maspero employs
the same phraseology in these published accounts
might certainly be taken to suggest that he is
9)
quoting verbatim from some such ultimate source.
It follows, therefore, that the main features of the
cache at the time of Brugsch's entry in 1881 might
be reconstructed from a critical analysis of Maspero's
writings on the subject. 10)

Unfortunately, we possess few details relating to
the blocking of the cache. 11) Maspero describes the
situation at the bottom of the shaft as follows:
La baie &bait forme jadis par des battants en
bois qui ont disparu: apres chaque c6r6monie on
les assurait au moyen de grosses pastilles
d'argile sur lesquelles les gardiens de la
necropole apposaient leur cachet d'office. 12)
'Dans la salle et parmis les fragments qui encombraient
le fond du puits', Maspero found 'une vingtaine
environ de pains de terre sigillaire qui portaient
des traces de caracteres empreint sur une face' 13)
(fig. 87). These sealings are considered in more
detail below, in connection with the burials of Neskhons
and Pinudjem II.
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 87: the large sealings (DB320)
For the layout of the items within DB320 there
is a good deal of evidence, albeit rather contradictory
evidence. The results of a critical analysis of this
material are set out on the plan in fig. 88, to which
the numbered sections below refer. Further details
of the tomb's contents will be found in tables 3, 5
and 7.

4

9

Fig. 88: reconstructed layout (DB320)
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(1) Coffin of Nebseni, containing a mummy.
(2)

'Un cercueil dont la forme rappelait le style
de la XVII e dynastie. ,14) By 1889 Maspero has
identified this with the coffin of SecinenreTaa II. 15) Since, however, the Guides of 1906,
1908 and 1915 16) return to the 1881 and 1883
accounts, 17) which do not specify the owner of
the second coffin and in fact place SegnenreTaa in the side chamber (D), the 1889 identification is likely to be erroneous. The second
coffin can only have been that of Rai, containing
the corpse of Inhapi, which to Maspero in 1881
'parait etre contemporaine de Saqnounri Tiou2gen
,18) (my italics); no other coffin
par le sty1e
remotely reminiscent of the 17th dynasty was
found in the cache. 19)

(3) Inner and outer coffins of Duathathor-Henttawy,
with her mummy.
(4) Coffin of Sethos I,
(5)

containing his mummy.

'A cotes de cercueils et jonchant le soli : 20)
shabti boxes, canopic jars, copper-alloy
libation vessels. The shabti boxes may have
included those of Duathathor-Henttawy; the
canopic jars cannot be positively identified.
Two sets of libation vessels were found in
DB320, one set belonging to Isiemkheb, the other
uninscribed; it is impossible to say which is
alluded to here.

(6) Leather canopy-shrine of Isiemkheb.
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(7) 'A cluster of mummy cases ... in such number
1) verifiable reconstructas to stagger me. ,2No
ion of their precise order seems possible.
Presumably this cluster included the coffin
fragments of Ramesses I, which, from the evidence of the docket, 22) will have been associated
with that of Sethos I for some time prior to
the introduction into DB320. Maspero notes that
the 'debris des bois' of Ramesses I 'etaient
cote du cercueil de Thoutmos Ier,23)
places
(usurped by Pinudjem I and containing the body
of 'Tuthmosis I'), which would suggest that this
latter was also situated in the corridor. The
coffined mummies of Amenophis I and Tuthmosis II
Maspero similarly locates before the entrance
24)
to the side chamber (D).
(8)

25)
the
'Dans la niche (D), pres de 1'escalier':
coffined mummies of Amosis I, Siamun and
Secinenre-Taa II; the coffin of Ahhotpe II,
containing the mummy of Pinudjem I; the coffin
of Ahmose-Nofretiri, containing both her own(?)
mummy and the cartonnaged mummy of Ramesses III;
'et d'autres', which may have included Tuthmosis
III and Ramesses II. 26) Maspero describes this
chamber as 'filled up to the roof', 27) whilst
Wilson, paraphrasing Brugsch, describes the
coffins as 'standing against the walls or ...
lying on the f1oor 1 . 28)

(9) 'Dans la chambre du fond, le pele-mele etait au
comble, mais on reconnaissait premiere vue la
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predominance du style propre la XX e et à la
XXI e dynastie. ,29)
As we shall consider in more detail below, there
is little evidence to suggest that DB320 had been
plundered in antiquity - at least under its 21st
dynasty occupants. Nevertheless, Maspero's statement
that 'le pele-mele etait au comble s in the end chamber
would seem to imply that the tomb had been ransacked
at some stage. The finger of suspicion points
directly at the Abd er-Rassuls. It might, therefore,
be suspected that conclusions drawn from the layout
of the cache possess only a limited value, since
extensive Arab activity within DB320 could have
significantly altered the ancient distribution of
the contents. 30) Whilst this is quite possible in
the case of the smaller items, I doubt that it applies
to the larger pieces within the tomb. If one considers
(a) the weight of these coffins, 31) and (b) the space
available to manoeuvre them 32) - plus the fact that
the Abd er-Rassuls are said to have visited the cache
on only three occasions, and then merely for a few
hours (see above) - it would appear unlikely that any
radical alteration could have been effected in the
basic sequence. The positions in which Brugsch
encountered the coffins in 1881 are, I would suggest,
essentially the positions which they occupied in
antiquity.
It is perhaps worth pointing out that there is no
certainty that all the damage apparent in the cache
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is to be attributed to the Abd er-Rassuls - though
they were undoubtedly responsible for some of it.33)
The dockets written upon those mummies which were at
some stage restored pre-date their introduction into
DB320 by about 40 years: the latest datable wrappings
(on the mummy of Ramesses IX) 34)
date to Year 7 of
Siamun, whilst the introduction of the royal mummies
into DB320 cannot have taken place until at least
Year 11 of Shoshenq I (the date of a linen docket on
the mummy of Djedptahiufankh 35) considered further
below), and quite possibly Year 13 of this king (if
the linen notation on the mummy of Nestanebtishru
also refers to the reign of Shoshenq I). 36) Since
the transfer from the tomb of Inhapi to DB320 (see
further below) was presumably undertaken to safeguard
the royal dead, it is quite possible that the damage
apparent in, for example, the mummy of Pinudjem I
had occurred before arriva1. 37)
It was Winlock who, in an open letter published in
1931, first proposed to identify DB320 with the lpy
of Inhapi mentioned in the coffin dockets as the
resting-place of Amenophis I and destination of
Ramesses I, Sethos I and Ramesses II. 38) This
conclusion was apparently confirmed by a fresh translation of the dockets on the Sethos I group of
coffinss
published by ternY i n 1948, 40 ) which
improved the logic of Winlock's argument by demonstrating that the docket relating to the transfer of
Ramesses I, Sethos I and Ramesses II from KV17 41)
was only three days earlier than that recording their
caching in t3 hwt nhh of Amenophis 1. 42) Winlock's
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theory has, to my knowledge, been seriously challenged
on only two occasions: once by Dewachter in 1975,43)
who concluded that DB320 was the tomb of the Pinudjem
I family; and more recently by Schmitz, 44) who, on
the basis of parallelism with t3 hwt nhh of the later
dockets, 45) has suggested that the tomb is to be
recognised as t3 3ht nhh of Amenophis I referred to
in P. Abbott. 46) The most recent discussion, by
Thomas, 47) refutes both of these views, and comes
down firmly in favour of Winlock's original conclusion
that DB320 is the l5.3y of Inhapi. It is not proposed
to go into the details of these earlier discussions
here; in the case of Winlock (rather atypically),
errIC7 and Schmitz, no allowances were made for the
physical layout of the cache, whilst the discussions
of Dewachter and Thomas, which do consider the
archaeological context, are based, I believe, upon
unsatisfactory source criticism and consequently upon
false premises.
The basic layout of the cache was considered
earlier in this chapter. Since, from the reconstructed
layout, Ramesses I, Sethos I and Ramesses II had
clearly been introduced before the body of Inhapi,
and since it is perhaps likely that Ramesses II had
been introduced before Amenophis I, DB320 cannot have
been the y3y of Inhapi. In fact, the discovery of
Inhapi's body close to the entrance of DB320 suggests
that it was in her previous place of interment that
she held a central position - and this arrangement
can most satisfactorily be explained by assuming that
the tomb in which the royal mummies had been stored
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before their removal and final reburial in DB320 was
the tomb of Inhapi. That Pinudjem II was interred
in DB320 48) on the very day that Ramesses I,
Sethos I and Ramesses II were interred in the Inhapi
tomb 49) can be nothing more than fortuitous; there
is, after all, no reason why two separate burials,
probably in the same general area (see below), should
not have been made by essentially the same officials
on the same day.
Although DB320 cannot be the tomb of Inhapi, there
are certain indications (notably Romer's observations
on the method of quarrying) 50) that DB320 does date
from the late 17th/early 18th dynasty. 51) Unfortunately,
the tomb is no longer accessible, and from this
distance and without further information it is
impossible to comment objectively upon the suggestion
that it was enlarged during the later New Kingdom. 52)
It would, in any case, be wrong to connect any such
alteration with the decision to employ DB320 as a
cache for the royal mummies: 53) there is, as we shall
see, little doubt that the original 21st dynasty
occupants were already installed in the end chamber,
and had been so for several years, by the time the
cached mummies were introduced.
Evidence for the 21st dynasty usurpation of DB320
exists in the form of three dockets found 'au fond
du puits, sur les jambages de la porte,
traces
a l'encre noir, une droite, deux gatiche'. 54)
That on the right jamb reads as follows:

Chapter 10
Year 5 (of Siamun), 4 6mw 21. Day of burial
of the chief of ladies, Neskhons, by the god's
father of Amun, overseer of the treasury,
Djedkhonsiufankh, son of ...; the prophet of
Amon-Re, king of the gods, Ankhefenamun; the
elder(?) of the hall, Nespay...; the god's
father of Amun, chief of the army,
Nespakashuty. The seals which are upon this
place: the seal of the overseer of the
treasury, Djedkhonsiufankh; the seal of the
55)
scribe of the treasury, Nes...
Two features suggest that this was Neskhons' original
place of burial:
(a) a strip of bandage from the mummy of Ramesses IX
indicates that she was still alive in Year 5 of
Siamun; 56)
(b) in spite of evidence to suggest petty plundering
on the part of one or other burial party, 57)
the mummy and outer coffin of Neskhons are
intact. Evidently, therefore,
Neskhons had not been subjected to the
concerted efforts of tomb robbers and thus had
58)
not, presumably, required reburial.
The later docket is preserved in two copies. 59)
The first of these consists of two lines only, having
been abandoned by the scribe for want of space and
the text rewritten in full a little lower down on the
left jamb. The full text reads as follows:
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Year 10 (of Siamun), 4 prt 20. Day of burial
of the Osiris, the high priest of Amon-Re, king
of the gods, great chief of the army, the leader
Pinudjem, by the god's father of Amun, scribe
of the army, chief inspector, Nespakashuty;
the prophet of Amun, ...enamun; the god's father
of Amun, Wennufer; by the king's scribe of the
Place of Truth, Bakenmut; the chief workman,
Pediamun; the chief workman, Amenmose; the god's
father of Amun, chief of secrets, Pediamun, son
of Ankhefenkhons. 60)
As with Neskhons, there can be little doubt that this
is the original burial place of Pinudjem II:
(a) Pinudjem II's last attested year is Year 9,
from linen on his mummy; 61)
(b) both Pinudjem II's mummy and coffins are intact.
The two types of seal impression found by Maspero
(see above) are most probably to be connected with
the burial of Neskhons, the title 'high priest of
Amun' on type (A) reflecting the individual under
whose tutelage the interment was made, rather than (as
)
with Tutankhamun) 62
the
owner of the tomb. As for
type (B), the text which this carries was rendered
by Daressy as stm t3 hwt stp-n-r c . 63) We can now
see that the individual with whom Daressy wished to
connect this title is, in fact, Nespakashuty, 64) who
was present at both the burial of Neskhohs and that of
Pinudjem II.
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Although no written records exist to throw light
upon which of the remaining 21st dynasty corpses
were original to DB320, this question might be at
least partially resolved by examining the condition
of the coffins and mummies (tables 5 and 7): since
the Egyptians are perhaps unlikely to have transferred
any mummy before its original burial had been
disturbed (but see below, conclusions), except under
the most exceptional circumstances (e.g. the transfer
of Tuthmosis I from KV20 to KV38 by Tuthmosis III), 65)
it follows that those individuals represented in DB320
whose burials are intact are likely to be original
to the tomb. One may conclude, therefore, that
Djedptahiufankh and Nestanebtishru were buried in
DB320 as and when they died. This is not altogether
surprising, since Nestanebtishru appears to have been
a daughter of Pinudjem II and Neskhons, as well as
wife to Djedptahiufankh. 66) Isiemkheb is thought to
have been a lesser wife of Pinudjem II. 67) From the
amount of funerary material buried with her in DB320
- note the screwed-up leather canopy-shrine 68) in
69) and what may have been
the angle of the corridor,
her set of copper-alloy vessels next to the intrusive
coffins in the first passage - it would seem probable
that this was her original place of interment also.
The fact that the gilded hands and face of her inner
coffin and coffin board had been hacked off in
antiquity is of no independent value: such damage
is more likely to be evidence of petty pilfering by
members of a burial party than evidence Of tomb robbery
proper, 70) and is in fact attested on the inner
coffin and coffin board of Neskhons.
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The coffins of Masaharta, Maatkare-Mutemhet and
Tayuheret have been abused in a similar manner that of Tayuheret even having had its outer lid
effaced. The relationship of these individuals is
not as close, however, 71) and it is possible that
they had not originally been interred within DB320;
though if, as seems likely, they were discovered in
the end chamber of the tomb, they must have been
introduced before the Inhapi group of coffins.

The remaining members of the 21st dynasty ruling
line are Nodjmet, Pinudjem I and Duathathor-Henttawy;
their coffins and corpses had been extensively
pillaged in antiquity. These three individuals were
evidently closely re1ated, 72) and appear to have
shared a common place of burial which they abandoned
for DB320 only after the former tomb - perhaps, as
we shall consider, the lOy of Inhapi - had been
robbed.
As was suggested earlier in this section, the
cached coffins were introduced from a tomb in which
the queen Inhapi appears to have held a central
position, this tomb being, in all likelihood, the k3y
of Inhapi. Three other individuals are known, from
the evidence of the coffin dockets, to have been
intended for and doubtless buried in the Inhapi tomb:
Ramesses I, Sethos I and Ramesses II. 73) These same
dockets inform us that Amenophis I was already interred
in the k3y with Inhapi when the Sethos
group of
mummies was introduced.

r
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If we examine the reconstructed layout of the
cache, it will be seen that Inhapi is separated from
Sethos I by Duathathor-Henttawy; that Sethos I lay
close to Amenophis I; that between Amenophis I and
Ramesses I lay Tuthmosis II; and that Ramesses I and
Ramesses II were effectively separated by the coffins
of Tuthmosis I/Pinudjem I and the side-chamber group
of mummies. The side-chamber coffins, moreover Amosis I, Siamun, Seqnenre-Taa II, Ahhotpe II and
Ahmose-Nofretiri - are linked to those discovered
in the corridor by the fact that the coffin of
Ahhotpe II was found to contain the body of Pinudjem I.
Clearly, therefore, both the coffins in the corridor
and those in the side chamber are interrelated. The
obvious conclusion to draw is that both sets of
mummies were introduced into DB320 at the same time,
and that both, presumably, shared the same immediate
origin - the lOy of Inhapi.
The location of Inhapi's tomb may here conveniently
be considered. If the royal mummies were transferred
from this tomb to DB320 en masse, it is perhaps
unlikely that the earlier place of interment will
have been very far distant from the later. Furthermore,
the fact that Inhapi's tomb is referred to as a ls3y
does yield some information as to the siting of the
sepulchre. As its relationship to the adjective k3,
'high', clearly shows, the basic meaning of py is
'high place ,74) - hence the Wb. rendering 'Htge1';75)
and from the context it may be inferred that we have
here a reference to a type of cliff tomb.
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Situated a mere 750 metres to the south-west of
the DB320 cache is the cliff tomb par excellence,
)
WN A (Bab el-Mua1laq) 76
(fig.
89). This tomb,
excavated in the sheer cliff face some 45 metres 77)
above ground level, is described by Bonomi as follows:
The highest tomb high up in the mountain,
large and spacious; called el-Maaleg
(= 'suspended', 'hanging') 78) because it is
so high up, being hung as it were in the
air. 79)
It was superficially explored by Robichon in 1931/2,
and was found to have served 'comme cachette a cercueils
ou comme catacombe de basse epoque' 80) - though the
tomb itself is without doubt very much older. 81)
Bataille records the following graffito, in Greek
and dating to the Roman period, which clearly refers
to an interment made within WN A:
En cet endroit le stolarque Heraclas, fils de
Renbouchis, a ete place dans le tombeau
suspendu (vic;):Kpepacrinpiythcpw) par les fils
82)
de PhthomOnthes et ceux qui l'aimaient ...(?)
Clearly, therefore, this tomb had been noted since
antiquity for its spectacular position, and the name
given to it in classical as well as in modern times
may be seen to reflect this siting. I am led to
believe, therefore, given (a) its early 'date, (b) its
proximity to DB320 (fig. 90), and (c) the evident
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Fig. 89: WN A

NA
Bab
• el-Mualla

Fig. 90: relative positions of WN A and DB320
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continuity in its name, that Bab el-Muallaq is none
other than the ls3y of Inhapi.
Although the date at which the royal mummies were
cached in DB320 is nowhere explicitly stated, the
transfer from the Inhapi 13y can only have taken
place after Djedptahiufankh and Nestanebtishru had
been buried. From the evidence of linen notations
from his mummy, 83) it appears that the former died
in or soon after Year 11 of Shoshenq I; 84) as for
Nestanebtishru, she carried a docket dated to an
unspecified Year 13, 85) perhaps also of Shoshenq I
but equally possibly relating to either Siamun or
Psusennes II. 86)
From the foregoing discussion one may conclude:
(a) that DB320 was not the I5.3y of Inhapi; (b) that,
originally excavated in the late 17th/early 18th
dynasty, the tomb was re-employed during the 21st
dynasty as a place for the burials of Neskhons and
Pinudjem:M; (c) that the tomb was employed as a family
vault until at least Year 11 of Shoshenq I and the
burial of Djedptahiufankh, and possibly until Year 13+
if the Nestanebtishru docket relates to this king;
and finally (c) that the royal mummies, perhaps
preceded by the bodies of Masaharta, Maatkare-Mutemhet
and Tayuheret, and almost certainly including the
mummies of Pinudjem I, Duathathor-Henttawy and Nodjmet,
were introduced into DB320 from the tomb of Inhapi
(WN A: Bab el-Muallaq) at some subsequent date.
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Amenophis II (KV35)87)
KV35 (fig. 91) was first entered by Loret on
9 March 1898, and found to contain the remains not
only of Amenophis II himself but of several other
royal persons also. 88) The tomb had been employed
as a cache in antiquity, and as such was analogous
to that discovered by Brugsch some 17 years
previously within DB320.
Unlike DB320, KV35 was cleared with care, full
attention being paid to the distribution of the many
hundreds of objects and fragments found throughout
the tomb. Loret's clearance of the two main chambers
- the antechamber (F) and the burial chamber (J) was particularly thorough:
Je me mis
l'oeuvre dans la premiere salle en
la divisant en six sections et en notant sur le
plan la place de tous les objets. 89)
La grande salle fut divisee en dix-sept sections
(et) chacune des chambres annexes fut l'objet
d'un travail analogue ... En un mot, je
m'arrangeai de facon a pouvoir publier un jour,
non seulement l'inventaire complet de tous les
fragments, mais encore un plan indiquant la
place de chaque fragment. 90)
An inventory of the tomb's contents was published
by Daressy in 1902, 91) which related each piece to
a particular square, room, corridor or similar feature
marked upon Loret's master plan. This plan, however,
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was not published, and cannot now be traced. 92)
Nevertheless, a certain amount of progress in
re-establishing the layout can be made: certain
designations, such as 1 puits' or 'couloir avant la
2e sane' are self-explanatory; whilst the 'pieces',
numbered 1-4, are without doubt the four side rooms
off the burial chamber. The 'sections' are evidently
the grid squares into which Loret divided the tomb's
two principal chambers; and since we know the number
of such sections Loret established - six in the
antechamber (F) and 17 in the burial chamber (J) -

Fig. 91: KV35
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it should, from a close scrutiny of the tomb's plan,
be possible to suggest how and where he drew his
divisions.

For the antechamber this is comparatively
straightforward. Since the room contains two
symmetrically-positioned pillars, it is fair to assume
that they were employed to mark the intersections
of the grid; cf. fig. 92. The numbering employed
may be established by comparing Loret's brief description of the in situ layout of the more significant
pieces with the designations attached to these same
pieces (where they can be recognised) in Daressy's
catalogue. Thus, Loret's 'grand serpent roule sur
1ui-meme l , 93) found near to the entrance doorway, can
be identified as CG 24628 from section 1; 94) 'deux
grandes barques', found 'entre le pilier et le mur du
droite', 95) are CG 4944 and 4946 from section 4; 96)
whilst 'entre les deux colonnes ,97) was another barque,
CG 4945 from section 5•98) From these data, it is
possible to reconstruct the numbered grid plan in
fig. 93.

6

5

4

1

Figs. 92-93: the antechamber grid (KV35)
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The system that was employed to divide the burial
chamber into 17 sections is less easy to discern.
If we assume that each column marks the corner of
a grid square, as in (F), the upper part of the
burial chamber (the chariot hall) may be divided
into nine neat sections. It is then possible to see
how Loret arrived at his odd total of 17 grid squares:
for, if we continue the longitudinal divisions of
and divide the crypt
the chariot hall into the crypt Llaterally through the
sarcophagus, a logical if rather unequal division
into eight further sections can be obtained - the two
narrow divisions formed, of course, by the continuation of the chariot hall surface at the crypt's
eastern end. Cf. fig. 94.
It is fair to assume that Loret numbered each sector
in a fashion analogous to that employed in the antechamber, i.e. working from the entrance in, numbering
across the chamber in parallel rows; and the correctness
of this assumption can be demonstrated by the section
numbers given to l une grande Sekhet, en bois bitumel 99)
(= CG 24620 from section 3)100) and a shabti inscribed
with 'le nom du prince royal Oubkh-snou ,101)
(= CG 24272 presumably, from section 3):102) , on a
les distinguer' from the entrance to the chamber.103)
peine
It is evident, moreover, that Loret numbered each
horizontal row of squares (as one stands in the doorway)
from right to left, as in the antechamber: for, 'dans
l'angle g auche' of the crypt, 'au fond', Loret notes
1
une grande tate de vache, en bois, de grandeur
naturelle' ,104) which is clearly CG 24630 from
section 15.105)
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The only real uncertainty in this reconstruction
relates to the ledge just outside the second room
on the left hand side of the burial chamber. This,
as already suggested, seems to have been divided
into two sections. According to the present
reconstruction, these were numbered only after the
main sequence 1-15 had been established; it may well
have been Loret's original intention to include
objects found on this ledge with the material from
sections 12 and 15. The relative paucity of pieces
noted for squares 16 and 17, as compared with the
mass of faience and wood attributed to the other
squares at this end of the burial chamber, perhaps
lends support to the numbering system adopted here:
fig. 95.
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1

Figs. 94-95: the burial-chamber grid (KV35)

Although we have been able to suggest how Loret's
grid was established and employed, in practical terms
its value is severely restricted in that no
distinction between finds from the antechamber and
finds from the burial chamber may be detected in
106)
Daressy's listing of the tomb contents.
Thus,
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for the majority of the pieces 107) recorded as
having been recovered from sections 1-6, we cannot
be certain whether these are grids 1-6 in the
antechamber or grids 1-6 in the burial chamber. For
pieces attributed to sections numbered 7 and above
there is, of course, no ambiguity, since these numbers
must relate to the burial chamber itself.
Loret's numbering of the four side rooms off the
burial chamber may be established by reference to
the descriptions given in his published report. The
first chamber Loret entered was s cene de gauche, au
fond', 108) i.e. (Ja). This was filled with the debris
of l une trentaine de grandes jarres, eventr6es,
des bouchons de terre glaise, des paquets d'etoffe,
des viandes emmaillotees'. 109) Amongst these are
clearly to be recognised CG 24882-3 and 24889,
attributed by Daressy to piece 3. 110) Next, Loret
entered 'la premiere chambre gauche', 111) (Jd).
Its contents consisted of 'des vases en porcelaine
verte, la plupart en forme de vase hous, d'autres
imitant le signe de la vie surmonte d'un gou1et'. 112)
These are the series of vessels and amulets (CG 3860,
24351, etc.) 113) originating in piece 2; l une panthere
en bois bitume' 114
is ) evidently CG 24621, with the
same attribution. 115)
In the first chamber on the right of the burial
chamber (Jc), Loret discovered 'trois cadavres
cOte cOte au fond, dans l'angle de gauche, les pieds
tourn6s vers la porte. La partie droite de la chambre
est emplie d'une guantite de petits cercueils
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momiformes (CG 24283, etc.) 116) et de statuettes
funeraires (CG 24241, etc. ),117) le tout en bois
.)
118
bitum
e'.
This, therefore, was Loret's piece 1.
Piece 4, by process of elimination, was 'la seconde
chambre droite', 119) walled-off and containing nine
corpses, variously coffined. Finds here were relatively
few, but included fragments of an alabaster representation of the 'baptism of pharaoh' (CG 24157)120)
and
three wooden funerary figures (CG 24610, 24628-9). 121)
The contents of each of the burial chamber's four
side rooms had thus been considerably confused since
the original, 18th dynasty stocking of the tomb though rooms (Ja), (Jc) and (Jd) appear to have preserved
vestiges of their original contents in the form of
provisions, objects of faience and shabtis respective1y. 122) Much of this material had been thrown out
of the side rooms in antiquity, either wantonly in
the search for valuables or deliberately when a re-use
of one or other of the rooms was envisaged. The vast
majority of the pieces thus thrown out appear
subsequently to have found their way into the crypt.
To return to the occupants of the tomb. Amenophis II
himself lay in what appears to have been a replacement
123) within the original
coffin, 'specially inscribed',
stone sarcophagus, the lid of which lay nearby in
fragments. 124) It had clearly not been disturbed
since antiquity, 'ayant vers la tete un bouquet de
, ; 125)
fleurs et sur les pieds une couronne de'feuillage•
the mummy itself '6tait
intacte, portant au cou une
guirlande de feuilles et, sur la poitrine, un petit
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bouquet de mimosa ... ,.126)
The cached mummies, as
we have seen, were apparently confined to two of
the burial chamber's four side rooms
(Jb) and (Jc):
the former containing nine bodies, wrapped and in
containers of one sort or another, the latter three
anonymous bodies without coffins. A mummy found on
the deck of a boat in the antechamber 127) is probably
to be connected with the corpses from (Jb) (see
below), whilst the bones recovered from the well
chamber (Ea) are perhaps to be connected with the
original phase of the tomb's occupation under
Amenophis II. 128)
Loret's two descriptions of side room (Jb) are as
follows:
J'y distingue
neuf cercueils etendus sur le
sol, six au fond, occupant toute la place, trois
en avant, laissant droite un petit espace
libre. Ii n'y a place, dans la longeur de la
salle, que pour deux cercueils et, dans la
largeur, que pour six, de sorte que les momies
se touchent des coudes, des pieds, de la tete.
Cinq des cercueils ont des couvercles. Quatre
en sont depourvus. 129)
... Les cercueils et les momies etaient d'une
teinte uniformement grise. Me penchant sur le
cercueil le plus proche, j'y soufflai pour y
lire un nom. La teinte grise etait une couche
de poussiere qui s'envola et me laissa lire le
nom et le prenom de Ramses IV ... J'enlevai la
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poussiere du second cercueil: un cartouche
s'y montra, illisible pour l'instant, peint en
noir mat sur fond noir brillant. Partout des
cartouchesl Ici le prenom de Si-ptah; l, les
noms de Seti II; plus loin, une longue
inscription portant les titres complets de
Thoutmes IV. 130)
Thus, the first coffin which came to view was that
of Ramesses IV; and since the only black coffin in
the KV35 cache was that of Ramesses VI, 131) his must
have been the second. None of the other coffins can
be placed with any degree of certainty from these
vague descriptions alone. However, further on in
the published report 132) Loret appends a numbered list
of what, it transpires, are the occupants of this
chamber, arranged in a non-chronological order and
concluding, significantly, with Ramesses VI and
Ramesses IV:
(1) Tuthmosis IV;
(2) Amenophis III (coffin boX of Ramesses III; lid
of Sethos II);
(3) Sethos II;
(4) 'Akhenaten' (= Merenptah)133) (coffin box of
Sethnakhte);
(5) Siptah;
(6) Ramesses V;
(7) 1 Sethnakhte l (= unknown woman ID1)134) (lid of
Sethnakhte);
(8) Ramesses VI;
(9) Ramesses IV.
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In short, it would appear that the ordering of this
list reflects the positions in which Loret first
encountered the mummies in (Jb), numbered in
horizontal rows from top left to bottom right. Cf.
fig. 96.

1
Fig. 96: reconstructed layout, (Jb) cache (KV35)
As found, the doorway into (Jb) had been sealed
off by means of a wall of limestone blocks, which
had been breached at the top right hand corner. 135)
Several of the blocks carry odd groups of hieratic
signs 136) which had evidently been inscribed when
the blocks were arranged differently. 137) When
re-assembled into something approaching their original
order, they appear to constitute a record of inspection
in an indeterminate Year 13:
Year 13 ... This day ... inspection . •

138)

The occupants of side room (Jc) 139) differed from
the (Jb) group of corpses in that they lacked coffins
and had not been rewrapped. 140) Only one of the three
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bodies has been identified with any certainty: that
of the 'Elder Woman', 141) whom recent scientific study
has shown to be Tiye, wife of Amenophis III. 142)
Her companions in room (Jc), a young boy 143) and a
youthful woman, 144) remain unidentified. A toe
belonging to the former was discovered in (Jd); 145)
this, combined with the fact that the left hand side
of this room had been cleared in antiquit Y, 146) suggests
that the boy had at one stage been stored within.
The available archaeological evidence is not easily
interpreted. The situation has been confused,
moreover, by the assumptions (a) that the Year 13
inspection graffito referred to the contents of room
(Jb), 147) and thus had originally been inscribed when
the blocks were employed to seal off this side room,
and (b) that this closure had subsequently been
completely dismantled and the component blocks
re-erected in a different order. However, the introduction into or extraction from the cache of one or
more mummies would demonstrably not have required the
removal of more than the top few courses. 148) An
alternative hypothesis would be to see the extant
blocking of (Jb) as the remains of an original build
unconnected with the Year 13 graffito and in fact postdating it by several years. Since the blocks in question
had earlier been employed to close off the entrance
to the burial chamber itse1f, 149) I would suggest
that the text had been written when the blocks were
so associated. The inspection docket will, therefore,
be a record of official activity within the tomb of
Amenophis II before the (Jb) cache had been established.
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The occupants of this room appear to have entered
the tomb together, with a minimum of associated
funerary f u rniture) -50) The shrouds of Tuthmosis IV,151)
)
154)
Merenptah, 152Sptah
Sethos II, 153) l.
Ramesses IV155)
,
156)
and Ramesses V
- even that of Amenophis II him157)
se1f
- each carry simple identifying dockets,
whilst the coffins of Sethos 11, 158) Siptah 159) and
Ramesses IV 160) are of such similar design and
workmanship that they can only have been supplied frorn
the same workshop. 161) There is a further indication
of association. If, as I believe to be the case,
the Year 13 inspection graffito is unconnected with
the caching of the royal mummies, then we must
presumably seek elsewhere an explanation for the
potsherd containing black paint and inscribed with
the prenomen and nomen of Siptah. 162) It is tempting
to connect this ad hoc palette with the hieratic
docket written in black upon the coffin lid of
Sethos II: 163) this lid, together with a coffin box
originally prepared for Ramesses III, 164) had been
employed to hold the mummy of Amenophis III, itself
docketed with a restoration text dated to Year 12/13
of Smendes 1 165) (at which date the king's mummy was
presumably still in its original tomb). 166) The
coffin lid docket is in a different hand, and is
evidently later since it refers to the new owner as
'Nebmaatre-Amenophis 1.p.h.' - in an attempt, presumably,
to avoid confusion with Nebmaatremerenamun Ramesses VI,
with whom Amenophis III was now cached. Since the ad
hoc palette probably entered KV35 with the mummy of
Siptah himself, the latter's presence in the tOmb at
this time might also be postulated - and thus that of
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the other royal dead whose association with this
king has been noted above. In short, the cumulative
evidence seems strongly to suggest that the occupants
of the (Jb) cache had been gathered up from various
tombs and earlier caches and walled into their chamber
on a single occasion. The date of this transfer
cannot be tied down with any precision, but presumably
will not predate the apparent whm krs of Amenophis III
within WV22 in Year 12/13 of Smendes I.
The difference in condition between the (Jc) group
of corpses and those found in room (Jb) is striking,
and would suggest, perhaps, that the former had been
introduced into the tomb after the restoration of
Amenophis II and the introduction of the coffined
mummies in (Jb) - perhaps by the same officials, since
their wrappings had been adzed off in an analogous
fashion to those of the (Jb) corpses. 167) The fact
that a toe belonging to the naked prince was recovered
from room (Jd) across the burial chamber 168) seems
to indicate that the partial clearance of this room
had at some stage been carried out for the accomodation
of him and his two companions. Their placement in
room (Jc) will presumably have followed an unsettled
period during which their remains were subjected to
some violence - hence the detached toe - and, indeed,
subsequent illicit activity can be detected elsewhere
in the tomb. The renewed coffin of Amenophis II, for
example, had been broken through at the foot end of
the 1id; 169) whilst the blocking of the side room (Jb)
cache had been partially dismant1ed 170) and the two
bodies closest to the entrance roughly searched for
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171 ) It is possible that the mummy
objects of value.
of Sethnakhte was also removed from (Jb) at this time.
His original presence in KV35 is suggested by the
fact that his cartonnage coffin box had been employed
to contain the mummy of Merenptah, whilst the lid
held the body of the unknown woman 'D'. Sethnakhte
himself had perhaps been dragged out of room (Jb) hence the fragments of his cartonnage in the debris
of the tomb 172) - and stripped in the search for loot.
The body itself is probably to be recognised as that
found by Loret resting upon the deck of a model boat
in the antechamber (F). 173)
This plundering evidently did not go undetected,
since there are clear indications that the tomb was
subsequently re-organised. The three naked mummies,
perhaps thrown out from their original storage place
(Jd), were collected together within (Jc); the disturbed
occupants of room (Jb) were re-arranged into some
semblance of order; and Amenophis II was garlanded
with wreaths and flowers.
To sum up, I would suggest the following sequence
for the discernible post-interment activity within
the tomb of Amenophis II: (a) robbery of the tomb at
an undetermined date, resulting in a period of
inspection/restoration perhaps in Year 8 of Ramesses VI(??)
(n. 138 above), and certainly in Year 13 of a king whose name
is not preserved; (b) the establishment of the cache in room
(Jb), at the time the burial of Amenophis II himself
was refurbished; (c) the introduction of the three
unwrapped and uncoffined mummies, which were perhaps
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placed within (Jd); (d) a further period of illicit
activity, during which the mummy of Amenophis II and
the cached mummies within (Jb) and (Jd) were disturbed;
followed by (e) a final period of inspection, when
the tomb was set in order and finally reclosed.
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Abbreviations employed:
AE
ASAE
CCR
MR
RM

Murray, AE (1934)
Daressy, ASAE 9 (1908)
Daressy, Cercueils
Maspero, Momies royales
Smith, Royal Mummies

Coffin(s) Body

Remarks

MR 544 f.,
570, 581
CCR 8 f.

Coffin contained
mummy of
pinudjem I (34)

Name

1.

Ahhotpe II

x

2.

AhmoseHentempet

x

x

CCR 24 ff.
RN 20 f.

3.

AhmoseHenttimehu

x

x

CCR 17
RN 19

Cf. MR 543 f.
(20) below

4.

AhmoseInhapi

MR 530 ff.
RN 8 ff.

Mummy contained
in coffin of
Rai (36)

5.

AhmoseMeryetamun

MR 539 f.
RN 6 ff.

Mummy contained
in coffin of
Seniu (41)

6.

AhmoseNofretiri

x

x?

MR 535 f.
CCR 3 f.
RN 13 f.

Coffin also
contained mummy
of Ramesses III
(39)

7.

AhmoseSipair

x

x

CCR 9 f.
RN 22 ff.

Cf.

8.

Ahmose Sitkamose

MR 540 ff.
RN 21 f.

Mummy contained
in coffin of
Pediamun (33)

9.

Amenophis I

10.

Amosis I

11.

(anon.)

x

x

Other items

References

No.

4 calcite
canopic
jars

(19)

MR 536
CCR 7 f.
RN 18
MR 533 ff.
CCR 3
RN 15 ff.

x

x

MR 548 ff. •
CCR 39
RN 114 ff.

The unknown man
'Es
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References

Remarks

MR 552,
582 (6)
RN 14 f.

The unknown
woman 'B'
(= Maspero's
'Ramesses I');
Tetisheri? Orig.
within (37)7

x

MR 574 ff.
RN 31 f.

The unknown man
'C' found in
coffin of
Nebseni (28);
Nebseni?

x

x

MR 582 (2)

Female coffin

x

x

MR 582 (3)

Male coffin
without lid

MR 582 (3)

Male coffin
without lid

x

MR 582 (3)

Male coffin
without lid

x

MR 582 (4)

Box coffin

MR 582 (5)

Child's coffin;
Ahmose-Sipair? (7)

CCR 20
RN 56 f.

MR 544 attributes
coffin & corpse
to a fictitious
'Meshenuttimehus
in error; cf.
CCR 17, n. 1 &
(3) above

No.

Name

Coffin(s) Body

Other items

12.

(anon.)

13.

(anon.?)

14.

(anon.)

15.

(anon.)

16.

(anon.)

17.

(anon.)

x

18.

•
(anon.)

x

19.

(anon.)

x

20.

Bakt

21.

Djedptahiufankh

x

x

3 shabti
boxes,
Ptah-SekerOsiris (with
papyrus)

MR 572 ff.,
590, 592
CCR 200 ff.
RN 112 ff.

10.

DuathathorHenttawy

x

x

2 shabti
boxes,
Ptah-SekerOsiris (with
papyrus).

MR 576 f.,
590, 592
CCR 63 ff.
RN 101 ff.

22.

Hatshepsut

x?

Wooden box
containing
a liver or
spleen

MR 584 (6)

Inner & outer
coffins (outer
lid missing)

•
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Coffin(s) Body Other items References

No.

Name

24.

Isiemkheb

•

Leather
shrine,
stand with
4 copper
vases,
provisions,
broken
shabti
boxes, PtahSeker-Osiris
(with
papyrus)

MR 577,
584 ff.
CCR 134 ff.
RN 106 f.

25.

MaatkareMutemhet

x

2 shabti
boxes,
Ptah-SekerOsiris (with
papyrus),
pet baboon

MR 577,
590 ff.
CCR 82 ff.
RM 98 ff.

26.

Masaharta

Remains of
leather
shrine?

MR 571, 589
CCR 66 ff.
RN 106

27.

Merymose

Calcite
canopic jar
with wooden
lid

MR 583 (5)

28.

Nebseni

29.

Neskhons

30.

Nestanebtishru

31.

Nodjmet

•

x

Remarks

MR 574 ff.
CCR 20 ff.

Coffin contained
body of the
unknown man 'C'
(13) (Nebseni?)

Canopic
jars,
basket of
glass/
faience
vessels,
shabti box,
Ptah-SekerOsiris
with
papyrus)

MR 566 ff.,
578 f.,
590 ff.
CCR 110 ff.
RN 107 ff.

One of Neskhons'
coffins contained
the mummy of
Ramesses IX (40)
when found

Broken
shabti
boxes

MR 579 ff.
CCR 196 ff.
RN 109 ff.

Wooden
canopic
box, PtahSekerOsiris (with
(with
papyrus)

MR 569 f.,
592 f.
CCR 40 ff.
RN 94 ff.
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No.

Name

32.

Paheripedjet

33.

Pediamun

x

34.

Pinudjem I

x

35.

Pinudjem II

36.

Rai

37.

Ramesses I

38.

Coffin(s) Body Other items References

Ramesses III

40.

Ramesses IX

2 shabti
boxes

MR 582
CCR 34 ff.
cf. RM 11

Coffin contained
mummy of Rai (36)

MR 540
CCR 12 ff.

Coffin contained
mummy of
Ahmose-Sitkamose
(8)

MR 544 ff.,
570, 581
CCR 50 ff.

Inner & outer
coffins,
originally
prepared for
Tuthmosis I;
when found
contained mummy
(50). Mummy of
Pinudjem I found
in coffin of
Ahhotpe (1)

MR 571 f.,
2(7)
shabti
592 ff.
boxes,
CCR 95 ff.
Ptah-Seker- RM 107
Osiris
(with
papyrus).
Canopic
jars?

x

Ramesses

39.

x

Remarks

x

II

MR

x

Ivory,
wood &
copper
casket

MR 530
CCR 4 ff.
RM 11 ff.

Coffin. contained
mummy of Inhapi
(4). Mummy of
Rai found in
coffin of
Paheripedjet (32)

MR 551 f.
CCR 26 ff.
cf. RM 14

The mummy found
near (originally
within?) the
fragmentary
coffin was that
of the unknown
woman 'B' (12)
(Tetisheri?)

556 ff.
CCR 32 ff.
RM 59 ff.
MR 535 f.,
563 ff.
CCR 34
RM 84 ff.

Cartonnaged mummy
found in the
coffin of AhmoseNofretiri (6)

MR 566 ff.,
584 (7)

Mummy found in
one of the
coffins belonging
to Neskhons (29)
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Coffin(s) Body

References

Remarks

MR 539
CCR 11 f.

Coffin contained
the mummy of
AhmoseMeryetamun (5)

No.

Name

41.

Seniu

42.

SegnenreTaa II

MR 526 ff.
CCR 1 f.
RM 1 ff.

43.

Sethos I

MR 553 ff.
CCR 30 f.
RM 57 ff.

44.

Siamun

45.

Siese

46.

Sitamun

47.

Sutymose

48.

Tayuheret

49.

Tetisheri

50.

'Tuthmosis I'

51.

Tuthmosis II

52.

Tuthmosis III

Other items

x

x

x

MR 538
CCR 10
RN 18
Canopic
jar

MR 583

MR 538
CCR 10
RN 19
x

The coffin is
miniature, &
contains bandages
& an embalmed
liver

Box

MR 584
(8-9)

Broken
shabti
boxes

MR 578, 590
CCR 171 ff.
RN 105

Mummy
bandages

AE 69
ASAE 137

Cf.

x

MR 581 f.
RN 25 ff.

Mummy contained
in coffins of
Pinudjem I (34),
which had
originally been
prepared for
Tuthmosis I

x

x

MR 545 ff.
CCR 18
RN 28 ff.

x

x

MR 547 f.
CCR 19 f.
RN 32 ff.

x

(12)
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No.

Name

53.

Wepmose

Calcite
canopic jar

54.

Wepwawetmose

Canopic jar MR 583 (3)

Coffin(s) Body Other items References
MR 583 (2)

Remarks
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KV35: CONSPECTUS OF MAIN FINDS

Abbreviations employed:
BIE
CCR
FVR
RN

Loret, BIE (3 e'er.) 9 (1898)
Daressy, Cercueils
Daressy, Fouilles
Smith, Royal Mummies

No.

Name

Coffin Body Other items

References

1.

Amenophis II

x

x

Cf. FVR 63 ff. BIE 102, 108 Coffin not in CCR
RN 36 ff.

2.

Amenophis III

x

x

Cf. text

BIE 111 (2)
CCR 217 f.,
Cf. 221 f.
RM 46 ff.

Remarks

Body contained in
coffin box of
.Ramesses III (11)
covered with lid
originally
prepared for
Sethos II (15)
which had been
docketed for
Amenophis III

3.

(anon.)

BIE 103 f.
RN 39 f.

'Webekhsenu7
'Webensenul

4.

(anon.)

BIE 104
RN 40 ff.

The 'Younger
Woman'

5.

(anon.)

x

BIE 111 f.
RN 81 ff.

The unknown
woman
formerly
identified as
Sethnakhte, in
whose coffin lid
(16) she was
found

6.

(anon.)

x

BIE 100 f.

The body on the
boat
(Sethnakhte7)

7.

(anon.)

x

BIE 112

Skull only
(HatshepsutMeryetre?
Webensenu7)

8.

(anon.)

BIE 112

Skull only
(HatshepsutMeryetre?
Webensenu?)

FVR
no.
CG 24112

Owner of (7)1(8)7

9.

HatshepsutMeryetre

Cane
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No.

Name

Coffin Body Other items

10.

Merenptah

11.

Ramesses III

12.

Ramesses

13.

Ramesses V

14.

Ramesses

15.

Sethos II

16.

Sethnakhte

17.

Siptah

18.

Tiye

19.

Tuthmosis IV

20.

Webensenu

x

IV

BIE
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References

Remarks

BIE 111 (4)
RN 65 ff.

Mummy contained
in coffin box of
Sethnakhte (16)

BIE 111 (2)
CCR 221 f.

Coffin box only;
contained mummy
of Amenophis III
(2), covered with
lid of Sethos II
(15) docketed for
Amenophis III

112 (9)
CCR 222 ff.
RN 87 ff.
BIE 111 (6)
CCR 224
RN 90 ff.

VI

BIE

Mummy on the base
of a coffin with
no lid

112 (8)
CCR 224 ff.
RN 92 ff.
BIE 111 (2-3) The coffin box
CCR 217 f.
lid covering (2)
RN 73 ff.
not originally
associated
BIE 111 (4)
Coffin box
CCR 219 ff., contained the
226(?)
mummy of
Merenptah (10).
The lid, turned
upside down, held
the anonymous
woman 'D' (5).
Cf. (6) above

x

'Palette'

x

BIE 111 (5)
CCR 218 f.
RN 70 ff.
FVR no.
CG 24880

x

BIE 103
RN 38 f.

x

BIE 111 (1)
CCR 217
RN 42 ff.
Shabtis,
canopic jar

FVR nos.
CG 24269-73,
5031

The 'Elder Woman'

Owner of (7)/(8)?
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DB320: THE MUMMIES

Abbreviations employed:
ASAE
MR
RM
XRA
XRP

Derry, ASAE 34 (1934)
Maspero, Momies royales
Smith, Royal Mummies
Harris & Wente, Atlas
Harris & Weeks, X-Raying

No.

Name

CG no.

Description

References

1.

AhmoseHentempet

61062

Superficially intact, but hole in
bandages over breast. Beneath the
shroud, perhaps rewrapped with
original wrappings. Both forearms
broken off, with only fragments of
right still remaining; detached leftforearm replaced transversely across
body, below wig

RM 20 f.,
pl. 15

2.

AhmoseSuperficially intact, with type A
61061
Henttimehu docket on breast. Original bandages
apparently (a portion inscribed with
extracts from the Book of the Dead),
but those beneath chopped away. Body
intact

3.

AhmoseInhapi

61053

Superficially intact, garlanded with
flowers. Type A docket on breast.
Wrappings powdery and dry to touch
like (33). Body intact

MR 530 f.
RM 8 ff.

4.

AhmoseMeryetamun

61052

Superficially intact, type A docket
on breast. Beneath, fragment of
linen inscribed
mwt, 'temple of
Mut', and inner shroud with extracts .
from the Bosk of the Dead inscribed
for a 43tv- named Mentuhotpe. Body
wall broken in, right arm pulled off
and left forearm separated. X-rays
reveal beads in pelvic area

MR 539 f.
RN 6 ff.
XRP 130 XRA 3C113D6

5.

AhmoseNofretiri(?)

61055

Perhaps superficially intact, if
'd'assez mauvaise apparence'. Left
hand broken off and lost; right hand
and part of forearm broken off and
lost. Impression of leaf-shaped
embalming plate

MR 535 f.
RN 13 f.
XRP 127 f.
XRA 3B5-12

6.

AhmoseSipair

61064

Superficially intact. Several inner
bandages inscribed with ink notations
(Book of the Dead?), unpublished.
Body rewrapped on a stick, several
bones missing

RM 22 ff.,
pl. 19, 2

a

MR 543 f.
RM 19
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No.

Name

CG no.

Description

References

7.

Ahmose Sitkamose

61063

Superficially intact, garlanded with
flowers. Type A docket on breast,
type B text on next innermost layer.
Beneath, rewrapped with original
wrappings. Major part of anterior
wall of body chopped through. Left
arm broken off at shoulder, and
occipital region of skull smashed.
Impressions of original jewellery in
resin on body. X-rays reveal a
pectoral in the oropharynx

MR 540 ff.
P.M 21 f.
XRA 3C2-9

8.

Amenophis I 61058

Superficially intact, garlanded with
MR 536 f.,
flowers. Cartonnage casque. Orange
pl. 4, b
shroud. Not unwrapped. X-rays reveal RN 18,
that body is intact, with bead girdle
pl. 13
and small amulet on right arm ASAE 47 f.
XRP 32 f.,
129 f.
XRA 1A13188

9.

Amosis I

61057

Superficially intact, garlanded with
MR 533 ff.,
flowers. Type A docket on breast,
pl. 4, b
type B text three layers beneath. With P.M 15 ff.
innermost wrappings, fragment of linen XRP 125 ff.
with name of Amenophis I. Head broken XRA 1A4-11
off trunk and nose smashed. Cranial
cavity stuffed with linen (21st
dynasty?). X-rays reveal beads
sprinkled around knees

10.

(anon.)

61098

Unknown man 'E'. Apparently intact,
covered with a sheepskin and
accompanied by two sticks

MR 548 ff.
RN 114 ff.

11.

(anon.)

61056

Unknown woman 'B' (Tetisheri?).
Bandages for the most part removed,
and mummy wrapped in matting. Head
broken off trunk, right hand missing

MR 582 (6)
P.M 14 f.
XRP 120 f.
XRA 4A2-8

12.

(anon.?)

61067

Unknown man 'C' (probably Nebseni).
Bandages disturbed. Body apparently
intact

MR 574 ff.
P.M 31 f.

13.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 14. Perhaps superficially MR 582 (2)
intact. Apparently not examined

14.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 15. Perhaps superficially MR 582 (3)
intact. Apparently not examined

15.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 16. Perhaps superficially MR 582 (3)
intact. Apparently not examined

16.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 17. Perhaps superficially MR 582 (3)
intact. Apparently not examined
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CG no.

Description
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No.

Name

17.

(anon.)

1.

Bakt(?)

61076

Garlanded with flowers, but wrappings
chopped through revealing a yellowvarnished coffin fragment, mirror
handle, etc., and the bones of a
young woman

MR 544
RN 56 f.

18.

Djedptahiufankh

61097

Intact. Series of amulets and other
items of jewellery. Copper-alloy
embalming plate

MR 572 ff.
RM 112 ff.
XRA 4D114E6

19.

Duathathor- 61090
Henttawy

Disturbed, with hole dug through
MR 576 f.
bandages in front of thorax and '
RM 101 ff.
abdomen. Osiris shroud. Several XRP 172 f.
amulets etc. in wrappings (cf. x-rays). XRA 3F3-11
Body apparently intact

20.

Isiemkheb

61093

Intact. Not unwrapped. Osiris shroud. MR 577,
X-rays reveal various items in
pl. 6, c
wrappings. Body intact
RM 106. f.,
pl. 80
XRP 173
XRA 3F133G8

21.

MaatkareMutemhet

61088

Disturbed, wrappings of right arm slit
in search for jewellery. Leather thong
around head originally for amulet
(missing). Three gold and silver rings
on each thumb. X-rays reveal embalming
plate (contra Smith). Left forearm
broken

22.

Masaharta

61092

Disturbed by Arabs and papyrus stolen.
Impressions of 'braces' and pectoral
ornament in skin on chest. One gold
finger stall still in position on
middle finger of right hand. Body
apparently intact

MR 571
RM 106

23.

Neskhons

61095

Intact. Osiris shroud. No objects
of value noted. Body intact

MR 578 f.
RN 107 ff.

24.

Nestanebtishru

61096

Intact. No objects of value noted,
but distinct impression of embalming
plate. Body intact

MR 579 ff.
RN 109 ff.

25.

Nodjmet

61087

Disturbed by Arabs and papyrus stolen.
Osiris shroud. Beneath, evidence of
more ancient damage: gashes on both
cheeks, bridge of nose, forehead and
front of chest. Left humerus*broken
close to shoulder and both wrists
broken; legs badly injured. Impressions of jewellery on right arm, some
minor pieces still remaining elsewhere
on body. X-rays reveal heart scarab
and four sons of Horus

MR 569 f.
RN 94 ff.
XRP 171
XRA 3D33E3

Table 3, no. 18. Perhaps superficially MR 582 (4)
intact. Apparently not examined

MR 577,
pl. 19, b
RN 98 ff.
XRP 173 ff.
XRA 3E53F1
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Descriptions

References

Pinudjem I

Disturbed. Osiris shroud. Body
perhaps intact

MR 570

28.

Pinudjem II 61094

Intact. Osiris shroud. The wrapping
'dispose exactement comme celui de
Ramses III' except that one of the
layers of linen was there replaced by
a halfa-grass mat. Series of amulets
and other items of jewellery. Body
intact

MR 571 f.
RM 107

29.

Rai

61054

Presumably disturbed, surrounded in
the coffin by a large quantity of
linen.
Impression of fusiform
embalming plate, and barrel-shaped
Body
carnelian bead on right wrist.
intact.

RM 11 ff.

30.

Ramesses II

61078

Superficially intact.
Type B text
Nut shroud.
beneath outer wrappings.
Body intact, except for genitals
which are missing

MR 556 ff.
RM 59 ff.
XRP 155
XRA 2B3-11

31.

Ramesses III 61083

Superficially intact. Orange outer
shroud, with 'figures mystiques' on
retaining band around head. Beneath
shroud, type B text and drawing of
the winged ram of Amun. Several
layers beneath this, various linen
notations, etc., a number of which make
mention of imn-r c-linm-nhh bry-lb t3
hwt 'Amon-Re-United-wIt/i-Eternity who
is in the midst of the temple' (i.e.
Medinet Habu), and two pectorals.
Body intact. X-rays reveal three sons
of Horus in left side of thoracic cage

MR 563 ff.,
pl. 17,

No.

Name

27.

32.

Ramesses IX

33.

SeqnenreTea II

34.

Sethos I

CG no.

a-b
RM 84 ff.
XRP 164
XRA 2E72F2

Superficially intact, garlanded with
flowers. Beneath, type B text on
breast. Not fully unwrapped. Head
apparently detached from body, which
is perhaps partly disarticulated

MR 566 ff.
XRA 3A73B3

61051

Superficially intact. Beneath shroud,
remains of original bandages. No
objects noted. Body disarticulated
owing to poor mummification

MR 526 ff.
RM 1 ff.
XRP 122 ff.
XRA 1A2

61007

Superficially intact. Yellowish
shroud; beneath, original bandages
put in order. Type B text and type A
dockets. Head detached from body,
anterior wall of abdomen broken in.
X-rays reveal large wd3t-eye on left
arm and other minor items

MR 553 ff.
RN 57 ff.
XRP 43,
152 f.
XRA 2A52B1
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35.

Siamun

61059

Superficially intact, type A docket
on breast. Several layers beneath,
type B text. Body disarticulated:
bones thrown pell-mell into an oblong
bundle

MR 538
RM 18

36.

Sitamun

61060

Superficially intact, type A docket
on breast. 'Body' consisted of a
bundle of reeds surmounted by a skull

MR 538
RM 19

37.

Tayuheret

61091

Disturbed. Osiris shroud. No objects
within wrappings other than a plain,
fusiform embalming plate. Body intact

MR 578
RM 105

38.

'Tuthmosis

61065

Disturbed, wrappings in tatters. Body
intact

MR 581 f.
RM 25 ff.
XRP 131 ff.
XRA 1B10105

39.

Tuthmosis
II

61066 Superficially intact, garlanded with MR 545 ff.
flowers. Beneath outer shroud, remains RM 28 ff.
of original wrappings. Left arm broken XRA 1C7off at shoulder joint and forearm
1D3
separated at elbow. Right arm chopped
off just above elbow. Whole of anterior
abdominal wall broken away; ribs
smashed. Right leg severed from body

40.

Tuthmosis
III

61068

Superficially intact, apart from hole
dug in chest. Body restored around
four oars. Head broken from body and
all four limbs detached. Feet broken
off and each arm broken at elbow.
Right arm and forearm tied to a piece
of wood by a mass of fine linen.
Remains of jewellery on shoulders
beneath innermost bandages. X-rays
reveal bracelet on right arm

MR 547 f.,
pl. 6, a
RM 32 ff.
XRP 38,
136 ff.
XRA 1D51E2
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KV35: THE MUMMIES

Abbreviations employed:
BIE
RN
XRA
XRP

Loret,
Smith,
Harris
Harris

BIE (3 sr.) 9 (1898)
Royal Mummies
& Wente, Atlas
& Weeks, X-Raying

No.

Name

CG no.

Description

References

1.

Amenophis
II

61069

Superficially intact, garlanded with
flowers. Type A docket on breast.
Beneath shroud, gashes in wrappings
(especially on legs). Impressions
of jewellery in resin, in particular
of pectoral ornament in resin covering
fifth dorsal spine. Body intact -

BIE 108
RN 36 ff.
XRP 138 f.
XRA 1E31F1

2.

Amenophis
III

61074

Superficially intact, fragments of
garlands lying upon the mummy. Type
B text on shroud. Several layers
beneath, a sheet with red lines and
hieroglyphs in black (Book of the
Dead?); an inner bandage wound
spirally around head and neck with a
hieratic inscription in black ink
(unpublished). Head broken off; front
wall of body missing; back broken
across loins. Right leg broken off
trunk, and thigh separated from rest
of leg. Left foot damaged. Bandaged
in with mummy:
leg bone of a fowl;
another bird's limbbone; a human big
toe; and a left ulna and radius.
Skin packed with a resinous material

BIE 111 (2)
RN 46 ff.,
pl. 32
XRA 1F111G9

3.

(anon.)

61071

Table 4, no. 3. Unwrapped. Large .
gash in left side of neck and thorax.
Large oval hole in right side of
frontal bone

BIE 103 f.
RN 39 f.

4.

(anon.)

61072

Table 4, no. 4.
Unwrapped.
Exterior
wall of chest smashed; left side of
mouth broken away; right arm torn off
just below shoulder

DIE 104
RN 40 ff.

5.

(anon.)

61082

Unknown woman 'D'. Disturbed.
Bandages applied very carelessly.
in abdominal wall in epigastrium.
otherwise intact

HIE 111 f.
(7)
RN 81 ff.,
pl. 67
XRA 4D2-9

6.

(anon.)

Hole
Body

Table 4, no. 6 (the body on the boat).
Unwrapped. Hole in sternum; skull
Body otherwise intact
pierced.

DIE 100 f.
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7.

(anon.)

Table 4, no. 7. Skull only.
Hatshepsut-Meryetre? Webensenu?

BIE 112

8.

(anon.)

Table 4, no. 8. Skull only.
Hatshepsut-Meryetre? Webensenu?

BIE 112

CG no.

9.

Merenptah

61079

Superficially intact, type A docket
on breast. Beneath shroud, remains of
original wrappings carelessly put in
order. Impression of embalming plate.
Penis end broken off and missing.
Adze cuts all over body; right arm
broken and anterior abdominal wall
chopped away. Two toes missing (cf.
(12) below). Hole in head

BIE 111 (4)
RN 65 ff.,
pl. 45
XRP 157
XRA 28122C8

10.

Ramesses
IV

61084

Superficially intact, type A docket on
breast. Beneath shroud, mass of rags
thrown around body. Foot broken off
and finger nails displaced and lost.
Hole in head

BIE 112 (9)
RN 87 ff.
XRP 165 f.
XRA 2F3-12

11.

Ramesses
V

61085

Superficially intact, type A docket on
HIE 111 (6)
breast. Beneath, mass of torn
RN 90 ff.
bandages, a second sheet and more rags. XRP 166 f.
Tips of fingers of left hand sliced
XRA 2G1-10
off. Hole in head

12.

Ramesses
VI

61086

HIE 112 (8)
Disturbed, linen shroud pulled away
from upper part. Below, mass of rags.
RN 92 ff.,
Body rewrapped on board. Right forearm pl. 58
chopped off at elbow and wrist, with
XRP 167 f.
XRA 3A1-6
adze-cuts on right thigh (still in
original wrappings). Hip bone and
pelvis found at neck; elbow and humerus
on right thigh, etc. Bandaged in with
mummy: broken pieces of the head;
the right hand of a woman; the
distorted and mutilated right hand and
forearm of a man (cf. (13) below)

13.

Sethos II

61081

Superficially intact, type A docket on
breast. Beneath shroud, original
wrappings and several garments, one
with the cartouche of Merenptah, and
hieratic inscriptions in ink
(unpublished). Sphinx amulets, blue
faience wd3t-eyes and scarab around
knee in resin. Head broken off body,
and neck broken. Both arms separated
from torso; right forearm and hand
missing (cf. (12) above), as well as
several fingers from left hand. Part
of anterior wall of body broken away.
Adze marks on skin

HIE 111 (3)
RN 73 ff.,
pl. 64
XRP 158 f.
XRA 2D92E5
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14.

Siptah

61080

Superficially intact, type A docket on
breast. Beneath shroud, body rewrapped
Inscribed
with original bandages.
piece of linen (Book of the Dead?).
Right forearm broken and fixed by means
of splints. Right cheek and front teeth
smashed and lost.
Ears broken off.
Right arm broken at shoulder and right
hand broken from forearm.
Body wall
broken through

BIE 111 (5)
RM 70 ff.,
pl. 60
XRP 159 f.
XRA 2C92D8

15.

Tiye

61070

Unwrapped. Whole of front of abdomen
and part of thorax broken away

DIE 103
RM 38 f.
XRP 135f.
XRA 4C54D1

16.

Tuthmosis
IV

61073

Superficially intact, type A docket on
breast. Stretched out on white-painted
plank. Beneath shroud, body rewrapped
with original bandages. Feet
disarticulated, otherwise body intact

DIE 111(1)
RN 42 ff.
XRP 139 f.
XRA 1F2-10
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DB320: THE COFFINS

Abbreviations employed:
CCR
JARCE
MR

Daressy, Cercueils
Niwifiski, JARCE 16 (1979)
Maspero, Momies royales

No.

Name

CG no.

Descriptions

References

1.

Ahhotpe II

61006

Original outermost coffin. Gold
foil(?) covering removed and wood
painted yellow

CCR 8 f.

2.

Ahmose61017
Replacement 18th dynasty coffin.
Hentempet Painted black. Name of original
owner erased and that of AhmoseHentempet substituted

3.

AhmoseHenttimehu

61012

Original coffin, once gilded. Surface CCR 17
now adzed over and eye inlays removed

4.

AhmoseNofretiri

61003

Original outermost coffin. Gold
foil(?) covering removed and wood
painted yellow

5.

Ahmose61007
Replacement(?) child's coffin, 18th
Sipair dynasty type. All gilded surfaces
adzed over and eye inlays removed.
Type A docket on breast

CCR 9 f.

39.

Amenophis I 61005

Replacement coffin.
wc Originally
prepared for the
b-priest
Djehutymose, and redecorated and
re-inscribed for Amenophis I. Type B
texts on lid

CCR 7 f.

6.

Amosis I

61002

Original innermost coffin. Gold
foil(?) covering removed and wood
painted yellow

CCR 3

7.

(anon.)

61023

Table 3, no. 11. Replacement(?)
coffin, the entire surface painted
white. Uninscribed

CCR 39

8.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 14. Female coffin. No
details

MR 582 (2)

9.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 15. Male coffin without
lid. No details

MR 582 (3)

10.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 16. Male coffin without
lid. No details

MR 582 (3)

CCR 24 ff.

CCR 3 f.
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(anon.)

Table 3, no. 17. Male coffin without
lid. No details

MR 582 (3)

13.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 18. Box coffin. No
details

MR 582 (4)

14.

(anon.)

Table 3, no. 19. Child's coffin
(Ahmose-Sipair (15)?)

MR 582 (5)

15.

Bakt

61015

Replacement coffin, 18th dynasty type.
Surface adzed over(?) and eye inlays
removed. Inscriptions in black ink

CCR 20

16.

Djedptahiufankh

61034

(a) Original outer coffin, usurped .
from Nesshuenopet. Gilded left hand
missing
(b) Original inner coffin, usurped
from Nesshuenopet. Intact
(c) Original coffin board, usurped
from (?). Intact

CCR 200 ff.

17.

Duathathor- 61026
Henttawy

(a) Original outer coffin, lid
missing. All gilded portions, with
the exception of sacred images,
adzed over
(b) Original inner coffin. All
gilded portions, with the exception
of sacred images and main inscriptions, adzed over

CCR 63 ff.

18.

Isiemkheb

(a) Original outer coffin.
(b) Original inner coffin.
hands and face missing
(c) Original coffin board.
hands and face missing

19.

20.

MaatkareMutemhet

Masaharta

CG no.
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61031

61028

61027

(a) Original outer coffin.
left hand missing
(b) Original inner coffin.
hands and face missing
(c) Original coffin board.
hands and face missing
(a) Original outer coffin.
right hand missing
(b) Original inner coffin.
hands and face missing
(c) Original coffin board.
hands and face missing

Intact
Gilded

CCR 134 ff.

Gilded

Gilded

CCR 82 ff.

Gilded
Gilded

Gilded

CCR 66 ff.

Gilded
Gilded

21.

Nebseni

61016

Original 18th dynasty coffin, gilded
portions adzed over

CCR 20 ff.

22.

Neskhons

61030

(a) Original outer coffin, usurPed
from a certain Isiemkheb.
Intact
(b) Original inner coffin, usurped
from a certain Isiemkheb. Gilded
hands and face missing.
(c) Original coffin board, usurped
from a certain Isiemkheb. Gilded
hands and face missing

CCR 110 ff.
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23.

Nestanebtishru

61033

(a) Original outer coffin.
(b) Original inner coffin.
(c) Original coffin board.

24.

Nodjmet

61024

(a) Original outer coffin (originally
made for a man). Gilded surfaces
adzed over in their entirety, eye
inlays removed
(b) Original inner coffin (originally
made for a man). Major portions
of gilded surface adzed over;
hands missing; eye inlays
removed. Sacred images and main
inscriptions preserved

CCR 40 ff.
JARCE 62,
n. 19

25.

Paheripedjet

61022

Original 20th dynasty coffin, employed
for Ahmose-Inhapi. Intact

CCR 34 ff.

26.

Pediamun

61011

Original 21st dynasty coffin, employed
for Ahmose-Sitkamose. Essentially
intact

CCR 12 ff.

27.

Pinudjem I

61025

(a) 18th dynasty outer coffin,
originally prepared for Tuthmosis I
by Tuthmosis III, later appropriated and adapted by Pinudjem I.
Major portions of 21st dynasty
gilded surface adzed over. Sacred
images and main inscriptions
preserved
(b) 18th dynasty second-innermost
coffin, originally prepared for
Tuthmosis I by Tuthmosis III(?),
later appropriated and adapted by
Pinudjem I. Major portions of
21st dynasty gilded surface adzed
over. Sacred images preserved

CCR 50 ff.

28.

Pinudjem II 61029

(a) Original outer coffin. Intact
(b) Original inner coffin. Intact
(c) Original coffin board. Intact

CCR 95 ff.

29.

Rai

61004

Original outer coffin. Gilded surfaces CCR 4 ff.
adzed over and eye inlays removed.
Isis and Nephthys at foot apparently
preserved

30.

Ramesses I

61018

Replacement coffin, 21st dynasty type.
Major portion of box missing. Type A
docket on lid; type B text on head of
box

CCR 26 ff.

31.

Ramesses II 61020

Original (or earlier) secondinnermost(?) coffin. Original surface
entirely removed, missing metal
elements replaced in wood and the
whole generally refurbished. Type B
texts on lid

CCR 32 ff.

References
Intact
Intact
Intact

CCR 196 ff.
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32.

Ramesses
III

61021

Replacement cartonnage. Traces of
original gilding

CCR 34

33.

Seniu

61010

Original 18th dynasty coffin, employed
for Ahmose-Meryetamun. Essentially
intact

CCR 11 f.

34.

SegnenreTaa II

61001

Original coffin. Major portions of
gilded surface, uraeus and eye inlays
removed. Sacred symbols and main
inscription preserved and restored

CCR 1 f.

35.

Sethos I

61019

Original outer(?)/second-innermost(?)
coffin. Original surface entirely
removed, face remodelled and coffin
painted white overall with details
in black. Type B texts on lid

CCR 30 f.

36.

Siamun

61008

Original inner(?) coffin, the gold
foil(?) surface removed and the wood
painted yellow

CCR 10

37.

Sitamun

61009

18th dynasty coffin, painted white,
uninscribed. Type A docket on lid

CCR 10

38.

Sutymose

39.

Tayuheret

61032

(a) Original outer coffin, usurped from CCR 171 ff.
a songstress of Amun, Hatet.
Gilded hands and face missing
(b) Original inner coffin, usurped from
a songstress of Amun, Hatet.
Gilded hands and face missing
(c) Original coffin board, gilded hands,
face, etc. missing; some damage

40.

Tuthmosis
II

61013

Replacement coffin, original owner
unknown, redecorated and re-inscribed
for Tuthmosis II

CCR 18

41.

Tuthmosis
III

61014

Original second-innermost(?) coffin.
All gilded surfaces adzed over and eye
inlays removed

CCR 19 f.

Miniature coffin, 20th(?) dynasty type, MR 584 (8),
pl. 22, a
with bandages and embalmed liver
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KV35: THE COFFINS

Abbreviations employed:
BIE
CCR
FVR

No.

Name

1.

Amenophis
II

2.

Amenophis
III

3.

CG no.

Loret, BIE (3 s6r.) 9 (1898)
Daressy, Cercueils
Daressy, Fouilles

Description

References

Replacement cartonnage coffin,
inscribed for Amenophis II

BIE 108

61036

Replacement lid of Sethos II, any
original decoration covered in yellow
paint. Inscribed in same style as (4)
and (9). Re-employed for Amenophis-III
by inscribing type A docket on breast

CCR 217 f.

Ramesses
III

61046

Original(?) coffin box of Ramesses III
(re-employed to contain mummy of
Amenophis III). All gilded surfaces
adzed over. Too small to receive the
cartonnage of Ramesses III from DB320

CCR 221

4.

Ramesses
IV

61041

Replacement coffin, usurped from the
w b-priest of Amenophis I, Ahaaa.
Orlginal decoration covered with a
layer of plaster. Re-inscribed (in
same style as (2) and (9)) in black ink
for Ramesses IV

CCR 222 ff.

5.

Ramesses
V

61042

Mummy of Ramesses V found upon the
wooden base of a white-painted,
rectangular wooden coffin

CCR 224

6.

Ramesses
VI

61043

Replacement coffin, 18th dynasty type,
usurped from the high priest of
Menkheperre, Re. Name of original
owner erased and replaced in ink with
prenomen of Ramesses VI. Face missing

CCR 225 ff.

7.

Sethos II

61036-7

Replacement coffin box, uninscribed,
the original decoration covered with a
layer of plaster. Not originally
associated with the lid in (2) above

CCR 218

8.

Sethnakhte

61039

Original cartonnage coffin, gilded
surfaces adzed over

FVR no.
24737
CCR 219 ff.

9.

Siptah

61038

Replacement coffin, perhaps originally
belonging to a woman. Original
inscriptions adzed over and reinscribed (in same style as (2). and
(4)) in black ink for Siptah

CCR 218 f.
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10.

Tuthmosis
IV

61035

Replacement coffin, the remains of
any original decoration covered with
a 4.ayer of plaster. Re-inscribed
for Tuthmosis IV with a column of
neat hieroglyphs down the front

CCR 217
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CHAPTER 11
THE DOCKETS

The most valuable body of evidence available to
us from DB320 and KV35 is the series of dockets
found upon the coffins and bandages of the cached
mummies. Not only do these provide us with a valuable
chronological framework for the history of the period,
but, studied in conjunction with the more immediately
relevant graffiti found upon the walls and in the
vicinity of the royal tombs, they enable a good deal
of headway to be made in reconstructing the movements
of the mummies following the evacuation of their
original tombs. Unfortunately, only a small
proportion of the dockets (cf. tables 9-10) are
accessible today. Of the remainder, a certain number
are published in (often enhanced) 1) photographs and
in facsimiles of varying quality; others have never
been published at all, casual mentions of their
existence (sometimes with equally casual and frequently
abbreviated translations) being all that is known of
them today. Uncertainties abound, and the relocation
and full publication of the relevant texts must be
considered one of the priorities of future work in
this area. 2)
The veracity of the dockets

The consensus of modern scholarly opinion would
seem to accept that the restoration parties involved
in the rewrapping and reburial of the royal mummies
were prone to confusing one body with another, and
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that, consequently, the identifications which they
attached to individual corpses are less than reliable. 3)
A re-examination of the history of the controversy
suggests, however, that the unreliability of the
dockets has been overstated.
Doubts seem to have first arisen when, in the
summer of 1881, the mummies from DB320 arrived at
Bulaq and it was found that several of the bodies had,
in antiquity, become separated from their Coffins and
been replaced in containers to which they had no
legitimate claim; cf. table 3. In 1898, Loret
discovered that certain of the occupants of the second
royal cache, KV35 1 had been subjected to a like
confusion; cf. table 4. It was thus apparent to all
that the identity of a corpse could not necessarily
be assumed to be that specified by the formal
inscriptions of the coffin.
Unfortunately, the validity of this conclusion was
marred by Maspero's stated belief that one of the
DB320 mummies, clearly labelled across the breast
'King's daughter, king's sister Meryetamun, may she
live1, 4) was in fact a corpse of the Middle Kingdom
rewrapped as a replacement for the original 18th
dynasty body which, he suggested, had been destroyed. 5)
The inference which seems then to have been drawn
from this was that the identifications proclaimed by
the dockets on the mummy need not, for whatever reason,
indicate the true identity of the body;
although
Maspero's doubts as to the ownership of the Meryetamun
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body were effectively countered by Elliot Smith in
1912, 7) the precedent had already been set that,
where the anatomical data furnished by the corpse do
not correspond with the expectations of the investigator,
it is perfectly legitimate practice to dismiss the
ancient attribution out of hand. 8)
The subjectivity of this approach is exemplified by
the treatment accorded mummies CG 61074 and 61073. As
discovered by Loret in side room (Jc) of the KV35
cache, 9) the former body was contained in a coffin
box of Ramesses III and covered with a lid originally
prepared as a replacement for Sethos II, later
docketed in hieratic for 'Nebmaatre Amenophis 1.p.h.'. 10)
The mummy itself had earlier been inscribed as follows
(doubtful portions double underlined):
Year 12/13 2 LEL 6. On this day EgnewIng.gle
burigl of king Nebmaatre 1.p.h. by the high
priest of Amon-Re king of the gods Pinudjem,
.g _03__Qf_tb2_11igh_PKi2Bt_ o f_aMPB=E2 king of the
11)
gods Piankh
The portions of the text which identify the mummy
are clearly legible in the published photographs, 12)
and there can be no doubt that the 21st dynasty
officials responsible for the execution of both the
coffin and mummy dockets believed that CG 61074 was
the body of Amenophis III. Nevertheless, Smith's
observations that the method of 'stuffing under the
skin of the legs, arms, neck, and perhaps other parts
of the body, a resinous mass, which was moulded into
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form' was 'analogous' to the 'process of packing that
was revived three dynasties later ,13) were subsequently
taken by Derry to indicate that CG 61074 could not
be the mummy of Amenophis III, despite the testimony
of the texts. 14) 'It is possible', suggested Derry,
'that this is an example of the mistakes which were
apt to be made, when, owing to the frequent robberies
of the tombs and desecration of the bodies, the
priests undertook the removal and rewrapping of the
mummies'. 15) Despite the fact that the technique
employed to pack this body 'is actually distinct from
the method of the Twenty-first Dynasty in respect of
the packing material', 16) Derry's doubts have
maintained their hold, and prompted at least one
suggestion that CG 61074 is actually the mummy of
Ramesses VI who bore a similar prenomen. 17) Be this as
it may - and it would not take us much further forward
so far as the problem of embalming technique is
concerned - there is no definite evidence that CG 61074
is the body of anyone other than Amenophis III, and
the testimony of the dockets cannot, in this case at
least, be shown to be of dubious accuracy.
The reasons for doubting the identification of
CG 61073, labelled as the corpse of Tuthmosis IV, are
rather different, but equally tenuous. The coffin
containing this body had clearly been prepared at some
later date to accommodate Tuthmosis IV, 18) and the
docket on the breast of the mummy itself read
'Menkheprure ,19) - the king's prenomen. •The argument
put forward by Giles, 20) for one, is that Tuthmosis IV
must have been older than the 28 years suggested by
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an anatomical examination of this corpse 21) - an
observation which is especially pertinent in view
of Baer's revival of a probable Year 20 of this king. 22)
It has in recent months been proposed, however, that
the estimates of age at death so far put forward for
the cached mummies are far less accurate than has
hitherto been supposed, 23) and on this basis alone
much of the force of Giles' argument is lost.
As Winlock once argued, 'the docket written by the
ancient officials must be accepted unless there is
'Very strong
very strong evidence against it'. 24)
evidence' of the sort required apparently has yet to
be produced, since there exists not one case where
the identification of a docketed corpse can be shown
to be false. Indeed, the fact that we possess
several unidentified mummies from the DB320 cache in
particular, 25) which indicate that the restorers
preferred to leave uninscribed any corpse concerning
whose identity they had the slightest doubt, would
seem indirectly to vouch for the reliability of
those identifications they did feel confident enough
to make.
Other problems of attribution

Before leaving the topic of mummy identification,
a word should be said about those anonymous corpses
identified by Maspero a short time after the discovery
of DB320, often on very slender grounds. 26) The
improbability of several of Maspero's Attributions
was pointed out in 1912 by Smith. 27 ) One attribution
which seems to have gained general (if somewhat
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grudging) acceptance, however, is that of CG 61065.
Maspero's attribution of this mummy to Tuthmosis 1283
was based upon its discovery in a pair of coffins
which had been prepared for Tuthmosis I by
29)
Tuthmosis III (later usurped and adapted by Pinudjem I),
and upon 'la ressemblance qu i ll pr g sente avec
Thoutmos II'. 30) Not only did Smith concur with
Maspero in this identification, but he added fuel to
the attribution by stating that the 'technique of
mummification, ... as well as the position in which the
arms are placed, indicates that the body was embalmed
at a period earlier than that of Thoutmosis II and later
than that of AhmOsis I'. 31) Harris, Kowalski and
Walker have more recently restated the similarities
between CG 61065 and Tuthmosis II, and they conclude
that 'Smith and Maspero must be considered correct
when they assume that these two mummies were closely
related, but of course they could be brothers as well
as father and son'. 32) It should be noted that no
archaeological evidence can be brought to bear to
support either directly or indirectly the claims put
forward for this corpse.
The types and terminology of the dockets

Two basic types of docket are found associated with
the cached mummies, written upon their linen wrappings,
upon their coffins, and upon the walls of their tombs
or on the surrounding cliffs. The two types are here
distinguished as A and B, the location of the dockets
being indicated by the abbreviations LD' (linen docket),
CD (coffin docket) or WD (wall docket) as appropriate.
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As stated above, only those WD of more immediate
relevance are considered here; references to the more
ephemeral jottings written within and around the
tombs of Wadi Biban el-Muluk are noted in the earlier
chapters of this study.
The standard type A docket preserves a record of
the deceased's name, often with details of his or
her status. The docket's purpose is clear: to
facilitate identification. This is shown by the
consistent location of the type in a prominent
position on the shroud, on other bandages covering the
breast of the mummy, or on the coffin lid. 33) Cf.
table 9. The majority of these texts are quite poorly
published, and their archaeological yield is
consequently restricted. Nevertheless, if Maspero's
facsimiles are to be relied upon, certain correlations
within the DB320 group may perhaps be ventured. From
the handwriting of the type A docket attached to the
mummy of Ahmose-Sitkamose, 34) it seems that this text
was written at the same time as the record of
l osirification s (see below) preserved on the next
innermost layer of wrappings dated to Year 7 of
Psusennes I, 4 3ht 8. 35) This same hand appears to be
evidenced both in the identifying dockets of Sitamun, 36)
Meryetamun 37) and in the osirification text of Siamun
which dates to Year 8 of Psusennes I, 3 prt 29 38) and, if so, thereby forms a link with Amosis I, who
was osirified on the same day and presumably in the
same p1ace. 39) Moreover, the hand of the Amosis I
osirification text seems to occur again in the type A
docket of Ahmose-Inhapi. 40) The type A docketed mummies
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from DB320, therefore, might well be seen as a
homogeneous group, entered into the la of Inhapi
and there restored and labelled at essentially the
same time - between Years 7 and 8 of Psusennes I,
some 60-odd years before the Sethos I group of
corpses was interred there. 41)
The evidence of the type A dockets from KV35 is
less accessible than that from DB320. Although we
know that Amenophis II, Tuthmosis IV, Mereziptah,
Sethos II, Siptah and Ramesses IV-V were docketed in
an analogous manner, 42) no facsimiles of these dockets
were ever published, 43) and for the majority we do
not even possess hieroglyphic transcriptions.
Nevertheless, external evidence 44) would suggest that
these mummies too form a homogeneous group, labelled
individually following their restoration, perhaps in
KV35 itself. At least one of the KV35 dockets was
written in blue rather than in black ink. 45)
The type B dockets are more directly instructive
than the simple identification texts (which they often
physically underlie), in that they contain records
of specified activity carried out in connection with
the corpse; cf. table 10. Five basic sorts of
activity may be discerned in the type B dockets:
1. sipty, 'inspection'. 46) The record of a visit,
either routine or prompted by rumoured criminal
activity, to ascertain the condition of . the burial.
Several records of tomb inspection have come down to
47) Only one such text has been found upon the
us.
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wrappings of a corpse, however - that of the Meryetamun
from DB358, 48) where, indeed, it may well have to
be construed as a record of inspection and subsequent
restoration. 49)
2. krs, 'buria1'. 50) As is clearly shown by its
employment in both Sinuhe 51) and the Shipwrecked Sailor, 52)

krs implies the provision of a proper Egyptian-style
burial, from a coffin for the body 53) to the appropriate.
amuletic protection. With both Neskhons and
Pinudjem II, 54) the expression is clearly used with
reference to the original interment of the deceased.
Its use of Sethos I in Year 7 of Psusennes I, 2 prt 16, 55)
by which date the king had long been buried, suggests
perhaps that the term could, on occasion, be employed
as a contraction of whm krs (below).
3. whm krs, 'repetition of buria1'. 56) This expression
ought, in theory, to indicate a repetition - i.e. a
restoration - of the proper Egyptian burial alluded to
above. Several instances of the term are known to
me. Of the royal occurrences, the earliest clearly
refer to activity within the original burial places
of Tuthmosis IV 57) and Sethos I 58) respectively: the
former text is actually inscribed upon a wall within
KV43, whilst it seems reasonably clear from associated
dockets that the mummy of Sethos I remained in KV17 for
several years after the whm krs. The same conclusion
might be reached for the docket (presumably a whm krs
text also) 59) written upon the coffin of Ramesses II in
Year 6 of wix-ri mswt, 3 prt? 15: 60) this mummy was not
transferred to KV17 until Year 15 of Smendes, 3 31t 6, 61)
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before which date it had presumably remained within
its own tomb, KV7. Further definite occurrences of
the term relate to the burial of Amenophis I, and
date respectively to Year 6, 4 prt 7 , 62) and Year 16,
4 prt 11, of Smendes I; 63) they were presumably
written within AN B. 64) An apparent variant of the
whm krs docket type is found upon the mummy of
Ramesses II, dating to Year 15 of Smendes, 3 at .6. 65)
The relevant section of this text reads as follows:
... Day of bringing king Usermaatre-setepenre
1.p.h. to whm.f r k3s• f (in) the tomb of king
Menmaatre-Seti 1.p.h.
r k3s.f, however, Wente translates as '(to) renew
him (and) to bury him', 6 ) which might suggest that
any similarity to the set expression whm krs is merely
superficial; it may perhaps be relevant that Ramesses II
had been removed from his own tomb and was about to be
reinterred in that of Sethos I when he was subjected
to these attentions.

wb.m.f

The only non-royal occurrence of the term whm krs
known to me is in a semi-hieratic restoration text
written upon the reverse of an early 21st dynasty
coffin board in the British Museum (BM 15659). 67)
This text may be translated as follows:
Year 3, 4 3bt 15. Day of renewing the burial
(whm krs) of the Osiris Tameniut after it was
found that the 'children of the tomb' (msw Ir_)68)
had taken the coffins and obliterated their
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names. They (the coffins) were replaced (swrd)69)
again.
The purport of this docket is not entirely clear.
Despite the claims of the restoration text, the names
on the coffin board had not been obliterated, and
they are, in fact, palimpsest over an original name
(probably Nesmut). 70) Furthermore, the restoration
text was written by the same hand and with the same
yellow paint as the main funerary text which runs down
the centre of the reverse of the board (which had also
had the owner's name changed to Tameniut). Two
hypotheses might be put forward to explain these
features: either the names on the coffin board,
re-inscribed for Tameniut at the time of her original
burial, had been neglected when the msw hr erased the
names on the coffins proper - by a strange coincidence
the scribe who had inscribed the board in the first
place being employed to lay out the restoration text;
or else the coffin board, and thus presumably its
associated but now lost coffins also, was a replacement
from the undertaker's surplus stock, provided after
the originals had been stolen from the tomb. The latter
hypothesis is clearly the more likely.
Finally, a study of the available evidence relating to
the condition of the whm krs bodies 71) is not particularly
informative. Indeed, there would seem to be little
discernible difference between those bodies subjected
to whm krs and those which have been osirified (below).
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4. whm sm3, 'repetition of interment'. 72) This
expression is found but once, upon the mummy of
Tuthmosis II, 73) perhaps inscribed at the time his
body was reburied in the tomb of Amenophis I. 74)
5. rdit wsir, s osirification s . 75) This term is
restricted to four mummies from the DB320 cache:
Ramesses III, 76) Ahmose-Sitkamose, 77) Amosis I 78) and
Siamun. 79) The precise meaning of the expression,
which may be translated 'to confer (the quality of)
Osiris on' (Thomas), 80) or more simply 'to osirifyl
(Kitchen), 81) is quite uncertain. In theoretical
terms it presumably contains an allusion to the Osiris
myth, wherein Isis collected the dismembered portions
of her husband's body which were then embalmed by
Anubis and magically brought back to life. 82) In
practice, however, the condition of the osirified
corpses could vary drastically. The osirified
Ramesses III, for example, was free from post-mortem
trauma, 83) whereas the osirified body of Siamun
consisted of little more than a collection of bones
thrown pell-mell into an oblong bund1e. 84) Moreover,
as stated above, there is little to distinguish those
bodies which have been subjected to whm kcrs and those
which have been osirified. It is perhaps the case,
therefore, that the osirification texts reflect not
so much a change in restoration technique as a change
in the mummy's circumstances brought on by the
abandonment of the original tomb.
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Where the restorations took place
It is probable that the cached mummies were rewrapped
and restored in a number of different places which
varied according to circumstances. The docket found
upon the wrappings of Ramesses IX, 85) for example,
seems to indicate that this particular corpse was
removed from its tomb and rewrapped at Medinet Habu
(t3 hwt), 86) which served as the administrative centre
of the Theban necropolis during the later New Kingdom. 87)
Several items of royal funerary furniture - shabtis
of Amenophis III, Sethos I and Ramesses II/VI, 88) and
a pair(?) of 'wooden sandals which could have belonged
only to a mummy of one of the kings of the Twentieth
Dynasty-.89
- ) are said to have been found there, but
details are unfortunately lacking and the significance
of the finds is uncertain; a shabti of Amenophis III,
for example, was found in the Karnak cachette, 90) and
there is no evidence to suggest that any of the royal
mummies were ever rewrapped at Karnak. 91)
The mortuary temple at Medinet Habu was not,
however, the only place where restorations of this
sort were carried out. Winlock, for example, believed
that the mummy of Meryetamun had been rewrapped in
DB358, 92) the restoration party bringing with them 'at
least 82 square meters of linen' 93) in the form of
shawls and sheets; similar pieces of linen, the
discarded clothing of the gods' images, 94) have been
found on most of the rewrapped corpses. Two enigmatic
graffiti written above the entrance to 1KV49 95) are
perhaps to be connected with analogous restoration
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work. These texts, which, by the presence of Butehamun,
date to the period Ramesses XI-Smendes I, mention the
deposition within the tomb of some 70 shawls and
other items of linen on two separate occasions. It
is thus perhaps the case that KV49 was in some way
connected with the repair work known to have been
carried out on the royal mummies at this time. 96) If
so, it is suggestive that Butehamun is mentioned only
once in the restoration dockets themselves, in
connection with the osirification of Ramesses III, 97)
whose tomb is within reasonable striking distance of
KV49.
The restoration of certain of the royal mummies
within the Inhapi
and KV35 has been suggested above,
p. 245.
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TYPE A DOCKETS

Abbreviations employed:
ASAE
BIE
CCR
MR
RdT
RM

Daressy, ASAE 4 (1903)
Loret, BIE (3 s gr.) 9 (1898)
Daressy, Cercueils
Maspero, Momies royales
Groff, RdT 23 (1901)
Smith, Royal Mummies

CD
LD

coffin docket
linen docket

•

denotes direction of hieratic
direction not stated

ns

No.

Name

Cache

Type Details

References

1.

AhmoseHenttimehu

DB320

LD/4-

(s3t-nsw (snt-nsw
(bmt-nsw hnwt-tir7hw
The kiiTi's daughter,
king's sister and king's
wife Henttimehu

MR 544 (facs.)

2.

AhmoseInhapi

D8320

LD/4-

(s3t-psw lt nsw
(11717-W"pi1 nbta
The king's daughter and
king's wife Inhapi, may
she live!

MR 530 (facs.)

3.

AhmoseMeryetamun

DB320

LD/4-

(s3t-nsw (snt-nsw MR 539
(mrytliTn) -eaTEr
The kiFITrs daughter and
king's sister Meryetamun,
may she live!

4.

AhmoseSipair

DB320

CD/ns ...)22-1(...
(Ahmose-Si)pai(r)

CCR 9 f.
(transcr.)

5.

AhmoseSitkamose

DB320

LD/4-

MR 541 (face.)

(s3t-nsw (snt-nsw
pmt-nsw wrt (s3t-k3-ms

(face.)

The king's daughter,
king's sister and great
king's wife Sitkamose,
may she live!
6.

Amenophis II

KV35

LD/ns ('le pr gnom d'Am gnophis
II')

7.

Amenophis III

KV35

CD/'-

pb-m3 c

t_ rc Inin_btm

Nebmaatre-Amenophis
1.p.h.

BIE 108

BIE 111 (2)
CCR 218,
pl. 61
(transcr.,
photo)
RN pl. 31
(photo)
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Name

Cache

Type

Details

References

8.

Amosis I

DB320

LD/ns

wsir nsw pb-pbty-r c l
(?. b-ms 1 _.w.s.
The Osiris king
Nebpehtyre Amosis 1.p.h.

MR 534
(transcr.)

9.

Merenptah

KV35

LD/4-

10.

Rai

DB320

11.

Ramesses I

12.

rig

nsw b3-n-r c
Baenre

TTEacs.')

LD/ns

(No details)

RN 11

DB320

CD!'-

(mn-pbty-rc
Menpehtyre

MR 551 (facs.)

Ramesses IV

KV35

LD/ns

('Un nom presque
entirement efface et
impossible a lire')

DIE 112 (9)
cf. RN 87

13.

Ramesses V

KV35

LD/ns

('Prenom presque effac6')

DIE 111 (6)

14.

Sethos II

KV35

LD/ns

('Le nom de Seti II')

BIE 111 (3)
cf. RN 75

15.

Siamun

DB320

LD/ns

s3-nsw smsw 21-s3-imn
The-lang-7 - eldest son
Pa-Siamun

MR 538
(transcr.)

16.

Siptah

KV35

LD/ns

('Le nom du mime roi')

DIE 111 (5)
cf. RN 70,
pl. 61

17.

Sitamun

DB320

CD/'-

s3t-nsw s3t-imnt (sic)
The 27rigTi-daughter
Sitamun

, MR 538 (facs.)
CCR 10
(transcr.)

18.

Tuthmosis IV

KV35

LD/ns

mn-bprw-rc
Menkheprure ('en grands
signes hieratiques
l'encre bleu')

BIE 111 (1)
ASAE 110
(transcr.)

RdT 32
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TABLE 10
TYPE B DOCKETS, LINEN NOTATIONS AND GRAFFITI

Abbreviations employed:
BIE
C
CCR
G
GHH
GMT
GPI
HA
HC
JARCE
JEA 32
JEA 40
JEA 60
MDAIK
MR
N
NM
RM
RNT
TQM
S
SAX
TIP
TTIV

Loret, BIE (3 sr.) 9 (1898)
Wilson, Century Magazine (May 1887)
Daressy, Cercueils
tern i 6. Sadek, Graffiti
tern, Graffiti
Spiegelberg, Graffiti
Ciccarello, Graffito
Kees, Hohenpriester
BM, Mummies 6, Coffins
Young, JARCE 2 (1963)
tern, JEA 32 (1948)
Gardiner, JEA 40 (1954)
van Siclen, JEA 60 (1974)
Reeves, MDAIK 40 (1984) (forthcoming)
Maspero,-013Eies royales
Gardiner, Notebook 70
ChampollioTTWEEI-Ces II
Smith, Royal Mummies
Thomas, Necropoleis
Winlock, Meryet-Amdn
Bell, Serapis 6 (1980)
Altenmdller, SAX 10 (1983)
Kitchen, TIP
Davis, ThoutmOsis IV

CD

coffin docket
graffito
linen docket
linen notation
wall docket

LD
LN
WD

Note: the chronological arrangement of the later dockets and graffiti is
basically that suggested by Kitchen, TIP, 417 ff., with some emendations

No.

Date

Ruler

1.

Yr 8
3 2/IL 1

Horemheb WD/
KV43

Type

Details

References

TTIV xxxiii f.
Yr 8 3 3( bt 1, under the
person ka) of the dual king (photos)
RNT 249 (1)
(nsw-bity) Djeserkhepruresetepenre, son of Re
Horemheb-merenamun. His
person 1.p.h. commanded that
the fanbearer on the king's
right hand, the royal scribe,
overseer of the treasury,
overseer of works in the
Place of Eternity (at nbb)
and leader of the festival
of Amun in Karnak, Maya, son
of the noble Iawy, born of
the lady of the house Weret,
be charged to renew the
burial (whm krs) of king
(nsw) Menkheprure, true of
v=e, in the noble mansion
(bwt gpsst) upon the west of
Thebes
His assistant, the steward
of the Southern City,
Djehutymose, whose mother is
Iniuhe of the City
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No.

Date

Ruler

Type

Details

References

2.

Yr 8
3 3ht 6

Ramesses
VI

G1860/
above
KV35

Yr 8 3 3ht 6. On this day
closing the tomb (hni 22 12E)
by the high priest
Ramessesnakhte, the king's
butler Preherwenemef, the
mayor of the City
Amenmose, Pamose and the
chief workman Amennakhte
likewise

G no. 1860
(facs.,
transcr.)
S 7

3.

Yr 9
Ramesses WD/
2 prt 14 IX
KV9

Yr 9 2 prt 14, under the
NM 635
person ([11) of the dual king ('facs..)
NeferkareGMT 92 II
setep..., son of Re
(transcr.)
Ramesses... On this day this
visit was made by the scribe
Amenhotpe and his son the .
scribe and deputy of
draughtsmen of the tomb
Amennakhte to see the
Mansionof the Two Truths
(hwt m3 c ty) ... when they
mapcwritings in the tomb
(m h t) ... (the chief of
scribes) of the mansion of
the house of Amun Iymisba
they went and they ...
looked at the hills ...

4.

Yrs 4
whm
4 3ht 22 mswt?/
Herihor?

(Short hymn to Amon-Re, then) N 68 f.
Written in Yr 4 4 3ht 22 by
(transcr.)
the scribe of the army
RNT 250 (9)
Butehamun after he came to
TIP 418 (7)
cause that the command(?)
(sdm mdw?) be carried out in
the House of Eternity (p4 aL)
in the tomb ( 2 hr) of king
(nsw) Djeserkhepr(u)resetepenre 1.p.h.

WD/
KV57

1

Written by the genèral's
scribe, Kysen
The scribe Butehamun; the
king's scribe Djehutymose

at

whm
7 mswt/
Herihor

5.

Yr 6
2

6.

Yr 6
whm
2 3ht 7 mswt?/
Herihor?

CD/
S. I

the
bun:: ::f
vizier
zie: .. .,
h priest o
Amon-Re king of the gods
Herihor commanded to renew
:ir
burial 0d
high
he6b
king (na y ) Menmaatre 1.p.h.,
son of Re Setymer(en)ptah, by
the agent Herenamenpenaef and
the youth Prepayit

G2056a/ Yr 6 2 3ht 7. On this day
approaching by the king's
above
butler S ethherwenemef ...
KV15
(king) Seti...

MR 553
(transcr.)
CCR 30, pl. 18
(transcr.,
photo)
RA 11
RNT 249 (2a)
TIP 417 (2)
(prt in error)
G no. 2056a
(facs.,
transcr.)
Cf. 2056b-c
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No.

Date

Ruler

Type

Details

7.

Yr 6
27 liat
12

mswt7/
Herihor?

lirl

WD/
KV57

Yr 6 2? 33, 12. Day of
investigating into(?) ( g ni)
the burial(?) (ks) of kIij
(nsw) Djeserkhepr(u)resetepenre, by the vizier,
general and chief of the
...

WD/
KV14

Yr 6 2

t

at

JEA 40, 43
(transcr.)
SAX 4 (facs.)

8.

Yr 6
whm
2 nt 18 mswt?/
Teahor?

9.

Yr 6
3 prt?
15

whm
mswt/
Herihor

CD/
R. II

Yr 6 3 prt? 15. Day the
MR 557 (face.,
chief of ..., high priest of transcr.)
Amon-Re king of the gods
CCR 32, pl. 22
Herihor commanded ...
. (transcr.,
photo)
HA 11
RNT 249 (2b)
TIP 417 (3)

10.

Yr 7

whm
mswt?/
Herihor?

WD/
KV14

Yr 7 2 ...

JEA 40, 43
(transcr.)
SAX 4 (facs.)

11.

Yr 1

Smendes/
Pin. I

LN/
Nodj.

(Reference to 'the first
year of Pinotmou')

RM 97
RNT 249
TIP 417 (6)
GPI doc. 1

12.

Yr 3
3 3ht 15

Smendes?/
Pin. I?

CD/
Tameniut

Day of
Yr 3 3 3ht 15.
renewing the burial (whm
krs) of the Osiris
Tameniut after it was found
that the 'children of the
tomb' (msw 11E) had taken the
coffins and obliterated
their names. They (the
coffins) were replaced
(swrd) again

HC 42
(transcr.)

13.

Smendes/ LD/
Yr 6
T. II
3 prt 7 Pin. I

Yr 6 3 prt 7. On this day
the high priest of Amon-Re
king of the gods Pinudjem
son of the high priest of
Amun Piankh commanded the
overseer of the great
double treasury
Payneferher to repeat the
burial (whm sm3) 41 (i.e.
rebury?) -Tang (nsw) Aaenre
(sic) 1.p.h.

MR 545 f.
(face.,
transcr.)
RNT 249 (4a)
TIP 418 (9)
GPI doc. 2

14.

Yr 6
4 prt 7

Smendes/
Pin. I

CD/
Am. I

18

N 69 (transcr.)
RNT 250 (10)
TIP 418 (7)

Yr 6 4 prt 7. On this day
MR 536 f.
the high priest of Amon-Re
(facs.,
king of the gods Pinudjem
transcr.)
son of the high priest bf
CCR 8, pl. 7
Amun Pinudjem (sic) son of
(transcr.,
Piankh commanded to renew
photo)
the burial (whm krs) of
RNT 249 (4b)
king (nsw) Djese-iWire son of TIP 418 (10)
Re Amenophis 1.p.h., by the
GPI doc. 3
overseer of the double
treasury Pa...
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No.

Date

Ruler

15.

Yr 9

16.

Type

Details

References

Smendes/ LN/
Pin. I
R. III

The high priest of Amon-Re
king of the gods Pinudjem
son of Piankh, true of
voice, for his father Amun
in Yr 9

MR 564
(transcr.)
RNT 250 (5a)
TIP 418 (12)
GPI doc. 4

Yr 10

Smendes/ LN/
Pin. I
R. III

('La mike formule, avec la
date de l'an X')

MR 564
RNT 250 (5b)
TIP 418 (13)
GPI doc. 6

17.

Yr 10

Smendes/ LN/
Pin. I
S. I

Linen which the high priest MR 555
of Amon-Re king of the gods
(transcr.)
Pinudjem son of Piankh
RNT 250 (6)
made for his father Khons
TIP 418 (14)
GPI doc. 7
in Yr 10

18.

Yr
12/13
4? prt
6?

Smendes/ LD/
Yr 12/13 4? prt 6? On this BIE 109
Pin. I
Am. III day renewing the burial(?)
P.M pls. 32,
100-103
(whm krs?) of king (nsw)
Nebmaatre 1.p.h. by the high (photos)
priest of Amon-Re king of the ANT 250 (13a)
gods Pinudjem son of the high TIP 418 (22)
priest of Amon-Re king of the GPI doc. 9
gods Piankh ... (by?) ...
Wennufer(?)

19.

Yr ?
1 prt
25;
3 prt 5

Smendes7/ WD/
Pin. I?
KV49

MDAIK (photo)
1 prt 25. Coming and
GHH pl. 45-45a
bringing byssus, 20
(face.,
(cloths?). Mixed byrr, 5;
shawls, 15: total, 20. The transcr.)
scribe Butehamun; Pakharu;
Pennesttawy son of
Nessuimenopet;Hori; Takany;
Amenhotpe; Kaka; Nakhtimenwest; Amennesttawy
Completion on the second
occasion: bringing
clothing, 3 prt 5. The men
who brought it: Pait; the
scribe Butehamun; Iyimennuef;
Pakharu; Tjauemdi...; Honi
son of Kadjadja; Takairnayu;
Nessuimenopet. Byssus,
shawls, 45; long shawls, 5:
total, 50

20.

Yr 13
2 graw
27?

Smendes/ LD/
Pin. I
R. III

Yr 13 2 gmw 27? On this day MR 563 f.
the high priest of Amon-Re
(face.,
king of the gods Pinudjem son transcr.)
of the high priest of Amun RNT 250 (7)
Piankh commanded the scribe TIP 419 (25)
of the temple Djesersukhons GPI doc. 10
and the scribe in the Place _
of Truth Butehamun to
osirify (r rdit wsir) king
(nsw) Usermaatre-meriamun, he
baFig made firm and enduring
forever (smn.ti w3b.t3.
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No.

Date
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Type
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References

21.

Yr 13

Smendes?/
Pin. I?

WD/
KV35

Yr 13 ... This day ...
inspection (sipty?)

BIE 109
JEA 60, 129 ff.
(face.,
transcr.)

22.

Yr 15
3 3nt 6

Smendes/
Pin. I

LD/
R. II

Yr 15 3 3nt 6. Day of
bringing the Osiris king
(new) Usermaatresetepenre 1.p.h. (to)
renew him (and) to bury him
(whm.f r k3s.f) (in) the
tomb (E2 110- of the Osiris
king (nsw) Menmaatre-Sety
1.p.h. by the high priest of
Amun Pinudjem

MR 560 (facs.,
transcr.)
JARCE 102,
n. 15
RNT 250 (8),
n. 22
TIP 419 (26)
(prt in error)
GPI doc. 11

23.

Yr 16
Smendes/ CD/
4 prt 11 'king'
Am. I
Pin. I/
Masaharta

Yr 16 4 prt 11. The high
MR 536 f.
priest of Amon-Re king of the (face.,
gods Masaharta son of king
transcr.)
(nsw) Pinudjem commanded to CCR 8, pl. 7
renew the burial (whm krs)
(photo)
of this god by the scribe of RNT 251 (14)
the treasury and scribe of
TIP 419 (27)
the temple Penamun son of
GPI doc. 48
Sutymose(?)

24
a-b

Yr 18

Linen which the high priest
of Amun Masaharta, true of
voice, made for his father
Amun in Yr 18

Smendes/
'king'
Pin. I/
Masaharta

LN/
Meryet.
DB358

C.

Yr 18

TQM 87, 89,
pl. 40
(transcr.,
photos)
ANT 251 (15a-c)
TIP 419 (29)

25.

Yr 19
Smendes/ LD/
Yr 19 3 prt 28. On this
3 prt 28 'king'
Meryet. day the inspection (sipty)
Pin. I/
DB358
of the king's wife
Masaharta
Merye(t)amun

TQM 51, pl. 41
(transcr.,
photo)
RNT 251 (16)
TIP 419 (30)

26.

Yr 6

Linen which the high priest
of Amon-Re Menkheperre made
for his father Amun (in)
Yr 6

MR 555
(transcr.)
ANT 251 (17)
TIP 420 (37)

27.

Yr 7
Psus. I/ LD/
2 prt 16 'king'
S. I
Pin. I/
Menkheperre

Yr 7 2 prt 16. Day of
burying (krs) king (new),
Menmaatre 1.p.h.

MR 554 f.
(transcr.)
RNT 251 (18)
TIP 420 (38)

28.

Yr 7
4 3ht 8

Yr 7 4 3ht 8. On this day
osirifying (cat wsir n)
the king's daughter and
great king's wife AhmoseSitkamose, may she live!.

MR 541 (facs.,
transcr.)
RNT 250 (11)
TIP 420 (39)

Psus. I/ LN/
'king' S. I
Pin. I/
Menkheperre

Psus. I/ LD/
Ahm.'king'
Pin. I/
Sit.
Menkheperre
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No.

Date

29.

Ruler
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Yr 8
Psus. I/
3 prt 29 'king'
Pin. I/
Menkheperre

LD/
Amosis
I

Yr 8 3 prt 29. The person
MR 534 (face.,
(hm) of the dual king (newtranscr.)
RNT 250 (12a)
brEy) and lord of the two
lands Kheperkare-setepenamun TIP 420 (40)
GPI doc. 50
1. p. h. Pinudjem-meryamun
1.p.h. commanded to osirify
(r rdit wsir) the Osiris
king (new) Nebpehtyre 1.p.h.

30.

Yr 8
Psus. I/
3 prt 29 'king'
Pin. I/
Menkheperre

LD/
Siamun

Yr 8 3 prt 29. His person
1.p.h. commanded to osirify
(r rdit wsir n) the king's
dan Siamun

31.

Yr ?
Psus. 17/ G2061/
1 3bt 13 'king'
near
Pin. 17/ KV38
Masaharta?
Menkheperre?

1 3bt 13. Coming (by)
Meniunufer (to) open (wn)
(the tomb of) Aakheperkare.
Userhet; Pa..., Amenhotpe;
Iufamun

32.

Yr 1

33.

Yr 3Siamun
LN/
(or
NesAmenemope? khons
Osochor?)/
Pin. II

The high priest of Amun
Pinudjem for his lord Amun
(in) Yr 3

MR 579
(transcr.)
ANT 251 (22)
TIP 422 (61)

34.

Yr 3

Siamun
LN/
Pin. II
(or
Amenemope?
Osochor?)/
Pin. II

... Amun (in) Yr 3

MR 572
(transcr.)
RNT 251 (21)
TIP 422 (62)

35.

Yr 5

Siamun
LN/
(or
R. IX
Amenemope?
Osochor?)/
Pin. II

36.

Yr 5
Siamun
WD/
4 gmw 21 (or
DB320
Amenemope?
Osochor?)/
Pin. II

Siamun
LN/
(or
Pin. II
Amenemope?
Osochor?)/
Pin. II

(Am)en in Yr 1

Gift (in) which the first
great one of the harim of
Amun, the priestess of
Amonkhnemwast, Neskhons,
made in Yr 5
Yr 5 4 gmw 21. Day of '
burial (krs) of the chief of
ladies Neskhons, by the
god's father of An-tun,
overseer of the treasury
Djedkhonsiufankh son of ...;
the prophet of Amon-Re king
of the gods Ankhefenamun;
the elder(?) of the hall
Nespay...; the god's father
of Amun, chief of the aimly
Nespakashuty. The seals
which are upon this place:
the seal of the overseer of
the treasury Djedkhonsiufankh; the seal of the scribe
of the treasury Nes...

References

MR 538 (facs.,
transcr.)
ANT 250 (12b)
TIP 420 (41)

_ G no. 2061
(facs.,
transcr.)

MR 572
(transcr.)
RNT 251 (20)
TIP 422 (57)

MR 567
(transcr.)
RNT 251 (23)
TIP 422 (66)

MR 520 f.
(facs.,
transcr.)
JEA 32, 26
RNT 251 (24)
TIP 422 (68)
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37.

Yr 7

38.

Type
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Details

References

LD/
Siamun
R. IX
(or
Amenemope?
Osochor?)/
Pin. II

('Expedition faite au
, en l'an VII,
temple 0
pour ennailloter le roi
')
RA-KHAMOIS

MR 568
RNT 251 f. (25)
TIP 422 (70)

Yr 7

Siamun
LN/
(or
P. II
Amenemope?
Osochor?)/
Pin. II

Linen which the high priest
of Amun Pinudjem son of
Menkheperre made for Amun
(in) Yr 7

MR 572
(transcr.)
ANT 252 (26)
TIP 422 (71)

39.

Yr 9

Siamun
LN/
(or
Pin. II
Amenemope?
Osochor?)/
Pin. II

Linen which the high priest
of Amun Pinudjem (son of)
Menkheperre made for Khons
in Yr 9

MR 572
(transcr.)
ANT 252 (27)
TIP 422 (76)

40.

Yr 10
4 prt 17

Siamun/
Pin. II

CD/
R. I

(Yr 10 4 prt 17 of) king
(nsw) Siamun. (Day of
bilEging king Menpeh)tyre
out of the (tomb of king
Menmaatre) Setymer(en)ptah
(that he might be) taken
into this high place (k3y)
of Inhapi which isca
(great pla)ce (st 3t) (and
in which Amen)ophis rests,
by the prophet of Amon(-Re
king) of the gods Ankhefenamun son of Baky, and the
god's father of Amon(-Re
king) of the gods, third
prophet of KhonsemwastNeferhotep, the scribe of
off(erings of the house of
Amon-Re) king of the gods,
sm-priest of the temple of
(Usermaatre-setepenre) in
the house of Amun, general
of Tasetmerydjehuty, scribe
and chief agent Nespakashuty
son of Bak(en)khons.
Afterwards Mut, the one
having authority over the
great place (st wrt), said:
(That which was 1E-good
condition in my care ...)

MR 551
(transcr.)
CCR 27, pl. 23
(transcr.,
photo)
RNT 252 (28a)
TIP 423 (77)

41.

Yr 10
Siamun/
4 prt 17 Pin. II

CD/
S. I

Yr 10 4 prt 17 of king (nsw)
Siamun. Day of bringing -King
(nsw) Menmaatre-Setymery(en)ptah 1.p.h. out of his tomb
that he might be taken into
this high place (k3y) of
Inha2i which is a great place
(st 3t), by the prophet of
Amon-Re king of the gods
Ankhefenamun son of Baky, and
the god's father of Amon-Re
king of the gods, third
prophet of KhonsemwastNeferhotep, (scribe) of
offerings of the house of

MR 553
(transcr.)
CCR 30 f.,
pl. 19
(transcr.,
photo)
RNT 252 (28b)
TIP 423 (77)
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42.

Siamun/
Yr 10
4 prt 17 Pin. II

Details
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References

Amon-Re king of the gods,
sm-priest of the temple of
Usermaatre-setepenre in the
house of Amun, general of
Tasetmerydjehuty, scribe
and chief agent Nespakashuty son of Bakenkhons.
Afterwards Hut, the one
having authority over the
great place (st wrt), said:
That which was in good
condition in my care, there
has been no injury to it in
the bringing out from the
tomb in which they (sic)
were in order to take them
into this high place (k3y)
of Inhapi which is a great
place (St c 3t) and in which'
Amenophii rests
CD/
R. II

Yr 10 4 prt 17. Day of
bringing king (nsw)
Usermaatre-setepenre the
great god out of this tomb
of king (nsw) MenmaatreSetymer(en)ptah that he
might be taken into this
high place (k3y) of Inhapi
which is a great place (st
c
3t), by the prophet of
Amon-Re king of the gods
Ankhefenamun son of Baky,
and the god's father of
Amon-Re king of the gods,
third prophet of
Khonsemwast-Neferhotep,
scribe of offerings of the
house of Amon-Re king of the,
gods, sm-priest of the temple
of king (nsw) Usermaatresetepenre—DT the house of
Amun, general of Tasetmerydjehuty, scribe and chief
agent Nespakashuty son of
Bakenkhons. Afterwards Mut,
the one having authority
over the great place (at
wrt), said: That which was
In—good condition in my care,
there has been no injury to
it in the bringing out from
the tomb in which they (sic)
were in order to take them
into this high place ()(3y)
of Inhapi which is a great
place (St c 3t) and in which
Amenophis rests

MR 557 f.
(facs.,
transcr.)
CCR 33, pl. 22
(transcr.,
photo)
ANT 252 (28c)
TIP 423 (77)
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Yr 10
Siamun/
4 prt 20 Pin. II

CD/
S. I

Yr 10 4 prt 20. Day of
taking the god into his
place in order to rest in
the Mansion of Eternity
(hwt nbh) (in which)
Amenophis ... is ... by the
god's father of Amun,
overseer of the treasury,
Djedkhonsiufankh; the god's
father of Amun —7 the
god's father of Amun, third
prophet of Khons

MR 554
(transcr.)
CCR 31, pl. 19
(transcr.,
photo)
RNT 252 (29b)
TIP 423 (78)

44.

Yr 10
Siamun/
4 prt 20 Pin. II

CD/
R. II

Yr 10 4 prt 20. Day of
MR 559 (facs.,
taking the god into his
transcr.)
place in order to rest in
CCR 33 f.,
the Mansion of Eternity
. pl. 23
(hwt ntql) in which Amenophis- (transcr.,
pahatyenamun is, in 1.p.h.,
photo)
by the god's father of Amun, RNT 252 (29c)
overseer of the treasury,
TIP 423 (78)
Djedkhonsiufankh; the god's
father of Anion, his third
prophet, Iufenamun son of
Nespakashuty; the god's
father of Amun Wennufer son
of Mentemwast; the god's
father of Anion

45.

Yi 10

46.

Yr 5

Siamun/
WD/
Yr 10 4 prt 20. Day of
4 prt 20 Pin. II DB320 burial (krs) of the Osiris,
high priest of Amon-Re king
of the gods, great chief of
the army, the leader
Pinudjem, by the god's
father of Anion, overseer of
the treasury, Djedkhonsiufankh; thegod's father of
Amun, scribe of the army,
chief inspector Nespakashuty; the prophet of Amun,
...enamun; the god's father
of Amun Wennufer; by the
king's scribe of the Place
of Truth Bakenmut; the chief
workman Pediamun; the chief
workman Amenmose; the god's
father of Anion, chief of
secrets, Pediamun son of
Ankhefenkhons
Shosh. I/ LN/
Iuput
Diedptah.

MR 522 f.
(facs.,
transcr.)
C 5 (photo)
(reversed)
JEA 32, 25 ff.
RNT 253 (30a-b)
TIP 423 (79)

Noble linen which the dual
MR 573
king (nsw-bity) lord of the
(transcr.)
two lands Hedjkheperre
RNT 253 (31)
son of Re lord of appearings
Shosheng-meramun made for his
father Amun in Yr 5; noble
linen ...
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47.

Yr 10

48.

49.
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Details

References

Shosh. I/ LN/
Iuput
Djedptah.

Noble linen which the dual
king (nsw-bit) lord of the
two lands Hedjkheperre
son of Re lord of appearings
Shoshenq-meramun made for
his father Amun (in) Yr 10;
noble line which the high
priest of Amon-Re, great
chief of the army Iuput
true of voice, king's son
of the lord of the two
lands Shoshenq-meramun, made
for his father Amun (in)
Yr 10

MR 573
(transcr.)
RNT 253 (32)

Yr 11

Shosh. I/ LN/
Iuput
Djedptah.

('Identique sauf pour la date MR 573
qui est il lcA (sic)')
RNT 253 (33)

Yr 13

Shosh.
Linen for Min, Horus and Isis MR 579
LN/
I? (or
Nesta- which the first great one of (transcr.)
Siamun?
nebt.
the harim Isiemkheb made in RNT 251 (19)
Yr 13
Psus. I?)/
(in error)
Iuput?

Type
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CHAPTER 12
THE ROUTES TO THE CACHES

From the archaeological and documentary evidence
mustered in the previous chapters, it is possible
to venture a reconstruction - or rather a series of

reconstructions -

outlining the probable routes

followed by the royal and non-royal mummies prior
to their caching. Cf. fig. 97.
I. Occupants of burials in the Valley of the Kings
Tuthmosis I
As was noted in chapter 1, 1) Tuthmosis I seems
originally to have been interred within KV20 and only
later transferred to KV38 by Tuthmosis III. A
2) records the
graffito in the vicinity of KV38
opening of the tomb by Meniunufer, a son of
Butehamun, on 1 3ht 13 of an unspecified year. In
view of the appropriation by Pinudjem I of the two
3)
prepared for Tuthmosis I by
outermost coffins
4)
Tuthmosis III,
this opening will have occurred
before the death of the high priest, perhaps during
the reign of Psusennes I: cf. further below, s.v.
Hatshepsut.
An unnamed and partially unwrapped mummy from the
DB320 cache, 5) discovered within the coffins usurped
6)
by Pinudjem I,
is usually identified as that of this
18th dynasty king, if on somewhat tenuous grounds.
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Whether or not the identification is to be believed,
the corpse in question had probably been cached
originally within the tomb of Ahmose-Inhapi (WN A), 7)
which was established and in use as early as Years
7-8 of Psusennes If when the Amosis I group of
mummies was interred there. 8) The coffined bodies
will subsequently have been transferred to the DB320
cache (probably corridor (C)), 9) at a date after
Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 10)
Hatshepsut
For her original place of burial, Hatshepsut
extended the tomb of Tuthmosis I (KV20). 11) From
material recently recovered from within KV4 (Ramesses XI),
it would appear that the queen's burial was subjected
to official interference during the 'kingship' of
13)
Pinudjem I. 12) A fragment of faience from KV4
is
inscribed with the Horus name shared by both
Tuthmosis I and Ramesses II (1.v.); the disturbance
of the burial might, therefore, have occurred at the
time when one or other of these interments was
investigated by Pinudjem I. 14)
Hatshepsut's body has not been identified in either
of the main caches, though a box which appears to
have formed part of her original funerary equipment
was recovered from DB320. 15) This box was found to
contain a mummified liver or spleen, and, unless it
should transpire that hers is one of the unidentified
female mummies from DB320, it may well be that this
box contains all that it had been possible to recover
of the queen from her ransacked burial within KV20.
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It had presumably arrived in DB320 after Year 11 of
16)
17)
Shoshenq
from the lOy of Inhapi (WN A),
where perhaps it had first been cached by Pinudjem I.
Tuthmosis III
The burial of Tuthmosis III within KV34 seems,
from material recovered from KV4, to have been
dismantled at the same time as that of Hatshepsut
(1.v.) during the 'kingship' of Pinudjem 1. 18) The
mummy, in its stripped coffin, 18) presumably shared
the same fate as the Hatshepsut box: reburial
within the la of Inhapi (WN A) 20) and caching with
the rest of the Inhapi mummies in the Pinudjem II
family vault (DB320), perhaps in side room (D), )
22)
after Year 11 of Shoshenq I.
Amenophis II
Amenophis II was discovered within his original
24)
sarcophagus in KV35, rewrapped, 23) docketed
and
25)
contained in a replacement cartonnage coffin.
The history of his burial and the role of his tomb
as a cache are considered fully in chapter 10.
Tuthmosis IV
Tuthmosis IV was originally buried within KV43. 26)
His mummy was discovered in room (Jb) of the KV35 cache,
27)
docketed,
rewrapped and stretched out on a white28) similar to that employed for
painted plank
30)
29)
Ramesses V,
and contained in a replacement coffin.
No other

connections with

the occupants ' of the (Jb)

cache suggest themselves, and it is perhaps the case
that Tuthmosis IV had been restored (at the same time
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as Ramesses V?) and introduced into KV35 directly
from his original tomb after Year 13 of Smendes. 31)

Amenophis III

Amenophis III, at his death, was buried within
32) According to a docket on the shroud of the
WV22.
mummy, this burial had required restoration (whm
l5.rs most probably) in Year 12/13 of Smendes, 4? prt 6?33)
Sometime after this date, the mummy of Amenophis III,
contained in the discarded coffin of Ramesses III 34)
was reburied in the KV35 (Jb) cache, where
it was covered with the replacement coffin lid of
35)
Sethos II
(a.v.), docketed within KV35 with the full
name of Amenophis III 36) to avoid confusion with
37)
Ramesses VI.

Tiye

Despite evident preparations for burial within WV22,
Tiye was not buried with her husband but may have
opted instead for interment at el-Amarna, perhaps in
38)
one of the subsidiary tombs in the royal wadi.
Following the abandonment of Akhetaten by Tutankhamun,
she appears to have been reburied within KV55 in the
Valley of the Kings, from where she was eventually
removed during the reign of Ramesses IX. 39) Her
immediate destination at this time remains obscure.
The mummy of the 'Elder Woman' from the (Jc) cache
40) has recently been identified as that
within KV35
41) As suggested above, her arrival in KV35
of Tiye.
with her two anonymous companions is probably to be
42)
dated slightly later than that of the (Jb) mummies.
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Originally buried within WV23,

43)

the mummy of Ay

appears to have been removed to the main Valley for
caching in the tomb of Horemheb (KV57), perhaps at
some time during Years 4-6 of whm mswt. 44)
Subsequently,
this cache was heavily plundered, and the mummy of
Ay cannot now be recognised amongst the human debris
discovered there. 45)

Horemheb
Horemheb was evidently buried within KV57, which
appears to have been subjected to official inspection
and probably employed as a cache at the end of the
New Kingdom. 46) The king is perhaps represented by
one of the fragmented

skeletons recovered

tomb by the Davis expedition.

from the

47)

Ramesses I
We possess only one type B docket for Ramesses

If

on the head end of his fragmentary, replacement
49)
48)
coffin.
This docket
records the removal of the
king's mummy from the tomb of Sethos I (KV17) for
reburial in the lay of Inhapi (WN A) 50) in Year 10
of Siamun, 4 prt 17. The precise date of the king's
earlier interment within KV17 - when Ramesses I was
evidently furnished with his new coffin 51) - is not
known, nor is the date of his removal from KV16, his
52)
original place of burial.
Both dates, however,
were presumably close to that of the analogous transfer
of Ramesses II (a.v.) in Year 15 of Smendes, 3
6. 53)

21t.

The text relating to the introduction of Ramesses I
into the Inhapi tomb in Year 10 of Siamun, 4 prt 20,
is not preserved, though there is no reason to

54)
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believe that it was not originally present or that
Ramesses I was never actually introduced into WN A.
The whereabouts of the king's corpse is a mystery,
since the presence of his fragmentary coffin within
DB320 (corridor (C)? 55) possibly employed for the
woman 'B'), 56) as well as his earlier association
with Sethos I and Ramesses If, would seem to imply
his interment there following transfer from the Inhapi
57) after Year 11 of Shoshenq I.-58) It
k3y (WN A)
may be, therefore, that his is to be recognised as
one of the unidentified corpses found within DB320. 59)
Sethos I

The burial of Sethos If as has been seen, 60) was
restored on several occasions before the occupants
of the KV17 cache were removed for transfer to the
Oy of Inhapi (WN A) 61) in Year 10 of Siamun, 4 prt
17. 62) The actual interment took place three days
later, on 4 prt 20. 63) Sethos I remained in the
Inhapi cache until at least Year 11 of Shoshenq I,
after which date the occupants of this eyrie appear
to have been reburied en masse within DB320. 64)
Ramesses II

As already noted, 65) the earliest record of
restoration activity in connection with Ramesses II
occurs in a partially washed-out docket on the king's
coffin, dated to Year 6 of wbm mswt, 3 prt? 15. 66)
Although the text is not fully legible, it evidently
contained a record of burial restoration (wbm krs)
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similar to that found on the coffin of Sethos I,
which had itself been restored in an analogous
fashion a short time earlier (on 2
7)• 67)

at

The mummy of Harnesses II was transferred (via
KV4?? cf. above, s.v. Hatshepsut) for reburial with
Sethos I in KV17 in Year 15 of Smendes, 3 311t 6. 68)
It remained in the KV17 cache until Year 10 of
Siamun, 4 prt 17, 69) when the large cartouches of
the king seem to have been inscribed upon the lid
and the corpse removed for reburial in the Inhapi
(WN A) 70) on 4 prt 20. 71)

la

The final transfer, perhaps to side room (D) of
the Pinudjem II family vault (D3320), took place at
a date after Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 72)
Merenptah

The mummy of Merenptah, originally buried within
73) was discovered in the KV35 (Jb) cache,
KV8,
rewrapped, 74) docketed 75) and contained in the
coffin box of Sethnakhte. 76) Its presence in this
coffin might conceivably indicate an earlier
association with the KV14 cache, which was in use
by Sethos II and Siptah (a.v.) as early as Years 6-7
of whm mswt, 77) and was abandoned for KV35 only after
Year 13 of Smendes. 78) The mummy displays damage to
the cranium 79) analogous to that found in the skulls
of CG 61071, Sethos II, the 'body on the boat' and
Harnesses IV-VI, 80) caused, presumably, at the time
the original bandages were adzed off preparatory to
rewrapping, 81) perhaps within KV35. 82)
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Sethos II
Some years after his (re)burial within KV15,83)
perhaps following a visit by the king's butler
Sethherwenemef in Year 6 of whm mswt, 2 3bt 7, 84)
the mummy of Sethos II was removed to KV14. 85) It
was presumably at this time that the mummy of the
king was furnished with its 'new' coffin (the lid
and box not matching), 86) clearly decorated in the
same workshop as those of Siptah and Ramesses IV (1.v.).
Sethos II was removed from KV14 sometime after
89)
Year 13 of Smendes, 87) and rewrapped, 88) docketed
and cached within room (Jb) in the tomb of Amenophis II
(KV35). The king's coffin lid was at this time
90)
appropriated and inscribed with a hieratic docket
identifying its new owner as Amenophis III (1.v.).
For damage to the mummy's skull, cf. above, s.v.
Merenptah.
Siptah
The mummy of Siptah was originally buried within
KV47, 91) from where it was removed - probably in
Year 7 of whm mswt, 2 3bt 1 92) - for reburial a short
time after 93) in a replacement coffin 94) (cf. s.v.
_
Sethos II, Ramesses IV) within the KV14, cache. Finally
Siptah, like the other members of the KV14 cache, was
removed, rewrapped 95) and docketed 96) and reburied
within KV35 (Jb) at an as yet undetermined date after
Year 13 of Smendes. 97)
Unknown woman 'D'
The mummy of the unknown woman 'D' was discovered
in room (Jb) of the KV35 cache, contained in a coffin
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lid belonging to Sethnakhte. 98) Her association
with this lid might well indicate an earlier
presence within KV14, which had been employed
previously by Siptah and perhaps Merenptah (a.v.)
amongst others. Both of these rulers seem to have
shared their original tombs with their respective
mothers 99) - in which case it is possible that the
unknown woman 'D' is to be recognised as either
Tiaa or Isinofret. The body's itinerary will have
followed that of the other mummies buried within
KV14: transfer to KV35 at an as yet undetermined
date after Year 13 of Smendes. 100)
Sethnakhte

He or his successor Ramesses III having apparently
displaced the double burial of Tawosret and Sethos II
within KV14, Sethnakhte took over the tomb for his
own interment. 101) Subsequently, in Years 6-7 of
whm mswt, 102) the sepulchre was employed as a cache
for Sethos II, Siptah, probably Ramesses IV, and
perhaps Merenptah, the woman 'D' and Ramesses V-VI
(1.v.). At a date later than Year 13 of Smendes, 103)
the occupants of this tomb were transferred to KV35,
in the burial chamber of which (J) fragments of
Sethnakhte's cartonnage were found; the king's cartonnage
coffin box and lid were discovered within room (Jb),
having been employed for Merenptah and the unknown
woman 'D' respective1y. 104) Sethnakhte's presence
within KV35 thus seems assured, and an identification
with the stripped 'body on the boat' 105) s as likely
as any. The skull of this corpse had been pierced
in antiquity; 106) cf. above, s.v. Merenptah.
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Ramesses III
Ramesses III's continued presence within KV11
during the reign of Smendes is suggested by two
graffiti in the burial chamber (J). 107) Although
we are not informed of the purpose of the official
visit(s) which prompted these graffiti (they are
little more than lists of the members of each
party), it is conceivable that the presence of these
individuals is to be seen as connected with the
osirification of Ramesses III in Year 13 of Smendes,
2 gmw 27?,108)
utilising linen from Medinet Habu
which had perhaps been stored in KV49.109).
As discovered in DB320, the mummy of Ramesses III110)
was contained in a replacement cartonnage case, 111)
which had itself been deposited in side room (D) 112)
with the mummy of Ahmose-Nofretiri in the latter's
large coffin. 113) Ramesses III and Nofretiri had
evidently reached the DB320 cache together following
the mass transfer from WN A (the Inhapi k3y) 114)
after Year 11 of Shoshenq I,115) where the king had
presumably been interred following his restoration.
The original innermost coffin of Ramesses III, 116)
evidently discarded at the time of the king's
restoration in Year 13 of Smendes, since it is too
small to have contained the mummy's new cartonnage, 117)
was subsequently employed for Amenophis III (1.v.),
perhaps at the time of his introduction into KV35.
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Ramesses IV

The removal of Ramesses IV from his original
tomb, KV2, 118) is not securely dated. Nevertheless,
the fact that his replacement coffin 119) shows
signs of having been decorated in the same workshop
as those of Sethos II and Siptah (a.v.), supplied
at the time of their introduction into KV14 in
Years 6-7 of wl2m mswt, 120) suggests that Ramesses IV
shared the same fate. As has been seen, the removal
from KV14 to KV35, and the rewrapping 121) -a nd
docketing 122) of the mummies, took place at an as
yet undetermined date subsequent to Year 13 of
Smendes. 123) The mummy displays a hole in the
cranium; cf. above, s.v. Merenptah.
Ramesses V

Ramesses V, whose mummy, rewrapped 124) and
docketed 125) perhaps at the same time as that of
Tuthmosis IV (a.v.), was discovered in side room (Jb)
of the KV35 cache, seems originally to have been
buried with his successor, Ramesses VI, within KV9.126)
His movements will presumably have followed those
of this king: see below.
Ramesses VI

Ramesses VI's removal from KV9 127) is not securely
dated, and it is not clear whether or not he had
been reburied within KV14 before his transfer to the
128) His
KV35 cache (Jb) after Year 13 of Smendes.
the) skull pierced (cf. s.v. Merenptah),
mummy, 129
was perhaps rewrapped at the same time as that of
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Sethos II (a.v.): what is conceivably to be
recognised as the latter king's right forearm and
hand 130) had been wrapped in with the badly damaged
body of this later king. 131)
Ramesses IX

The mummy of Ramesses IX, originally buried in
KV6, 132) was found within one of the coffins of
Neskhons in DB320, 133) having been transferred there
from the Inhapi1122 (WN A) 134) after Year 11 of
Shoshenq I. 135) According to a docket on his
wrappings, 136) the mummy had been rewrapped at t3 hwt
(i.e. Medinet Habu) in Year 7 of Siamun, employing
linen 137) made by the same Neskhons who perhaps
supplied one of her own coffins to be used for the
king at this time.
II. Other individuals represented in the DB320 cache
Tetisheri

Tetisheri, the commoner wife of Seqnenre-Taa II, 138)
was represented in DB320 by a series of her original
mummy bandages 139) and, conceivably, by the mummy
CG 61056 - the unknown woman 'B'. 140) No coffin has
been ascribed to her. 14].) She presumably arrived in
DB320 after Year 11 of Shoshenq I142) from the Inhapi
143) where the majority of the latter
k3y (WN A),
tomb's occupants seem to have originated. The
primary burial place of this queen, who evidently
died in the reign of her grandson, Amosis I,144) has
not yet been 1ocated. 145)
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Seqnenre-Taa II
According to P. Abbott, the burial of SeqnenreTaal' was inspected in Year 16 of Ramesses
146)
3 3ht 18, and found to be intact.
The king's
147)
body
subsequently turns up in side room (D) of
DB320, contained in its original coffin from which
148 )
It had
most of the gold leaf had been removed.
149)
presumably travelled via the Inhapi cache (WN A)
after Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 150)
Ahmose-Inhapi
Ahmose-Inhapi appears to have been a daughter of
Seqnenre-TaaI and the third wife of Taa 11.151)
To judge from the Sethos I group of dockets, 152)
she was not buried with her husband but in a 153y or
'high place' which is probably to be recognised as
the cliff tomb Bab el-Muallaq (WN A). 153) The
rewrapped mummy of Inhapi 154) was discovered in
corridor (B) of the DB320 cache contained in the
155)
(1.v.). Apparent
coffin of the wetnurse Rai
correlations in the handwriting of the identifying
docket on the mummy's breast suggest that she had
been restored within her original tomb in Years 7-8
1,156) a hundred years or more before
of Psusennes
157)
the transfer to DB320 after Year 11 of Shoshenq I.
Ahmose-Hentempet
Ahmose-Hentempet was evidently a daughter of
Seqnenre-TaaII and Ahhotpe I,158) the queen whose
richly adorned and coffined mummy was found cached(?)
in the Dra Abu'l Naga plain close to the entrance
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to the Valley of the Kings in 1859. 159) Hentempetls
original burial place is unknown. Her rewrapped160)
and recoffined 161) mummy was found in the DB320 cache,
having been transferred with the other occupants of
the WN A ]3y 162) after Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 163)
Ahmose-Henttimehu
164)
165) mummy of
The rewrapped
and docketed
Ahmose-Henttimehu, a daughter of Seqnenre-Taa II
166)
was discovered
(presumably) and Ahmose-Inhapi,
in DB320. She had evidently been cached there
following transfer from the tomb of her mother (WN A) 167)
- her original burial place? - at some time after
Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 168)
Ahhotpe II
Although it has been suggested that Ahhotpe II,
the wife of Kamose (whose mummy was discovered in the
Dra Abu i l Naga plain in 1857), 169) had perhaps been
buried originally within AN A,170) there is in fact
no firm evidence to locate the tomb of this queen.
Her large outer coffin 171) was discovered in side
chamber (D) of DB320, 172) associated, it would appear,
173)
and containing the
with the Amosis I group of mummies
174)
body of Pinudjem I
(a y ); the queen's own mummy
has not been identified. The probability is that
Pinudjem I and the entire group of cached mummies
within D3320 had been introduced en masse from the
175)
We may thus retrace Ahhotpeis
Inhapi k3y (WN A).
steps to this earlier cache, where, it appears, her
mummy was displaced from its coffin and is then lost
site of.
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Ahmose-Sitkamose
The original tomb of this queen - as her name
would imply, a daughter of Kamose 176) - is unknown.
We read from one of two 177) dockets on her wrappings
that she was osirified in Year 7 of Psusennes I,
4 3ht 18, 178) at the same time, perhaps, that Inhapi
was rewrap ped. 179) Sitkamose seems to have been
removed from WN A at a date after Year 11 of
Shoshenq I 180) when, contained in the coffin of
Pediamun 181) (a.v.), she was introduced into DB320
with the other occupants of the Inhapi k3y. 182)
Sitamun
The original burial place of Sitamun, probably
another daughter of Kamose, 183) is similarly unknown.
Her 'mummy „184) docketed 185) at a time chronologically
close to the osirification of Siamun in Year 8 of
186)
Psusennes 1, 3 prt 29,
and contained in an
187)
anonymous white coffin,
eventually turns up in
the DB320 cache, having been transferred from the k3
of Inhapi (WN A)188) after Year 11 of Shoshenq 1•189)
Amosis I
The tomb of Amosis I is not yet located. 190) As
found in side chamber (D) of DB320, his mummy 191)
had been docketed twice: once with a simple
identifying text 192) and once with a record of
osirification in Year 8 of Psusennes 1, 3 prt 29.193)
Both the date and purport of this latter docket were
duplicated on the wrappings of Siamun, 194) a probable
195)
son of Amosis,
and this, coupled with the fact
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that the original 18th dynasty coffins of both father196)
and offspring' 97) are so similar, may well indicate
that they shared the same original tomb.
The immediate origin of the mummies cached within
DB320 was evidently the Inhapi
(WN A), 198) which
was finally evacuated after Year 11 of Shoshenq 1.199)
To judge from palaeographic similarities noted
above, 200) the interment within WN A took place at
the time of osirification. This, it is to be noted,
occurred in the same year as the probable burial of
Pinudjem I (a.v.), whose original interment was
perhaps also made in the Inhapi cliff tomb, like that
201)
of his wife Nodjmet (a.v.) before him.

la

Ahmose-Nofretiri

Ahmose-Nofretiri appears to have been interred
originally within AN B, a tomb later enlarged and
adapted to accommodate also the burial of
Amenophis I (a.v.). 202) The two patrons of the
Theban necropolis will thus have shared the same
subsequent fate. The mummies will have been
rewrapped, 203) the coffins refurbished 204) and the
pair reburied in the Inhapi k3y (WN A) 205) before
Year 10 of Siamun. 206) Their eventual transfer to
side room (D) of the DB320 cache will have occurred
sometime after Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 207) See further
below, s.v• Amenophis I.
Ahmose-Meryetamun

The Meryetamun discovered within DB320 in the
coffin of her steward, Seniu 208 ) (a.v.), was probably
a daughter of Amosis I and Ahmose-Nofretiri. 209) Her
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original tomb has not yet been located, but was
presumably in the vicinity of Deir el-Bahri. 210)
The queen evidently arrived in DB320 after Year 11
of Sheshonq I, 211) having been transferred from
WN A 212) where she appears to have been cached and
rewrapPed 213) in Years 7-8 of Psusennes I. 214)
Siamun

The history of Siamun's mummy, found in side room
(D) of DB320, is considered above, S.V. Amosis I.
Rai
The mummy of Rai, 215) wetnurse of Ahmose-Nofretiri, 216)
was discovered in DB320 in the coffin of a certain
Paheripedjet 217) (2.v.), her own coffin 218) having
been employed for Ahmose-Inhapi. 219) The mummy of
Rai was perhaps rewrapped and docketed 220) within
WN A at the same time as the Amosis I group of mummies, 221)
222)
and transferred from there after Year 11 of Shoshenq
Seniu
The scribe and chief steward of the god's wife,
Seniu, was represented in the DB320 cache by his
coffin, 223) which had been employed to contain the
mummy of Meryetamun 224) (1.v.). His body may be
amongst the anonymous corpses from the tomb. 225)
Seniu's original burial place was perhaps at Deir
el-Bahri, where a shabti of his was found by Lansing
in 1918/19. 226)
Amenophis I

The tomb which at present seems to have the strongest
claim to be that of Amenophis I is AN 8. 227) According
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to P. Abbott, the king's burial was inspected in
Year 16 of Ramesses IX, 3 3ht 18, and found to be
intact. 228) A docket on the replacement coffin 229)
in which his corpse 230) lay within DB320 records,
however, that the burial later required restoration
(whm krs) in Year 6 of Smendes, 4 prt 7• 231) The
coffin is very similar to that of Tuthmosis 11232)
(2.v.), who had perhaps been reburied with
Amenophis I a month before this latter king's
restoration took place. See further below, s.v.
Tuthmosis II.
A second coffin docket records that the burial of
Amenophis I had required further restoration (whm krs)
within a matter of a decade, in Year 16 of Smendes,
4 prt 11. 233)
According to a docket on the fragmentary coffin
box of Ramesses I, the coffined body of Amenophis I
had, by Year 10 of Siamun, 4 prt 17, 234) been
transferred to the tomb of Inhapi (WN A), 235) where
it remained until at least Year 11 of Shoshenq I,
when the Inhapi mummies were introduced into DB320. 236)
Ahmose-Sipair

The attribution of a small (replacement?) coffin237)
and 'roughly reclothed' mummy 238) from the DB320 cache
to the young prince Sipair, probably a son of
Amenophis I, 239) was made by Daressy on the basis
of a poorly preserved docket written on the coffin
lid. 240) The DraAbu l l Naga tomb of this individual 241)
is mentioned in P. Abbott as having been inspected
in Year 16 of Ramesses IX, 3 3bt 18, and found to be
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intact. 242) At some later but as yet undetermined
date, the child's mummy, perhaps with the other
members of the early 18th dynasty royal line, was
cached in the WN A k3y, 243) from which it will
have been removed for reburial in DB320 after Year 11
of Shoshenq I. 244)
Tuthmosis II

The original place of burial of Tuthmosis II is
at present unknown; the possibility of his
association with DB358, however, was noted in
chapter 1. We know from a docket inscribed upon the
wrappings of the mummy that the king was subjected
to whm sm3 1 lit. 'repetition of burial', in Year 6
of Smendes, 3 prt 7,245) when a new coffin 246) was
evidently supplied and the body rewrapped. 247) It is
not altogether clear whether this 'reburial' was in
his own tomb (on the assumption that 1.7 .tm sm3 is
merely a variant of wtam krs), 248) or whether
Tuthmosis II was removed from his own tomb for
reburial elsewhere, perhaps in that of Amenophis I
(2.v.). This latter alternative is perhaps the more
attractive, but is possibly weakened by the fact that
we do not possess for Tuthmosis II a restoration
docket equivalent to that of Smendes I's Year 16,
4 prt 11, found upon the coffin of Amenophis I. 249)
The proximity of Tuthmosis II to Amenophis I
outside the entrance to room (D) in the corridor of
DB320 250) would seem to imply that the two bodies
had reached this tomb together (after Year 11 of
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Sheshonq 1)251) and had earlier been associated in
the lOy of Inhapi. 252) See above, s.v. Amenophis I.
Merymose

An alabaster canopic jar of the viceroy Merymose253)
(a contemporary of Amenophis III who was originally
buried at Qurnet Murai (TT383)) 254) was discovered
in DB320; it is thus conceivable that his is one
255)
of the anonymous mummies from the cache.
Alternatively, and perhaps nearer the truth of the
matter, the canopic jar and its contents may
represent all that it had been possible to salvage
of the man from his heavily plundered tomb. 256) The
jar had presumably travelled via the Inhapi
(WN A) 257) with the rest of the cached mummies
after Year 11 of Shoshenq 1. 258)
Bakt
The woman Bakt, otherwise unknown, is represented
in the DB320 cache by an 18th dynasty coffin 259) and
Coffin and corpse
(presumably) by its occupant. 260 )
evidently arrived in DB320 with the rest of the
cached mummies after transfer from the cliff tomb of
Inhapi (WN A)261) after Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 262)
Nebseni

What is probably to be recognised as the body of
the w%-priest and scribe Nebseni 263) was reburied
in DB320 f ollowin g transfer with the rest of the
cached mummies from WN A264) after Year 11 of
Shoshenq 1.265) He is otherwise unknown to me.
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Siese
The king's scribe Siese, otherwise unknown to me,
is represented in DB320 by a single canopic jar266)
and, perhaps, by one of the unidentified corpses from
this cache. 267) The itinerary of the jar presumably
followed that of the other material cached within
this tomb: previous burial within the Inhapi 12y
(WN A) 268) and transfer to DB320 after Year 11 of
Shoshenq I. 269)
Sutymose
This individual is represented in DB320 by a
miniature wooden coffin (containing an embalmed
liver) and a box. 270) His may well be one of the
unlabelled corpses from the cache, 271) or alternatively,
the body of Sutymose may have been destroyed, these
few pieces representing all that it had been possible
to salvage from his ransacked buria1. 272) Like
the rest of the DB320 material, the miniature coffin
and box had evidently been transferred from the
Inhapi
(WN A)273) after Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 274)
Wepmose
The king's scribe Wepmose is represented in DB320
by a calcite canopic jar, 275) and conceivably by one
of the cache's unlabelled mummies. 276) His original
place of burial is not known to me, but the jar had
presumably arrived in DB320 from the tomb of Inhapi
(WN A) 277) with the rest of the cached mummies
sometime after Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 278)'
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Wepwawetmose
The deputy of the army Wepwawetmose is represented
279)
in the DB320 cache by a single canopic jar,
which had presumably arrived with the other cached
material from WN A280) after Year 11 of Shoshenq I. 281)
He is conceivably the owner of one of the unidentified
mummies from the cache. 282)
Paheripedjet
The 20th dynasty servant in the Place of Truth,
Paheripedjet, 283) is attested in DB320 by his coffin, 284)
which was employed to contain the mummy of Rai285)
at the time of her transfer from the Inhapi
286 ) It is possible (if no more) that his
k3y (WN A).
is one of the anonymous mummies from DB320. 287)
Nod .met
According to a linen docket discovered on her
D3320 mummy, 288) Nodjmet, wife of Herihor, 289) was
embalmed in or after Year 1 of Smendes. 290 From
her evident association with Pinudjem I (a.v.),
who appears to have been transferred from the Inhapi
k3y (WN A)291) with the rest of the cached mummies
after Year 11 of Shoshenq 1,292) her original place
of burial may well have been WN A.
Pinudjem I
The body of Pinudjem 1 293) was discovered in
side room (D) within D 3320 294) contained in the huge
coffin of Ahhotpe II. 295) His coffins, 296) adapted
from those originally pr epared for Tuthmosis I by
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Tuthmosis 111,297) were found elsewhere in the cache
containing the mummy of 'Tuthmosis I' .298)
Pinudjem I had evidently been transferred to DB320
from the Inhapi tomb (WN A) 299) in company with
the rest of the cached mummies after Year 11 of
Shoshenq 1,300) and it may be that this tomb
represents his original place of buria1.301)
Duathathor-Henttawy

Duathathor-Henttawy was the wife of Pinudjem I. 302)
The discovery of her coffin together with other
funerary equipment in the first corridor (B) of
DB320 303) indicates that this was not her original
place of burial and that she had been transferred in
the company of the other cached mummies. Both
coffins
and corpse 305) had been plundered,
and in this respect bear a close resemblance to the
mummies and coffins of Pinudjem I and Nodjmet
It is therefore not unreasonable to suppose these
three individuals to have been transferred from
the same original burial - presumably within the k3y
307)
of Inhapi (WN A) 306 ) - after Year 11 of Shoshenq I.
Maatkare-Mutemhet

308) of Mutemhet,
The inner coffin and coffin board
a daughter of Pinudjem I and Henttawy, had been
superficially despoiled in antiquity, and it is
possible, therefore, that she had not originally
been buried ithin DB320. 309) If, however, as seems
likely, she was discovered in the end chamber of the
tomb (F), 310) her burial must have been introduced
before the Inhapi group of coffins.
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Masaharta
The inner coffin and coffin board311) of Masaharta,
high priest of Amun, had been abused in a similar
way to those of Maatkare-Mutemhet and Tayuheret
(below). It is likely, therefore, since the
Pinudjem II group of corpses shows no signs of serious
ancient plundering, 312) that DB320 was not the man's
original burial place. He had perhaps only later
been restored 313) and transferred to DB320 and reburied
in the end chamber (F) of the tomb before the introduction
of the Inhapi cache.
Tayuheret
The coffins and coffin board 314) of Tayuheret,
perhaps the wife of Masaharta, 315) were recovered from
DB320 in a similar, partially effaced state to those
of Maatkare-Mutemhet and Masaharta himself (a.v.). 316)
The lady's post-interment history will thus, perhaps,
have been similar to that of these two bodies:
(re)burial in the end chamber (F) of DB320 before the
introduction of the Inhapi corpses after Year 11 of
Shoshenq I. 317)
Pinudjem II
The original burial place of the high priest
Pinudjem II in Year 10 of Siamun, 4 prt 20, is
recorded in a docket 318) at the bottom of the entrance
shaft to DB320, the tomb in which his intact buria1319)
was found. Amongst the personnel involved may be
noted the god's father Pediamun
Neskhons
Neskhons, wife of Pinudjem II,320) evidently
predeceased her husband and was i nterred within the
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burial chamber (P) of DB320 in Year 5 of Siamun,
4 gmw 21. 321) The date of the burial is recorded
in a docket 322) at the bottom of the entrance
shaft.
Isiemkheb
Isiemkheb, daughter of the high priest Menkheperre
and probably a lesser wife of Pinudjem II, 323) seems,
from the intact state of her coffined mummy 324) and
the substantial amount of her funerary furniture, 325)
to have been buried within DB320 as and when she
died. 326)
Djedptahiufankh
Djedptahiufankh appears to have been buried
within DB320 as and when he died. 327) His mummy 328)
was wrapped in linen dating to Years 5, 10 and 11
of Shoshenq I, 329) the last of which is perhaps the
latest attested date from the Pinudjem II family
vault (DB320). 330) As was suggested above, 331) the
interment of Djedptahiufankh may have been seized
upon as a suitable occasion for the transfer of the
royal mummies from the k3y of Inhapi (wN A); 332)
certainly the layout of the later cache indicates
that the latter were not transferred to DB320 before
the man's death and interment. 333)
Nestanebtishru
This daughter of Pinudjem II and presumed wife of
Djedptahiufankh 334) carries a linen notation dated
to Year 13 of an unspecified reign which is unlikely
to be earlier than Siamun or Shoshenq I.335) Her

Chapter 12
original place of burial was evidently DB320, where
336) was found.
her intact, coffined mummy
Pediamun

337) was
The 21st dynasty coffin of Pediamun
338)
employed to contain the body of Ahmose-Sitkamose
(a.v.). He is perhaps to be identified with the
god's father of Amun and chief of secrets Pediamun
son of Ankhefenkhons who was involved in the burial
of Pinudjem II within DB320 in Year 10 of Siamun,
4 prt
No trace of the man himself may be
discerned in the tomb.
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Key to fig. 97

uncertain time interval
vertical broken line
horizontal broken line probable route
upper and lower dates for
bracket
transfer
or later
or earlier
X
docket or other inscriptional
evidence (nos. refer to
table 10)
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CONCLUSIONS

Hitherto the main sources for the study of tomb
robbery on the Theban west bank have been
documentary, and the evidence of the tomb robbery
pa pyri , 1) the major portion of which are concerned
with two spates of theft carried out during the
reigns of Ramesses IX and Ramesses XI, is indeed of
unique importance. Nevertheless, only three of the
tomb robbery documents touch directly upon the
plundering of the Valley of the Kings: P. Salt 124,
which records the theft of objects from the tomb
of Sethos II sometime after the king's burial; 2)
the Turin 'Strike Papyrus', which mentions in
passing an attempted break-in to the tomb of
Ramesses II in Year 29 of Ramesses III; 3) and the
sadly damaged P. Mayer B, which recounts in some
detail a robbery carried out in the tomb of
Ramesses VI, probably under Ramesses IX. 4)
The archaeological evidence collected and
analysed in the earlier sections of this study
allow us not only to supplement the scant papyrological data, but also to place it in some sort of
historical context. Most burials in the Valley of
the Kings show clearly the results of the sort of
activity conventionally identified as that of
plunderers - widespread destruction and the absence
of valuable grave goods -, and for a few tombs the
archaeological record is sufficiently coherent to
suggest when the disturbances so reflected
actually took place. These instances, a number of
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them frankly tentative, are set out in table 11.
Before the era of wl-}m mswt, the only temporal
grouping of note is that between the early robberies
of KV62 (Tutankhamun), KV43 (Tuthmosis IV) and
perhaps WV22 (Amenophis III). 5) A second phase is
presumably to be recognised in the attempted entry
into kv7 (Ramesses II) in Year 29 of Ramesses III, 6)
whilst KV9 (Ramesses VI) - subsequent official
interest in which is probably attested by the
graffito of Year 9 of Ramesses IX, 2 prt 14? 7) perhaps constitutes a third grouping. Such peaks
may, of course, be mere accidents of preservation
so far as the archaeological and documentary record
is concerned. On balance, however, it seems that
the apparent increase in tomb robbery during the
periods noted is significant, and reflects the
political and economic situation of these times: at
the end of the 18th dynasty the administration was
disrupted through virtual civil war, 8) whilst the
administrative efficiency of the 20th dynasty was
periodically undermined by corruption, inflation and
famine. 9)
The vast majority of robberies which took place
in the royal wadi before whm mswt seem, nevertheless,
to have been opportunistic in character and decidedly
small-scale. The sort of petty and selective
thieving to be detected in private tombs such as
KV46 (Yuya and Tjuyu) 10
(a) burial accidentally
stumbled upon at least twice, during the excavation
of KV3 and conceivably during preparations for the
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POST-INTERMENT ACTIVITY IN THE VALLEY OF THE KINGS

No.

Tomb

Owner

Suggested date of disturbance

1.

KV46

Yuya & Tjuyu

Temp. Amenophis III

Chapter 8

2.

KV62

Tutankhamun

Temp. Ay/Horemheb

Chapter 3

3.

KV43

Tuthmosis IV

Yr 8 Horemheb

Table 10,
no. 1

4.

WV22

Amenophis III

Temp. Horemheb or earlier

Chapter 2

5.

WV22

Amenophis III

Post-Ramesses II

Chapter 2

6.

KV36

Maiherpri

19th/20th dynasty

Chapter 8

7.

KV46

Yuya & Tjuyu

Temp. Ramesses III

Chapter 8

8.

KV7

Ramesses II

Yr 29 Ramesses III

Chapter 4

9.

KV12

Children of
Ramesses II?

Temp. Ramesses V/VI

Chapter 7

10.

KV35

Amenophis II

Yr 8 Ramesses VI

Table 10,
no. 2

11.

KV9

Ramesses VI

Yr 9 Ramesses IX

Table 10,
no. 3

12.

KV55

Tiye &
Akhenaten

Temp. Ramesses IX

Chapter 2

13.

WV23

Ay

Temp. Ramesses IX

Chapter 3

14.

KV60

In

Temp. Ramesses IX/X

Chapter 8

15.

KV46

Yuya & Tjuyu

Temp. Ramesses XI

Chapter 8

16.

KV57

Horemheb

Yr 4 whm mswt?

Table 10,
no. 4

17.

KV17

Sethos I

Yr 6 Hhn mswt

Table 10,
no. 5

18.

KV57

Horemheb

Yr 6 whm mswt?

Table 10,
no. 7

. References
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No.

Tomb

Owner

Suggested date of disturbance

References

19.

KV15

Sethos II

Yr 6 whm mswt?

Table 10,
no. 6

20.

KV7

Ramesses II

Yr 6 whm mswt

Table 10,
no. 9

(21.

DB358?

Tuthmosis II

Yr 6 Smendes

Table 10,
no. 13)

(22.

AN B

Amenophis I

Yr 6 Smendes

Table 10,
no. 14)

23.

WV22

Amenophis III

Yr 12/13 Smendes

Table 10,
no. 18

24.

KV11

Ramesses III

Yr 13 Smendes

Table 10,
no. 20

25.

KV35

Amenophis II

Yr 13 Smendes?

Table 10,
no. 21

26.

KV7

Ramesses II

Yr 15 Smendes

Table 10,
no. 22

27.

KV17

Sethos I

Yr 15 Smendes

Cf. table 10,
no. 22

28.

KV20

Hatshepsut

Ca. Yr 15 Smendes

Chapter 12

29.

KV34

Tuthmosis III

Ca. Yr 15 Smendes

Chapter 12

(30.

AN B

Amenophis I

Yr 16 Smendes

Table 10,
no. 23)

31.

KV17

Sethos I

Yr 7 Psusennes I

Table 10,
no. 27

(32.

AhmoseSitkamose

Yr 8 Psusennes I

Table 10,
no. 28)

(33.

Amosis I;
Siamun

Yr 8 Psusennes I

Table 10,
nos. 29-30)

34.

KV38

Tuthmosis I

Pre-Yr 8 Psusennes I

Chapter 12

35.

KV6

Ramesses IX

Yr 7 Siamun?

Table 10,
no. 37

36.

KV17

Sethos I

Yr 10 Siamun

Table 10,
nos. 40-42
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excavation of KV4 for Ramesses XI) was probably
widespread. The initial plundering of KV10
(Amenmesse) 11) - if this tomb had ever received a
burial - and of KV12, 12) both broken into as a
result of accidental 'collisions' during the excavation respectively of KV14 and KV9, is evidently to be
put in the same class.
The practicalities of tomb robbery are well
illustrated in the papyri, but may be supplemented
by archaeological evidence. Tombs such as KV62
(Tutankhamun), 13) KV36 (Maiherpri) and KV46 (Yuya
and Tjuyu), 14) which had been robbed only superficially,
allow us to discern which commodities the thieves
had an interest in. These appear, basically, to be
of two sorts: goods the origin of which would not
have been immediately apparent, and which could
have been disposed of with ease; and items made from
materials which could be easily recycled (and therefore made anonymous) and employed for other
purposes.
Amongst the first class may be noted linen, found
in quantity in the intact tomb of Kha at Deir
el-Medina 15) but almost entirely lacking in the
pilfered burials of Maiherpri and Yuya and Tjuyu.16)
Fresh perfumes and cosmetics were also sought after,
almost always stolen when a tomb was entered a short
time after the interment (as, for example, within
1W62) ,l7) but frequently neglected by later thieves
(as in KV36) when they had passed their prime.18)
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Amongst the second class, that of materials
which could be recycled, the most attractive was
19)
metal,
which is rarely met with even in burials
which have been subjected to the most cursory and
selective plundering. Glass, at least in the 18th
dynasty, was perhaps also a desirable commodity, 20)
though it was generally ignored by the intruders of
the late New Kingdom. 21) Other materials that may
be mentioned are precious woods and ivory, the theft
of which is attested by the tomb robbery IDipyri22)
and, indirectly, by their comparative rarity in
the archaeological record.
The discovery of thefts in the necropolis was
perhaps the result of frequent 'inspections' during
the cooler seasons, 23) particularly in the later
.
2 40
period.
The restoration work carried out after
a robbery had taken place is well illustrated in
the tomb of Tuthmosis IV (KV43). 253 In this burial
broken faience vessels had been repaired, other
damage and disorder presumably made good, breached
blockings restored and resealed, and the wooden door
to the burial chamber perhaps replaced by a masonry
build as in WV22 (Amenophis III). 26)
With KV62,
27)
the funerary equipment
the tomb of Tutankharaun,
was hastily put back into some sort of order, the
dismantled portions of the door blockings rebuilt
and resealed, and the passage cleared of funerary
material (which was then reburied) and filled with
rubble to deter future plunderers. With Tutankhamun,
and with Tuthmosis IV also, the responsibility for
reburial and restoration devolved upon the
necropolis administration, as, it appears, did the
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initial interment of non-royal individuals such as
Yuya and Tjuyu. 28) This is indicated not only by
the personnel involved in the KV43 restoration29)
but also by the seals found associated with the
door blockings, which are consistently of the
jackal and nine captives variety. 30
) The numerous
priestly officials attested by their seals 31) as
having been present at Tutankhamun's burial were
evidently not involved in the subsequent resealings
of the tomb.
When a tomb was stumbled upon only accidentally
by the necropolis workforce, any breach made in the
blockings to establish its content was either left
or else closed with a dry stone build. 32) In the
case of KV46, two of the officials involved in
reclosing the tomb appear to have resealed a
number of the disturbed funerary items with their
personal signets. 33) This sort of resealing is not
apparent in any other Valley tomb, and was certainly
not undertaken by those officials involved in the
re-ordering of KV62 after its two periods of theft.34)
The work of restoration in the royal necropolis
was evidently but one aspect of the re-organisation
of the west bank (and of the Egyptian administration
generally) undertaken by Horemheb. 35) Another
aspect of these reforms was the re-establishment
of the necropolis workforce based at Deir
el-Medina. 36) The pre-Horemheb settlement on the
site appears to have been a quite different entity
from that which was to evolve during the Ramessid
period, one populated only sporadically by a
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37)
transient, perhaps even casual, workforce,
in
contrast to the specialised, tightly controlled and
above all permanent community of later times. 38)
Whether or not this re-ordering of the workforce
was a reaction to the thefts of previous years in which those involved in excavating and stocking
the tombs had almost certainly taken part 39) - is
perhaps debatable; but a permanent and extensive
official presence on the west bank evidently did
have the effect of drastically reducing the occurrence of major tomb robbery - if not lesser pilfering - throughout the greater part of the 19th and
20th dynasties. Indeed, the confidence of the
later Ramessid rulers was such that they ceased to
hide the tomb entrance from view as previously, and
seem to have flanked it by a pair of large 'pylons'
constructed from the excavated chip. 40)
The spate of thefts that swept the west bank under
Ramesses XI and are so well documented in the tombrobbery papyri evidently shattered this confidence.
These robberies - or rather the increasingly
unsettled political situation which made such
plundering possible - may well have prompted the
king's final abandonment of plans for burial within
the royal wadi. As at Amarna so many centuries
previously, 41) preparations were made for dismantling
the more important tombs, not for transfer and reburial
at another site, but with the aim of caching the
occupants in safety in a smaller number of easily
guarded hiding places. It is now clear that a good
proportion of the evidence for 'plundering' so
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conspicuous in the archaeological record is in fact
to be attributed to this change in official
42) Not only were
policy towards the royal dead.
the burials to be dismantled, but any grave goods
of value buried with the dead were to be appropriated
by the administration. 43) It seems that this
procedure was intended not only to lessen the
attraction of the burials to would-be plunderers,
and thus help towards the preservation of the mortal
remains of the pharaohs themselves, but also to
assist in propping up what was by this time an
economy in decline. Foreign tribute and campaign
booty were now things of the past, and Egypt's
standing in matters of foreign trade had fallen to
an all-time low, as the report of Wenamun shows only
too clearly. 44) Copper-mining expeditions had
virtually ceased after Ramesses V-VI, and, following
the revolt of Pinhasi in Year 19 of Ramesses XI or
thereabouts, the Sudanese gold mines (in decline
since the end of the 18th dynasty) were finally lost. 45)
The first discernible stage in the realisation of
this combined policy of salvage and restoration seems
to date to Years 4-7 of whm mswt. 46) This period saw
not only the 'restoration' of the burials of Sethos I
and Ramesses II within KV17 and KV7 respectively, but
the establishment of the first caches within KV14 and
47) By Year 10 of whm
probably within KV57 as well.
mswt, we read in the 'Late Ramessid Letters' of
Piankh's order to 'uncover a tomb amongst the foremost
tombs (or, the tombs of the ancestors) and preserve
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its seal until I return'. 48) This reference
conveniently gives the lie to the dockets' claim
that official interference in the tombs at this time
was solely for the purposes of restoration and repair.
It seems likely, in fact, that Piankh was employing
the buried wealth of the necropolis to finance his
campaign against Pinhasi in the south. 49)
A second phase appears to have begun in Year 6 of
Smendes, when the burial of Amenophis I was 'restored'
and the mummy of Tuthmosis II perhaps cached with
that of his predecessor within AN B. 50)This
particular round of official activity evidently
continued throughout Pinudjem I's priesthood, and
shows a noticeable increase just before and after his
assumption of 'kingly' status - and, indeed, perhaps
accounts for the strength of his position at this
time. Amongst the work carried out during this period was
the establishment of a cache within KV17 and the
transfer of the KV14 mummies to the tomb of Amenophis II
(KV35). The osirification and reburial of Ramesses III
and the Amosis I 51) group of corpses within WN A (the
52)
k3y of Inhapi)
evidently followed, as did the
analogous move of Amenophis I, Ahmose-Nofretiri and
Tuthmosis II, and that of Hatshepsut (or what remained
of her), Tuthmosis III and presumably Tuthmosis I.
By the time Pinudjem I died, a certain degree of
stability had evidently been achieved: the mummies
had been relieved of their valuables (frequently, it
would appear, in a very rough and ready manner), 53)
had for the most part been rewrapped and docketed,
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and now lay safe within a handful of easily watched
caches - KV17, WNA, KV35 and KV57. This stability
was such that the status quo was maintained for a
further 60 years until, in Year 10 of Siamun, for
reasons which are not entirely clear, further
rationalisation was necessary: the mummies from
KV17 were transferred to the Inhapi py, whilst this
cache itself was abandoned some 40 or more years
later for the comparative safety of the Pinudjem II
family vault (DB320).54)
Systematic and large-scale tomb robbery in the
Valley of the Kings seems, therefore, to have been a
comparatively rare phenomenon, confined to those
periods of Egypt's history when the central and local
administration was weak or occupied with more pressing
matters. Petty pilfering during or shortly after the
burial, or occasioned by the accidental discovery of
old tombs during the course of work in the Valley, was
on the other hand probably common at all periods.
The thorough plundering to be seen in tombs such as
those of Amenophis II, Tuthmosis IV, Amenophis III
and Horemheb was not the result of tomb robbery as
such, but of a concerted effort on the part of the
Theban administration following the abandonment of
the necropolis by Ramesses XI. The purpose of this
organised dismantling of the royal burials was to
safeguard the physical remains of the royal dead, but
also to put the buried and frequently threatened
wealth of their grave goods to better economic use.
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APPENDICES A-C
EXCAVATIONS IN THE VALLEY OF THE KINGS 1898-1922

The archaeological exploration of the Valley of
the kings reached its peak during the quarter
century between 1898 and the discovery of the tomb
of Tutankhamun in 1922, and the major portion of
the usable archaeological data we possess originates
from this period. The archaeological record is
nevertheless confused and scattered, and much remains
unpublished (and consequently inaccessible to all but
a few scholars) in excavators' notebooks or in
private letters. For these reasons it has seemed
worthwhile to gather this material together, and to
analyse and present it in a simplified and coherent
form. In doing so, an attempt has been made to
establish each excavator's scheme of work - . where he
excavated and when - and to collect and localise the
codes and designations he attached to each site, and
to identify the finds therefrom.
In utilising this survey, the following points
should be borne in mind:
(a)

the division of each section into individual
areas is frequently quite subjective, and
has been undertaken solely to facilitate
reference;
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whilst every effort has been made to arrange
areas chronologically, i.e. in the order in
which they were cleared, the fact that on
occasion several sites were being worked
simultaneously has precluded absolute
consistency in this matter.

It is hoped that future scholars will be able to
elaborate upon the basic scheme presented here, for
there remain a number of sources which I have been
unable to trace 1) or which it has not been practicable
for me to consult. 2)
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APPENDIX A
ANTIQUITIES SERVICE EXCAVATIONS, 1898-1906

Introduction
Loret had succeeded de Morgan as Director General
of the Service des Antiquit6s in 1897, a position
which he held until 1899. Much of the archaeological
work undertaken during his time in office Was
centred upon the royal wadis at Thebes: between
1898 and 1899 Loret numbered 16 tombs in the Valley
of the Kings, 3) of which five (KV26-28, 30-31) may
have been known to earlier explorers 4) and merely
recleared. No substantial body of notes relating to
Loret's work during these years appears to have
survived, 5) and our evidence for his scheme of work
is meagre. According to the annotated map in the
Wilbour Library, 6) KV26-28 and KV30-35 represent the
results of the 1898 season, KV29 and KV36-41 the
fruits of the 1899 season. The discoveries were
evidently not numbered consecutively, 7) and it is
not possible at present to establish any chronologically
sound pattern of work - though some progress has been
made in this direction by comparing the order in which
the finds were entered in the Journal d'entr4e. 8)
From the published lists of finds, 9) it seems that
Loret superficially explored several tombs already
accessible, namely KV2 (Ramesses IV), 10 ) (1(V17)
(Sethos I) 11) and WV22 (Amenophis III); 12) the fragment
Loret recovered from the latter tomb is the only
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indication we have of work having been carried out
in the West Valley at this time. 13) The Journal
d'entr6e numbering of the finds suggests that these
open tombs were examined during the 1899 season. 14)
Departmental work in the Valley of the Kings
continued following Maspero's return to the Service
in 1899. Much of this work was concerned with
restoration, 15) though at least one full-scale
clearance - that of KV8 (Merenptah) 16) - was carried
out in 1903/4. The discovery and clearance of KV42,
a tomb prepared originally for Hatshepsut-Meryetre, 17)
was undertaken by Carter at the behest and expense
of Messrs Chinouda Macarios and Boutros Andraos in
the winter of 1900. 18) Other work was carried out
through private funding, notably from Robert Mond
who subsidised the work of repair in the tomb of
Sethos I (KV17) in 1903/4, 19) and a Mrs Goff who paid
for the re-excavation of the tomb of Sethos II (KV15)
between 1902 and 1904. 20) The most important private
benefactor was Theodore M. Davis, a wealthy American
businessman. From 1905 onwards, however, Davis
employed his own excavator and worked independently
of the Antiquities Service. 21) The work sponsored
by Davis, whether carried out by the Inspectors of
the Antiquities Service or by his own archaeologists,
is considered as a whole in Appendix B.
Finally, in 1905, Chassinat undertook some minor
clearance work in the West Valley which; for the
sake of convenience, is considered here s.v. site 22.
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Fig. 98:
Antiquities Service Excavations, 1898-1904
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Fig. 99:
Chassinat Excavations, 1905/6
(West Valley)
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Antiquities Service Excavations, 1898-1906
(figs. 98-99)
SPRING 1898 (4 February-early April)
Excavator.
Loret.
Basic sources.
Loret, BIE (3 sr.) 9 (1898), 91 ff., pl. 1 (Wilbour
Library copy); Daressy, Fouilles, passim. Cf. further
Schweinfurth, Sphinx 2 (1898), 145 ff.
Attested site designations.
None.
Site 1
Area KV26, KV30-32, with sondages in the bay to the immediate south of KV32•
Finds/results.
(Re)discovery of KV26 and KV30-32.
Site 2
Series of sondages along the wadi between KV3 and KV19.
Finds/results.
(Re)discovery of KV27-28.
Site 3
Series of sondages along the wadi leading to KV34.
Finds/results.
Discovery of KV33 and KV34 (Tuthmosis III). For finds
from the latter cf. BIE (3 sr.) 9 (1898), 334 ff.;
Daressy, Fouilles, 281 ff.
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Site 4
Sondages in the area to the immediate north and south of
KV12.
Finds/results.
Discovery of two shallow pits (KV L-M) later recleared
by Jones: cf. below, appendix B, site 22.
Discovery of KV35 (Axaenophis II) (9 March). For the
finds cf. BIE (3 s6r.) 9 (1898), 334 ff.; DaressY.
Fouilles, 63 ff.

SPRING(?) 1899 (until 12 March+)
Excavator, basic sources, etc., as season 1898. Cf.
further Schweinfurth, Sphinx 3 (1900), 103 ff.;
Rapports 1899-1910, 6.
Site 5

Continuation of sondages along the base of the cliffs to
the south of KV35.
Finds/results.
Discovery of KV36 (Maiherpri) (March-April: BIE (3 sr.)
10 (1899), 245 ff.). For the finds cf. ibid.; Daressy,
Fouilles, 1 ff. Cf. further appendix B, site 4.
Site 6

Continuation north along KV34 wadi.
Finds/results.
Discovery of KV37, yielding funerary statuette fragments
of Tuthmosis IV (Daressy, Fouilles, CG 24971, 24978 bis),
a fire board (CG 24980) and 33 ostraca (cf. Daressy,
Ostraca, 112).
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Site 7
Continuation of sondages along base of cliffs to the
north of KV15.
Finds/results.
Discovery of KV38 (Tuthmosis I) (March: Benedite,
tgypte, 537). For the finds cf. Romer, JEA 60 (1974),
120.
Site 8
Discovery of KV39.
Site 9
Discovery of KV40.
Site 10
Discovery of KV41.
For evidence of work in KV2 (Ramesses IV), (KV17)
(Sethos I) and WV22 (Amenophis III), presumably this
season, cf. above.

SPRING 1900 (January)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Rapports 1899-1910, 19; Maspero, Sites,
104 ff.
Attested site designation.
None.
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Site 11
Re-arrangement and partial removal of the royal mummies
from KV35 (Amenophis II).

WINTER 1900 (27 November-9 December+)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, ASAE 2 (1901), 196 ff.; id., MSS, I.A.244 ff.
Cf. further Rapports 1899-1910, 40.
Attested site designations.
None.
Site 12
Clearance in the KV34 wadiFinds/results.
Discovery of 1(1142 (Hatshepsut-Meryetre). For the finds
cf. Carter, ASAE 2 (1901), 196 ff.; id., MSS, I.A.244 ff.
See addenda.
WINTER 1901-SPRING 1902 (24 November-22 March)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, ASAE 2 (1901), 115 ff.; id., Notebook 17, 184 ff.;
id., ASAE 4 (1903), 43 ff. Cf. Rappots 18991910, 32 f., 59 ff.
Attested site designations.
None.
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Site 13
Investigation into robbery within KV35 (Amenophis II)
(24 November+).
Site 14
Restoration work within KV6 (Ramesses IX).
Site 15
Restoration work within KV9 (Ramesses VI).
Site 16
Restoration work within KV11 (Ramesses III).
Site 17
Restoration work within KV16 (Ramesses I)Site 18
Restoration work within KV35 (Amenophis II).
Finds/results.
'Small blue glaze pot' (Carter, ASAE 4 (1903), 45).
Site 19
Start of clearance of KV15 (Sethos II) (completed season
1903/4).
Note also: 'In the valley, the pathways leading to each
tomb have been widened, and a shelter for one hundred
donkeys and boys made' (Carter, ASAE 4 (1903), 44).
Only one of the finds from this, the 1901/2 season, can
be closely attributed (above, s.v. site 18). Other
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objects found were:
sandstone door lintel fragment inscribed for 'the
scribe Ahmose called Pensekerty, true of voice'
(Carter, ASAE 4 (1903), 45);
'sandstone fragment' inscribed with the prenomen of
Hatshepsut (ibid.; J 36409);
'fragments of blue glaze ushabti-figures of Seti I'
(ibid.; cf. J 36383);
'blue glaze models of tools (viz.: adze, hoe and
yoke)' (ibid.);
11 ostraca and two 'artists' trial-pieces' (ibid.).

WINTER 1903-SPRING 1904
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, ASAE 6 (1906), 112 ff.; Rapports 18991910, 120 .
Attested site designations.
None.
Site 20
Restoration work within KV17 (Sethos I).
Site 21
Excavation of inner sections of KV8 (Merenptah) (G-K).
Finds/results.
'The complete upper part of a large sarcophagus box' (H);
sarcophagus lid of Merenptah (in (J));
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'many fragments of the alabaster canopic box and
shawabti figures (in the 'rubbish' of (J));
ostracon, with 'a sketch of the recumbent figure of
the King on the Sarcophagus, with dimensions'
(Carter, ASAE 6 (1906), pl. 3) (unplaced).
Site 19 (cont'd)
Completion of clearance of KV15 (Sethos II).

WINTER 1905-SPRING 1906
Excavator.
Chassinat.
Basic sources.
Chassinat, EEFAR 1905-6, 82 f.; id., BIFAO 10 (1912),
165 ff.; Rapports 1899-1910, 210.
Attested site designations.
None.
Site 22
Exploration of WV A and other portions of the West
Valley. 'M. Chassinat essayait d'arracher a la Va114e
de l'Ouest le secret des tombeaux de Touatankhamanou
et d'Harmhabi l (Rapports 1899-1910 1 210).
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APPENDIX B
DAVIS EXCAVATIONS, 1902-1914

Introduction
As was noted above, the early Theodore Davis seasons
were conducted by the Antiquities Service Inspector
based in Luxor 22) - from 1902 until 1904 Howard Carter,
and in 1904/5 J. E. Quibell. In 1905 Davis employed his
own archaeologist, Edward R. Ayrton, 23) thus relegating
the new Inspector, Arthur Weigall, to a supervisory role.
Ayrton was succeeded in 1908 by the artist E. Harold
Jones. Jones died in 1911, 24) and his place was taken
by Harry Burton, who continued to dig for Davis until the
latter's death in February 1915. 25)
The excavations financed by Davis are, by virtue of
their range and extent, among the most important ever
undertaken in the Valley of the Kings. Over a period of
12 years, Davis was responsible for finding and/or clearing 30 or more tombs (KV45, 43, 60, 20, 46, D/E or S, 26)
47, 49-52, 48, 53, 19, 55, 54, 10, 56, 57, L-M, 58, N-R,
61, 3, WV A and KV7), several of which were and still are
of great archaeological importance. Unfortunately, Davis's
published record of his work did not do justice to his
discoveries, and the ambiguities, contradictions, errors
and omissions with which his reports abound have been responsible for many subsequent misconceptions and wrong conclusions. Particular effort has therefore been made to
locate and include here any unpublished material pertaining
to the Davis seasons which might serve to restore some
order to the excavations. Notable additions to the
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published sources are the series of expedition photographs relating to the 1905/6, 1906/7 and 1907/8 seasons
recently discovered in the archives of the EES, 27) and
the day journal kept by Jones between 1908-11 and thereafter continued by Burton which is now preserved in the
Egyptian Department of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 28)
A number of letters found amongst the Jones 29) and
Weiga1l 30) papers also shed valuable light on the course
of events, as does the Andrews Journa1, 31) whilst Weigall's
copy of the Davis concession for the season-1905/6 32)
helps to clarify for us the terms under which Davis was
permitted to work.
The most important document to have survived, however,
is the sketch map noting areas cleared and site designations employed by Ayrton during the season 1905/6 (fig.
103 ) • 33) The evidence furnished by this map, together
with the site codes written in ink or pencil upon those
finds of ascertainable provenance, has enabled the meaning
of several of the site designations employed during the
Davis seasons to be established, and thus a mass of
hitherto unprovenanced Davis material to be assigned to
particular tombs or areas of the Valley. For the ostraca
in particular, this will prove to be a development of
some importance, since the context of the majority of
these documents has previously been largely a matter for
speculation.
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Fig. 101:
Davis Excavations, 1902-1914
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Fig. 102:
Davis Excavations, 1902-1914
(West Valley)
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Davis Excavations, 1902-1914
(Figs. 101-102)
SPRING 1902 (18 January-late February)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, ASAE 4 (1903), 45 ff.; Rapports 18991910 1 75.
Attested site d esignations.
Davis 1902
(eernY, Ostraca, CG 25576);
Davis 1902 B.N.
(ibid., CG 25577);
Davis 1902
(ibid., CG 25547);
Davis 1902
(ibid., CG 25744);
Davis 1902
(ibid., CG 25560);
Davis 1902
(ibid., CG 25553, 25636, 25672);
Davis 1902
(ibid., CG 25642).
Site 1
'The site between tombs nos. 2 and 7' (three days); 'proved
to be only the rubbish heap of tomb no. 2' (Carter, ASAE 4
(1903), 45).
Site 2
'Between the small valley on the east side and the uninscribed tomb no. 5' (i.e. between KV5 and the area opposite
KV3), working 'carefully along the edge of the foothill
between the above two points, not leaving a part of the
gebel uninvestigated' (until 25 January). 'The debris
was probably from the tomb no. 5' (Carter, ASAE 4 (1903),
45).
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Finds/results.
Ostracon 'with sketch of a king's head' (Carter, ASAE 4
(1903), pl. 1, 3).
Site 3
'The small valley ... running east from the main valley,
beginning in front of the tomb no. 4' (Ramesses XI) (i.e.
between KV4 and KV21 and beyond?), by means of 'a wide
open trench across the valley, throwing the rubbish behind'
(until 26 February, the intention being to 'finish the
end of the valley next season' (Carter, ASAE 4 (1903),
45 f.); see below, site 5).
Finds/results.
Discovery of KV45 (25 February);
at the end of the valley near no. 28': 'fragment of
an alabaster vase bearing the cartouche of Thotmes IV
together with a few ostraca' (ibid., pl. 1, 1-2); 'a
pottery vase sealed, and a rough wooden coffin of
coptic times containing the skeleton and wrappings of
a child ..., this latter ... found in the loose
rubbish' and unconnected with the other objects;
beyond KV21(?) (cf. Carter, ASAE 4 (1903), 46): 'a few
ostraca and the handle of a hoe'.
Site 4
'The site further up the main valley, where M. Loret had
already begun to excavate and where he found the tomb of
the prince Mai-her-pri no. 36 (cf. appendix A, site 5).
This site was thoroughly dug out' (26 February+) (Carter,
ASAE 4 (1903), 46 f.).
Finds/results.
'In a small hollow in the rock over the tomb of
Mai-her-pri': yellow-painted wooden box inscribed in
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blue with the name and titles of Maiherpri (Carter,
ASAE 4 (1903), 47, fig. 1; MFA 03.1036a-b), containing
two network loincloths in leather (Carter, 22. cit.,
pl. 2; MFA 03.1035, the other stolen from Chicago
Natural History Museum);
'many ostraca and broken fragments of the XIX-XXth
dynasty; pieces of glass and cornelian inlay (MFA;
unnumbered. Gift of E. B. Andrews 19 September 1905),
probably from an ornamental coat of mail, some fragments of a wooden box or coffin bearing the cartouches
of Amenophis III' (Carter, ASAE 4 (1903), 46; cf. id.,
MSS, I.A.138(5)).

SPRING 1903 (early January-15 April)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, ASAE 4 (1903), 176 f.; Davis, ThoutmOsis IV;
id., Hatshopsitia; Rapports 1899-1910, 95;
Carter, MSS, I.A.42 ff.
Attested site designations.
None.
Site 5
Between KV21 and the SE cliff face (cf. Davis, ThoutmOsis IV,
vii).
Finds/results.
Discovery of KV43 (Tuthmosis IV); entered 18 January.
For the finds with locations cf. Davis. ThoutmOsis IV,
passim; for the foundation deposits, Carter, MSS,
I.A.64 f.
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Site 6
'The small valley, east of the Seti I tomb, containing
the already known tombs nos. 19 and 20, ... resulting in
the complete exploration of the valley' (Carter, ASAE 4
(1903), 176).
Finds/results.
'Immediately in the entrance of no 19 (tomb of
Ment-hi-khopesh-eW (Carter, loc. cit.: discovery of
KV60, containing 'two much denuded mummies of women
and some mummified geese' (ibid.); one of the women
the 'royal governess In'. (Note that Carter, Notebook 16,
130, puts the discovery of this tomb before that of
KV43; the date 1904/5 suggested in Davis, Siphtah, 23, is
clearly in error);
'in the debris of the valley, many hieratic ostraca,
two small ushabti figures of Seti I, and a small wooden
cartouche of Thothmes I were found, these were forwardied
(sic) to the Museum' (Carter, ASAE 4 (1903), 177);
start of clearance of KV20 (Tuthmosis I; Hatshepsut)
(early February). (A)-(C) cleared 'by the end of
February' (Davis, Hatshopsita, 77); (C)-(C2) by '15th
April' (ibid., 78). For the finds of this season cf.
ibid., 78, 105 f.; Carter, MSS, I.A.255 ff.

WINTER 1903-SPRING 1904 (1 October-'the end of March')
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Davis, Hatshopsita, passim; Carter, ASAE 6 (1906), 119;
Rapports 1899-1910, 120 f.
Attested site designations.
None.
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Site 6 (cont'd)
Continued clearance of KV20. (C2)-(F) cleared by 26
January; (F)-(J) by 11 February (Davis, Hatshopsita, 78).
Finds/results.
Cf. ibid., 79 (G); 80, 106 ff. (J); Carter, MSS,
I.A.255 ff.

WINTER 1904-SPRING 1905 (20 December-late February+)
Excavator.
Quibell.
Basic sources.
Quibell, ASAE 7 (1906), 8 f.; Davis, Iouiya & Touiyou;
Quibell, Yuaa & Thuiu; Rapports 1899-1910, 175.
Attested site designations.
None.
Site 7
Clearance of the 'upper part of the gully in which
Thutmosis IV and Hatshepsuitu were found ... No success
attended the search' (Quibell, ASAE 7 (1906), 8).
Site 8
'We gradually swept down the valley' (ibid.); clearance of
the area between KV3 and KV4 (Ramesses XI) (January+).
Finds/results.
Discovery of KV46 (Yuya and Tjuyu) (6 February) by
means of a 'trench we ran into the mound' (Quibell,
ASAE 7 (1906), 8). For the finds cf. Davis, Ialty_l_L
Touiyou, and Quibell, Yuaa & Thuiu (which do not always
agree in detail).
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WINTER 1905-SPRING 1906 (27 October+)
Excavator.
AyrtonBasic sources.
Ayrton sketch map (cf. fig. 100); Davis, Siphtah;
Ayrton photos. 1-40 (cf. Reeves, MDAIK 40 (1984)
(forthcoming)); Rapports 1899-1910, 208.
Attested site designations.
Davis 1905-6 (eernal, Ostraca, CG 25515,
25516);
Davis 1905-6 N (ibid., CG 25523);
Davis 1905-6 P (ibid., CG 25578) (?between KV14 and
KV13: cf. site 15 and fig. 103 );
Davis 1905-6 W (ibid., CG 25736);
Davis 1905-6 Z (ibid., CG 25570) (E of KV13: cf.
site 15);
Davis 1905-6 P.A. (ibid., CG 25653, 25659) (S side of
KV35 gully: cf. site 16);
Davis 1905-6 P.M. (ibid., CG 25535, 25564) (KV53: site 16);
PM (ibid., CG 25647) (as P.M. above);
Davis 1905-6 Ep (ibid., CG 25568) (80 in NE of KV29, on
path and to either side: cf. site 15);
Ep (ibid., CG 25532, 25644) (as Ep above);
Ep 1 (ibid., CG 25506) (as Ep above);
F2 (Ayrton photo. no. 2) (vicinity of KV2:
cf. site 13);
Davis 1905-6 Mp (6erni, Ostraca, CG 25595); CG 25595)
Davis 1905-6 Mp 1 (ibid., CG 25574); .
Davis 1905-6 Np (ibid., CG 25534) (80 in ENE of KV47:
cf. site 15);
Davis 1905-6 Np ? (ibid., CG 25513) (as Np above);
Np (ibid., CG 25506) (as Np above);
Davis 1905-6 Np extreme pt. (ibid., CG 25573) (as Np
above);
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Fig. 104:
Davis Excavations, attested site designations 1905-8
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Zam (ern, Ostraca, CG 25644) (? cf.
Z above);
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
Davis 1905-6
above);
Davis 1905-6
above);
Davis 1905-6
above);
Davis 1905-6
above);
Davis 1905-6
above);
Davis 1905-6
above);
Davis 1905-6
above);
Davis 1905-6
above);
Davis 1905-6
above);

G.4 (ibid., CG 25579);
G.8 (ibid., CG 25531);
No.38 (ibid., CG 25579);
st. N. of T. Tb. (ibid., CG 25653);
2 ft. N. of T. Tb. (ibid., CG 25653);
N. Tb. (ibid., CG 25740) (KV47: cf. site 15);
N. Tb. 1 (ibid., CG 25522) (cf. N. Tb. above);
N. Tb. 4 (ibid., CG 25633) (cf. N. Tb. above);
N. Tb. 5 (ibid., CG 25593) (cf. N. Tb. above);
N. Tb. 6 (ibid., CG 25526) (cf. N. Tb. above);
N. Tb. 7 (ibid., CG 25503) (cf. N. Tb. above);
N. Tb. 8 (ibid., CG 25756) (cf. N. Tb. above);
N. Tb. 9 (ibid., CG 25610) (cf. N. Tb. above);
N. Tb. 12 (ibid., CG 25751) (cf. N. Tb.
N. Tb. 15 (ibid.,

CG

25756)

(cf. N. Tb.

N. Tb. 17 (ibid.,

CG

25591)

(cf. N. Tb.

N. Tb. 21 (ibid.,

CG

25502)

(cf. N. Tb.

N. Tb. 24 (ibid., CG 25766)

(cf. N. Tb.

25739)

(cf. N. Tb.

N. Tb. 28 (ibid., CG 25732)

(cf. N. Tb.

N. Tb. 30 (ibid., CG 25731)

(cf. N. Tb.

N. Tb. 31 (ibid., CG 25756)

(cf. N. Tb.

N. Tb. 25 (ibid.,

CG
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N. Tb. 35
(cf. N. Tb. above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 37
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 38
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 39
above);
N. Tb. 43
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 44
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 45
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 46
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 47
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 49
above);
N. Tb. 50
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 51
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 52
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 53
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 60
above);
Davis 1905-6 N. Tb. 61
above);

(ern, Ostraca, CG 25527)
(ibid., CG 25605)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25641)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25719)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25639)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25733)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25730)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25735)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25614)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25734)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25561)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25572)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25575)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25632)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25603)

(cf. N. Tb.

(ibid., CG 25638)

(cf. N. Tb.
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Davis 1905-6 S. Tb. 4 (ern, Ostraca, CG 25742)
(cf. site 16);
Davis 1905-6 S. Tb. 12 (ibid., CG 25764) (as S. Tb. 4
above);
Davis 1905-6 X (ibid., CG 25504, 25525, 25586) (NE of
KV13, at base of cliffs: cf. site 15);
X (ibid., CG 25512, 25542, 25545) (as X
above);
Davis 1905-6 X.1 (ibid., CG 25521) (as X.above);
X.5 (ibid., CG 25542) (as X above);
X.6 (ibid., CG 25542) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.7 (ibid., CG 25509) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.9 (ibid., CG 25541) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.10 (ibid., CG 25521) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.11 (ibid., CG 25509) (as X above);
X.13 (ibid., CG 25512) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.22 (ibid., CG 25521) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.23 (ibid., CG 25541) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.27 (ibid., CG 25537) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.34 (ibid., CG 25537) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.41 (ibid., CG 25521) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X.43 (ibid., CG 25537) (as X above);
X.55 (ibid., CG 25519) (as X above);
X.59 (ibid., CG 25511) (as X above);
X.64 (ibid., CG 25538) (as X above);
Davis 1905-6 X .:73 (ibid., CG 25509) (as X above).
See further fig. 103.
Site 9
'Sundry excavations (sondages) in the rubbish heaps covering the rocks to the south and the water course below'
WV22 (Amenophis III) (Carter, MSS, I.A.124(6)).
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Site 10
The 'promontory of rock in which Tomb No. 12 is situated'.
This 'had been partially dug over on its southern face'
the previous season (cf. Davis, Siphtah, 6). Three days
spent 'excavating the upper layers of rubbish here' (ibid.).
No results. The site temporarily abandoned with the
intention of resuming work here later (below, site 21).
Site 11
'Slightly south of the tomb of Thothmes IV', digging 'up
the slope to the face of the cliff' (ibid.).
Finds/results.
'The unfinished entrance to a tomb' (KV B).
Site 12
'In front of Uaa and Thuaa's tomb' (Davis, Siphtah, 6).
Long trenches sunk 'from east to west across the front of
Tomb No. 3. We then turned to north and south along the
rock face, but with no results' (ibid.).
Site 13
'In front of the tomb of Rameses IV' (KV2) (Davis, Siphtah,
6 f. Davis Site F.
Finds/results.
'A series of ostraka' including: ' a king's head wearing
the blue crown (Ayrton photo no. 4); 'sketch plan' of
the entrance to KV2 (Ayrton photo. no. 3), with a lion
holding a captive's head on the reverse; a hieratic
ostracon mentioning Amenophis I; another, mentioning
Nebhepetre Mentuhotpe; sketch of the head of a Libyan
(? = Ayrton photo. no. 18 left; described as 'from tomb
of Siptah'); a horse and chariot (? = Ayrton photo.
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no. 14; described as 'from tomb of Siptah'); also
potsherds 'encrusted with plaster, and ... with
colours', several with the name of Ramesses II.
Continuation 'up towards the mouth of the tomb of
Rameses IV on the north' (Davis, Siphtah, 7).
Finds/results.
'Debris of rough Coptic and Roman huts' (Ayrton photo.
no. 1);
'dozens of fragments and about twenty specimens of
alabaster ushabtis of Rameses IV' (cf. Ayrton photo.
no. 5, inc. five wooden fragments and one fragmentary
faience specimen); Coptic pottery (Winlock& Crum,
Epiphanius I, pl. 33, B), ostraca fragments and an
unopened letter on papyrus; portions of a foundation
deposit(?) of Ramesses IV, consisting of 'wooden
objects' found 'outside the tomb' (Davis, Siphtah, 28).
(Note that Carter discovered five further deposits
some years later: appendix C, site 4).
Site 14
'The northern face of the promontory of rock which runs
out from the perpendicular cliffs slightly south of the
tomb of Amenhotep II' (Davis, Siphtah, 7 f.), i.e. beyond
KV48.
Finds/results.
'One or two ostraka of the XXth Dynasty' (ibid., 8);
blue faience cup of Tutankhamun, 'at a depth of twelve
feet from the surface', at the eastern end of the
promontory (ibid.); 14 shabtis of Ramesses IV, 'at a
higher level, somewhat to the east of this, and only
three feet from the surface' (? = Gardiner photo.
AHG/31.256, top left; cf. Ayrton photo. no. 5)
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Site 15
November 1905: Davis introduces 'the policy of exhausting
every mountain and foot-hill in the valley', commencing
'at the southern end of the "valley"' (Davis, Siphtah, 1),
i.e. north from KV34, to the junction with the western
gully, and SW/S to KV15. Cf. fig. 105.
Finds/results.
(?This season?) Faience knob of Horemheb (J 41637),
I decombres de Tausert s (KV14);
discovery and partial clearance of KV47 (Siptah). Davis
N. Tb. Contents included: potsherds and ostraca, three
with the names of Sethos II (one, Ayrton photo. no. 16
= CG 25766), others figured (Ayrton photos. 13-15, 1718; though nos. 14 and 18 (left) perhaps from site 13 see above); alabaster 'sarcophagus' fragments; canopic
chest fragments of Tiaa (Aldred, JEA 49 (1963), fig. 1
and pl. 7, 2); shabtis and fragments of Siptah, another
'of a woman', and one with 'the cartouche of Men-mat-Ra'
(cf. Ayrton photo. nos. 19-22); frag. dw3 wr adze of
Tiaa (Aldred, JEA 49 (1963), 42, fig. 2). Cf. Ayrton,
PSBA 28 (1906), pls. 1-2; Davis, Siphtah, 11 ff. For
Burton's completion of the clearance, cf. below, site
38.
Ostraca; cf. above, Attested site designations, Ep, Np,
X, Z etc.
Site 16
The Amenophis II valley (see site 14 above), concentrating
on the area immediately south of the KV11-KV12 promontory.
Davis Site P.A. For views of the area before and after
excavation cf. Ayrton photo. nos. 23-4.
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areas cleared

Fig. 105:
Davis Excavations 1905/6, site 15
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Finds/results.
Discovery of KV49 (= S. Tb.). Hieratic graffito over
entrance (Gardiner photo. AHG/31.261; 6ern, Graffiti,
no. 1282). In the entrance fill: two ostraca, one
'showing an official worshipping' (Gardiner photo.
AHG/31.261, right), the other with 'a man offering to
Queen Aahmes-Nefertari'. In the chamber: mummy
cloth; sherds; ostracon of 'Hay, the chief of workmen
in the Place of Truth' (Daressy, ASAE 22 (1922), 75 f.);
several gaming slabs with incised grids. Cf. Davis,
Siphtah, 16 f.
Discovery of KV50. In the chamber: wood coffin fragments; a mummified dog; a mummified monkey. Cf. Davis,
Siphtah, 17; and perhaps an unpublished letter from
Davis to Weigall, dated 3 February, 1906.
Discovery of KV51. In the entrance: part of a coffin
lid. In the chamber: several baboon mummies; an
ibis mummy; mummified ducks; mummiform intestine packets;
stucco intestine mask (cf. Reeves, BSEG 8(1983), 81 ff.);
a box coffin. Cf. Davis, Siphtah, 17 f.
Discovery of KV52. In the chamber: two wooden boxes,
one with an unwrapped monkey mummy, the other partitioned
into four compartments (a canopic chest?). Cf. Davis,
Siphtah, 18.
Discovery of KV48. In the chamber: the unwrapped
mummy of a man (cf. Weigall, Guide, 227); fragments of
resin-coated coffin with yellow hieroglyphs; wooden
'shabtis' (cf. Ayrton photos. 26-7 = J .38755-7, 38759);
a number of fragmentary blue faience shabtis (J 38773);
four magical bricks (two: Ayrton photo. 28 = J 38758,
48849; the third, J 38755; the fourth ROM 906.6.1)
inscribed, like the wooden I shabtis', for 'the vizier
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Amenemopet' (temp. Amenophis II); a clay sealing
(J 38784); wooden chair fragments; sherds; a pair
of rush sandals (ROM 906.6.13a-b). Cf. Davis,
ELPJILILI. , 18'On the other side of the path, and slightly to the
north of Tomb 29, we discovered another burial
place': KV53. In the entrance shaft: 'several
ostraka l . In the chamber: stela (called an ostracon)
'of Hora, chief scribe in the Place of Truth' (=
Bruarre, Mert Seger, fig. 53, with no provenance;
Ayrton photo. no. 42, 'from P.M.'). 'Nearby, and ...
over the mouth of the tomb': 'remains of rough
workmen's huts'; 'several ostraka and trial pieces'
'built into the walls of one of these' (cf. Ayrton
photo. nos. 41, 43-4, 50 and perhaps 45, 47-9). Cf.
Davis, Siphtah, 18 f.
Site 17

'The end of February, 1906' (Davis, Siphtah, 23),
clearance of KV19 (Mentuherkhepshef). For views of the
entrance and presumably post-dynastic blocking, cf. Ayrton
photos. 29-30.
Finds/results.
In the entrance: 'several ostraka ...', including 'a
long religious inscription written in black ink, with
the cartouches of Rameses Ra-hak-maat' (though 'there
was nothing to prove its connection with the filling
of the tomb'); displaced items from a foundation deposit
of Ramesses IV (Ayrton photo. no. 54; J 38779). In the
entrance fill: ostracon 'with the cartouches of
Rameses Ra-kheper-maat'. 'In and near the burial pit':
potsherds; the 'upper part of a broken mummy'. Scattered:
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' several fragments of a ... stela of a sedem ash in

"The Place of Truth" ... named Hay ...; they all join
together and fit another piece found in the Coptic
midden outside the tomb of Rameses IV' (site 13 above).
Unplaced: fire-stick and board (Ayrton photo. no. 51;
ROM 906.6.10-11); resin-coated wooden shabtis (Ayrton
photo. no. 52; J 38760); fragments of beadwork (Ayrton
photo. no. 53; cf. J 38766); decorated faience fragments (Ayrton photos. 56-8; J 38755-6; ROM 906.6.12);
faience shabtis (Ayrton photo. no. 55; ? = J 38773
from KV48). For a selection of the figured ostraca,
Cf. Ayrton photo. nos. 59-60. Cf. in general Davis,
Siphtah, 28 f.
(For the possibility of work in KV11 (Ramesses III)
this season cf. Gardiner photo. AHG/31.256, the bottom
print of which = Dawson, AMNH (9 ser.) 16 (1925), 659,
fig. 5.)

WINTER 1906-SPRING 1907
Excavator.
Ayrton.
Basic sources.
Davis, Tiyi; Rapports 1899-1910, 234.
Attested site designations.
Davis 1906-7 Mer. 19 (ern, Ostraca,
CG 25550);
Davis 1906-7 Mer. 34 (ibid., CG 25637);
Davis 1906-7 Mer. 37 (ibid., CG 25752);
Davis 1906-7 Mer. 65 (4MA 09.184.212);
Davis 1906-7 Mer. 68 (ern, Ostraca,
CG 25729);
Davis 1906-7 MEF.14 (ibid., CG 25728);
Davis 1906-7 NEF 1 (ibid., CG 25745);
Davis 1906-7 Nef 10 (ibid., CG 25743);
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Site 18
1 January 1907: 'a space of about forty feet oblong' in
the vicinity of KV55 (Davis, Tiyi, 1).
Finds/results.
On the 'western face (of the mound) to the south of
in ... a recess in the rock' (KV C):
(KV9)
'several large jars of the XXth dynasty type' (Davis,
Tiyi, 7). (Two jars formerly MMA 09.184.171-2).
Below this: discovery of KV55 with contents. For details
cf. above, ch. 2. For the final clearance, cf. below,
following site 21.
(Does the site designation Mer. refer to an otherwise
unattested clearance in the vicinity of KV8 this season?)

WINTER 1907-SPRING 1908
Excavator.
Ayrton.
Basic sources.
Davis, Siphtah; id., Harmhabi; Rapports 18991910, 262.
Attested site designations.
Davis 1907-8 HO (ern, Ostraca, CG 25566,
25594, 25645, 25759, 25773a, 25775) (presumably the
workmen's houses between KV17 and KV21: cf. site 19);
Davis 1907-8 H0.13 (ibid., CG 25598) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House 6.1 (ibid., CG 25563) . (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House C1 (ibid., CG 25673) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House
(ibid., CG 25673) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House Oa (ibid., CG 25673) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House U2 (ibid., CG 25656) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 HO.82.7 (ibid., CG 25661) (as HO above);
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Davis 1907-8 H0:8(?)4 (Gardiner photo. AHG/31.258)
(as HO above);

Davis 1907-8 House e.5 (ern, Ostraca,
CG 25716) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House 0.7 (ibid., CG 25658) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House K.1 (ibid., CG 25606) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House K.3 (ibid., CG 25726) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House A.2 (ibid., CG 25621) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House A.4 (ibid., CG 25609) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 HO:A.5 (ibid., CG 25559) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House A6 (ibid., CG 25562) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House v.1 (ibid., CG 25750) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House N (MMA 09.184.184E) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House ..11

(ern,

Ostraca,

CG 25554) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House n.4 (ibid., CG 25597) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House n.5 (ibid., CG 25643) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House n.13 (ibid., CG 25569) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House n.18 (ibid., CG 25651) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House p.2 (ibid., CG 25585) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House p.5 (ibid., CG 25625) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House p.8 (ibid., CG 25773b) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House w.8 (ibid., CG 25580) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House co.6 (ibid., CG 25652) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House w.7 (ibid., CG 25528) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 HO:w.8 (ibid., CG 25747) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 House-?-mid (4) (ibid., CG 25655) (as HO
above);
Davis 1907-8 (House)* E.5 (Gardiner photo. AHG/31.259)
(as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 HO* E.7 (Gardiner photo. AHG/31.257) (as
HO above);
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Davis 1907-8 House R-E9 (ern, Ostraca,
CG 25707) (as HO above);
Davis 1907-8 ER4 (ibid., CG 25630) (along the path in
the vicinity of KV61: cf. site 21);
Davis 1907-8 ER.5 (ibid., CG 25748) (as ER4 above);
Davis 1907-8 ET (MMA 09.184.184B) (as ER4 above);
? Davis 1907-8 MB (MMA 09.184.188);
Davis 1907-8 R.VI.N.3 (ern, Ostraca,
CG 25627a) (presumably KV9: cf. site 21);
Davis 1907-8 R.VI.N.4 (ibid., CG 25617) (as R.VI.N.3
above);
Davis 1907-8 R.VI.N (ibid., CG 25615) (as R.VI.N.3
above).
- Site 19
Between KV16 and KV21.
Finds/results.
Workmen's houses between KV17 (cf. appendix D, doc. 8),
KV18 and KV21 (MMA Accession cards), finds including
ostraca (cf. above, Attested site designations); jewellery mould (MMA 09.184.181 = Hayes, Scepter II, 217,
fig. 129).
'In chip near' KV17: shabtis of Sethos I (cf. MMA
09.184.213).
Discovery of KV54. For the contents and further details
cf. Davis, Tiyi, 4 f.; Winlock, Materials; Reeves,
BSEG 8 (1983), 81 ff.
Site 20
Partial clearance of KV10 (Amenmesse) (cf. appendix D,
doc. 3).
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Finds/results.
Base of alabaster shabti of Ramesses VI; alabaster
'box(?)' fragment of Sethos I (apparently in upper
layers). Cf. loc. cit.; Weigall, Guide, 206.
Site 21
3 January 1908: 'the small side valley which leads to the
tomb of Amenhotep II ... beginning ... at the western
extremity ... along the north side of the mound ... occupied by the ... tomb of Rameses VI (No. 9)' (Davis,
Siphtah, 31).
Finds/results.
Ostraca from the vicinity of KV9 (cf. above, Attested
site designations).
5 January 1908 (appendix D, docs. 4-5): discovery of
KV56. Cf. Ayrton, PSBA 30 (1908), 116; Davis, Siphtah,
35 ff.; id., Tiyi, 41 ff.
22 February 1908 (appendix D, doc. 7): discovery of
KV57 (Horemheb). Cf. Davis, Harmhabi, passim.
Continuation of work southwards along the path near KV61
(cf. fig. 103).
Finds/results.
Ostraca (cf. above, Attested site designations, ER, ET
etc.).
30 January+ 1908: final clearance of KV55; removal of
shrine panels 'to copy' (appendix D, doc. 6).
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WINTER 1908-SPRING 1909 (18 November-7 March)
Excavator.
Jones.
Basic sources.
Jones & Burton, Tombs; Rapports 1899-1910, 292.
Attested site designation.
Davis 1908-9 House J.2 (ern, Ostraca, CG 25565);
attribution of finds otherwise probably by date.
Site 22
Between KV57 and KV35.
Finds/results.
From area W of KV57, below path: several fragments
of glass (26-30 November); fragmentary faience shabti
with prenomen of Amenophis II(?) (27 November); 'circular alabaster ?vase cover' (26 November); 'fragment
of dark green stone with parallel edges worked' (28
November); faience fragments (27-29 November); 'fragment of alabaster or marble' (28 November); carnelian
bead (29 November); 'small piece of gold foil' (29
November); 'fragment of coloured glass (light blue and
green)' (2 December).
'On N side of Amenophis II': 'two shallow pit tombs
(KV L-M) discovered and emptied by Reis Mohammed in
1898 when Amenophis II was discovered (cf. above,
appendix A, site 4) ... Broken large bl: gl: bead and
fragment of decorated glass found in rubbish' (4 December).
'2 alabaster ushabtis in debris in front of steps (of
KV12) and 1 metre below surface
painted green';
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one with the prenomen of Ramesses VI. They 'appear
in undisturbed debris at mouth of No. 12 and appear
to have been thrown therefrom' (7 December).
'Ostrakon with drawing of a prince grotesque, fragment
of blue glass and 2 broken beads', from N of KV35 (9
December).
'Ostrakon with crude grotesque drawing of a dog and
portion of an eye in black (charcoal) ... in front and
to S of Amen. II' (11 December).
Ostracon, '?name lost'; 'at foot of camera on mound
above monkey tombs' (cf. above, site 16) (11 December).
'Bl: gl: palette ... and several small pots (similar
to those generally found in foundation deposits)';
'found 1 ft. above rock level ... (in) ... solid water
sodden debris' to S of K1.735 (12 December).
'Two fragments of mud sealings - the impress being
coloured blue'; jackal and nine captives type (MMA
09.184.258-9); 'bl: gl: fragment of face with black
spots'. From '1 ft. above rock level' in wadi leading
to 1<1.135 (16 December).
'Fragment of decorated glass vase' in debris opposite
W end of 1<1.712 (18 December).
'Unfinished pit (KV N) 1 metre square which descended
to 5 feet and then stopped'; on S side of path? (21
December).
'Unfinished limestone seated statuette with face
roughly put in in red paint', from in front of KV12
(25 December).
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Site 23
Continuation along wadi in general area of KV57 (which
Davis began to copy this season - see Rapports
1899-1910, 292) and KV56 (30 December-14 January).
Finds/results.
Fragment of inscribed alabaster; 'lower part of bl:
gl: ankh' (?MMA 14.6.37a-b). From SW or E of KV57 (30
December).
Two ostraca and two inscribed potsherds (one, MMA
14.6.219), 'in debris opposite and in front of
Horemheb's tomb about 4 metres from steps' (31
December).
'4 broken pieces of inscribed pottery, 3 inscribed
limestone fragments and one with the part of a figure
roughly sketched in (one, MMA 14.6.218). Also 2 blue
glazed fragments of vases and portion of inlay in
faience blue-glazed with circular pattern (probably
king's helmet)'; 'found in rubbish in front of
Horemheb' (2 January).
Ostracon; presumably from E of KV57 (3/4 January).
large broken ostrakon with drawing of Hawk (head
broken)'; from between KV57 and KV56 (7 January).
'Fragment of blue glass vase and pottery with portion
of hieratic inscription'; from S or W of KV57 (8
January).
'Fragment of wooden sarcophagus', 20+ feet deep above
KV58 (9 January).
Discovery of 1(1158 (10 January; clearance until 22

January). For the contents cf. Davis, Harmhabi, 3,
125 ff.; Reeves, GM 46 (1981), 11 ff.
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'Fragments of blue glazed vase decorated in black',
'in trench (near Tausert's tomb)' (14 January).
Site 24
Alongside and beneath the donkey shed. Cf. fig. 106
(14-28 January).
Finds/results.
Three limestone canopic jar fragments, one with bluefilled inscription (prob. MMA 14.6.49), at depth of
5 feet; also, alabaster shabti, 'colour washed off'
(15 January).
Decorated fragment of limestone with lower part of
god's figure, under donkey shed at depth of about 8
feet; 'blue glaze fragment of large vase with lower
part of kneeling figure painted in black' (MIAA
14.6.35); 'fragment of blue faience decorated with
incised lines' (prob. MMA 14.6.30) (16 January).
Head from rough limestone statue, at depth of 12 feet
(17 January; body found 22 January).
Six large and six small pall rosettes, copper-alloy,
with other fragments 'in trench near (?) stones (possibly
workman's house ...)' (18 January).
Fragment of inscribed alabaster sarcophagus(?), from
E of donkey shed door(?) (21 January).
Body of limestone statuette (to join head found 17
January); alabaster fragment (22 January).
Ostracon fragment: '?workmen's list with red checking
spots'; 'fragment of limestone chipping with crude
chalk drawing of a face and outline of figure' (27
January).
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Fig. 106:
Davis Excavations 1908/9, site 24
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Fig. 107:
Davis Excavations 1908/9, site 25
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Site 25
'Trench 1 metre deep all along the wady going through
the path and under shed' (fig. 107 1 A-A) (29 Jan.-4 Feb.).
Finds/results.
Broken base of limestone canopic(?) jar; neck fragment
of alabaster vase; 'left top corner of slab blue glaze
only inscript. possibly
' (29/30
(broken) with
January).
Small canopic jar 'at level 10 ft.'; lower part of

steatite shabti, incised hieroglyphs; two fragments
of an inscribed stela (31 January).
Middle portion of blue glazed shabti inscribed in
black, 1 ?cartouches' (1 February).
fragments of alabaster, 'at 15 ft.' (3 February).

Continuation of work (fig. 107, B-C) (4 February).
Finds/results.
'Unfinished pit (KV 0) with stone wall built around
- ?workman's house'; funerary cone of Mentemhet (TT34)
(4 February).
Continuation of work (fig. 107 1 C-D), 'descending with
gradual slope to W' (5-12 February).
Finds/results.
'Large quantity of tomb "dressings"' (6-8 February);
'fine head carved in limestone in profile (8 February);
'fragments of limestone with rough charcoal drawings'
(10 February).
(??) Continuation of work (fig. 107, D-x-x) (12-13 February).
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Finds/results.
'Limestone fragment with drawing coloured of woman
nursing child'; also 'other unimportant fragments'
(12 February).
(Here?) 'wig ornaments in blue glaze wedge shaped also
fragments of blue glaze ?tiles or inlay and several
fragments of limestone with sketch and inscriptions'
(13 February).
Continuation of work (fig. 107, x-x) (13-18 February).
Finds/results.
Several ostraca 'over the whole field' (14/15 February).
'Descending towards mound at F-G' (17-18 February).
Finds/results.
'Fragments of blue glaze broken beads small bits of
gold foil and fragment of ushabti ... also limestone
ostraka' (17 February); 'two fragments of small
offering table or stela' (18 February).
Continuation of work (fig. 107, F-G) (19 February-7 March).
'This ... mound of debris occupied the remainder of the
season, the work being stopped on March 7th'. No finds
recorded.

WINTER 1909-SPRING 1910 (24 November-26 January)
Excavator.
Jones.
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Basic sources.
Jones& Burton, Tombs; Davis, Harmhabi l pls. 10-13.
Attested site designations.
None; attribution of finds probably by date.
Site 26
Some 20-30 m S of KV50-52, 'removing debris thrown over
cliff from small (monkey) tombs' (24 November-15 December) . Cf. figs. 108-9.
Finds/results.
Remains of workmen's huts 'built on rock level' at
base of cliff (about 25/26 November).
'Fragments of carved small stela' S of northernmost
huts (26 November).
'Square sunk pit (KV P) 12 feet below surface level
and 1 metre deep. 11/2 x 2 metres. In the pit found
ashes, broken fragments of pottery, flint flakes,
fragments of broken wood (twigs), straw and burnt
bones' (12 December).
'Further out on the flat another pit (KV Q) similar
to above found a little deeper but with same filling
of undisturbed ashes, pottery fragments - ball shaped
flints, a piece of pumice stone, pottery fragments
with mark
, many ashes and fine grey ash dust' (13
December).
Continuation W towards KV36 (15-20 December).
Finds/results.
Pit (KV R) containing 'burnt rubbish' slightly to the
N of KV36.
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Fig. 109:
Davis Excavations 1909/10, sites 26-7
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Site 27
A trench NNE of KV13 (19-20, 27 December). Cf. fig. 109.
Finds/results.
None recorded.
Site 28
To N and S along the footpath due E of KV47 (27-29 December). Cf. fig. 110.
Finds/results.
'Several ostraka' (27-28 December); 'carved stone fragment with upper part of cartouche probably Merneptah'
(prenomen) (27 December).
'Unfinished stela at corner A with broken pot ostraka
with cartouches of Rameses II and several other fragments. Stela ... with cartouche of Amenhetep (prenomen)
and well cut figure of King sandalled feet etc. before
Osiris. Before two figures kneeling and adoring
complete while third figure contemplated but unfinished
- on left in front of third figure' the name Penamun
(MMA 14.6.182; cf. Hayes, Scepter II, 384) (29 December).
Site 29
'Near Seti II tomb No. 15' (29 December).
Finds/results.
'Without result.'
Site 30
'Left of the path leading to Thothmes III tomb' (?25 December-6 January+?)Finds/results,
Discovery of KV61 (6 January+).
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Davis Excavations 1909/10, site 28
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Site 31
Presumably the area between and below KV43 and KV20 (no
dates, but probably after 6 January). Cf. Davis,
Harmhabi, pl. 11.
Finds/results.
'A few blue glass Long beads'; 'a wedge of wood with
the cartouche of Hatasoo.'
Site 32
'Clearance of sloping desert on all sides' (presumably of
KV43 and KV20) (before 26 January). Cf. Davis, Harmhabi,
pl. 8(?) .
Finds/results.
'Several ostraka ... near the group of workmen's
houses to the SE of the engine room' (Sc. KV18); 'a
splinter of sundried wood with traces of incut
hieroglyphs.'
Site 33
'The valley (in which Tomb No. 4 is). On the north side
a trench was cut some 10 feet deep through undisturbed
debris to the bed rock' (before 26 January). Cf. Davis,
Harmhabi, pls. 7, 10, 12-13.
Finds/results.
'A fragment of the handle of perhaps a fan in wood ...',
inscribed for the god's father Userhetett 'limestone
chip with inscription in red paint.'
Site 34
'Reconnaissance de la Vallee de l'Ouest' (Rapports
1899-1910, 323). No further details, but cf. Carter,
Notebook 17, 203, and s.v. site 36, below..
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WINTER 1910-SPRING 1911
Excavator.
Jones.
Basic sources.
Rapport 1911, 15; Andrews, Journal.
Attested site designations.
None.
Site 35
'Dans la grande vall ge' (Rapport 1911, 15). No
further details.
Finds/results.
'
rien ... qui vaille d'être mentionne aupres des
decouvertes des annees prec6dentes: du moms M. Crane
a-t-il pousse fort loin la copie des peintures qui
decorent l'hypogee d'Harmhabi ...' (ibid.). Cf. above,
site 23.

Site 36
The 'Priest King's' valley (Andrews, Journal, entry for 11
December 1910) = 'le vallon nouveau' (Rapport 1911,
15). Cf. Carter, Notebook 17, 203.
Finds/results.
No further details.

SPRING 1912 (7-23 February)
Excavator.
Burton.
Basic sources.
Jones & Burton, Tombs; Burton, BMMA 11 (1916), 13 ff.;
Rapport 1912 26.
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Attested site designations.
None; attribution of finds probably by date.
Site 37
Clearance of KV3 (temp. Ramesses III), commencing 'just
outside the entrance which was filled with rubble up to
3 ft. from the top' (7-15 February). Cf. Winlock & Crum,
Epiphanius I, 19.
Finds/results.
'An earthenware jar ... about 20 ft. from the entrance'
(9 February); '2 Coptic lamps' (10 February); '4 earthenware Coptic jars ... found in the chamber with four
supports' (i.e. (C)) (11 February); 'two capitals and
two bases and part of a column ... found in the last
chamber but one' (E) (12 February). (For the column
capitals cf. the photograph reproduced by Romer, Valley,
204).
Site 38
Continued clearance of KV47 (Siptah) (cf. site 15 above),
commencing 'in the main chamber' (F) (7-23 February).
Finds/results.
Broken shabti (in passage (G)-(H)) (16 February); and
another, 'carrying Siphtah's cartouches', in (I) (18
February).
Site 39
West Valley, precise dates uncertain. Davis 'envoyait
une partie de ses chantiers dans la vall4e de l'ouest, (et)
ii s l attaquait plusieurs points de l'Ouadin'
(Rapport 1912, 26). Cf. Carter, MSS, I.A.124(6): 'during
the years 1905 and 1914 (Sc. 1912), the late Messrs. Ayrton,
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Jones (sic) and Mr. Burton, on behalf of Theo. M. Davis,
made sundry excavations (sondages) in the rubbish heaps
covering the rocks to the south and the water course
below this tomb' (sc. WV22). The work 'amounted to test
trenches in search of another tomb, (and) the clearance
of a small tomb chamber (WV A) under the vertical cliff,
known before him.'
Finds/results.
'Fragments of harness (Carter, MSS, I.A.138(10)) and
a portion of a large scarab' (ibid., I.A.138(11)).

WINTER 1912-SPRING 1913 (16 December-8 March)
-Excavator.
Burton.
Basic sources.
Jones & Burton, Tombs; Burton, BMMA 11 (1916), 13 ff..
Attested site designations.
None; probably by date.
Site 38 (cont'd)
Continued clearance of KV47 (Siptah),
Finds/results.
'Two fragments of alabaster, prob. part of the sarcophagus' (L) (4 January); red granite sarcophagus and
lid (in L) (8 February); fragments of canopic chest
(from (L) and (J)) (13 and 19-20 January; 5-6 March);
four lids 'with lotus flowers painted or them' (L)
(22 January). Cf. Burton, BMMA 11 (1916), 13 ff.
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WINTER 1913-SPRING 1914 (11 December-11 February-f-?)
Excavator.
Burton.
Basic source.
Jones & Burton, Tombs.
Attested site designations.
None; attribution of finds probably by date.
Site 40
Clearance of KV7 (Ramesses II), commencing 'to the right
... (and) to the left' of the entrance (11 December-14
January). Cf. Baillet, Inscriptions, 193; Romer, Valley.
236; and further appendix Cf site 2.
Finds/results.
'Frag. of a statue with hieroglyphics (sic) on one
side. Limestone' (D) (18 December); 'fragment of
alabaster with part of a figure engraved on it' (F)
(23 December); green and blue faience shabti fragments ((F) and (H)) (23 December; 3 January); 'limestone
lid 7 cm in diameter with lotus flower painted on top'
(G) (31 December); fragment of blue faenze (sic) with
black hieroglyphics (sic) and part of cartouche
of Ramses II' (prenomen) (I) (31 December); 'small
alabaster lid, round 6 cm. diameter' (G) (1 January);
' small pieces of glass' (G) (1 January); corner 'fragment ... blue glaze ... Part of cartouche of Ramses II
on one side' (prenomen) (I) (MMA 14.6.221; cf. Hayes,
Scepter II, 346) (4 January); 'one or two odd pieces
of blue glaze' (5 January); 'pieces of alabaster
belonging either to canopic box or sarcophagus' (J)
(12-13 January); ostracon (J 44892: Keimer, ASAE 33
(1933), 197 f., figs. 89a-b).
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Site 41
'to the north and above No. 8' (25-28 January).
Finds/results.
'Sketch of a monkey' (28 January).

Continuation ' to the south of the tomb' (29-31 January).
Finds/results.
'Square seal with hieroglyphics (sic) on either
side (30 January).
Continuation 'clearing downwards towards No. 6' (31
January-11 February).
Finds/results.
'Limestone ring (plain)' (2 February); otherwise
'nothing of importance'.
Clearance at 'corner of path up to No. 8' (11 February+;
here the record stops).
No finds recorded.
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APPENDIX C
CARNARVON EXCAVATIONS, 1915-1922

Introduction
Following Davis's death, the concession to excavate
in the Valley of the Kings passed to the Fifth Earl of
Carnarvon, whose work was directed by Howard Carter.
With the obvious exception of KV62 (Tutankhamun), the
results of their efforts disappointed the excavators. 34)
Nevertheless, relatively full records were kept, and of
these the major portion is preserved in the Griffith
Institute, Oxford. 35) It has thus been a relatively
simple matter to reconstruct the scheme of work during
the Carnarvon seasons and to identify and assign to
specific sites the individually numbered finds (including
ostraca) made during these years.

Carnarvon died on 6 April 1923, a short time after the
discovery of KV62. The concession to excavate in the
Valley was then allowed to lapse, although Carter
continued his work of clearance in the tomb of Tutankhamun
until February 1932.
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Fig. 111:
Carnarvon Excavations, 1915-1922
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Fig. 112:
Carnarvon Excavations, 1915-1922
(West Valley)
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Carnarvon Excavations, 1915-1922
(Figs. 111-112)
SPRING 1915 (8 February-8 March)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, MSS, I.A.123 ff.; I.J.386-7, nos. 1-105. Cf.
Carter, Tut.ankh.Amen I, 79.
Attested site designation.
None; attribution of finds by number.
Site 1
WV22 (Amenophis III). 'Commenced by clearing the mouth
of the water course beneath entrance of tomb.'

Finds/results.
1 frag. alabaster shabti, Tiye ( I Carnarvon colln.
1920' = I.A.138(19));
2-4 frags. faience, glass (4 = I.A.138(13)).
'Before entrance of tomb.'

Finds/results.
5-58 five (of six) foundation deposits of Tuthmosis IV,
intact (I.A.139(1 ff.); I.A.139a)
'Rubbish of protective well.'
Finds/results.
59 frag. alabaster shabti, Tiye ('Highclere coll. 1920'
= I.A.138(19));
60 'bitumenised l wooden box(?) fragments, Tiye (I.A.138(19));
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61-2, 65-6, 74 serpentine, alabaster, wood shabti
fragments, Amenophis III (61 = I.A.138(27); 62 =
I.A.138(16); 65 = I.A.138(27); 66 = I.A.138 (16);
74, 'Highclere coll. 1920' = I.A.138(14) & (17));
63-4 intrusive coffin fragments (I.A.138(28));
67, 73, 77, 81 faience, glass, ivory inlays (73, uraeus
head = I.A.138(22), 'Highclere coll. 1920'; 77 =
I.A.138(15));
69-70, 75, 80, 87-8 frags. alabaster, glass, faience
(87 = I.A.138(13); 88 = I.A.138(24));
71 'bitumenised . wooden figure of Tiye, fragmentary,
three-quarter life-size;
72 'bitumenised' Sekhmet figure;
76 ebony veneer frags. ('Cairo Museum, 1916' = I.A.138(15));
78 faience pectoral frag. ('Highclere coll. 1920' =
I.A.138(23));
79 faience ring bezel, wsr-m3 c t_ r c stp_n_rc (Ramesses II)
(I.A.138(28));
82 halfa grass;
83 human skull and hand;
84-5 beads, amulets (85 = I A.138(12));
86 frag. inscribed wood (I.A.134 (3));
89 fragmentary wooden labels, hieratic;
90 various splinters of wood.
'Protective well chamber.'
Finds/results.
91 stone vessel fragments;
92 wood fragments;
93 frag. polychrome faience shabti (I.A.138(20));
94 hand of wooden statue of Tiye (I.A.138(25));
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95-6, 101-2 fragments of polychrome glass, faience
(96, frag. faience bracelet = I.A.138(13));
97 fragmentary wooden labels, hieratic ('9 labels in
98-9 alabaster, limestone, schist shabti fragments
(99, 'Highclere coll. 1920' = I.A.138(18));
100 faience bowl frag. (I.A.138(21));
103 ivory-inlaid ebony veneer ('Cairo Museum');
104 gold strip;
105 parts of chariot and wheel (I.A.140 ff.; Western,
JEA 59 (1973), 91 ff.).
Burial chamber (J).
Finds/results.
(no number) alabaster canopic chest frag. (I.A.131(2)).

WINTER 1917-SPRING 1918 (1 December-2 February)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, MSS, I.J.319 ff. (photos.); I.J.386-7, nos.
106-215.
Attested site designation.
A; attribution of finds by number.
Site 2
'Commenced operations in the E. valley. Beginning in the
small lateral valley situated between the tomb of Ramses II
and Ramses VI, and running approximately N.W.-S.E.'
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Finds/results.
('From same site but from Burton's excavations on
behalf of Theo. M. Davis - 1914'; cf. appendix B,
site 40.)
106-8 ostraca (I.F.80-2).
('Mostly from top loose stuff and probably from
former excavations'.)
109-10 frags. inscr. alabaster canopic chest/sarcophagus;
111 potsherds with traces of colour and mortar, human
skull and animal bone;
112-5 frags. faience, polychrome glass, inlay, amulets,
bronze;
116-7, 119-29, 132-40 ostraca ('upper stratum') (125 =
CG 25620, 25755; 138 = CG 25649);
118 arm and foot of statuette;
130 'frag. of arragonite finial' (yoke harness boss?);
131 sandstone hones and wooden mallet ('lower stratum');
141 'frag. alab. (?)bull's head from a vase' ('upper
stratum');
142 frag. clay model of a lotus flower ('upper stratum').
('Middle and lower stratum'.
143-88, 191-6, 200, 203-15 ostraca (143 = I.F.83; 147 =
I.F.84-7; 148 = I.F.88; 149 ('floor level of workmen's
huts') = CG 25760; 151 = CG 25524; 152 = CG 25677;
153 = CG 25679; 154 = CG 25678; 155 = CG 25680; 156 =
CG 25622; 157 = CG 25552; 158 = CG 2. 5631; 159 = CG 25616;
161 = CG 25551; 163 = CG 25727; 165 = I.F.106; 167 =
CG 25552; 171 = I.F.107; 172 = CG 25706; 175 = CG 25753;
176 ('prob. dates the level of the huts of this part of
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the valley') = CG 25671; 177 = CG 25646; 178 =
CG 25540; 180 = CG 25627b; 183 = I.F.115; 184 =
CG 25618; 186 = CG 25539; 193 = I.F.121; 204 =
I.F.122; 206 = CG 25754; 211 = I.F.123-4 (cf. Carter,
Tut.ankh.Amen II, pl. 21 a); 212 = CG 25581; 214 =
CG 25623);
189 red pottery jar containing skeleton of a snake
(I.B.201);
190 large polychrome glass bead ('period ?Ramses II')
(I.A.279; BFAC,Catalogue, 40, no. 4). (An additional
note reads: 'Below these (?huts) a filling of
boulders, flint and sand');
197, 202 copper-alloy model knives (197 = I.A.276);
198 fragment of 'very fine jasper bead' (I.A.279);
199 gold foil.
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.52,for precise find-spots.)

SPRING 1919 (19-24 February)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, MSS, I.A.233-4; I.J.386-7, nos. 216-26
Attested site designation.
B; attribution of finds by number.
Site 3
'Before tomb of Thothmes I' (KV38).
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Finds/results.
216-26 uninscribed foundation deposit material (pottery
and copper-alloy model tools).

SPRING 1920 (5 January+)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, MSS, I.J.386-7, nos. 227-75.
Attested site designations.
C, D, E, F; attribution of finds by number.
Site 4

'In front of and on the S.W. side of the mouth of the
tomb of Ramses IV' (KV2) (5-?10 January) (site C).
Finds/results.
227-8, 231-2 frags. faience, polychrome glass, wood
(232, wood frag.: Ramesses IV);
229-30 fragmentary alabaster, faience shabtis, Ramesses IV;
234-6, 239 intact foundation deposits, Ramesses IV;
238 ostracon.
Site 5

'Depression in foot hill between tombs Ramses II-IV (i.e.
KV7-KV21), wherein debris from excavations of tombs had
been anciently thrown' (10-?15 January) (site D).
Finds/results.
243 ostracon.
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Site 6
'South of the entrance of the tomb of Ramses II' (KV7)
(15 January-?17 February).
Finds/results.
244, 246-7 ostraca;
245 painted wood, Ramesses II;
248 two plumb-bobs, stone rubber, stock of brush;
249 mud jar sealing (I.E.2).
'(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.52, for precise find-spots.)
Site 7
'Investigated canyon above tomb of Thothmes III, wherein
, there were many boulders artificially placed there' (sic).
(In a note Carter adds: 'These boulders and debris, (?)from
an excavation of a tomb of early date, are very puzzling.
Possibly they may comprise the debris from the tomb No. 39
at the head of the upper valley - hidden like that of the
tomb of Amenhotep I (i.e. AN B). (The ground above around
the edges of the canyon still requires exploration)')
(17-?21 February) (site E).
Finds/results.
further details.
Site 8
'Before entrance of the tomb of Merenptah' (KV8). (In a
note Carter adds: 'Barring a certain depth of top stuff
this ground was undisturbed since dynastic. times'.) (21
February-?5 March) (site F).
Finds/results.
250-1, 253-6, 270-1 ostraca;
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252 I frag. of arragonite - ?portion of furniture';
257-69 cache of alabaster vessels, Ramesses II and
Merenptah (I.C.168 ff.).
'Lower stratum below entrance of Merenptah tomb' (5-?10
March).
Finds/results.
272-5 copper chisels and fragments.
'Water-course south side of the tomb of Merenptah and
debris above on that side' (10-16 March).
Finds/results.
'only further remains of workmen's huts.'
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.52,for precise find-spots.)

WINTER 1920-SPRING 1921 (1 December-3/13 March)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, MSS, I.J.386-7, nos. 276-350.
Attested site designations.
H, I, L; attribution of finds by number.
Site 9

'Recommenced excavations. Lateral valley between tombs
Ramses II and VI' (KV7-9) (1-?22 December).
Finds/results:
276-85 ostraca (278 = CG 25788; 279 = CG 25789; 280 =
CG 25823).
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.52, for precise find-spots)
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Site 10
'Investigated in front of tomb No. 12 for deposits' (1
December) (site L).
Finds/results.
further details.
Site 11
'Prepared tomb No. 4 as Magazine.'
Finds/results.
specified, but a note by Carter reads: 'See
pottery found at entrance'.
Site 12
'Continued beside entrance of tomb of Ramses VI' (KV9)
(23 December-?3 January) (site H).
Finds/results.
286-98, 300-2 ostraca (289 = CG 25803; 290 = CG 25798;
293 ('level of floor of huts'); 296 = CG 25807;
300c = CG 25815a; 300f = CG 25809; 300g = CG 25809;
300i = CG 25832c; 300k = CG 25809; 3001 = CG 25813;
300p = CG 25805; 300q = CG 25815b; 300r = CG 25815a;
300s = CG 25809; 300y = CG 25832a; 300z = CG 25832b;
300cc = CG 25816; 300dd = CG 25821; 300ee =
CG 25829; 300jj = CG 25817; 300oo = CG 25802; 300rr =
CG 25828; 300qq = CG 25808; 300ss = CG 25812; 302 =
CG 25819);
299 'place for making and mixing mortar or plaster'
(among huts). ('(?)a hut re-used for mixing plaster
for Ramses VI tomb'. A further note by Carter reads:
'The huts here ... were built partly upon ground
made up with numbers of boulders'.)
(6f. Carter, MSS, I.G.52, for precise find-spots.)
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Site 13
'The portion (of the Valley) leading to the tomb of
Thothmes III' (3 January+). ('Though there were immense
heaps of rubbish from former excavations accumulated on
the upper stratum and rock slopes, the ground below had
not been attacked since ancient times') (site I).
Finds/results.
303 fire-stick and matrix;
304 model obelisk in limestone;
305-9 ostraca (305 = CG 25822);
310-3 frag. limestone vessels 'from burial of Sennefer'
(i.e. KV42);
314-7 four foundation deposits of Hatshepsut-Meryetre
(I.A.240);
318-9 loose foundation deposit objects, Tuthmosis III.
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.51, for precise find-spots.)
Site 14
'Between opening of tomb Ramses IX and cache of Akhenaten'
(KV6-KV55).
Finds/results.
320 limestone stela of Inumose ('top stratum');
321-3 ostraca (322 = CG 25830);
324 frag. ?canopic jar, Takhat ('lower stratum'):
325 fragmentary faience amulet.
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.50-51, for precise find-spots.)
Site 15
'End of Thothmes III valley' (site I).
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Finds/results.
326 frag. polychrome faience 'funerary figure' ('loose
rubbish');
327 frags. faience, glass, beads;
328 frag. faience shabti, Sethos I;
329, 331 ostraca (331, 'lower stratum');
330 frag. limestone 'tablet';
332 'shoulder of a basalt statuette of a king'.
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.51, for precise find-spots.)
'Extreme end of Thothmes III valley, below rift containing
king's tomb' ( site I).
Finds/results.
333-6 four foundation deposits, Tuthmosis III, one
intact ('in bed rock');
commencement for a tomb' (KV F).
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.50-51, for precise find-spots.)
Site 16

'South of opening of cache Akhenaten' (KV55) (before 3/13
March).
Finds/results.
337-41, 343-6 ostraca (337-41, 'top stratum'; 343-4,
'Davis rubbish'; 344 = CG 25824; 345-6, 'lower
stratum');
342 five frag. alabaster shabtis 'of a (?)Ramses';
347-8 frags. of wood with hieroglyphic text (348, 'yellow
incised in ebony'; 'middle stratum');
349 jasper burnisher and frags. copper-alloy ('such as
rosettes, etc. ?from Akhenaten cache left by ancients';
'in crack in rock');
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350 'miscl. frags. faience, glass, bronze and statuette in wood' ('loose rubbish').
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.52, for precise find-spots.)

SPRING 1922 (8 February-'March')
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, MSS, I.J.387, nos. 351-432.
Attested site designation.
K; attribution of finds by number.
Site 17
'Recommenced excavations on the east side of foot hill
containing the tomb of Siptah' (KV47). (Carter adds in
a note: 'The greater part of this spot was covered with
large mounds of rubbish thrown out during the excavations
of Siptah's tomb by Theo. M. Davis') (8 February+) (site K).
Finds/results.
( 'Top loose rubbish from former excavations')
351 two frags. faience model coffin, of Tiaa (I.A.277);
352 frag. faience vase, Sethos I (I.A.278);
353-5, 357-63, 365 ostraca (359 = CG 25806; 361 =
CG 25800; 361a = CG 25781);
356 limestone plumb-bob;
364 limestone drill top;
366 ebony veneer from box.
("Sondaged", but mostly undisturbed.')

367-78 ostraca;
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379 plaster model of a dog;
380 copper spike.
('Undisturbed stratum (man's height above rock bed).
(Rough walls ... were uncovered in this stratum).')
381-92 ostraca (381 = CG 25801; 381a = CG 25794; 384 =
CG 25787; 390 = CG 25790; 391 = CG 25786);
393 zeer (in situ);
394 frags. glass, faience, beads etc.
Mower stratum - on bed rock.)
395-7 terracotta pots (397: see further below);
398 limestone statuette (see below);
399 'two limestone desks for (?)use';
400-20 ostraca (400 = CG 25780; 401 = CG 25783; 402 =
CG 25782; 403 = CG 25784; 404 = CG 25779; 405 =
CG 25785 ('397-405. This group in small shelf in
rock over hut ... Wrapped in mat'); 409 = CG 25796;
411 = CG 25831; 412 = CG 25814; 415 = CG 25792;
416 = CG 25793; 417 = CG 25791; 418 = CG 25804).
'Loose rubbish before and on both sides of the tomb of
Siptah.'
Finds/results.
421-31 ostraca (422 = CG 25825; 429 = CG 25797; 430 =
CG 25810; 431 = CG 25799);
432 'debris (miscl.) from tomb of Siptah (glass,
shawabtis, leather, etc.)'.
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WINTER 1922-SPRING 1923 (1 November+)
Excavator.
Carter.
Basic sources.
Carter, MSS, I.J.387, nos. 433-5.
Attested site designation.
?H; attribution of finds by number.
Site 18
'Excavation before tomb of Ramses VI' (1(119) (1 November+)
(site H?).
Finds/results.
433 entrance to 1(1162 (Tutankhamun);
434 ostracon;
435 '(?)mortar trough for Ramses VI (?)tomb'.
(Cf. Carter, MSS, I.G.52, for precise locations.)
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APPENDIX D
EXTRACTS FROM THE WEIGALL MSS36)

Document 1
Copie

Direction Generale du
Service des Antiquites
Autorisation de Fouilles
Je soussigne, Directeur General du Service des

Antiquites, agissant en vertu des Pouvoirs qui me sont
delegues, autorise par la presente M. Theodore M. Davis,
a executer
sujet Americain, residant a
(sic)
des fouilles scientifiques dans la vallee des Rois, dans
les terrains appartenant a l'Etat, libres, non bAtis,
non cultives non compris dans la zEine militaire, cimetieres, carriers, etc. etc. en general, non affectes a
un service public, et aux conditions suivantes:
Les travaux de fouilles seront executes aux frais,
risques et perils de M. Davis par les soins de M. Eduard
N. Ayrton (sic): celui-ci ne devra avoir aucune autre
occupation, et devra se tenir constammement sur le champ
de fouilles;
2° Les travaux seront executes sous le contrOle du
Service des Antiquites qui aura le droit non seulement de
surveiller les travaux, mais encore d'en rectifier la
marche s'il juge utile au succes de l'entreprise.
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30 Si un tombeau, ou tout autre monument quelconque,
vient a etre decouvert, M. Ayrton est tenu d'en aviser
immediatement l'Inspecteur en Chef du Service des Antiquites de la Haute Egypte a Louxor;
40 M. Davis aura le privilege d'ouvrir lui meme le
tombeau ou le monument decou
vert, et d'y penetrer le
premier.
50 Des l'instant de l'ouverture, l'Inspecteur en Chef
du Service des Antiquites placera sur le lieux le nombre
de gardiens qu'il jugera necessaire.
6 0 M. Davis, apres avoir examine le dit tombeau, ou
monument et pris les notes qu'il jugera necessaires, le
consignera a l'Inspecteur du Service des Antiquites ou
a tout autre agent que le Service lui aura designe.
70 M. Davis est tenu de rediger aussitOt un proces
verbal indiquant les particularites observes au moment
de l'ouverture et la place occupee par chaque objet, en
y joignant des photographies et des dessins autant que
possible.
80 M. Davis n'aura droit a aucun des objets renfermes
dans le tombeau ou le monument decouvert; ces objets,
ainsi que le monument ou le tombeau restant la propriete
du Service des Antiquites; M. Davis se reserve seulement
de publier la trouvail et il sera indiqtie dans les
catalogues du Muse comme ayant ete l'auteur de la
decouverte.
M. Davis, une fois des fouilles terminees, est tenu
de remettre a ses frais dans un etat satisfaisant de
nivellement, tous les terrains sur lesquelles il aura
opere.
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100 M. Davis s'engage en outre:
A a ne pas prendre d'estampage au papier humide sur
les monumentscolories;
B a deposer au Muse, et, si possible, a la
Bibliotheque Khediviale, un exemplaire des
ouvrages, memoires, tirages a part, recueils de
gravures publies par ses soins sur les objets
decouverts au cours de ses fouilles;
C livrer le Service des Antiquit6s, dans le delai
d'un an a partir de la date ou ses travaux
auront pris fin: 1° un croquis, ou s'il y a lieu,
au jugement du Service, un plan du champ des
fouilles qui puisse etre publie dans les annales
du Muse; 20 une liste sommaire se ref erant a ce
plan et indiquant la position des objets formant
un ensemble, tels que sarcophages, barques,
statues funeraires, verres, amulettes appartenant
un m'eme sarcophage.
11 0 Toute infraction de la parte de M. Davis ou de ses
agents, aux conditions ci-dessus enoncees, entrainera de
plein droit sans mise en demeure ou formalite quelconque
l'annulation de la presente autorisation. Le Service des
Antiquites procedant par voie administrative fera cesser
immediatement tout travail et prendra toutes les mesures
qu'il jugera necessaire pour ses interats et pour la
sauvegarde des monuments ou objets qui auraient ete d6ja
decouverts au moment de la cessation des fouilles, et ce,
sans que M. Davis, ou quelconque de ses agents, ait droit
une indemnite ou une compensation quelconque de
quelque nature que ce soit.
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La pr6sente autorisation est valable pour un an
partir du 1 er Novembre 1905.
Fait double au Caire le

(sic)

Le Directeur General
du Service des Antiquites
signs: G. Maspero
Vu et accepte
la presente autorisation
sign: Theo. M. Davis

Document 2

Dahabya Beduin
Egypt
Sunday. Jan. 13. 1907
My dear Weigall
I am just back from the Valley, spent most of the
afternoon in the tomb (KV55) and have decided that it is
too dangerous for me or any other man to attempt to move
the coffin. Personally I would not think of touching it,
and think you will be of the same opinion when you carefully examine it.
The photographer 37) has worked all day, Smith has
finished the Queen. The photographer will monopolize the
tomb Monday and Tuesday. Smith will commence to paint
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the coffin early tomorrow morning and finish Tuesday
afternoon.
Ayrton will take the measures of everything connected
with the tomb and locate by sketch the situ of everything
in the tomb: none of the workmen will be there on
Tuesday - from all of which you will see that there will
be nothing for you to do before Wednesday. I merely
make this as a suggestion, fearing that you will be
disappointed if you go over tomorrow - I shall not go
over until Wednesday morning. Jo Smith's father, a most
ingenious man, goes over tomorrow morning to examine and
report a possible scheme to lift the coffin & mummy his conclusion will be submitted to you on Wednesday when
you can consider its feasibility.
Kind regards
Theo. M. Davis

Document 3

Biban el Moluk
Dec. 30. 1907
Dear Weigall
Just a line to, perhaps, catch you before you leave
for Cairo, to say that we have dug out a portion of the
rubbish from the tomb of Amenmeses (KV10) leaving a
level floor for a further space of five metres and rebuilt
the ras(?) at that point. This will give the Company room
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for another table of equal length to their other two
38)
and should do nicely.
The only objects found were the
bottom piece of an alabaster ushabti of Rameses VI and
a fragment from an alabaster box(?) with the cartouches
of Sety I. Shewing that at least the upper layers of
the tomb rubbish must be due to comparatively recent
entry of water which has washed in these things.

Yrs.
Edward R. Ayr ton

Document 4
Biban el Moluk
Jan. 5. 1907 (sc. 1908) 39)
Dear Weigall
Just a line to let you know that we have discovered
a tomb (KV56) running under the tomb of Rameses VI at a
depth of some 20 ft. below the path level and immediately
before the tomb of Rameses III.
I have asked your Reyz to put guards over it and
understand from Mr. Davis that he is writing to you. I
understand from him that he will not open it until some
date near the 17th Jan. 1907 (sic).
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I shall probably want to move the tourist path back
across the entrance of Rameses III Tomb (sic). But we
can settle that later or when I see you.
Hope you enjoyed your visit to Cairo.
Yrs. in haste
Edward R. Ayrton

Document 5
Dahabya Beduin
Egypt
Luxor
January 5/1908
Arthur Weigall Esq
Inspector etc.
Dear Sir
I beg to advise you that I have this day discovered
what I suppose to be a large tomb (KV56). Owing to the
request of Sir Eldon Gorst I shall not open or enter the
40)
tomb until the 17th inst.
Will you kindly exercise your rights and duties under
your Inspectorship in the matter of guarding the site of
the tomb and oblige.
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Yrs. truly
Theo. M. Davis
P.S. Your Rais was informed this morning of the find and
asked to set the guards at once.
T. M. Davis

Document 6

Dahabya Beduin
Egypt
January 29/1908
Dear M. Maspero
I would like to take out of the tomb of Queen "Thyi"
(KV55), the doors which now rest on a pile of rock at the
mouth of the corridor, also the boards in the last
chamber. This for the reason that I may have copied such
inscriptions as already have not been done. Itsseems a
pity to allow the doors etc. to remain in the tomb uncopied,
and liable to decay beyond preservation.
I would also like to transfer the doors etc. to the
tomb next to Thyi's, there to stay until copies are made.
It is possible that useful inscriptions may be found
and therefore it would seem worthy of transportation (sic?).
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If you agree with my application I shall be glad if
you will at once issue the necessary order to Mr. Weigall.
Very truly
Theo. M. Davis
I would like to have the key to Thyi's tomb tomorrow
morning not later than 9 am as I am going to Valley at 10.
T. M. Davis
(Superscription:)
M. Weigall
Allow M. Davis to take the panels out of the tomb, or
generally to do what is necessary to copy them. When
he has copied them, pray, take them all and send them to
41)
Cairo, that the bier may be built up again in the Museum.
Louxor 30/1 1908
G. Maspero

Document 7
Biban el Moluk
Feb. 22nd 1908
Dear Weigall
We have just found another tomb (KV57), 42) this time
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of Bab-type, in the continuation of the digging which
led to the discovery of the jewellery of Tausert.
I will be glad if you will keep this information
private until Davis' arrival.
I am writing to you first since I should like you to
endorse my request that one of your guards should stay
on it at night. We shall not need police for at least
three days.
Yrs.
Edward R. Ayrton

Document 8
Dahabya Beduin
Egypt
Dec. 31. 1908. Copy
Dear Mr Davis
It was at the beginning of the season that I unpacked
the ostraka at the Museum. Mr. Jones and Mr. George saw
them on the tables and floor of the room which Maspero
himself gave me leave to use.
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Last year's ostraka are all packed in the boxes in the
tomb of Horemheb. These I formally handed over to
Mr. Weigall by letter at the close of last season, telling
him that I had packed the ostraka in separate boxes, so
that Mr. Alan Gardiner could work on them at Mr. Weigall's
house during last summer. 43) You said that you had no
objection to Mr. Gardiner's working them over, when I
asked you last season. The so-called "Mediterranean"
ostraka are with these, and you saw one or two of them
dug out yourself in those workmen's huts by the tomb of
Seti I. 44) They are ostraka with curious marks on them,
and I only had a theory that they might lead to some new
ideas, but as this was a private theory of my own, I
naturally did not mention it to you, since you did not
receive my theories at all kindly.
Petrie may quite possibly have some of these ostraka.
I did all I could to prevent stealing, and this is not on
my conscience. I think if you gave a small sum of
baksheesh, as I suggested to you before, you would lessen
this evil tho' I doubt if it could be stamped out of the
native of Gurna.
Yrs truly
Edward R. Ayrton

